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MILITARY CURRICULUM MERIAIS

The militarr4lgrm.loped curriculum materials in this course
vackagOaere selected by the National Center forlResearch in
Nocaticcal,EducatimMilifary Curriculum Project for dissem-
iriation to the six regional Curriculum Coordination Centers and

other instspctional materials dgencies. The purpose of
disseminating these ,courses was to make curriculum materials
develdped by the military more,accessible to vocational .

educators. in the civilian letting. \
.

. The course'materials were acguired,.evaluated by project
staff and practitioners in the field, and prepared for

dissemination. Materials Which were specific-to the idlitary
were delab_ad,.coPyrighied materials :were either omitted or appro-

val for their useVas obtained. These. pours packages dantain
, curriculum resource'materials which can be a apted to support

vocational instruction and curriculumdevelogrent.
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The Natio at Center
Mission Sta nt

he National- Center for nesearch- In -
- Vocational Education's mission is to increase

the ability of diverse agencies, institutions,
and .organizations to solve educational prob-

lems relating td individual carter planning,
preparation, and progresflon. The National
Center-fulfills its mission by:.

Generating kw/ledge through research

Developing educational.programs and
products

lo
.

Evaluating individual program needs/
and outcomes

Installing educational programs and
products

Operating in formation systemi and
services

Conducting leadership developMent and
training programs

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT
Military 'Curriculum Materials

WRITE OR CALL
Program information Office
The National Center f6r Rdearch in Vocational.

Education .

The Ohio State University
1960 Kenny Road, Columbus, Ohio 43210
Telephone: 914144134665 or Toil Free 800/

848-4815 within the continental U.S.
(except Ohio)
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Military
CurriCuluin Materials
Disserifination Is .

-.,

an actitity to increase the accessibility of
04ilitary-developed curriculum materials to

- vocational and technical educators.

This p(oject, ,funted by the U.S. Office of
Education, includes the identification and
acquisition of curriculum materials in pNnt
form from the Coast Guard, Air Force,
Army, Marine Corps and Navy.

Access to military curriculum rAaterials is
provided through a "Joint Memorandum of
Understandingq, between the U.S. Office of
Education and the Department of Defense.

The acquircd materials are reviewed llay staff
and subject matter specialists, and courses
deemed applicabt& to vocational and tech-
nical education are selected for dissemination.

The National Center for Research in
Vocational Education is the U.S. Off ide of
education's 'designated representative to
bcquire Hie materials,and conduct the pioject
activities.

Project Staff:

0

Wesley E. Budke, Ph.D,, Director
Nations) Center Clearinghouse

Shirley A. Chase,'Ph.D.
Prbject Director

4,

What Materials
Are Available?

. .

1

One hundred twenty courseton'inierofiche
(thirteen ill paper form) and descriptions of
each have been provided, to the vocational

.,Curriculum Coordinationters and other
instrt ctional materials agencies for ditsemi-
nation.

Course materials include programmed
instruction, curriculum outlines,,,inttructor
guides, student workbooks- al 4.1 technical
manuals.

The OA courses represent the. following
vocational subject areas:

Agriculture
Aviation
Building &
Con-traction
Trades

Clerical
Oecupations

Corrrmunications
Doffing
Elstronics
Engine Mechanics

Food Service
Health

'Heating & Air
Conditioning

Machine Shop
Management &
Supervision

Meteorology &
Navigaricin

Photography
Public SerVice

.

The number of courses and the subject areas
represented will expand as additional mate-
rials with application to vocational and

technical educatiO are identified and selected
for dissemination.

How Can These
Materials Be Obtaiqed?

. .

Contact the curriculum Coordination Center'
in your region for information on obtaining
materials (e.g., availability and cost). The/ -
will respond to your request directlyor refer
you to an instructional materials agency
closer to yob: \

CURRICUL.Of.1 CciOnDINA10ii CLN FERS

EAST CENTRAL ,

Rebecca S. Dougtass

Director
400 North First Street
Springfield, IL A2777
217/782:0759

MIDWEST
Robert Patton
Director
1515 West Sixth Ave.
Stillwater, OK 74704
4U5/377 -2000

NORTHEAST' l
Joseph F. Kelly, Ph.D.
director
225 West State 1. reet,
Trenton, NJ 08625
609/292.6562

NORTHWEST
William Daniels
Director
Building 17
Airdustrial Patk
Olympia, WA 98504
206//53.0879

SOUTHEAST
James F. Shill, Ph.D.
Directbr
Mississippi State University
.Drawer DX

,.MississippilState, MS 39762
60425-2510 ,-

'WESTERN
Lawreriee.F. H. Zane, Ph.D.

Director+
1776 University Ave.
Honolulu. HI, 96822
808/948-1834
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A. "
Course Desdription

3--

,41'he instructional design for this Fourse is self-paced and/or small group paced. Thit

course trains perponnel to perform duties as an Aircraft Environmental Systems Mechanic-

'f t includes ofganizational and field maintenance of aircraft presSurization,.sir conditioning,
and. air starter systeis, and life raft inflation, equipment.

Block I - Fundamentals contains -24 lessons requiri.ig 5 bours of instruction.
'These arez---diffety; aircraft fathiliarizati n; physics; electron theory'

.
magnetism; DC generation and basic circuit symbols and terms; wiring
diagram fundamentals; control and'protective devices; multimeter; Kirchoff's

current law; Kirchoff's voltage law;' Ohm's law; series circuits; parallel

o

control circuit; temperature control'x4rcuits; alternating current;
capacitance; irductanee; AC motors andcontrol circuits; solid state
dbvicJsmagnetiC amplif1ery4 and trainer aircraft air conditioning system.

Buck II. A4. Air Conditioning Systems consists of p lessons convering 1)24 hours of

instruction. TOeSe are: fighter cabin air conditioning system; rain
_removal syStem; equipment ait conditioning system; temperature' control
systpe tester;bombn 'air conditioning'system; decade resistor functions and

windshield amplifier bench check; cargo bleed Air and anti-icing system; ,

and cargo gir conditimning system.

Block III - Aircraft Environmental Systems Units contains 13 lessons covering 102

a .hours of instruction. Theseare the following: tools, hardware, ,safetying. ,

devices, and4Wire fepair; maintenance qfpoisture.separators; Maintenance.'

*of bleed air, distribution ducting; airtiturbine motor maintenance; turbine

refrigeration devices; advgnced fighter/bomber air seurce'control system;
advanced fighter/bomber air conditioning system; advanced fighter/bomber .

'windshield clearing system; maintenance of air control units; anti-G

Ault system; canopy seal system; pressurization syStems; and cabin p-essure

leakage cheditNI
« .

Block IV - 'utility Systems and Flight Line Maintenance consists of 9 lessons requiring

1.14.5 hours of instruction. Theseiessons-are entitled: gaseous 02 sntems;
.KquiidA2 systems; lfitu,V refrigeration systems and domponehts; inspetion
ltailifi,nince,of 02 systems (liquid); cryotainer Systems maintenance; liferaff

inflation equipment, fire extinguisher vstem maintenance; flight line
maintenance rinspections; and flight line maintenance; removal and-

. -

repljAcement of system components.

This course contains both teacher and student materials. Printed instructor materials

'' include plans of instruction detailing training equipmentNneeded, training methods,

multiple instructor requiremeaand,instructional guidance. The student matetial_

includes workbook, and programmed texts with review exercises. A bibliography and

glossary of terms have been provided to aid both the itistrucitpr, and the student..

In Blocks I and III, lessons on Orientakion, Security, Progression in Career Fteld,

Maintenance Management, and the Technical Order PublicitIons Systems have been

deleted because of military'specific materials.

circuits; series-parallel tircuits;switching circuits; DC motors and

0
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FOREWORD

programmed text was prepared for use in the 3ABR42331

intrto..tional system. The materials contained herein have been , .

valLiated using students enrolled in the 3ABR42331 course. Ninety
perceht of the students taking this text have either achieved or
surpassed the criteria called for in the lesson objective. The

average student required 1.5 hours to complete this text. .

4'4

4 4

OBJECTIVES:

4, To help you understand the operation of&he components and the
necessity of the oxygen system, this programmed text covers the.physimo-
-logical effects of an oxygen deficiency. Iii addition, safety in
handling oxygen equipment is also covered. You Will be requiied to.
accomplish the following objectives.

1. . Select without error, safety precautions pertaining to the
use and handling of gaseous oxygen.

INSTRUCTIONS

Phis vrogrammed text presents material in small steps called
"frames." :After each frame you will find a number of Statements -

and you axe asked to select the statement/s that are true. Read the
material in each frame before making a selection. The answers to each
frame can be found at the top of the next page. If you select the
Correct answers, co#iinue to the mext.frame. If you are wrong or
in doubt,, feed the material again and correct yourself before

r

Supersedes iABR42331 PT 401, 25 August 1977.
*OPR: 3370 TCHTG
,DISTRIBUTION: X

3370 TCHTG/TTGU-P 600; TTVSA - 1
. ,

9
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A3°
' Frame 1

As the earth turns "on its axis and goes in a path around the sun,
it is forever accompanied 'by a'gaseous sea of air called "atmosphere."
hAn lives at the bgetom of this sea.. Raise him a tew miles from the
bottom and he suffers from internal pressures, becomes unconscious
cr dies. Man can live many days with no food, a few days with no
water, bx... only a few.minutes mith no air. The atmosrherei a mixture
of gases, is made up of 21Z oxygen, 78% nitrogen, and 1% other gases.
Theperrlea;age of this composition of air does not change with alti-
tude, however, its density decreases fast with altitude. The air

.gets "thin" bezause less pressure is applied as altitude increases.

a

.

Canop7 of Atmosphere.

Check the following statement/s that are trap.

-1. Without air, a. man cad llie.only a few minutes.
,

2. Twedty-one percent of the 4mosi 'oxygen.

3. As altitude increases, pressure increases.

4. The same compositionof air t.s present at any altitude.

'5. Air gets thin at higher altitudes because less'pressure
is applie to it.



. 201
Answers to Frame 1: /1')/ I. 2. 3. 4. ).

Frame/

Since man can not live in the "thinuair -at high altitude, the

aircraft cabin is pressurized .to as near sea level as it can be.

This lets man go a little higher but not high enough. Changes in

pressure have an important effect on humans, and at higher altitudes

a loss of pressure can cause the ',bends.," Oxygen equipment must be

used to stop this from happening. Also-think of what would happen .

if pressurization was logt. We know that oxygen is required at

higher altitudes in order to live. the typo of oxygen aviators need

must be free of .the other elemihts found in'the air we breSthe on

earth, such as dust, moisture, etc.

"BENDS" pain from too great c pressure
decrease-;-nitrogen bubbles form
in your blood and body fluids

A BOTTLE OF SODA, A DEEP-SEA DIVER AND YOU!

BOTTLE IS CAPPED
UNDER PRESSURE:

0
M
W."

IF DIVER IS BROUGHT
UP TOO QUICKLY

I,

FLYER ASCENDS TO
VERY HIGH ALTITUDE.

CARBON DIOXIDE FORMS NITROGEN BUBBLES FORM DECREASED PRESSURE FORMS
BUBBLES WHEN UNCAPPED WITH SUDDEN PRESSURE DROP BUBBLESYOU HAVE "BENDS"

Complete the 'following statements by filling in the proper word.

1. At high altitudes a sudden drop in cabin pressure can

cause

2. If cabin pressurization was lost-at high altitudes the flight

crew would need to survive.

3. Temperature and constantly\ change during

flight. 7

4
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Answers to Frame 2: 1. bends 2. oxygen 3. pressure
,/-

Frame 3

Oxygen is one of the most abundant sUbstammein'he world. As
previously stated, 21Z of the air we-breathe is oxygen. In its4free
state, oxygen is a gas with no odor, color, or taste buspis very active
chemically and will- combines with nearly all other' elements. Atoms'of
free oxygen usually combine in to form molecules, with the chemical
',libel 02. ,Oxygen is not c tible butlwill readilysupport combustion.

Gaseous oxygen can be changed to a liquid by a process'of compression
and expansion.

Check the following stateuent /s that are true.

1. Twenty-one percent of the atmosphere is oxygen.

. The chemical sylbi.l
4

foi gaseous oxygen,molecule is 02.

3. One oxygen atom usually makes an oxygen molecule.

4. Oxygen is a gas thit is odorless, colorless, and tasteless.

5. Oxygen will not support combustion.

6. Gaseous oxygen can be turned into a liquia.

5,

4
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Answers to FrSme3: _.) l. V 2. 3. / 4.

- 5.. 6.

Frame 4 S /

\

When too much of a loss of oxygen occurs inthe.human body and"

the body tissue is permanently damaged, a person is said to be suffering

from anoxia. Anoxia is the absence of qxygen in the right quantity.

This condition Could be caused by an oxygen system that failed or

some other. gas that took the place of .the oxygen in a closed in area.

With no oxygen,. the Luman body stops its wdrk in a few seconds. As

an environmental systems mechanic it will be your job to make sure

thqt the oxygen system As doing its Job right. See the sketch for

thesbasic rules in using oxygen...
J ,
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AT NIGHT USE OXYGEN

FROM THE GROUND UP

Refer to the illustration above to complete the following statements.
A

1. Without oxygen, unconsciousness and death will occur at

feet.

2. Without oxygen, day time efficiency is not affected but

night vision is subnormal at feet.

3. A pressure-demand oxygen system is needed to operate at full

efficiency at feet.

6 15
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Answers to Frame 4: 1. 25'000 feet 20 10.000 feet 3.- 42,000 feet

Frame 5

We determined that anoxia 4as permanent damage as a'result of

inadequate qxygenation of the blood. Hypoxia is not enough 'oxygen

in the blood stream. To work normally, the body needs a well balanced
supply of oxygen all of the time. Hyptxia has various effects on the
human bodPat different altitudes (see chart). Hypoxia is dangerous

because it creeps ap on a person without his knowing it. If a pilot

does not know the signs gf hypoxia, he will either crash the aircraft
or die from being starved for oxygen.

7

a"

symptoms of HYPDXIA!
/7-

.IS to 40
THOUSAND

AN1

15 rosy
sans.

IMMEDIATE ..
UNCONSOOUSNESSI

bohlt Me OVMD NOWItiilde

201, 23
THOUSAND

NEI

SAME stMgatYs
.

AS IS to ar IDNILY

'MORE FROFORICED WITH
EVENTUAL UNSONSCIOUSNESS

15 to 18
THOUSAND

FINT

IMPAIRMENT 1GAIENT #
AND , HIGH SELF CONFIDENCE

. , c p.,Foi .4 : Y. ' y
PEL ,-,, , ppm c c ., TION,

SLEEMNISC I **. , s,

milcomory CHANGES AS IN A
MILD DRUNK-CYANOSIS (BLUING)

[..

lTHOtar.4

OUSA0
SEET

i

....-

R0HOUS
HEADACHE, FATIGUE,

USTLESSNBS 4

Check the following statement/s that are true.
%

1. Hypoxia is a deficiency of oxygen in the blood.

2. The symptoms of hypoxia cannot be recognized.

3. At 35 to 40,000 let, unconsciousness occurs with little
or no warning. .

4. The body'requires a balanced supply of oxygen.

7
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'Answers tc Frame 1,

Frame 6

2. 3. 4.

With anoxia and hypoxia we found the.body 0 be with no oxygen

or a deficiency in oxygen. .Going.in the oppojite direction,'we find

that hyperventilation is breathing too much which produces too much

oxygjh in the body' leading to an abnormal loss of carbon dioxidk!;:rom

the blood. The extreme signs of hyperventilation are muscular con-

tractions and Complete loss 04: body control., A Person's body gets

stiff"and he will "freeze." An example of hyperventilation would be

a man who is running a foot race.* When he stops he will feel dizzy,

be breathing deeply and hts body will be partially but of control.

A pilot may experience
hyperventilation from getting lexcited in an

emergency Or from-an attack by enemy aircraft. It is possible that

'he will "freeze" at the controls and crash. As a Tule, hyperventila-

tion is not serious and will pass in a few minutes.,

Cfteck.tfie following'statement/s that are true.

1. * Hyperventilation is overbreathtng.
k

2.
Hyperventilati4n will kill in seconds likeanoxia.

3. It's possible for a pilot to "freeze" at the controls from

hyperventilation.

4. Normally, hyperve4tilation is not serious and will:Pass.

5. Hyperventilation is the opposite of thoxig.'

At

8

7
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Answers to Frame 6: 1. 2.
2636

3. 1/ 4. 5.

Frame 7

.Aviatfore, breathing oxygen is made through a process called
"distillation," where moisture and other impurities are taken tut
of the air as it is wirmed and cooled. Moisture is especially_harm-
ful to oxygen systems because it will freeze at 32 degrees F and ail
valves and regulators are then, useless.. Aviators' oxygen is refined
until it is 99.5% moisture free. Do nbt substitute this with any
Other oxygen. Oxygen made for hospital use 1s'only 98% moisture
free and welding oxygen is about.70% moisture free.

Testing Oxygen. in Cylinder to Assuie 99.5% Purity.

Complete'the following statements by,filling in the proper word.

1. Aviators', oxygen is % moisture free.

2. Moisture will, at 32'F, in the oxygen 'sy3tem
cotponents.

3. Aviators' oxqgen 1.s produced through a process called

4. - Hospital oxygen is only % moisture free. "

9
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2637
Answers to Frame 7: 1. 99. 2. freeze 3. distillation 4. 98

Frame 8

In the preceding frames we covered the physiological effects df

oxygen defitiegipy. Let's review this information now. Cirtle the,c

letter of the Answer that is correct for each of the follawing
q

statements. .
--

1. Man can,live only a few minutes with no

a. air.

b. food.

c. water.

, The atmosphere is22,

a. 78% oxygen.

b. '78%tother gases.

c. 28% otxgen.

d. 28% other gases.

3. At high altitudes a sudden drop in pressure can cause

a. anoxia.

b. hypoxia.
c. bends.

4.. At 10,000,feet night vision is subnormal without

a. nitrogen.

b. oxygen.

A deficiency of oxygen in the blood is called

a. anoxia.
b. hypoxia.
cl hyperventilation.

JO!
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inswers to ?tame 8: 1 a 2. c 3. c 4. b 5. b

Frame 9

Gaseous oxygen stored under'high'pressu're in cylinders made

of steel with no seam$. They measure .$ 1/2 inches by 51'inches. To

determine the difference in aviators breat4ing oxygen from'other gases,
the cylinders are painted a dark green color with a 3 inch band of .,

*bite !war the valve lend. To further identify these cylinders the
words "AVIATORS BREATHING OXYGEN" are stenciled on the cylinylef in

block letters. All Of these methods of identification are fbr one
purpose: - "to make sure that no other gas is put iai oxygen system.

op

2638

TYPE AND
MAXIMUM FILLING
PRESSURE AT 71:OF

f
SERIAL NO

.

GUiNOUENNIAL
TEST DATE
DIYDROSTATICI

41.

GREEN
2 r
3/
X
0
0
z

O

>

Check the foilowing stifement/s

1-222

that are true.

1. To distinguish aviators'
/
o gen frOm'other gases, the

cylinders are painted green.

__2.' Gaseous oxygen is snored under high pressure.

3. A 3-inch white band is painted around the bottcm of each

cylinder.

11
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Frame 9 (Continued)

4. The words AVIATORS BREATHING OXYGEN is stenciled on each
cylinder.

5. All cylinder identification is to make sure that nit other
gas is put in an oxygen system,.

Ito

b01
6. Gaseous oxygen cylinders are made a seamless steel. vo

444
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Answers to Frond 9: 1. ./. 2. 43" 4. S. ' 6.

.1. Frame 10.

4HfiLid. before, tht gaseous oxygen cylinder is made of steel with
,no seams. .The control' valve on the cylinder is handwileel ctperated
and the, outlets are set at 90 degree angles to the c linders (see
below). This .is to stop the rocket action of the ,cylinder if the
valve should be opened accidentally or ff the. Rupture disc (safety

/ disc) 'blows out. The ruptute ;disc. is a thin piece of gold. plitec1(
teel,which will not corrode and become weals..,TIse disc is designed ...

. to blow out if thermal exparheion raises the cylinder pressure above'
2200 psi. The valve outlet %breads are designed so that other gas .

cylinders cannot be connected to oxygen 'recharging equip *tnt. The
'type of gas (oxygen) .the valve was designed' for is stamped on the
side of the valve. A metal cap is perewed on over the valve during

g or shipment to protect itliSsee cap in frame Jb).. Never use
otigrease gn oxygen valves or fittings. ...a

r

1
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2447
Frame 10; (Continued) PIP

Select, by placing a"cheokmarkin the blank, those items LL-

are tafety factors.

1. To prevent rocketing, the valve outlets' are at 90° angles'
to the cylinder. ir

2. The oxygen ,valve contains a gold+plated rupture disci.

3 Other gas cylindys.can be connected to oxygen recharging
. 'equipment.

4. -The 'rupture. disc is designed to take care of thermal
, .

. expansient in the cylinder.

r-s
PD

4

7
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Answers to FrAme 10: 1. 2. St ; 4.

Frame 11

Iatetstate Commerce Commission (ICC) requires that all-high
pressure c6:113tessed-gas cylinders be given "a hydroitatic test once
in Every five yeat5 '(quinquennially). The test pressuse:used must
be 5/3 times the -.rocking pressure of the cylinder iimum service
pressure, for oxygen storage cylinders is 2015 psi; therefore the
cylinders are subjected to a total preesve of 3400 psi. This test
is madeNup of water being forced unber high pressure in the cylinders
to, ,stretch it slightly.' The cylinder being tehtedis put in water and-
the water displaced by the espansion'is marked. When-thempressure is
left out the water level should go back to the starting point. %If it

'does pot, the cylinder has stretched permanently and must bed rejected.
The test date is 'stamped on the neck of the gylinder'(see frame 9).

. .

Check the following statement/s that'are true.

1. A hydiostatic test is performed on all high pressure
compressed gas cylinders quinquennially.

I

During the hydrostatic the water level of the water
.tank should go back to the starting level when the pressure
in the gas cylinder is released.

3. The hydrostatic test measure lmed in a compressedjas
cylinder must'be 5/3 Tides the working piessure of the
cylinder.

1.
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Answers to Frame 11: 1. 2.

Frame 12

While you are in the Air Force, you will be going,to a number
of-safety briefings, lectures, and movies to point out the .hazards
and safety precautions you should take while working-on the flight
line. The Air Force spends a lot of man-hours each month to maks_
you "think" safety. In your job, you will be working with oxygen
which requires that you use safety each and every day. on all jobs.
In the following frames safety precautions peculiar to-Asedus oxygen
will becovered. You will be requited to know these safety precau-
tions so you can select them from a list of safety precautions
without any error. You must be able to applythem without looking
dim up.

4

NO RESPONSE REQUIRED

.16
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Frame 13

One of.the most iuportant safety rule,_that you should,know about
oxygen is that it makes Other materials burn very fast. In other
words, it supports combustion. This characteristic, inaddition to
toe fact that oxygen is handledunder pressure in axcesaltri 2000 psi,
gives just cause for strict adherence to all safety rules. This
text will' go over some of the basic rules,

,
,

.

vila area where oxygen cailtera are stored should be 41:1 venti-
lated to prevent a-harmful a lation or axplogive concentration
of gap. ,

.
_

This is Boil' Bomb Explosion.

Check the following statement/s that are true.,

1. Oxygen mak es other materials burn rapidly.

High pressure gas of any kind is a hazard.

3. Oxygen should not be allowed to accumulate in a confined
area.

Oxygen itself does not burn but mugports combustion.

17
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Answers to Frame 13:

2. 3.

!rase 14

When storing oxygen cylinders, they should be protected fromextreme temperatures. They should at no time be stored closer than50 feet to hi4hly flammable materials. Oxygen cylinders should alsobekept from all other gases in stoage. Explosions and fires havebeen the result of mistaking oxygen for °atr gases that are usedfor fuel cell purging, putting air in tires, etc. So remember,never mix oxygen with petroleum base products; "you may not be hereto tell about it."

et

f

Check the saf4y precautions.

1. ..xygen cylindern should be protected from high temperatures.

2. 0vgen and petrOleum Bastl products myst not be mixed.

3. Oxygen and other gases should be separated during storage.

4. Oxygen should be stored at least 50 feet from flammable
materials.

5. Oxygen can be mistaken for other gasses



Answers to Frame 14: 3. 4. 5.

Prate 15

Oxygen cylinders- should b. handled with care. If the cylinder
control valve ie accidentally broken off, the cylinder will become

"rocket." Damaged cylinders are also subject. to explosion. Do not"

open the control valve with the outlet pointing at you or anyone else

because the high pressure gas wi cut your akin or destroy ,your

eyesight. It is also possible to rupture the internal orgaius of your

body if oxygen is directed into,tkp mouth or ears. The hand wheel
on the valve should be operated b hand only.

Check the safety precautiohs.

1. All oxygen cylinders should be handled with care.

2. Mien openirg the cylinder control valve, it should be pointed
away from you.

19
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Answers to Frame 15: 1. 2.

Frame 16

When working near oxygefi, all tools, clothes, and equipment must

be kept freeof grease and oil. Spontaneous combustion may take place

yhen oil and oxygen mix. More dangerous than spontaneous combustion
is the use of oxygen near a fire or equipment that will. make a spark.
Smoking near an oxygen area is'a sure way to get blown up. Do not

smoke right after being In an oxygen arm or after'servicing an
,aJrcraft because your clothes may have some oxygen trapped in them. ,

Allow a few minutes for your clothes tc air out.

Check the safety preCautions.

1. Smoking in an oxygen area is a dangerous practice.

2. When working around ox,gert, clothes, tools, and equipment
dust be free of oil and grease.

20
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Anmwere to Frame 16: 1. J 2. 240

Frame 17

Let's rnview some of the safety precautions that were covered in

the pest three frames. If you did not answer' this frame correctly

go back and reread the past three frames. In safety there is no

room for error.

Check the gaseous oxygen safety precautions.

1. Oxygen cylinders should be handled with care.

2. Wear tl correct protective 'clothing (face sh:_eld, neoprene

apron, now---.-aaorbent gloves) when handling the oxygen

cylinders.

3. Oxygen cylinders should be protected against high temperatures.

4. Do..not smoke where oxygen is being used.

5. Select the proper tool for ,the job.

6. Do not mix oxygen with petroleum base products.

7. Oxygen should be stored at least 50 feet from flammable

materials.

8. The control valve of an oxygen cylinder should be pointed
away from you when it is opened.

9. Proper ear protection must be porn when servicing the airc ±aft.

21
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Answers to Frame 17: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

Frame 1 7. 8. 9.'

Before servicing an aircraft with oxygen, it should be "grounded."
Aircraft build up static electricity during flight and could cause a
.spark when touched with the oxygen equipment. A proper ground wire I
will eliminate this. No power should be on the aircraft duiing

-servicing and the external power unit should be moved out' of thearea.

c

.Check the oxygen safety precautions.

1. The aircraft should be grounded before it is serviced with
oxygen.

2.. When servicing the aitcraft.with gaseous oxygen, wear
protective clothing.

3. No power should be on the aircraft during servicing.

22



As iwers to Frame 18: 1. 2. 3.

2 So

Frame 19

As previously stated, oxygen is stored in cylinderi,under mgt':
r sure. Most Osseous 'oxygen systems are low pressure Systems

e
. 450 PSI). In this case, a pressure reducer will .have to be used

Use illustration).* This will prevent the high pressure from .

exploding the aircraft cylinders.- The pressure reducer is part of
the low pressure servicing cart and should always be used.

o

1-RESSURE

REDUCER
HANDLE

Lin CYLINDER
PRESSURE PRESSURE

Check the oxygen safety precautions.

1. A pressure reducer is required when servicipg c low pressure
oxyien system.

s 2. ,Low pressure liaseous oxygen pressure is 650 psi.

23
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Akff
rs to Preme'19: 1. 2.

am 20

Oxygen is a harmless gas if handled correctly. Do not t ak any

short cuts that eliminate a safety rule just to get the job don. You
should' respect a .dangerous item because you recognize its abil ty to
destroy, and not just because :somebody said it was dangerous. ReseMber,
with oxygen the Safe way is the best way.

Now check your understanang of the safety precautions involved
with gaseous oxygen. Ramember'if you miss zny of these items *id

..phould go back to frame 13, restudy each frame, then check yourself
again. In safety there is no room for error.

Check the oxygen safety precautions.

1, Do not smoke where, oxygen is being used.

2. Oxygen cylinders should be proteeted(against high te'perature.

3. Oxygen Cylinders should be handled with care.

4. TriChloroethylme should be used outdoors or in a well
ventilated building.

5. Combustible, trash must be placed in closed -metal containers.

6. Do not mix oxygen with petroleum base p oducts.

7. The safe distance behind an operating jet engine is 200 feet.

8. Oxygen cylinders should be stored at leas 50 feet from
flammable materials.

9. The aircraft Should be grat7ded before it is serviced with

oxygen.

10. The control valve of inf:mien cylinder :Mould always be
pointed away from you When it is opened.

11. Ear protectors should be worn whatever the aircraft is

serviced with geseoul oxygen.

1111

12. NO poser Should be on the aircraft while servicing with

gamma =MI6 A

13. Protectivi clothing (face Shield, rubber apron(non-abeorbent
gloves) most be worn when servicing the aircraft with gaseous

oxygen.

14. A pressure.reducer must ba used when servicing a lam pressure

oxygen system.

15. The safe distance in front of an operating jet engine intake

C.446.25 feet. 24
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Answers to Frame 20: 1. Z. 3.. 4.

6.. 7. 91.

11. 12. 13. 14.

r-
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FOREWORD

This programmed text was prepared for use in the 3ABR42231 Illstructiocal
Systee._jhe material contained herein has been validated using 36
42010 students -carolled in the 3ABR42231 course. Ninety percent of

students taking this-text surpassed the criteria called for in the

approved lesson objective. The average student required 45 minutes

to complete LI= text.

OBJECTIVES

After completing this programmed text, you will be able 4o:

1. Explain the principles of operation of low-pressure oxygen

-systems.

2. Describe pressurs and flow indicators used in low-pressure

oxygen systems.

3. Explain the principles of operas n of high-pressure oxygen

systems.

4. Describe pressure and flow indicators used\in high-pressure

*oxygen systems.

INSTRUCTIONS

...This programmed text presents material in small steps called "trpes."

After each step you are asked to select the correct statement or match

some statements. Read the material presented and make your response as

directed in the frame. The correct answer to each frame can hie f2und

on the top of the next page. If your answer is correct proceda ta the
next frame; if you are wrong or in doubt., read the material again and

corrat yqprself before continuing.

Supersedes 3ABR42231-PT-401A, 18 Septembei 1972.

OPR: TAS

DISTRIBUTION: X
1 TAS - 150; TTVGC - 1
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Frame

Many type of oxygen systems are used on aircraft. A systSm

consists of two sections: the supply or storage sect/011**,11th its

connecting plumbing, and the distribution section which includes

the regulators. The type of system used in a given aiAraft is

determined by the type ofregulattir that is used. Oxygen regulators

are grouped into three types: demand, pressure demand, and continuous

flow. Any of the three types of regulatorscanibe used with buy type

of supply system. The types of supply systems ate low and high Ores -

sure gaseous oxygen, And low d high pressure liquid oxygen.

1

Check the following statement/sthat are true.

1. The mit of mien, system 340 determined by the regulator
used.

2. Any of the three types of regulators can be used with any
of the supply systems.

V

3. Normally there are five sections in an oxygen system.

4. The three types of regulators are demand, pressure demand,
and 'continuous flow.

37 vile
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\nswers to Frame 1: 1. 2. 3. 4.

F .141 2

The low pressure gaseous oxygen system is used on the old type
transport and cargo aircraft. The cylinders are mounted with straps
in sections of the aircraft where space is available. They carry
a maximum charge of 450 psi and are considered to be full between
400 and 450 psi.* The pressure should not be allowed to drop below
50 psi This is to prevent contamination of the cylinder due to
moletu; that will accumulate in the cylinder. Low pressure cylinders
are mad shatterproof by welding metal bands to the outer side.
The c nders are made of stainless steel or a by alloy steel and
are painted yellow to identify them as low pressure.°

L

STEC4.

Typical Low-Pressure Cylinders (Painted Yellow)

Check the following statement/s that are true.

All low pressure cylinders are painted yellow.

I

2. Maximum service pressure for low pressure cylinders is 450
psi.

3., At least 50 psi should always be left *in the cylinders.

4. Low pressure cylinders are not shatterproof.

5. Low pressure cylinders are considered full at 400 psi.

2
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Answers to Frame 2: 1. 2. 4. 5.

Frame

in

Low pressure systems gee 5/16.-inch aluminum tubing. The tubing
used in all oxygen sydtems has the size numbered in 1/16-inch incre-

*manta. A number 5 tubing Vas an Outer diameter of 5/16-inch, a number
3 would be 3/16-inch, etc. All tubing carrying oxygen is color coded
with green tape to distinguish it from other tubing in the aircraft.
During manufacture the tubing used is heat treated for strength and
treated also to prevent corrosion. :No kinds of-connections are used
in oxygen systems: flared tube connections, and pipe thread connections.

The fittings used in low pressure
alloy and painted blue to identify the
(Army-Navy) fittings. The pipe thread
into cylinders, regulators, and, gagis.
the flared tubing.

DOUBLE
TUBE
FLARE

NIPPLE

PITTINO
Mu

TUBE

°-- SLEEVE

NUT HEX

EXTERNAL
PIPE

THREAD

Double Flared Connection

systems are made of aluminum
material. These are "AN" standard
end of the fitting screws
The coneseat end connects

STRAIGHT PIPE
THREAD THREAD

RECESS HEX

AN Standard Fitting (Painted Blue)

Check the following statement/i that are true.

1. If you asked for a piece-of ramber 5 tubing, you would get

5/16.

Low pressure systems use number 5 aluminum tubing.

-3. Thu flared tubing is,connected to the pipe thread fitcing.

4. All tubing carrying oxygen is color coded green.

3
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Answer* to Frame 3: 1. ' 2. 3. 4.

Ths tubin ajbraced with clamps every 15 inches apart and at
each bind all rough the aircraft. This helps to reduce tubing vi-
bration and se helps to prevent chafing of the tubing. Oxygen cubing
should be ins ed with at least a two-inch clearance between else-
trical wiring or any control cables. The tubing is bent when necessary
to insure that this clearance is maintained. The tubing may run within
1/2-indh'of electrical wiring so long-as more insulation is used of..
the wires, but this is the absolite minimum.

NO 5 ALUMINUM TURING

Check the following statement/a that tare true.

1. Tubing should be clamped every 15 inches and at each bend.

2. A two-inch clearance should be maintained between tubing
and electrical wires and control cables-.

a

3. 1/2-inch is the abiolute minimum clearance on oxygen tubing.

40
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Answers to ream 4: 1 1.

21.57
Frame 5

Ack veins are wet in . nen systems that have movo,than one
cylinda . A check valve help: to prevent a comelete loss of oxygen
if part f the systww is damaged. Check valves may be in vony styles

to meet a used of the installation. An arrow on the side of the

check valve shows tLa direction of free flow. If cylinder "A", in
the illustration, ruptured, the oxygen in cylinder "B" would not go
out through the hole because of check valve number 3. Check valves

must be installed ao that allAylinders can b filled from a single

filler valve, all cylinders *ill feed the re tor, and if one cylinder

ruptures, the other cylinders will not drain ou through it.

1*,

FLU!! wow
i (mat wILVE
IMI MAO TUSING
- OISTRIMISFION TIMING
SIATION OUTLET

"ack the following statement's that are"true.
f,

1. .The arrow :pi a check valve indicates diroccion of free flow.

2. Chock valves are not required if 20TO than Onli cylinder is

used.

3, Check valves are installed 04 that 411 cylinders can be

filled from one valve.
.

S
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Lawyers to Emu 5: 1.

Frame 6

Filler valves us used when filling the oxygen system. They
are usually mounted near the outer surface of the a %rcraft in a recessed
well and under an access cover. Each filler'valve has a dust plug
attached to he valve by a chain. The plug can be removed by turning
the handle. When the dust plug is resoved,'a .recharge' adapter on the
servicing hoes is put in the fil7+r valve to fill the systam.e The
filler valve is nothing more thiin a spring loaded check valve that
is unseated by the recharge adapter and seas when the adapter is
removed.

2. '3.

Check the following statesent/s that are till.

1. A filler valve is a spring loaded Check valve.

2. The recharge adap,ar unseats the filler valve.
o

3. The filler valve is located on the outer surface of the
aircraft.

4. A wrench is require to connect the recharge adapter.

6
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ors to Prams 6: / 1. / 2. / 3. 4.
2i 6(

Fra7,
A separate gage may be used in some low pressure oxygen systems

to shot cylinder or system pressure.. This will deOhnd,on the type
of regulator xhat is used. Some regulators have a pressure gage built
in then. Oue of the tndlcatoTs used is the K-1 bourdon tube-tomato-a
me. The bourdon tube is hollow and in the shape of a PC.' Pressure
-put-on the inside of the tube will try to straighten it out. The pointer
is linked through levers to the bourdon tUbe. The dial face is parked
off in'50 perrraduations and the 0-100 psi range is lined out to
attract attention to these pressure readings. Most gages have a red
mark on the glass cover at 450 psi to point out the maximum service
pressurs4 The sass is found in .the cockpit in a readily visible location.

K-1 Pressure Caie

Check the following statement/s that are true.

The K-1 pressure gage is bourdon tube-operated.

Sops regOlators have a pressure gags built in.

the K-1 pressure gig. is electrically operated.

4. The 'linter is connected through
tube. f

5. Pressure in the hollow bourdon t
it out and deflect, the needle.

7
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Mowers to Trams 7: 1. / 2. 3. / 4. /

Trams 8

separat* flow indicator is used 1i scimelow pressure oxygen
el/stems to show that oxygen is flowing through the regulator. Some

regulators have a flail indicator built in them. The 4-3 flow Indicator

is the type used as a separate flow indicator. The A-3 indicates
by m)liskins actios ohm the user inhales through the oxygen mask.

- lb blinker "aye" is actuated by a disOhragm in the unit. The flat

indicator doss mal.show %oar aoCk oxygen is flowing or that the us.r
is getting enotigA-oxygen, it just tells the -user that he is receiving

a flow. .

4.4 Indicator
Cho& the following statement/S that are true.

1. The A-3 indicatM oxygen flow through the regulator.

2. "Maker" is the correct name for the Ap-3.

3. The blinker eye operates fray a diaphragm.

4. Snes regulators have a built in flowindicator.

S. . The A-3 doe* not indicate the amount of oxygen flowing.

J

$
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Answers to 'tams 8: 1. 2.. 3. 4. 5.

Fame 9

Shown is a low pressure oxygen system with all the units that
have been covared.in the text. Thissystem uses the D-2 shatterproof
cylinder, various style deck valve's, number 5 aluminum tubing, low
pressure filler valve,, flow indicator, and pressure gage. The size
and "mint of cylinders used depends upon the need of the particular
aircraft that the system is used on.

0

4 FLOW
INDICATOR

P RGEIGSEU RE

NO RESPONSE REQUIRED

a
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Answer to Frame 9: None Required.

Trams 10

I

The high pressure oxygen system has the same principle of operation

as the los, pressure system. Its one advantage is that more oxygen
can be stored in a smaller space; however, the oxygen is stored at a

high'pressure (1,100 psi). Thksame maintenance protedures and safety
rules apply to both the high and low pressure oxygen systems. Care

must be taken when opening lim' in a high pressure system. Make sure

they have bean drained to.prevent possible Lody damage from the high

'pressure. High pressure gaseous oxygen systems are not widely used,
but they will be your responsibility.

Check the following statement's that are true.

1. More oxygen can be stored in a smaller space using a high

pressure system..

2. High pressure Oxygen 11 particularly dangerous.

3. High pressure oxygen erness are widely used.

4. In general, the same safety-precautions apply to low and

high pressure systems.

4

2
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Prams 11

Find these listed units in the illultration shown: the high pres-.

sure filler valve, the pressure reducing valves, the system shutoff
valves, the,,pressure gages, and the cylinder connection points. The
check valves, which are not shown, are the next items in the plumbing.
Thus it and the plumbing will be covered in this text.

NAVIGATOR'S
OXYGEN
MANIC*

11104ARGER
PLOT'S HOSE
OXYGEN
REGULATOR

CREW SUNK
OXYGEN
REGULATORS

OUTBOARD
VENT/

0. 4
OUT S°
VENT

PRESSURE
REDUCING
VALVP

CARGO COPAPARTNENT
CXYGEN REGUOTOPS

SHUTOFF
vALvE

OFF
VALVE

PRESSURE
REDUCING
VACVES

.141'
e-

k, Zylinder
'.;onnlotions

11/4/,..

)

OXYGEN PiLER VALVE

0
I

0 ...0,10.TIMMX4Pir
,

h"&

e--,etrosty4takvemluir
igoome«. ilr ,

24Lselwore. i-6,r44. jig, .r
..., 4or,....... .,,,,,,,t_%

. IliwillWir.7.11
IV ':, :,-", '

IN
ems TANK MUM GAGES

(TYPICAL)

NO RESPONSE REQUIRED
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Ammer to Trams 11: None required.

'Fans 12

Study this simplified disarms of-the same synten that was given
in' the last frame. Note the two separate systems. The tmb.cylinders
shown on the lift side of the'system supply the oxygen to the regu,-
litors on that side: The left side has its own systea shutoff valve
poseurs reducer valve, and cylinder pressure gage. Thepriglit side

Lis two ptessuis reducing valves that are hooked in parallel., %The
cylinders for both sides are filled fror a common filler valve.

Check the following statement/s that are true.

1. In the'schematic shown, there are two separate high pres-
sure_eystemt:

2. All cylinders are filled from a common filler valve.
3. The uoponents are completely d4fferent in each system.
4. The riot hand side has two pressure reducing valves in

parallel.

12 48
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Answers to Irene 12; / 1. 2. 3. 1 4.

Prams 13

2467 r

The high pressure oxygen cylinaors are made of forged seamless
-steel and are wire-wrapped to stake them shatterproof. The service
pressure for the cylinders is from 1,800 to 1,850 psi. These high
pressure cylinders are painted man. An automatic valve is put, on
ens release end of the cylindor-t;TIat the cylinder be removed without
discharging, for maintenance on the system. A fusible safety plug
is in the automatic valve to dump pressure if the temperature gets
between 208' and 220'7. A.hydrostatic test is required on these high
pressure cylinders every five years to detereine their donation. The
test date is stamped on the neck of the cylinder.

High Vressure Cylinder

Check the followl-l'stateeent/s that are true.

1. 1,850 psi would be the maximum service pressure.

2. High pressure cylinders are wire-wrapped to maxe them
seterproof.

__3. All high pressure cylinders are painted green.

4. The automatic valve allow:, the cylinder to be removed with-

out discharging.

5% A fusible plug is built into the automatic valve.

6. The high pressure cylinders are made of aluminum.

7. The fusible safety plug will melt at a temperature of 208'

to 220'7. ,

I A

13
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A-mists,to Frame 131 1. 2 3. 4. 5.
. ./ 7. 4

tram* 14 A

- 4
The tiring used in high ,pressure 4aseous oxygen systems is either

3/16-inch or 5/16 -inch stainless steel. Aluminum tubing will not stand
a.* high pressuxe. The hi pressure stainless'eteel tubing requires
a flareless type fitting ed Ernst° fitting. The fitting consists
of a *leave which is pies* on the end of the tubing before the tubing
is put in a flareless seat If you overt.ighten an Ernsto fitting
while trying to stop a 1 it usually will.leak more.. A torque
wrench should always be used.

G

Hand Presetting Teel

'Check the following statement/s that are true.

1. High pressure systems use stainless steel tubing.

1

2. Emote fittings are flareleis fittings.

3: You can stop 8D Brost° fitting from leaking by increasing

the torque.

4. A torque wrench should always be %sad on an Ermatolitting.

14,
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Answers to Frami 14; / 11. 2. 3. 4.

a

( Frame 13

The high pressure filler valve is hand- ::heel operated and, sep-

arates-the filler connection from the cylinders. This valve must
be open when the system is filled with oxygen and is closed at all
other times. The fillet. connection is used to hook the rcharging
equipmen4 to the aircraft system. The type of filler valve connection
shown in one illustration is flange mounted to theraircraft and in
the other it pert of the valve,. Because of the high pressure used
quick disconnects are not used when the SYStWiliA recharged. The.

system check valves SOTIO the same purpose-as in the law pressor,
oxygen systeurbut.are ma4 to stard,higher pressures. Remember,
check valves stop a reverse flow.

Check the following statement/s that are true.
.-

1. The filler valve is opened only for filling the system.

2. Quick disconnects are used when recharging high pressure
systems.

3. The filler valve separates the filler 'connection and cylinders.

4. The check valves are used to. prevent reverse flow.

51
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Answers to Frame 15: 1. 2. 4.

Frame 16

A separate presikure reducing valve is used in high presstire
systemb to drop the cylinder pressure fiom 1,800 psi to ?00 to

400 psi before it goes in the regulator. This valve hag a relief
section that vents the pressure overboard if the reducing sw:ti*
fails to work. This is a safety feature to stop the regulators from
rupturing if the valve fails to work. The major parts are a metal
diaphragm and a coil spring assembly.

heck the following statemant/s that are true.

1. The pressure reducer dropsche cylinder pressure from 1,600
psi to between 300 to 400 psi.

31)
,

2. If the pressure reducing valve malfunctions and the relief
valve vents theNpressure overboard, the regulator will rupture.

3. The major parts of a pressure reducer valve are a metal dia-
phragm'and a coil spring assembly.

4. The pressure reducer valve contains a relief section.

52



Answers to Frame 16: 1. ' 2. 3. 4.

; 6 7 /

Frame 17

The system shutoff valve used in the high pressure oxygen system
is placed between the cylinders ..and the pressure reducing valve. This
is a manual hand wheel oPhrated valve that is normally safety-wired
to the maii position. In case of an emergency this valve can be closed

4o isolate the distribution system from the cylinders. It can also
be Used when maintenance is done on the system. The valve should
always be left in theeopen position and safeti-wired. The position
that the shutoff-vii-ve is in (on or off) can be seen,through a window

'in the top of the control knob.

PRESS. REDUCER

VALVE WOO PSI - 400 PSI)

SHUT -OFF VALVE

.41. CHECK VALVE

00 OXYGEN REGULATOR

\ ovetsomo
VENT

7,14.1800 PSI GAGES 00

-1.- OVERBOARD

REFILL VALVE
.J

,Check the follow4Acr, statement/a that are true.

The system shutoff valve is heed wheel operated.

2. The shutoff valve is always closed.

3. The shutoff valve is located between the cylinders and
pressure reducing valve.

4. The valve it .4orially in the open position and safety-wired.
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Answers to Frame 17: 1. 2. 3. 4.

Frame 18

A pressure gage is used to show cylinder pressure. Some air -
craf..have two systems and both pressure gages are shown. Keep in
mind that this is cylinder pressure and not reduced pressure. The
gags is tapped into the ryteem before the pressure reducing valve.
The gage is bourdon tube operated and reads from 0 to 2,000 psi, with
increments of 200 psi marked off on the dial. The regulator that
is used on the C-130 aircraft has a flow indicator built in to let
the user. now that oxygen is flowing through the regulator. When the
user takes a,breath of oxygen, a "flag" attached to a diaphragm shows
through a glees window an the face of the, regulator.

Flow
Indicator

0"xtit Raver. ,e

SUPPLY ,
KW% ON

Ileoti°"4

CIVIAN 11.

24
1'

rte

FANKPRISSURIGAGIS OXV064RIGULATO*

Check the following statement/s that are true.

1. The pressure gage indicates cylinderpressure.

2. The diagram above shows two separate pressure gages.

3. The flow indicator on the C-130 is part of the regulator.

4. Thc flow inaicator on the C-130 is the A-3.

5. The pressure gage is bourdon tube-opersted.

18,



Answers to Frei. 18: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
di 73

Frame 19

Match the letter shown at each component with the correct
of that component from the list below.

RECHARGER ASSY
(TYPICAL)

aPORTABLE

OXYGEN BOTTLE
(TYPICAL) -;-:N --5)ac.:\MI

name

Ilt$TPAIM

VENT

1. Oxygen Filler Valve 6. Oxygen Filler Connection

2. System Shutoff Valve 7. Automatic Valve Aasembly

3. Oxygen Flow Indicator 8. Cylinder Pressure Gage

4. Pressure Reducing Valve 9. Check Valves

5. Stainless Steel Tubing 10. High Pressure Cylinders

5 59
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Answers to Tram 19: C 1. a 2. A 3. 3 4. E 5.

r 6. D 7. BT. I 9. G 10.

-,

it

-----_____)
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FOREWORD

This programmed text was prepared for use in the 3A8R42331 Instructional

System. The material contained herein has been validated using thirty -one

students enrolled in the 3ABR42331 course. Ninety percent of the students

taking this text surpassed the criterion Called for in the approved lesson

objective. The average student required 50 minutes to complete the text.

OBJECTIVES

After completing this programmed text, you will be able to:

1. Relate four (4) of five (5) demand oxygen system components

with their purpose.

INSTRUCTIONS

This programmed text presents material in small steps called "frames."

After each frame you will find a number of statements and you are asked to

select the statement/s that are true. Read the material in each frame before

making a selection. The answers to each frame can be found at the top of the

next page. If you select the correct answers, continue to the next frame. If

you are wro.ig or in doubt, read the material again and correct yoqrself before

continuing.

Supersedes 3ABR42331-PT-313, 2 June 1970.

OPR: 3370 TCHTG
DISTRIBUTION: X

3370 TCGTG/TTGU-P - 600; TTVSA - 1



147
Frame -1.

In the illustration below, D-2 low pressure gaseous oxygen
cylinders are being used in the supply section of this system. Do we
call this A gaseous-oxygen system? No. Oxygen systems are usually
referred to by the type of regulator installed in the distribution
section of the sySter. The system shown has the A1.2A diluter DEMAND
regulator install* and we call this a DEMAND oxygen system. If the
system below has a continuous flow regulator installed, it would be
referred to as a continuous flow system, etc. Other components of the
demand system are the A-14 demand mask, A-3 flow indicator, K-1 pressure
gage, and the mask -to- regulator hose.

DEMAND OXYGEN SYSTEM

I IIM=1

1M.$ $ 4=Elt MINI Oil/

1111411.# VAtVR

A.3
/LOW 1110:AT011,....-..-...,

o'W

.14%711111''

A.14
MASK

A12A

DILUTIR seummo

A.1
PORTAIRI

11101A2012
YALVI

%R.1
PIRRIRIRR
GAGI

A-12A
RIOVIATOR

Chadk the following statements that are true.

Nose
asilmety

,,,,,,,
I 441

1. aUsually an oxygen system is referred to by the type of regulator
installed.

The s-12A regulator is the diluter demand typ-'.

3. The A -12A regulator is used only with liquid oxygen systems.

/`
4. Tht A-14 demand mask is tined wit', 'se A-12A regulator.

3
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Answers to Frame 1: 1. / 2.s/ 3.

Frame

The A-12,8 diluter demand regulator gets its name frou the fact that it
delivers oxygen to your lungs in response to the suction of your own breath,
that is,'on demenct. To prolong the duration of the supply, the oxygen is-
automatically diluted (added) in the regulator with suitable amounts of air
up to alcertain altitude. The A-12A is one of the oldest oxygen regulators
in use and we will discuss it first because the newer regulators are pat-
terned after the A -12A; this will beim' apparent as we continue. For a
better understendint of the A-12A, mentally match tho list of components with
the numbers in the arroOed circles.

OCP NOM SLACK AIIII0W11 WAWA?! OXTOIN.
/MOWS INDICA?! Ali.

1
TO NAM

Oben 14,
=ZumeggilipsLop

AM
Met

C:),
I

=MEP

1. Air Metering Port. 6.
2. Diluter Control Cam. 7.
3. Emergency Valve. 8.
4. Demand Diaphragm. 9.
5. Check Valve. 10.

"Lft-
01141:)11ft

t OXYGIN
SUPPLY

4is INS MIT

Pressure Reducing Valve.
Demand Valve.
Aneroid. ,

Oxygen Metering Port.
2nd Stage Relief Valve.

Type tv-12A Diluter Demand Oxygen Regulator (Piro).

l -452

Check the following statements that are true.

1. The A-12A delivers oxygeNOn demand:

2. The A-12A delivers 100Z oxygen at all times.

3. Air is mixed 7ith the oxygen in the regulator up to a certain
altitude.

4
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Answers to Frame 2: 1. / 2. 3.

,10 Frame 3

As we have stated, -.4e A-12A is a diluter demand regulator. This
'simply means that air and oxygen are mixed (diluted) and supplied to the
iuser when he/she inhales (demands) oxygen. When the user inhales, he/she
'closes a valve in the mask and opens a valve in the regulator. When he/
she exhales, this process is reversed. Starting where the oxygen enters
,the regulator from the supply section you find the pressurelreducing
. mechanism. The pressure reducing valve (6) is attached through levers to
.a rubber diaphragm. (See schematic.) As the pressure of the oxygen
increases in this first stage chamber, it forces theidiaphragm down and
the attached lever closes the pressure reducing valve (6). 40 to 60 psi

Ion the diaphragm closep the valve and it remains closed until the pressure d
'drops from the oxygen being used. Note the spring attached to the center
'of the diaphragm will also help pull it up which will open the valve.

All OM
IN ent=>

1

7

11,

Pt

PIVOT PaNt

OXVOIN
0011I IN

Nttt
Oe ON1 41111

R -'$3

1. - Air Metering Port. 6. Pressure Reducing Valve.
2. Diluter Control Cam. 7. Demand Valve.
3. Emergency Valve. 8. Aneroid.
4. ',Demand Diaphragm. 9. Oxygen Metering Port.
5. Check Valve. 10: 2nd Stage Relief Valve.

Type A-12A Diluter Demand Oxygen Regulator (Aro).

Check the following statements that are true.

40 to 6C psi closes the pressure reducing valve.

The user does not have to inhale to get oxygen from the A-I2A.

First stage reducing is 40 to 60 psi.

5
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Amman to ?rose 3: 1. 2. 3.

Prams 4 4

We now have 40 to 60 psi in the first stage chaiber. The only way for

the oxygen to get out of here lc up around the demand valve (7). (See

achematic.) The demand galas (7) is controlled through levers attached to the

demand diaphragm (4). The demand diaphragm is controlled in turn by -the

breathing of the user. Cabin pressure acts on the upper side of the-drund

- diaphragm (4). As the user inhales oxygen is drawn from the bottom side of

the diaphragm. This allows cabin pressure to force the diaphragm down. The

connecting levers then open the demand valve"(7) and more oxygen is allowed

in the upper or 2nd st Ise chamber. Once the 2nd stage thamber-Oressure e is

the cabin pressre, oxygen pressure raises the diaphragm enough to close the

demand valve. The above sequence is the way 1st stage pressure is reduced

for pilot use.

I 10 *AU

L qr." messing

40\:11171FTIW---
STAGS 4

<0 Met Ca liveummi
11111.61471110

A.12A
ItIOULATOI

" %

1st VAG.
CRAM/ER

1. Air Metering Port.
2. Diluter Control Cam.

3. Emergency Valve.
4. Demand Diaphragm.

5. Check Valve.

I

3

I1 7

.)4oi 4No I-

6 R ,414

6. Pressure Reducing Valve.
7, Demand Valve.
8. Aneroid.

9. Oxygen Meterink Port.

10. 2nd Stage Relief Valve.

Check the following statements that are true.

1. The demand valve is controlled by the demand diaphragm.

2. The demand diaphragm is controlled by the user.

3. Oxygen enters the second stage chamber through the demand valve.

4. The demand diaphragm directly controls the pressure reducing

valve.

6
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era to Frame 4: 1. 2. 3. 4.

.7681

Frame 5

When the user inhales (legends oxygen) the oxygen leaves the 2nd stage
chamber thorugh the oxygen metering port (9), and travels to the user in the
mask-to-regulator hose. At the same time, cabin air is allowed to mix with
(dilute) the oxygen. The air enters through the check valve (5); then
a specified amount is metered through the air eetering port (1). Note that
the oxygen metering port and air metering port are attached to a cograon lever

ch moves up or down. the diluter control cam (2) has two positions which
are selected by the diluter lever, (see illustration). With,the diluter lever
positioned to "normal oxygen," the aneroid (8) will c*ntrol the movement of
the common lever: And as cabin altitude increases, the aneroid will expand an
gradually close off the air metering port. At 32 000 feet the air metering
port will be completely closed and the user will get 1002 oxygen automatically

1. Air Metering Port. 6. Pressure ReCucing Valve.
2 Diluter Control Cam. 7. Demand Valve.
3. Emergency Valve. 8. Aneroid.
4. Demand Diaphragm. 9. Oxygen Metering Port.
5. Check Valve. 10. 2nd Stage Relief Valve.

Check the following statements 1.1-;;IL are true.

1. Up to 32,000 feet, air and oxygen are mixed.

2. The check valve (5) shuts off the air at 32,000 feet.

3. With the dilater lever in normal oxygen, the aneroid controls
air.

4. Above 32,000 feet, the user automatically gets 1002.in the
normal oxygen position.

7
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Answers to Frame 5: 1. 2. .3.

Erase 6

As we have stated, with the diluter lever in "NORMAL OXYGEN," the
aneroid (8) Will control the amocnt of air anteing the regulator and at
32,000 feet it closes air metarihg port. When the diluter lever is manually
placed in the "1002 OXYGEN" position, the diluter,cortrol cam (2) swings down
a* indicated in the schematic and engages a strip of metal attached to the
common lever and, forces the lever down. This action overrides the aneroid
and closes off the air metering port (1). This action supplies the user
with 1002 oxygen anytime he/she so desires.

A.104

aeouwoe

411%.
4,0

vo0- -DItUTIN 1IVIR

1. Air Metering Port. 6.
2. Diluter Control Cam. 7.

3. Emergency Valve. 8.
4. Demand Diaphragm. 9.
5. Check Valve. 10.

Pressure Reducing Valve.
Demand Valve.
Aneroid.

Oxygen Metering Port.
2nd Stage Relief Valve.

Check the followil. statements that are true.

1. The diluter lever allows the user to select 1002 oxygen at anytime.

2. The diluter lever moves the diluter control cam.

3. The diluter lever overrides the aneroid when placed in 1002 oxygen.

4. The diluter lever controls the first stage reducing.

8
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Answers to Frame 6: 1, 1 2. 3. 4,

Frame

The only section of the A-I2A ;:g4 have not covered is the EMERGENCY
VALVE (3). This is a hand-wheel operated valve that opens an orifice as
shown in the schematic. When the emergency valve (3) is turned out,

oxygen will flow trough this machined orifice in a continuous flow to
the user. Should pressure build up in the regulator, a 2nd stage relief
valve will open at 30 to 41 inches of water pressure to relieve it. The
emergency valve is provided in case the regulator malfunctions or the'user
lie unable to breathe normally. Remember, the normal function of this
regulator requires thatthe user deiand (inhale).

TO MASK

2 ILIP
TAO. frill

4

Om 41.

.C 5.1111110INCE VALVE

DILUTES urn P-417

1. Air Metering Port. 6. Pressure Reducing Valve.

2. Diluter Control Cam. 7. Demand Valve.

3. Emergency Valve. 8. Aneroid.

4. Demand Diaphragm. 9. Oxygen Metering Port,

5. Check Valve.

1

Check

1.

2.

3.

the following statements that are true.

The emergency valve alloys the user to get a continuous flow of

oxygen.,_

The 2nd stage relief valve opens at 30 to 41 inches of water

pressure.

The emergency valve will open automatically.

4. The normal function of the A-12A requires the user to inhale.

9
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Anowers,io Frame 7: 1. V 2. V. 3. 4.

tram

SELF TEST QUIZ

In each question, circle the letter that identifies the correct answer.
Chect your answers on the top of the next page.

1. The second stage relief valve in the Ar12A will open and relieve pres-
sure at

a.

b.

c.

d.

cabin-pressure.
.5 psi.

15 inches of mercury.
30 to 41 inches of water.

2. The A-12A oxygen regulator is a

..

a. diluter demand regulator{..
b. pressure demand regulato k
c. continuous flow regulator. ..

d. diluter pressure demand regulator.
.

3. A cosplete oxygen system with the Ar12A regulator installed would be
referred to as a

a. high pressure oxygen system.
b. diluter oxygen system.
c. demand oxygen system.
d. low pressure oxygen system.

4. The pressure reducing mechanise in the Ar12A oxygen regulator reduces

cylinder pressure to

a. 40 to 60 inches of water.
b. 40 to 60 inch.. of mercury.
c. 40 to 60 psi.
d. cabin pressure.

5. If the user of the A-12A regulator became injured or for some other reaso
could not breathe normallyould

a. put the diluteiclever in "normal oxygen."

b. use a wa4k-around bottle.
c., open the emergency valve.

d. place the diluter lever in "100% oxygen."

In the A-12A demand regulator, the demand diaphragm opens and closes
the demand valve in direct response to

6.

a. atmospheric pressure.

b. the setting of the diluter lever.

c. the aircraft altitude,
d. the breathing of the user.

10
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Answers to Frame 8: 1. d 2. a 3. c 4.
Alr

c 5. c 6. d

}came 9

Place the ntsaber of the part in the list below in
the correct arrowed circle.

1. Air Metering Porgy. 6. Pressure ReducingWalve.
Z. Diluter Control Cam. 7. Demand Valve.
3. Emergency Valve. 8. Aneroid.
4. Demand Diaphragm. 9. Oxygen Metering Port.
5. Check Valve. 10, Diluter Lever.

11. Relief Valve.

N

Type A12A Diluter Demand Oxygen Regulator (Aro).

11
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Answer6s to Frame 9:

1. Air Metering Port. 6. Pressure Reducing Valve
2. Dillter Control Cam. 7. Demand Valve.
3. Emergency Valve. 8. Aneroid.
4. Demand Diaphragm. 9. Oxygen Met 3ring Port.
S. Check Valve. 10. Diluter Lever.

11, Relief Valve.
Type A-12A Diluter 'Demand Oxygen Regulator (Aro).

No response required.

12
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Frame 10

The le-14 or A-14A demand mask is used with the A-12A demand oxygen
regulator. The demand mask has a single outlet valve (1). This is a one-way
check valve consisting of a circular flap of rubber ihich opens the outlet
when the user exhales and closes it when he inhales. Propar regulator operation
depends upon how well the mask fits and how well it is functioning, Oxygen
masks are normally maintained by Perdonal Equipment Specialists and by the
user. Knowing how they function will help you undetstand more clearly the
&J.-rum regulators.

A-14A Dernanci Mask.

Check the following statements that are true.

1. The A-14 mask has a single Outlet valve.

2. Regulator operation is affected by the mask.

3. The demand mask is used With a demand regulator.

4. Any mask can be used with any regulator.

6)
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Answers to Frame 10: 1. 2. 1.

Frame 11

I other part of the demand oxygen system is tha flow indicator and :a-

pressure gage. These two indicators are located close to the oxygen tnd

regulator and should be clearly visible to the user. The A-3 flow

iddicator is diaphragm operated and "blinks" at the user as he/she

breathes. Thi lets the user know that oxygen is flowing through the
regulator. The K-1 pressure gage is bourdon tube operated. As pressure

inside the tube tends to straighten its the pointer is moved through a
system of levers. The presiure gage lets the user know how much oxygen

is in the system that he/she iu breathing from.

A-3 Flow Indicator. K-1 Pressure Gage.

Check the following statements that are true.

1. The K-1 pressure gage is bourdon tube operated.

2. The A-3 flow indicator operates from a bourdon tube.

3. The flow indicator 'blinks" as the user breathes.

4. The flow indicator and pressure gage are loz.ated near the regulator.

14
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Answers to Frame 11. 1. 2. 3. 4.

Frame 12

Shown below is the flexible tubing or hose used to deliver the oxygen
from the regulator to the mask. The plain end of the mask to 'regulator tube as-
sembly (right below) is clamped to the outlet elbow of the demand regulator.
The otlI,Dr end of the hose contains a clothing c1iR, dust cap, and feLiale part
of a quick disconnect. ,The male part of the quick disconnect is attadhed to
hose connected to the demand mask (left below). A leakproof connection is made
when both halves of the quick disconnect are joined.

Demand Mask
connection

j
to Regulator Tube Assembly.

Mass

Creek the following statements that are true.

1. One end of the mask to regulator tube has a clothl , clip and

a dust cap.

2. The male part of the quick disconnect is attached to the mask hose.

3. The quick disconnect will always leak.
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Answers to 'rams _4Z 2. JZ 3

Frame 13

Other than the station regulators like the All2A, regulators are -leo
used on small portable cylinders called "walk- around tuottles." These bottles
are carried on the larger type aircraft where crew members have to leave
their station regulators to perform various duties while the aircraft isin
flight.% The older combination Ar13 demand regulator and D-2 cylinder will
supply oxygen for about 30 minutes before it has to be recharged from the
air:raft main system. The A-13 demand regulator has no air inlet and supplies

I 1002 oxygen on demand. The D-2 cylinder is serviced with 400 to 450 psi of
oxygen. the carrying bag is used with this combination because of the weight
of the D-2 cylinder3

Check the following statements that are true.

1. Walk-around bottles would be needed on fighter aircraft.

2. The A-13 is a straight demand regulator.

3. The D-2 cylinder is filled from the aircraft system.

4. The A-13 regulator supplies 100% oxygen on demand.

16
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Answers to Frame 13: 1. 3. 4.

.76,1

Frame 14

The regulatori used on walk-around bottles function the same as
station regulators (A-12A) but are constructed somewhat different. The newer
A-15 diluter demand regulator and A-6 cylinder are also part of the demand
oxygen equipment. All portable regulators are constructed similar to the
Ar-15 below with a 0 to 500 psi pressure gage, direct oxygen mask connection,
filler fitting and clothing clip. The A-15 has an air inlet which tells us
it's a diluter demand type. The A-6 cylinder is not as heavy as the D-2
cylinder previously discussed and a clothing clip is provided to attach it to
the flyink, suit of the user. The A -6 is elso serviced to 400 -45r psi. The
Jeer has to. ,..znstantly watch eke pressure gage on Walk-around bottles and
recharge the cylinder before it is empty. or-

PRESLAE GAGE ,OXYGEN MASK

INLET

CASE

FILLER FITTING /- CYLINDER

MR
OIL

COVER

A-6 VLSI

A-15 Oxygen Regulator.

PREMIUM
OAK

Tros, ,C)
sao.1.0".

Check the following statements that are true.

1. The A.,15 is a portable, diluter demand regulator.

2. On wr - around bottles, the cylinder is serviced through the
regulators.

3. Portable regulatgrs are constructed the same as station regulators.

4. The above unit is attached to the clothing of the user:

17 7'3
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Answers to Frame 1. 2. 3. 2.-

Frame 15

This concludes our discussion on demand oxygen equipment. The equipmea
covered in this text will be available in the classroom or oxyge0 lab for you
to handle and inspect. Remember, oxygen equipment is depended upon by the
user as his main life support at high altitudes. Failure of this equipment
far a 13 second period may be fatal to the Leer. Also, while you are working
with and hindling oxygen and equipment, dc.n't fprget the safety precautions
that appl., to oxygen.

SELF TEST QUIZ

Circle the correct answer and check your answer on the next page.

4. The A -15 portable regulator differs from the A- 13 ,portable regulator
in that the

e/a. A-15 has demand function only'.
`b. it-15 is dilutox demand'.

c. A-13 has 'a filler fitting.
d. A-13 has a pressure gage.

2 The type of oxygen mask used with the A-12A regulator in a demand oxygen
system is the

a. A13 pressure mask.
b. A14 demand mask.
c. K-1 diluter mask.
d. A-3 mask.

3. The A-6 portable cylinder is_ used in combination with the

a. N-15 diluter demand regulator.
b. A-12A pressure regulator,
c. A-13A dilw regulator.
d. le44 fixed regulator.

The A-13 and A -15 oxygen regulators are

a. both diluter demand.
b. station regulators like the A-12A.
c. used on walk-around bottles.
d. constructed the same as the A-12A.

18
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Answers to Frame 15: 1. b 2. b 3. a 4. c

111

I

..,

Remember Your Oxygen Safety

1

Keep ell pongee's products (elf, roost, fuel, etc) away heal
01Y010 olivi ;Nom f

Moire sure that holly, clething, end protective equipment or.
clean end free of petroleum products (hair oil is a petrel( m

product) before periniteg mointenonce 0, oxygen system.

t

\s, END OF TEXT

75
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FOREWORD

This programmed text was prepared for use in the 3ABR42331 instruc-

tional system. The materials contained herein have been validated using
30 students enrolled in the 3ABR42331 course. Eighty percent of th,,

students taking this text surpassed the criterion called for in the approved

lesson objective. The average time required was 2.8 hours to complete

the text.

OBJECTIVE

Relate five (5) of six (6) gaseous oxygen system components to

their operation.

INSTRUCTIONS

This programmed text will review some of the parts taught in previous
lessons on gaseous oxygen systems and cover in depth the operation of the
regulators and mask that make the system a press e demand system. In

addition, the reason the pressure demand system d needed is explained.

The information in this text is presented ill small steps called

frames. After each frame you are asked to respond in some manner. Read

the material carefully, then make your response as directed. The answers

for the responses can be found on top of the next page. If you answered
correctly, continue on to the next frame. 'If you are wrong or in doubt,
read the technical material again and correct yourself before continuing.

Supersedes 3ABR42231-PT-313A, 22 March 1971.

OPR: 3370 TCHTG

DISTRIBUTION: X

3370 TCHTG/TTGU-P - 300: TTVSA - 1
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Jig
Frame 1

The diluter demand regulator sends oxygen or oxygen mixe, with air
to the user on demand or when he breathes. This is all jvsr fine until
we reach a height of about 40,000 feet. From 40,000 feet up, the human
body needs oxygen under pressure to work the way it should. At sea
level pressure, carbon dioxide and water are stable in the blood stream
and oxygen saturation of the blood is 100%. At low atmospheric pressure
(high altitude), carbon dioxide and water vaporize in the lungs and
pressure builds up that keeps oxygen from entering the lungs.% By adding

pressure to the oxygen (pressure breathing), we get rid of this pressure
in the lungs and force the carbon dioxide out and force-oxygen in. Look
at the chart below for a better idea of the equipment required.

ALTITUDE AND

ESSENiPREISUREsud

C1114/ 3

COVE 2

O.K.
for routir.4

ePire!i"
`.

)
.

YE

14J0104) OXYGEN
3

ZONE

CAUTION
short periods

only

)

10,000

SATURATION
4,

t
%lir A

44,000
SY

41,000

.

. DANGER
onwi...1+41/ flying

oftlY
OXYGEN

EpulPMENI

14,000

EXTREME
DANGER!

50,000 FT.
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SYMPTOMS AT 6 0 4 0
VARIOUS OXYGEN UNDETECTABLE UNDUE ERRORS OF SERIOUS
SATURATIONS: HYPDXIA FATIGUE JUDGMENT HANDICAP

Using the chart above to determine thi_approximate altitude for each
of the questions written below. Place your answer in the blank provided.

1

1. What is the limit of a demand oxygen regulator?

2. What is the safe limit a person can reach without oxygen
equipment?

3. At what altitude is a pressure suit desirable?

4. How high can a pilot safely fly with a pressure breathing
system?

3
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Answers to Frame 1: 1. 40,000 2. 10.000 3. 44,000

Frame 2

With pressure breathing, as shown in the chart in the past frame,
we are safe up cip a height of about 50,000 feet. Above this height, the
carbon dioxide and water vapor pressure will rise to a point where any

more of an increase in oxygen pressure would damage tle lungs. Also,

above 50,000 feet, a pressure suit is needed in case cabin pressure

is lost. WithOut any pressure, blood will boil at 60,000 feet, so

you can see the need of this equipment. Now that you know why we need
pressure breathing, let us talk about some of the re6..lators that make

up a pressure-demand system. Shown below is a complete oxygen system

with the A-14 pressure demand regulator used. Note that the change
found between this system and the straight demand a}1btem is in the

regulator and mask used. The A -14 is a pressure demand regulator and

the A-13A is a pressure, demand mask.

D 2 CYUNDER
41/0.11111111011M111=111144

1011111111111111E I
miwg rommowes INEN4 ammo

4.

Nit; rill Ilk

A-13A
MASK

c4-

D 2 CYUNDER
/001111M111=111

I 11111111111111 7:6i

immemmilimmoomplomm

FLOW PRESSURE
INDICATOR 0 OE

A-2
ADAPTER

A.14
REGULATOR

TUBE ASSEMBLY

Check the following statements that are true.

1. The A-14 is a pressure demand oxygen regulator.

2, The A-12A 1.egulator can be used above 50,000 fes

3. Above 50,00G feet, a pressure suit is essential.

4
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Answers to Frame 2: 1. 2. I 3.

Frame 3

Take a look at the difference between the A-14 (top) and the A-12A
.(lower) regulators. If you place your finger Aver the top section
of the A-14 you will see that we have an A-12A regulator. again, except
for the EMERGENCY VALVE (13) on the A-12A. One of the settings on
the A-14 dial will serve as an emergency setting. Keep in mind when we
talk about the le-14 regulator that except for the pressure breathing
section located on top, this regulator will work the same way as the
A-12A. Match all the parts listed below with the A-14 regulator.

A-14

AM
INLET

1. Pressure Reducing Val "e cg
2. Demand Valve
3. Oxygen Metering Valve
4. Air Valve
5. Check Valve
6. Diluter Valve
7. Diaphragm
8. Aneroid
9. Demand Diaphragm

*10. Pressure Breathing Lever
*11. Pressure Breathing Gear Train
*12. Pressure Breathing Control Knob

**13. Emergency Valve

*A-14 **A-12A %Cr

No Response Required

A-12A

OXYGEN
INLET

es 0. in
1100
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Frame 4

The A-14 regulator is a pressure-breathing, diluter-demand

regulator. The diluter lever works the diluter control-cam (6). In

the 100X oxygen position, the diluter control cam will press down on

the metal strip hooked to the common lever and close the air valve- (4).

The regulator is now delivering 100X oxygen. With the diluter lever
in the.NORMAL OXYGEN position, the air is controlled by the aneroid

(8) up to 32,000 feet at which time it, the air valve (4), will be

closed off (same as the A-12A). Match the part name with the number

in the arrowed circles for a better understanding.

GOES IN
HERE

A-14 PRESSURE-BREATHING DILUTER- DEMAND REGULATOR

1. Pressure Reducing VAlve 7. Diaphragm

2. Demand Valve 8. Aneroid

3. Oxygen Metering Valve 9. assure Breathing Lever

4. Air Valve 10. Demand Diaphragm

5. Check Valve 11. Pressure Breathing Gear Train

6. Diluter Control Cam 12. Pressure Breathing Control Knob

Place the number of the part in the blank apace next to the statemeht

that best describes its operation/use.

a. Worked by the diluter lever.

b. The diluter control cam presses on a metal strip attached to

the common lever and closes this valve.

c. Controls the air up to 32,000 feet with the dilut lever

6



Answers to Frame 4: 6 a. 4 b. 8 c.

Frame S

.170D

The pressure breathing control knob or selector dial on the A-14
has six (6) positions that the user can choose from as he goes from sea
level to above 45,000 feet. As shown in the regulator sketch below,
the dial is hooked to a gear train which in turn will crank down the
spring lever and force the demand diaphragm to open the demana valve.
The first column in the chart shown lists the'six different settings.
In NORMAL, no pressure is placed on the demand diaphragm and the A-14
will work the same as-the A-12A. The second column lists the altitude
at which each setting should be us d, d the third column lists the

!pressure that is sent to the mask. e: On the dial setting,."M"
e thousands). In case pf emergency, e setting "ABOVE 45M" is used.

kg:1>MM

NOMA

0444440444

ime,
4,44NUM
MWM4A4A

,

Ulft 444
M SG

.

WOM MI

,304110
AA AMM WOO

4 4ON
4M 440 0.441

w
4.04

4" ii.- 43.000 MPS

M474 4811

IMIMOSICT -
0.441

WOMIUMM 411EIL
06040 VAl4

PRESSURE SpriNGS AND PRESSURE DELIVERED.

Refer to the chgaboveto complete each of the following
statements.

1. The emergency setting on the A-14 regulator delivers
PSI to the mask.

2. The safety setting will be used at altitudes between

to

and

3. At the 43M setting PSI is delivered to the mask.

4. At 39,000 feet the dial setting should be changed from SAFETY

7
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Answers to Frame 5: 1. 0.43 2, 30,000 ft, 39,000 ft 3. 0.21

4. 41M

Frame b

The first schematic below shows operation at sea level The dial
would be set at "NORMAL." A..ytime that the regulator is not being used
it must be set (Du "NORMAL" or else spring tension or the deMand diaphragm
will drain the system. Stua, all of the schematics and read the infor-
mation that tells just what is taking place.

141

Y11111
1.503

No Response required

8
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Frame 7

Place the letter of the sketch in the blank space next to the
situation it matches.

__ 1. You will only breathe air because the air valve is open and
the oxygen valve is closed.

2. The regulator will provide you with 100% oxygen becar9e the
air valve is closed and the oxygen val,re is open.



703
Answr2 -s to Frame 7:

Frame 8

1. I 2. B

1.303

Place the letter of -.he sketch in the blank space next to the
situation it matches.

1. As you breathe out you push the diaphragm against the spring
tension. This in turn closes the demand valve and stops
the flow of oxygen to t',e mask.

2. When you inhale the spring pushes against the diaphragm. The

diaphraghl opens the demand valve and oxygen is forced into
the mask.

10



Answers to Frame 8: B 1. A 2.

Frame 9

27oY

As has been said, the "normal" setting on the A-14 is used up to
30,000 feet and when the system is not beini used the regulator must be
left in this position. From 30,000 feet to 39,000 feet, the user
should select the SAFETY setting on the dial. As explained below, chic
is added insurance against hypoxia which can creep up on you. The
SAFETY setting provides only .04 psi to the mask.

irer
lemma 30.000
AND 311.000 TURN DIAL
TO11APITr

THIS ADDS PHONON PRESSURE TO
OVERCOME MASK - LIARS. IT IS
ADDED INSURANCE w

R501

Use of the Safety Setting on Type --14 Oxygen Regulators.

Check the following stP_c_ments that are true.

1 The SAFETY setting on the A-14 is used between 36,000 and
39,000 feet.

2. The SAFETY is used in case of an emergency.

3. Hyooxia can creep up on you at high altitudes.

4. When left in NORMAL, the regulator will not drain the
system.

11
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Answers to Frame 9:

Frame 10

1. .2. 3. 4.

Keep in mind that without the pressure breathing mechanism, the A-14
will work the same as the A-12A regulator. The oxygen is reduced in the
first stage chamber to 40 to 60 psi by the pressure reducing valve (1)
a the diaphragm (7). The demand valve (2) is still controlled by
the demand diaphragm just the same as in the A-12A. The oxygen pressure
in the seccid stage chamber can be ccntrolled in two ways. At low
altitude it will be the same as the cabin pressure on top of the demand
diaphragm and during pressure breathing it will be controlled bytthe
spring tension of the pressure breathing lever (9). Remember, the air
for dilution is still controlled by the diluter lever which works the
diluter cam (6) and by the aneroid (8).

Type A-14 Pressure
Demand Oxygen Regulator.

Place the number(s) of the component in the blank next to the state-

ment that best describes its operation/use,

a. Controlled by the demand diaphragm.

b. Spring tension of this lever will control the oxygen pressure
in the second stage chamber during pressure breathing.

This part and the diluter lier control the air for dilution.

12



Answers to Frame 10: 2 a. 9 b. 8 c.

Frame

OXY ;EN

GOES IN
HERE

OXYGEN

1.506

GOES TO MASK

;70)

4,

Place the letter(s) of the part in the black space next to the
statement that describes its operation/use. Some statements require
more than one answer.

1. Reduces oxygen pressure in the first ztage chamber to 40 to
60 PSI.

2. In the 100% oxygen position the diluter control cam presses
down on a metal strip attached to a common lever to close this
valve.

A
3. When you inhale, this spring puts a force on the demand diaphragm

and opens the demand valve.

4. The diluter lever works this item.

5. This item will control tie air flow to the mask up to 32,000
feet with the diluter lever in the normal position.

6. Exhaling will force this diaphragm against the spring tension
on the pressure breathing lever and close the demand valve.

7. To breathe 100% oxygen these valves must be open.

13
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Answers to Frame 11: G, K 1. J 2 D 3. C 4. L 5.

I 6. F H

Frame 12

Before we go to the next regulator that has a pressure gage and a
flow indicator built in, we should say here that with the A-14, the A-3
flame indicator, and the K-1 pressure gage are the same ones as used with

the A-I2A. If you recall, in 0-e past lesson we said that the K-1 pressure
gage is bourdon tube operated and shows cylinder pressure. The A-3

flow indicator (blinker) lets the user know that oxygen is flowing
through the regulator by a blinking action.

IC-1 Pressure Gage.

A-3 Flow Indicator.

Check the follouina statements that are true.

1. The K-1 pressure gage and A-3 flow indicator are used with the

A-12A and A -14 1,gulators.

2. x.11 o_ygen regulators require a separate pressure gage.

3. The K-1 pressure gage is bourdon tutt-.! operated.

14
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Answers to Frame 12: V 1. 2. 3.

Frame 13

As was said in the past, there are many models of that same oxygen
regulator. The D-ZA regulator, shown below, is also a pressure demand
regulator with many changes over the A-14. The change that is most
easily seen from looking at the face of the D-2A is that the pressure
gage and the flow Indicator have been added to it. Now note that no
pressure control dial is seen so this shows that the D-2a will E,Ito-
matically deliver the right pressure as altitude changes. This is done
with an aneroid. The D-2A regulator also has an ON-OFF supply switch
(lower center) that shuts off the oxygen supply to the regulator when
it is not being used. The D-2A is placed on a panel in the aircraft
and the A-12A and A-14 are hooked in the oxygen lines.

3

111111L_

Type D-2A Oxygen Regulator.

Complete the following statements.

1. The D-2A oxygen regulator has a built-in pressure gage and

2. ?inside of the D-2A regulator is an that will auto-
matically AV.iver the right pressure as the altitude changes.

3. Tile D-2A is mounted in the

aircraft wile the and are connected into the
oxygen line.



7(
Answers

4
to Frame 13: 1. flow indicator 2. aneroid

3. on a panel, A-12A, A-14

The MD -r pressure demand regulator, shown below, is very much like
the D-2A but has a lot of improvements. Tha compact design needs about
half of the panel space to mount in and presents the user with a much
more uniform and readable system of controls. This regulator ik used more
at the present time than any other regulator because it can be adapted
to more systems in use. For high altitdde flights this is the best
regulator available at the present time. In the illustration, look
at the three toggle switches that aTe used to control this regulator.
The EMERGENCY toggle (left) has three positions: emergency (up), normal
(center), and test mask (down). The DILUTER toggle (center) has two
positions: 100% and normal. The SUPPLY toggle is simply on or off.
The FLOW indicator is the "flag" type which is worked by a diaphragm.
The pressure gage shows system pressure or pressure before it is reduced
for breathing.

Type'MD-1 Automatic Diluter Demand Pressure
Breathing Oxygen Regulator.

Check the following statements that ate true.

1. The MD-1 has three toggle switches for control.

2. The MD-1 is used more than other regulators at present.

3. The MD-1 i twice as large as the D-2A regulator.

4. The emergency toggle has three positions.

5. The flow indicator operates from a diaphragm.



Answers to Frame 14: 1. 2. 3. 5.

Frame 15

Let's take a look at the major parts inside the MD-1 before,we
talk about how it operates. Mentally match each numbered item in the
schematic below with its name from the list below.

DNUTI11

NOINAt 100%
QUOIN I °MIN supply

OPP ON
1

3

to 6114

MAIL

OA01
11410OPP

MOIL
emo

it mum

Ik

OITOIN 'PROM
COmverre.

;7/0

`sr
0-111

1. Pressure Gage 7. Diluter Aneroid 13. 2nd Stage Chamber
2. Supply Toggle 8. Demand Valve 14. Demand Valve Lever
3. Press. Reducing 9. Injector Mechanism 15. Demand Diaphragm

Mechanism 10. Flow Indicator 16. Cour er-Weight Lever
4. 1st Stage Chamber 11. Emergency Toggle 17. Press. 3reathing

5. 1st Stage Relief 12. 2nd Stage Relief Aneroid
Valve Valve

6. Diluter Toggle

No Response Required

1i



X911
Frame !6

Some of the parts of the MD-1 have, in the past, been pointed out
to you. The pressv.ze gage (1) shows system or supply) pressure. The

supply toggle switch (2) just lets oxygen in the regulator when it is
placed in "ON." The pressure reducing mechanism (3) is the first
stage of reducing. This is a spring loaded bellows and valve which
sets the incoming pressure between 37 and 45 psi. As the bellows moves
up and down, the valve moves back and forth (see arrows). The reducing
mechanism is in the first stage chamber (4). The first relief valve

(5) will open at 55 psi if the reducing mechanism fails. The diluter
toggle switch (6) lets cabin air in to mix with the oxygen when it is
in the "normal oxygen" position and the air inlet-valve is in the
"100% oxygen" position.

NORMAL INS
OXVOIN 0110101 SUPPLY

OPP ON

OAO
0-4001

MOM PROM
CONVIIIII

Match the circled number of the component in the schematic to the
,statement below that describes that component operation/use.

a. Opens a valve that allows oxygen from a converter into the

regulator.

b. When put into the normal position it lets cabin air mix with
the oxygen and dilute it.

c. A high incoming oxygen pressure will affect a spring-loade-
bellows in this mechanism which in turn will set the incom..ng
pressure between 37 to 45 psi.

d. A spring luzded valve that will open at 55 ps4 if the pres,
reducing valve failed.

e.. Shows the oxygen pressure in the system (supply pressure).

18 93



Answers to Frame 16: 2 a. 6 b. 3 c. 5 d.

Frame 17

The diluter aneroid (7) lets air in according to the cabin altitude
when the diluter toggle switch J.tin the "normal oxygen" position. The
aneroid will expand and completely Shut off the air at 33,000 feet cabin
altitude. The demand valve (8) lets the oxygen into the injector
assembly (9) which acts as a venturi (creates a low pressure area).
This low pressure area draws air in to mix with the oxygen. If a large
demand is placed on the regulator, the injector (9) will slide forward
(to the left) and let oxygen bypass through the p.ssagewey on each side.
The flow indicator (10) is a "flag" which is diaphragm-operated and
shows in the viewing window as the user breathes.

FLOW 10101CATOo
00. 01

7

Noimm CUMIN 100%
OXYGIN " OILYOIN

SUPPLY
OFF ON

$

TO
GAOL

0--MSOPM

NOS
emit ft T

MASII

OtTOtk PIOM
COMINTIN

Place the number of the component from the above schematic in the
blank hlongside the statement that best describes its operation/use.
Some numbers can be used more than once.

a. Cabin atmospheric pressure will cause this unit to expand.

b. Creates a low pressure area that draws air in to mix with
the oxygen.

c. The amount of oxygen that flows into the injector is controlled
by this unit.

d. Meters air according to the cabin altitude completely shutting
off the air flow when the cabin altitude reaches 33,000 feet.

e. Operated by a diaphragm to show the flow of oxygen each time
the user inhales.

f. Slides forward when a high demand is placed on the regulator
to let oxygen bypass through passageways in each side of it.

19
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Answers to Frame 17:

Frame 18

7 a. 9 b. 8 c. 7 d. 10 e.

9 f.

The emergency toggle switch (11) gives pressure breathing at any
altitude when it is put in "EMER." In the n"normal" position, pressure
breathing is taken care of by t)le pressUre breathing aneroid (17).
The "test mask" position provides pressure for testing thegask for
leaks while on the face. The second stage relief valve (12) relieves
pressure above 1.5 inches of water presiure in tha second Stage chamber

(13). The demand valve lever (14) is hooked, at one end, to the demand

diaphragm.' It will push the demand,valve found 'on the other end of the

lever up and down. The counterweight lever (16) provides a linkage to

the emergency toggle switch. It stops the fluctuation of pressure in

the second stage chamber. The pressure breathing aneroid (17), which
was mentioned earlier, automatically increases the pressure load on the
demand diaphragm as the aircraft altitude increases. This, in turn,

increases the pressure sent to the mask.

nowtoolcAum

NORMAL , 100%
0111100N OXTORN %WM

OPP ON/

TO 44,
MAIM Nri

0010i
6soosi

MA/NNW
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NOR
IM011 1001
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NEi

$
14

14 OrfOIN POOH
CONvIITIO1_*AII=

14

1-.4M

Place the number of the part from the above sketch in the blank
space alongside the statement that best describes its operation/use.

Some numbers can be used more than once.

a. In the normal position aircraft altitude will cause this unit
to expand and increase the preswIre load on the demand
diaphragm which, in turn, will increase the pressure sent to

the mask.

b. Provides a linkage from the demand diaphragm to the emergency

toggle switch.

c. When moved by the demand diaphragm, moves the demand valve up

or down to increase or decrease the pressure sent to the mask.

d. When placed in the emergency position it will provide pressure
breathing at any altitude

20
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Answers to Frame 18: 17 a. 16 b. 14 c. 11 d.

27/9

Frame 19

In the sketch shown you can see how the MD-1 works below 30,000
feet when the user inhales or calls for oxygen` Follow the flow of
oxygen and air through the regulator as we talk about how it works.
With the supply toggle switch "ON," oxygen goes to the first stage
chamber where the pressure is dropped to 37 to 45 psi. Oxygen now
goes down to the small chamber below the pressure breathing aneroid.
I" aneroid has not expanded and the diaphragm under the aneroid has
this port closed. When the user inhales, a vacuum is formed in the
second stage chamber (shown by the circles) that will raise the demand
diaphragm and the demand lever which, in turn, opens the demand valve.
Oxygen will now flow through the top of the demand valve and.through
the injector, which, will cause a low pressure area and draw in air .

from around the diluter aneroid. Oxygen also goes up to the flow
indicator diaphragm and pushes the flag up to the window. The-air and
oxygen now mix in front of the injector and flow to the mask.

FLOW NEINCATOlt
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NOIMAI
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I00%
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MASK.
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LEGEND

AIR C.>
OXYGEN.*

pC

Select the statements that describe tha operation of the MD-I
oxygen r ;ulator. (Circle the number(s) of your choice.)

1. As you inhale the demand diaphragm will rise and open the
demand valve and let oxygen from the correrter flow through the
injector.

2. The oxygen that flows through the injector wi'l create a low
pressure area that will draw in air from around the diluter aneroid
and mix it wi.'a thz oxygen.

3. -for items 1 and 2 above to happen the supply toggle is in the
"ON" position, diluter toggle is in "normalo oxygen," the emergency
toggle. is in "NOR," and the aircraft must be below 30,000 feet

:1
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Answers to Frame 19: . (1) 010

Frame 20

Let's take a look'at what goes on in the regulator when the user,
exhales or breathes out. Muscular efforton the part of the usdr is
needed to overcome the pressure in the regulator. This is especially
.true if the pressure breathing aneroid is in operation. When the user
breathes out hard enough, the demand diaphragm drops down and lets
the demand valve gu closed. This back pressure also closes the air
check valve below the diluter aneroid. Pressure on the topside of the
flow indicator diaphragm pulls the flag out of the window. Oxygen

pressure will quickly build up in the first stage chamber and close the
reducing- valve. When the user inhales' again, this pressure is reversed
as was explained in the previous frame.
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/
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t
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All CZ>

OXYGEN as

f

Select the true statements from the following. kCircle the number(s)

of your choice.)

1. When the user exhales, the 'flow indicator flag is not visible.

2. Muscular effort is required when exhaling into the regulator"

3. When exhaling, the demand diaphragm drops and closes the

demand valve.

4. The diluter toggle must'br. in 100% oxygen 9 get air in the

,regulator.

5. _The first-stage chamber reduces prescure to between 37 and
4.

45 psi.

22
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Answers to Frame 20: 0 co 4.

)7g

Frame 21

Now, let's talk on how the MD-1 regulator works when pressure
breathing. As we have said, pressure to the mask is changed auto-
matically by the pressure breathing aneroid as cabin pressure goes up.
A safety pressure of 0.1 to 0.2 inches of water is sent to 'the mask at
altitudes of 30,000 to 39,500- feet to do. away with the chatrce of a
negative pressure at the mask. Near 40,000 feet, the.pressurOreathi'ng
aneroid has expanded to give automatic pressure breathing to the user.
This pressure.is from 2 to 15 inches of water pressure depending on
cabin altitude. You can see in the sketch shown that oxy3en from the
pressure'breathing aneroid has raised the demand diaphragm} which now
holds the demand valve open. The cycle shown is when .the user Is
breathing in. To exhale,. the user has tog,overcome the pressure on the
demand diaphragm. See, too, that the diluter aneroid has Cl6Sed the ,s

air inlet and the flow indicator flag can be seen in to window.,

FLOW INDICATOR

NORMAL *laws
ORROIN ORTOIN SUPPR.T7

OFF ON

own.. NON
CONVIRT1R

tiORND

AIR >

*MINI*

,-316

Select the statements that describe the operation of the MD-1
regulator during plessure breathing. (Circle the number(s) of your
chOice.)

1. At altitudes of 30,000 to 39,500 feet a safety pressure of 0.1
to 0.2 inches of water Is sent to the mask to do away with the chance
of a negative pressure at that point.

2. , Around 40,000 feet the pressure breathing aneroid has expanded
.and raised the demand diaphragm which, in turn, holds the demand valve

k 3. To exhale you have to overcome the pressure applied6V the
demand diaphragm.

4it
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27/7
Answers to Frame 21:

" Frame 22

G

INSTRUCTIONS

Identify the components of the MD-r oxygen.rlegulator by matching
the letters in the arrowed circles with the name of the it, below. ,

TO da.,
MAIL 'v.

'Lew INOICATOS

FlOtaukt I, 1 14011
OXYGEN OMOIN

MOTU. F
*Ho*

supply
OM ON

%

GAGS
INSOMM

MOO,

MAILM

MMIal

mottfecla
comvetTea

AIM

1. Pressure Gage Flow Indicator

2. _ Supply Tuggle 11. Emergency Toggle

3. Pressure Reducing 12.' 2nd Stage Relief Valve

Mechanism :3. 2nd Stage Chamber

4. 1st Stage Chamber 14. Demand Valve Lever

5. 1st Stage Relief Valve 15. Demand Diaphragm

6. Diiucer Toggle 16. Counter- Weight Lever

7. Diluter Aneroid 17. Pressure 'Breathing An id

8. Demand Valve
9. Injector Mechanism

- 24
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Answers to Frame 22: E 1. 0 12. J 3. D 4. P 5.

M 6. F 7. I 8. A 9. N 10.

L 11. G 12. B 13. H 14. K 15.-

C 16. Q 17.

'tow iNOICAT011

loSitUtill
A /MOM

_enix

SUPPLY
PPP OM

Frame 23
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Select the statements that describe the operation of the MD-1
regialator below 30,000 felt. (Circle the number(s) of your choice.)

1. Both the nressure breathing aneroid and diluter aneroid are
compressed.

2. The pressure breathing aneroid expands while the diluter
aneroid is compressed.

3. With the supply toggle in "ON," oxygen goes to the first
stage chamber where it is reduced to 37 to 45 psi.

4. When you inhale a vacuum is formed in the second stage chamber
that raises the dem.nd diaphragm and opens the demand valve.

5:4 Oxygen will flow through the injector which creates a low
pressure area that draws air in thtough the diluter aneroid valve.

6. Both the oxyg'n from the injector and the air from the diluter
aneioid mix and flow co the mask.

7. As you inhale a pressure is placed on the demand diaphragm
forcing the d2mad diaphragi to close r'le demand valve.

8 As you inhale a pressure is placed on the top of the flow
indicaitr diaphragm which pulls the flag out of the window.
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Frame 3 .(Cont'dr% s I / . (I

71.

.

4

Select the statements '.hat describe the operation of the MD-1 regulator
during pleasure breathing. (gi'ircle the number(s) of your choice.)

* .

9. The diluter aneroid will expand as the aircraft rises in
altitude closing the diluter valve.

10. The driuter aneroid will rend a safety pressure of,0.1 to 0.2
inches ofwater to the mask at altitude&'of 30,000 to 39,000 feet.

11: Near 40,00Q feet, the pressure breathing aneroid has expanded
and provides oxygen. pressure to the mask!equfvalent to 2 to 15 inches
of grater pressure.

12. The pressure breathing aneroid supplies oxygen pressure to
raise the demand, diaphragm and close the demand valve.

13. Durie4,pressure breathing a person cannot exhale.

oleo
1

14. When oxygen pressure is suppliedeto the mask it also .is placed
on, the bottom of the flow indicator diaphrigm raising the flag in the
window.

I
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Answers to Frame 23; 0
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10.
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12. 13.
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Frame 24

The oxygeturegulators that a2e used in high presoure'gaseous
oxygen systems (1,800 to 1;850 psi) where a pressure reducer inot
.installed_between the cylinders aril the regulator are the MD-2 and
MB-2 pressure degsnd regulators. i If a pressule reducer is installed,
regulators such as the MD-1and 11-2A can be used. The principles of
opera6ion of the MD-2 and MB-2 are the same,ss the MD-1. However,
these regulators are Constructed internally to withstand high pressure.
The MD-2 shpwn (note the high pressure gage) looks the same as the
MD-1 but the two regulators cannot be interchanged.

MD-2,0xygen Regulator

Check the following statements that are true.

1. The MD-2 and MB-2 are high-pressuie regulators.

2. The D-2A regulator is designed to withstand high pressure.

I

3. The MD-2 is a pressure demand replator.

4. If a pressure reducer is installed between the high press re
cylinders and the regulator, it's possible-to use the D-r2A.

/
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An4wers to Frame-24: 4 T. j 2. 3. 4.

Frame 25

The pressure demand,mask, type A-13 and type A-13A, are used with
the pressure demand 'oxygen system. Pressure demand masks are not like
demand masks in that they will hold pressIrpil higher than ambient
pressure.. A. flap or seal made of rubber (40 forms a ring on the inside
of the maqIcto keep the oxygen in thl mask. Check valves (2) keep the

oxygen inlei'S closed while the user is exhaling. The exhalation valve
(3) opens only at a pressure just a little more than that on the inside
of the tlOing_keadimg. to'the mask. The housilag of the exhalation valve
forms a tube which goes_down into the inlet tube (5). Through this
tube, the oxYgen coming in sends its delivery pressure to act upon the

lower side of the/compensating diaphragm (6)i This pressure keeps the

exhalation valv03) closed until a little gritter pressure caused by
exhaling is-brought td'bea upon the upper sur ace of the main

diaphragm T7). The valve then opens and the exhaled air leaves the mask

through.the port (8). The mask-to-reEulator 'hose in the pressure demand

system is, the same as'in the demand system:

NoOXYORN FROM
REGULATOR

c4. EXNAUD
{REAM

Type A-13 Pressure Deiand Mask.
AO

Place the number from the sketchabown above in the blank alongside
the statement that best aescribes the mask's operation /use.

a. Will open when the user inhales ati closes wheh the user

exhales. ,
b. Will stay closed until a little greater pressure caused by

exhaling is placed on the upper surface of the main diaphragm
at which time it 411 open.

c. Eichaled air will Rave through this port.

0,4
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Answers to Frame 25: 2 a. 3 b. 8 c.
4".
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Frame 26

. ,_.

The portable pressure deman unit is shown below. It consist: of ...--.

the A-21 regulator and the A-6 cylinder. The pressure demand unit is
installed in the larger aircraft with an operating range above 35,0040 1

feet. The A-21"is a straight demand regulator (no air) and contains J
a bellews-operated pressure reducer. Pressure breathing is,Caused by
turning the cuntrol knob which puts a load orr the breathing diaphragm
through a system 4f springs and levers (very muck like the A-14). The
control knob has four (4) settings: "NORMAL" (demand oply, no pressure),
"30M' (pressure breathing-at 30,000 feet), "42M" ( pressure Ireatie/Sg at

42,000 feet), and "EMERGENCY" (continuous flow of oxygen to the user).
.

type A-21
PRESSURE- BREATHING REGULATOR,

aaraeeNc thaws csorciim of.!*
pressure rep e nechanije Mes tePressure Breathing mawkai load en breseding she-

Control Knob I Pholent`e401th bY Ole*.

,
mmelleimelneempromWrkm4

DIAPHRAGM

VALVE
DEMAND

°AMR
40 le 60 pi

NAITO
e

CYLINDER OXYGEN
CONNICIOUTLET

4" le 5(1 Pd VALVE PitE RE- REDUCING MASK HOSE
ON OP

SEAT - MEOLANDM-OXYGEN PASiES OXYGEN AT
AT 40 to 60 psi BREATHING PRESSURE Portable Unit..,

OXYGEN
AT BREATHING

PRESSURE

Check the following statements that are true.

1. The A-21 is a pressure demand portable regulator.

2. The, A-6 cylinder .;.s used with the A-21 regulator.
.

r-
3. Pressure breathing is controlled by an anegRid in the A-21".

Answers to Frame 26: 1. 2.' 3.-
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FOREWORb

-
This programmed text was prepared for use in the 3ABR42331 Instruc-

tional System. The material contained herein has been validated using s

students.enrolled in the 31BR42331 course. Ninety percent of the ..

students taking this text achieved or surpassed the criteria called ' A
for in the lesson objective. The average studeierequired 1 hour ;
and 15 minutes to complete this text.

OBJECTIVE

Relate five of six gaseous oxygen systam'components to its
operation.'t

INSTRUCTIONS

This text presents material in small steps callediframas." After
each frame you will find a number of statements and you are asked to.
select the true ctatement or statemepts fro: this list. lead the
material carefully before making a selection. The answers tythe.
statements can be found on the top of the next frame. If you select
the correct answers, centime to the next frame. If you are wrong or
in doubt, read the material again and correct ourself before
continuing.

A

Stfle)11.3ABR42231PT-313B, 2 December 1970..

0211ei 3370 TTG

DISTRIBUTION: I
3370 TTGTC - 600; TTYSR - 1
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Frame 1

Continuous flow or constant flow oxygen equipMent is not used in
any of the combat type aircraft, but it is used in some of the tvaining
'aircraft, and in all cargo aircraft that take part in air evacuation

and the transporting of troops and cargo. The, crew which is in the

front, art of the aircraft uses the demand type oxygen regulator
while the cargo part in the rear of the aircraft uses the constant flow
sys4m. The main reason for this is that the constant flow system
does not meet the needs of the crew. The supply for the constant
flow agate:1k is the same as it is for the demand system, either the

gaseous or the liquid may be used. 'Since there are many conatert flow

systems that axe now im use, this text will be limited to the one that
is found on transport or cargo aircraft and is called "THE TROOP
OXYGEN SYSTEM."

00-

0-- Check the following statements that are true.

1. Constant flow systems are not used in combat aircraft.

2. Constant flow systems' use only,a gaseous oxygen supply.

. 3. There are many different constant 'flow systems.

^4. The constant flovisystem id transport or cargo aircraft
is the troop oxygenksystem.



Answers to Frame 1: 1. 2. 3. 4.

Frame 2

tl,00p orgen system will supply oxygen for up to 154 troops.
It will work at a supply pressure of 300 psi. The pressure rcaulator
is used to regulste'the distribution pressure from 29 psi to'69 psi,
depending on'h2w high the aircraft is flying. If thw aircraft is at
a lowtaltitude,a strIng flow of oxygen will be needed due to the high
atmospheric pressures that's around the lungs. The troop system is.

made op of a pallet that is removable and an oxygen regulator panel.
Look at the schema:. that is on this page. Tnis will show the,items
in4he system that are going to be covered in this text.

THERAPEUTIC

OXYGEN SOK.
THERAPEUTIC

OXYGEN SOX

TROOP OXYGEN

REGULATOR PANEL

CHICK VALVES
OsINS A;
7.t 3 PSI

11111RAPEUTIC

RECJIAEon OUTLETS

OPENS
AT

43f 3
PSI RIALOVAILI PALLET

OVID OW*
VENT

OVeD

L
I

MASK

ouners

NEAT EXCHANGER

.

Troop O SystAffn ksholivatk.

No Response Required
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Frame 3

Part of the troop systemis the livid oxygen pallet which is
shown on page 5. This pallet will hold two 75-liter converters, two
heat exchangers, and t) electrical connections and lines that are
used to join itIto the fixedepart of the system. These pallets are
completely removably when they are empty, and are repaired by the

shop.

Check the following statements that are true.

1. The liquid oxygen pallet is removable.

2. The pallet contains two 75- liter converters.

3. The liquid oxygen pallet is repaired by the crew chief.

4. Heat exchangers are at used on the liquid oxygen pallets.

5. The liquid oxygen pallet is part of the troop system.

100
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Answers to Frame 3: 1. 2. 3." 4.

if 5.

Frame 4

The troop regulator panel is 4n the cargo compartment and is made
up of the follotiing itIms: Two (*constant flow regulator, four (4)

/ heat exchangers, three (3) dual check valves, -and a pressure switch.
There is a self contained troop oxygen panel which we will talk
about at a later time. The supply limits that are on the panel are
joined to eachof-the regulators through'ehe dual the ik valve,.
Becaust of the different pring loads in the check valves, either
or both converters will- able to supply oxygen to either or both
regulators. The heat excangers are user, to warm up; the gaseous

oxygen to a temperature t will be oafs for breathing.

OXYGEN REJULATOR PANEL

////////////////////

No Response Required
6

110
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. Frame 5

The constant flow regulator that is now being used in the troop
system is the Scott 100 -man regulator. Two (2) of these regulators
are used in this system. They are hooked,in parallel so that if one
of then fails to work, the supply to the idler regulator will not be
cut off. The Scott regulator has * built-in flowcontrol valve that
will automatically open at a cabin altP44e-of 12,000 to 14,000 feet
to let gaseous oxygen flag to, the troop outlets. This flow of'oxygen
will go on until the cabin altitude drops to 11,000 feet. Look at the

sketch shown. A manual on-off switch (top right) is used'so that the
regulators are able to be turned on at any altitude down to sea level.
A pressure operated on-off indicator (ostler right) is on each
regulator tell youwhether or not that reguletor-is on. The test
port is use to check the operation of the indicator.

4

Check the following statements that are true. 4

1. Scott constant flow regulators have an automatic flow
control valve.

2. Only one (1) regulator is used in the sysitem.

f

t 3. The Scott regulator can be manually turned on at any
altitude.

4. The regulator will automatically open at 12,000 to 14,000
feet cabin altitude.

5. When the cabin altitude drops to 11,000 feet oxygen will
stop flowing.

1 1 k
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- Answers to Frame 5: V 1. 2. 1 3. V 4. 5.

Frame 6

The troop oxygen pauel (shorn below) is*Joined to the oxygen
regulator pane?. This panel ;wide two (2) 75-liter oxygea quantity
indicators (A), one fa: each of tho liquid oxygen converters that are
found on the pallet. feothis part on we are going to refer to
liquid oxygen as LOX, There is a "PUSVTO-TEST" button (B) that is
found below each indicator. This button is used to check the opera-,
tion of that indicator. In -each of,the quantity indicators there
is i microswitch. This switch is used to turn on the LOX quantity
low light (C) when the system quantity drops to 7.5 liters. This
light tells the craw that they are low on oxygen. There is also a
pressure switch found in the system.,: This switch turns the "Oxygen
On" light (D) as when the systems is filled with gaseous oxygen.
When the oxygen regulators are open and a supply of oxygen is
placed in thejysses, pressure builds up on the emergency horn .

aneroid whicaT7in turn, sets off the emergency horn that'is in the
cargo part of the aircraft.- This warning horn is also turned on when-
ever the quantity of the LOX drops below 7.5 liters. 'There is also
a "Horn Shut-Off" button (E) that is located on the oxygen panel.
This buttdn is used to manually shut off the horn. The "Oxygen
Lights and Born" test switch (F) is used. to check the operation of
the horn and oxygen lights. Thr "Bright and Dim" toggle switch (G)
on the oxygen panel is used to manually dim or brighten the oxygen
lights.

A

CO levtRylle CO Intim
Set

IQ "'"'" is"'"N"

N.640
&MN "

4:71,

IIII,EM7
TROOP OXYGEN PANEL

B

Check the following statements that are true.

1. The troop oxygen panel is used to monitor the supply system.

2. When the supply drops below 7.5 liters, the LOX QTY L(
light comes on.

3. The troop oxygen panel is connected to the oxygen regulator
panel.

4. A warning horn wounds when the converters are empty.

8
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AAewers to Frame 6: 1. v 2. 3. 4.

P31

Pram 7

Joined with the troop oxygen system, there is a therapeutic

oxygen system. This system is to be used for patients that must have

special care. It is made up of seven (7) oxygen regulatorc. 'These

regulators are found in two therapeutic boxes, which are on the right

side of the cargo compartaant. See the sketchhflay. These

adjusted by hand to get the right amount of flow. There is

a ,hut -off valve the oxygen regulator panel. This valve is used

to shut off the system whim it is not in use. There are three (3)

rechkrger km.' that are used to fill.the portable bottles in case

# more than seven (7) people need therapeutic care:

riokarger outlets

ti

THERAPEUTIC OXYGEN
SYSTEM

4

Check the following statements that are true.

1. The therapeutic oxygen system contains seven (7) hand-adjustable

regulators.

1. The therapeutic system hal seven recharger outlets.

3. This system. contains a shut-off valve on the oxygen regula-

tor panel.

4. The seven (7) oxygen regulators are installed two therapeutic
,40 oxygen boxes.

t.
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Answers to Frame 7: 1. 2. 3. 4.

Frame 8

The distribution lines ate found on each side and at the center
top of the cargo compartment. These lines have self-sealing oxygen

rtoliets.e'Theztoullthhav:01111:es.whiCh Will determine the
mask.

1. Oxygen mmsk outlet
2. Oxygen regulator panel

3. Troop oxygen panel
4. Manifold assembly
44. Purging locations
5. ThereOeutic esygin box
b. Oxygen converters

4A-, Troop Oxygen System Compommts

Check the following statements that are true.

__l. The oxygen mask outlets are inst ed in the distribution
limes.

2. The oxygen mask outlets are self-sealing.

3. The oxygen mask outlets are not installed in the cargo
compartment.

4. The metering valves determine the quantity of oxygen at
the risk.

10
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Answers to Frame 8r 1. 7. 3. 4.

2733

Frame 9

The troop oxygen masks are made of.fle*ible plastic- TheY are
cons -shii)ed units and have a heads trap. The oxygen supplied to
the mask by a plastic hose which is joined to the oxygen mask outlet.
(See the sketch below.) Cars should be used to be ours that all of
the marks that are plugged in are in use Since this is a constant
flow system, any mask that is plugged in and iminpt being used will
drain the supply of oxygen and could cause a fire hazard by filling
the compartment with pure oxygen. t(

PICAL
I STALLATION

PERMANENT
OXYGEN

OISTRIPUTION
OUTLET

HOSE

DISVOSABLE
qXYGEN MASK

CONTAINER

Check the following statempn(ts that are true.

1. The troop oxygen masks are'cone-shaped.

2. Oxygen isl,upplied to ti maskby way of aluminum tubing.

3. The masks are made of plastic.

4. masks which are plugged in should be in use.,

11,
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Answers to Frame 9: 1. 2. 3. 4.

Frame 10

Reptte the :4211csting six oxygen system components to the statement
that best describes their operatiop in the system.' Place its letter

in the blank provided.

a. Heat Exchanger.

b. On-Off Indicator

c. Microswitch

d. Oxygen Regulators

e, Converter

f. Flow Control Valve

1. Moisnted on each oxygen regulator panel and are used to warm

,up the gaseous oxygen by absorbing heat from the atmospheric

air.

2. Built into the Scott oxygen regulator and will let gaseous
oxygen flow to the troop outlets at a cabin altitude of

12,000 to 14,000 feet.

3. Mounted inside the quantity indicators on the troop oxygen
panel and will turn on the LOX quantity low light Asa the
syste auantity drops to 7.5 liters.

4. Found iu the therapeutic oxygen system acid are adjustid by
hand to get,Ithe right aunt of oxygen flow to patients

who require-special care.

5. Uses the principle of a vacuum bottle to store the liquid

oxygen used in the troop system.

6. Found on the oxygen regulator and i3 pressure Operated to
tall you whether or not the regulator is on.

Answers to Frame 10: 1. a 2. f 3. c 4. d 5. e 6. b

IF YOU HAVE MASSED JUST ONE ITEM GO BACK AND REVIEW THIS COMPLETE
PROGRAMMED TEXT.

its
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FOREWORD

This programmed text was piepared for us in the 3ABR42331 Aircraft
Epviroumental Syst Mechanics Course.. The materials contained herein
intwere mandated us students from the subject course. At least90X

,- of the 'etudes:to taking, this text achieved or surpassed the criteria
established in the lesson objecEives. The average time for, completion
of tiis text was 55 minutes.

OBJECTIVES

After cczomleting this programmed `test, you will he able to:

1. Select without error, safety precautions relative to the
explosive, fire, and temperature'hamards involved in the storage,
handling, and use of liquid oxygen.

INSTRUCTICW

This programmed text presents material in small steps called "frames."
After each frame you will find a number of statements and you are asked
to select the statements) that are true. Read the material in each
frame before making a selection. The answers to each frame can be found
at the top of the next paw If yot4select the correct answers, con-
tinue to the next frame. If you are wrong or in doubt, read the
materia; again and correct yoursell before continu g.

Supersedes 3ABR42331-PT-402, 18 September 1872,
OPR: 3370 TTG
DISTRIBUTION: X

3370 TTGTC - 400; TTVSR

2
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Frame 1 ,...,)
f

/

While the ldw preaura.and high prat/auto gaseous systems are still,

being used on Air Force aircraft, these systems are gradually heir^

changed to the LOX system. Since lx.flight refueling was introduces,

an aircraft can fly for long peria0 of time. The pilot and crew need

large amounts of oxygen. The low pressure gaseoustcylinders are right ,

but take up a lot of space. The hi4h.pressare cylinders take up less

space but are heavier. The best choice was to usethe LOX system,

wtyYch saves space and weight. :The average weight and space reduction

f r all aircraft is ,4% (see illustration).

TYPICAL CONVERSION

GASEOUS CYLINDERS

LIQUID CONVERTER

-4t

Check the. following statement(s) that are true.

1. Liquid oxygen saves both space and weight.

1.22,

2. Because of inflight refueling no oxygen is needed.

3. Hignpressure cylinders will save space but increase weight..

4. Average 'space and weight reduction using liquid oxygen is 747..

3
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Answers to Frame 1: . 1. // 2. 3. 4.

Frame 2

..- 1

Shown below is an example of space andlypight reduction on a
fighter aircraft. Oct*. five liter 1.07C7cateller will replace and give
as much oxygen as six high prbssure oxygen cylinder.

''. ./ I

-

",4 .4111rom. - ts___AL__26

F wimpy

*

K

..tritAelliie,t

No Response Required

4

, o
11- 7

Fort

1,20

ti

e 5E Liter

Converter
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Answers to Frame 3: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

Frame 4
* t

As we said earlier, LOX is made by the comOretision and expansion

of air. The temperature of the air when-it liquifies is between -297°F

and -361°F. When the temperature of the LOX is dropped below -361°F,

it becomes A solid, and When the temperature Is raised above -297°F

the LOX will start to*"boil off" and change into a gas (see:illustration).

The boiling point of LOX is -297°F. The most important thing about LOX

is its expansion capability when it changes from a liquid.to a gas./ One

4' liter (a little more than a quart) of LOX will expand to 860 liters of

1, 4' 70°T gaseous oxygen. You can see the advantages here for aircraft use:

'1 The illustration below shows the difference between the boiling and

fieezing point of water and oxygen.

if

OXYGENINPART "91WATER (PART "Al
-.1

GASEOUS BOILING POINT

taIZIN/L ZERO
212.° ABOVE

LIQUID

SOLID'

LIQUID

IIIM

ICE

1212° Fi

FREEZING
POINT 32°
Ago:3V t ZERO

132° F)

ft
GASEOUS

'LIQUID

SOLID SOLID
OXYGEN

Check the following statement(s) that are true.

1. The boiling point of liquid oxygen is -297°Z.

BOILING '41.)INT
297° BELOW
ZERO

I-297° F)

FREEZING
POINT 361°
BELOW ZERO

361° Fl

2. One liter is slightly more than one quart.

3. Liquid oxygen will not expand very much.

di. At -341 °F liquid oxygen will become a solid.

5. The expansion ratio of liquid oxygen is 860 to 1.

6. At a temperacure\above -297°F the d becomes a gas.

7. The most important thing about liqui xygen is its

expansion capability. _

121



Frame 3 .1239

From the previous lesson you know.that oxygen is.a gis 'that can be

Changed to a liquid. The first,LOX was obtained by Sir James Dewar

(a Scottish scientist) in 1880 and wai recently adopted for use in

aircraft. LOX is made by'taking all the carbon dioxide, water, and

other impurities from the -air. The pdre air is then.compressed-and

the heat given off by the compressioh is taken out through' several,

stages. The highly-compressed cold air is then brought through a coil

that is-submerged in a cooling agent for more cooling. The air is then

passed through 4n expaniion valve that will drop the pressure from
3000 psi td 75 psi and the air will-turn into a liquid (see illustration

below).

SURROUNDING AIR

COMPRESSORS PURIFIERS

HEAT
EXCHANGER

'heck the following statements that are true.

(

...111.1P

RECTIFICATION
COLUMN

1. Before being liquified the carbon,dioxide, water, and other
impurities must be removed from the air.

2. Oxygen in its norm4 state is a gas.

3. Liquid oxygen is obtained by the compiession and expansion

of air.

4. Liquld oxygen has been used in aircraft since 1886.

5. Highly, compressed hot air is brought through a coil that is

submerged in a cooling agent.

5
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Answers to Frame 4: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.77, -7-7.

27*

Frame 5

qie said gaseous oxygen was colorless, odorleyrand tasteleas.

Oxygen in a liquid state ass a pale blue color when exposed to the

atmosphere. In other words if you drained some out of the storage tank

-into a bucket it would be a pale blue color. Whent:LOX is exposed to

the atmosphere it will Evaporate very fast, and if it is spilled on the

ground or floor it will form into small "balls" like water on a waxed

surface. Be sure not to step on these balls of liquid. If any oil

or grease is mixed with the liquid the shock may cause an explosion.

Check the following statements that are true.

1. Liquid oxygen is pale blue in color when exposed to the

atmosphere.

2. At atmospheric temperature liquid oxygen c-aporates very

rapidly.

3. When spilled, liquid o boils off slowly.

4. Liquid oxygen f into small balls like water on a waxed

as surface.

step on spilled liquid oxygen an explosion may occur.

21
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Answers to rams 5: i. 2- 3. 4. 5.

Frame 6 a
Oxygen can be kept in a liquid state at atmospheric pressure by

keeping its-temperature at or below -297°F. There are specitil 'containers

that have been made to store the bOX (see illustration below). In these
containers the oxygen will be able to stay in.a liquid state without
applying any pressure. By increasing the ressure on the LOX it can be
kept at higher temperatures until its crit cal temperature is reached. The
critical temperature of LOX is -182°F and n matter how much more pressure
is placed on it, oxygen will not stay in a quid state above this
temperature. The storage containers have vents.to theistmosphere because
when there is no pressure applie._ to the LOX, a certain amount of tbp
liquid is going to boil off. o try to hold in the expanding gas is not
too practical.

MODEL LOX 500-1 A PRESSURIZED LIQUID HOLDER

FOR GAS USERS

Chao( the following statements that are true.

1. By applying pressure to liquid oxygen, it can be kept, at a higher

temp:stature.

2. Pressure will not have any effect on the oxygen boil off.

3. When liquid oxygen is stored without being under pressure, the

containers must be vented.

4. The critical temperature of liquid oxygen is'-182°F.

5. Using special containers, oxygen can be kept in a liquid state

without applying pressure.

8
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Answers to Frame 6: 1.

Frame 7

2. 3. 4. 5.

a7q3

There are two LOX containers you will be most concerned with. They
are the ones used to store LOX on an aircraft and the cart that is used
to service the aircraft with LOX. The sketch that is shown below is a
typical container that is used on the aircraft. The container by
itself is called a LOX converter (sometimes it is referred to as a
Dewar Flask), and with the valves and other parts put on it, it is
called a converter assembly The converter is made like a thermos bottle,
you could say its a tank within a tank. The liquid is stored in the
inner tank and a vacuum between the two walls will prevent a rapid
boil off until the liquid has had a chance to cool the metal down to its
own temperature. There are various size LOX converters that are
al,/ labia, and they are all measured in liters.

BUILDUP PORT

SUPPLY PORT

FILL PORT RELIEF PORT

Liquid Oxygen Converter

VENT GAS PORT

GAGE CONNECTIONS

Check the following statement(s) that are true.

1. The r,ntainer used on an aircraft to storeliqufA oxygen
is called a converter.

2.' The converter does not require any insulation from
heat.

dr 3.. c

A converter is double walled and vacuum insulated.

4. Converter capacity is measured in liters.

9
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Answers to Frame 7:

Frame 8

1. 2. 3. 4.

As we have said before, the LOX converter is a double-walled vacuum

insulated container. The capacity of a converter is measured in liters.

The size and number of converters that are required on an aircraft is

determined by the number of personnel who will need oxygen, and the type

of mission that the aircraft is on. LOX converters are made in such a

way that they will allow a "head space" for the gas to form once the

converter is full of LOX (ple the sketch shown). mA convel-er is full when

the LOX flows overboard through the vent line. Once the con..,rter is

full the gas on top is u.-d to force the LOX out of the bottom there it

turns into a gas and flows to the regulators for use.

Check the following stater :nt(s) that are true.

1. Converters are designed to be filled completely.

2. The size and aumblr of converters used on a particular air-

craft is determined by the number of personnel who require

oxygen and the aircraft mission.

3. A convector is full when liquid oxygen, flows overboard.

4. The gas on top of the converter is used to force the liquid

out the bottom.

5. A head space for gas remains on the top of the converter

when it is full.

10 126



Answers to Frame 8: 1. 2. 3.' 4. 5.

n VS

Frame 9 -

Other than the aircraft LOX converter, you will be concerned with the
MA-1 LOX storage cart or train r (see the picture below). This cart,
which has four wheels and a 50- anon LOX storage tank mounted to it,
is used to service the aircraft nix converter. This cart is only one
of the units used to service the rcraft with LOX.

Type gan=1 Liquid Oxygen
Recharger Trailer

Check the following statement(s) that are true.

l. The storage cart is used to service the aircraft

converter.

2. The MArl cart has a capacity of 50 gallons.

3. The capacity of the NA-1 servicing cart is measured in

liters.

127
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Answers to Frame 9: 1. 2. 3.

Frame 10

The safety precautions you learned and used on gaseous oxygen will
also apply to LOX. However, the expansion ratio, which is 860 to 1,
and the temperature of the LOX (-2976F) is such that more precautions must
be used. Anything that LOX -cows in contact with will freeze immediately,
this includes your skin. Look at the airman in this sketch that is
servicing-a LOX converter with the MA-1 servicing cart. He is in for big
trouble, because lines and fittings are very 'cold when LOX is flawing
through them. It is very important that you don't touch the servicing
hose or the fittings with your bare hands. Protective clothing should
be worn at all times while handling LOX.

Do not handle tubes or fittings carrying liquid oxygen with
bare hands. T:j

Check the following statement(s) that are true.

1. Anything that liquid oxygen touches becomes frOzen.

2. Liquid oxygen will not harm your akin.

3. 'Protective gloves should be worn when handling tubing that
has liquid oxygen flowing through it.

4. Because liquid oxygen iu extremely cold mois-safety precautions
are required than with gaseoua oxygen.

12 128
41k



Answers to Frame 1G: 1. 2. 3. 4.

Frame 11

27Y?

The airman in this picture is wearing the right protective clothing.
The protective clothing that you will need are a plastic face shield,
neoprene (rubber) apron, and p pair of nonabsorbant gloves. These items
should be worn anyti.-1 you use LOX or there is a 'chance that you might

have some LOX spilled on you.

pt

Check the following statement(s) that are true.

1.. Gloves, apron, and face shield should be worn when transferring
liquid oxygen.

11111
2. Oxygen converters normally should be empty when removed.

V
3. No special clothiug is required when handling liquid oxygen.

12 !) 13
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Aniwers to Frame 11: 1. 2. 3.

Frame, 12

Because of the characteristics of LOX, it should not be confined.

A mall amount of LOX will boil off'all the time and form a gas. If

th iss is confined, a pressiire will build up and cause an explosio

If you should spill some LOX on your skin, a severe burn or frostbi*

will occur. If this happens wash the skin with water and see a doctor

as soon as possible. The oxygen area should be kept clean at all

times and smoking is not allowed in this area at any time. Nate the,

airmen in this sketch are breaking all of thews safety rules.

Che -k the following statements) that are true.

1. Liquid oxygen should not be confined in a container.

2. No smoking is allowed in an oxygen area.

3. If liquid oxygen spil
see a doctor immedia 17.

ur skin, flush with water and

4. The oxygen area s uld be kept clean at all times.

14 L'io
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Answttre to Frame 12: 1. 2. 3. 4.

Frame 13

If LOX is spilled on your clothing you ahould take it off as soon
as passible. About 30 minutes should be allowed for the oxygen to .

evaporate from the material. A serious fire hazard will exist as long
as your clothing is saturated with oxygen. All petroleum base products

should be kept away from o*ygen. An explosion may occur if LOX and
items such as oil, or grease are mixed and subjected to pressure. It is
wise to keep petroleum products at least 50 fiet away from oxygen. If

LOX is spilled on your skin, is should be washed off with water
immediately. This will reduce the chance of frostbite and a possible
fire hazard.

0 liquid oxygen is spilled on clothing, brush off immediately,
remove clothing, and dry hr approximately 30 minutes.

1

Keep all petroleum products (oil,.greasq, fuel, etc) away from
oxygen equipment.

Hake sure that body, clothing, and protective equipment are
clean and free of petroleum products (hair oil is a petroleum

product) before performing maintenance on oxygen system.

Check the following statement(s) that are true.

1. Oil and grease should be kept

2. It takes about 30 'minutes for

clothing.

3. Oxygen tad petroleum products

at least 50 feet away from oxygen.

oxygen to evaporate from your

mixed can cause an explosion.

4. Liquid oxygen is removed from the akin with water.

5. Frostbite can occur if liquid oxygen is spilled on

15
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Answers to Frame 13: 1. 2.

Frame 14

It is not the desire or intent that these precautions should scare
;our, but the candling of LOX can be dangerous. We think of an automobile
as a useful and pleasurable necessity, but we also know it can be very
dangerous whcn handled impfroperly. The same is true of LOX. -`10W WHAT
YOU ARE DOING AND DO IT RIGHT.

END OF TEXT

16 70411100
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purpose.
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ments and you are asked to select the Int statement or statements from this
list. Bead the material carefully before making * selection. If you seleot

the correct answers, (=Gime to the next frame. If you are weong or in doubt,

read the material again and correct yourself before continuing. The answers

to the statements can be found on the top of the next page.
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2,53
Frame 1

Shawn below is a basic liquid oxygen system. It consists of a con-
verter assembly (B) which includes everything inside the dashed lines, a
filler valve. (H), a buildup and vent valve (F), contents gage (E), oxygen
regulator (G), and the tubing and fittings required to connect these com-
ponents together. This basic system has single function valves (valves
that have only one purpose). In other systems we have dual function or
combination valves that serve more than one purpose. All of these com-
ponents will b2 discussed one at a time in this text and will be available
in the classroom for you to see and inspect. Review the schematic shown
and identify all the components.

Aircraft Liquid Oxygen System (Single Function Valves).

No Response Required

3
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Frame 2

The liquid oxygen converter assembly is the heart of the liquid oxygen
syitem. This is a multi- function unit that is designed to receive and
store the liquid, preisurtze the liquid, convert the liquid to a gas (or
allows it to be converted), and supply the gas at a constant pressure to the
oxygen regulators. Once the liquid container is filled and the aystem is
placed in operation, the conversion from liquid to gas is automatic as long
as thegas is being used and as long as the liquid lasts.

90 psi

Relief

- Valve

/V..."wor"
411.

fAmommmir TSSUTOwpip
losing
Valve

1 0 INV

1101i0f

e

punting

Bracket

squid
Container

Five Liter Converter Useably.

Check the following statements that are true.

Evaporator
Coils

1. . The convertor assembl: stores, pressurizes and converts the
liquid to gas.

2. The converter assembly is the heart of the liquid oxygen system.
3. The converter assembly operates automatically once its filled

and the system is placed in operation.

4



Annwers to Frame 2. 1. 3.

Frame 3

The largest part of the converter assembly is the liquid container.
This is a double walled, vacuum insulated unit similar to the common
"Thermos" bottle. It is also known as a "Dwar" flask after its inventor.
As shown below, the liquid is stored in the inner shell and a vacuum
separates it from the outer shell. The outer shell has a rupture disc
thet will blot: out to prevent an explosion if the inner shell develops
a leak. The rupture disc will blow at 30 psi. Liquid containers vary

in size from to 75 liters cape-ity.

Check the following statements tht, true.

1. The container i- double walled and vacuum insulated.

2. The rup.r,e disc w4.11 blow at 30 psi

3. Containers rangm in size from 5 to 75 liters capacity.

4. Liquid oxygen is stored in the vacuum area of the container.

5. The largest part of the converter assembly is the liquid container.

5
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Answers to Frame 3. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

Frame 4

The pressure closing valve acts as the.nressure regulator for the
liquid oxygen system. It will either be preset at 70 psi or 300 psi de-
pending upon the type of system the aircraft requires. The main purpose
of the high pressure (300 psi) is to allow :raw members to till walk-
around bottles from the aircraft system. This means that 'Aircraft like
the B-52 and KC-135 would have a high-pressure system.

Preusure Closing Valve

Check the following statements that are true.

1.. The pressure closing valve acts mica pressure regul,a;or.
2. Fighter aircraft would require a high-pressure liquid oxygen

system.
3. The pressure closing valve is set at 70 or 300 psi.
4. The main reason for having a high - pressure liquid oxygen is to

fill walk-around bottles.
5. Th\ low- pressure liquid oxygen system operates at 70 psi.

6
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Answers to Frame 4, 2. 3. 4. 5.

Frame 5

Because the'pressure 'losing valve is going to act as the pressure
regulator for the systca, its primary purpose is to maintain a constant
head ressure on top of the liquid in the storage container. The head
pressure gas) is used to push the Liquid out the bottom of the container
and into the evaporator coil where it is converted to a gas. The bellows
in the pressure closing valve (see illustration) will sense the head pres-
sure and open the valve if pressure drops below the valve setting (70 or
300 psi). When the valve opens, gaseous oxygen is transferred from the
evaporation side of the system, to the build-up side .o maintain head
pressure. The pressure closing valve is part of the converter assembly.

mmows

Ite LIT PORT

Check the following statements that are true.

1. The pressure closing valve maintains a constant head pressure.

2. The pressure closing valve is Next of the converter assembly.

3. The pressure closing valve acts as the system pressure reghlator.

4. The head pressure (gal) pushes the liquid out of the container.

5. The presluve closing valve transfers liquid oxygen in the system.

7
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Answers to- Frame 5. 1. 2. 3. 5.

Prase 6

In our basic oxygen system we have two (2) relief valves. One valve

is in the build-up jklit of the system and relieves excessive head pressure
from t'A container. This valve is set to open at 90 psi in the 70 psi
system and 345 psi in the 300 psi system.

The second relief valve is in the evaporation side of the system (or
distribution side) and protects it from 424088iVO pressure. This valve is
sit to open at 110 psi in a 70 psi system and 395 psi in the 300 psi system.

Both of the relief valves are screwed into the pressure closing valve, one
©n each side. The relief v 'yes are also part of the converter assembly.

PRIV Mt
ClO -,m03
VAViR

00 PSI
Sells,

YAWS

110 PSI WAIL
YAM

PRISSIAlt
INLIT

PliSSURI OUTLPT

YAWS SRAM

Check the following statAments that ars true.

1.530

1. The relief valve in the build-up side relieves excessive head

pressure.

2. The 110 psi relief valve is in the bulid-up side.

3. The relief valves are screwed into 'ale pressure cloSing valve.

4. The evaporation side contains the 110 psi relief valve.

5. The 345 and 395 psi relief valves are found in the 300 psi system.

1 tio



Answers to Prase 6. 1. 2.

4.57
3. 4. 5.

Frame 7

The liquid check valve is especially designed to operate in a liquid
oxygen system. From its position in the system it will accomplish two things:
1. It separates the liquid phase of operation from the gaseous phase.
2. It p.avents a reverse flow of gaseous oxygen (from the gaseous phase)
back through the liquid container. During normal operation of the system,
the liquid 'check valve allows liquid to be drawn from the bottom of the
container into the evaporation coils in the direction of the arrow. As
pressure in the build-up and evaporation sides change because of use or
liquid boil-off, the check valve will open and close at 5 kg below the
container head pressure. This creates a 5 psi differential between the
gaseous phase and liquid phase. When we discuss overall system operation,
the function of he Valve will become more clear.

'Coo'

LIQUID CHECK VALVE

Check the following statements that are true.

NIP

' -32'

1. The check valve separates the livid and gaseous phase of system
operation.

2. The liquid check valve is especially designed for liquid oxygen

systems.

3. The check valve opens or closes at 5 psi below container head

pressure.

4. When the check valve closes, it prevents reverse flow.

9
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Answers to Frame 1. 1. 2. 3. 4.

Frame 8

The evaporating coil is made of Aluminum alloy and mounted sur.founding
the liqd oxygen container. This coil presents a large surface area which
allows the liquid oxygen to evaporate-4nd turn into a gas. Keep in mind,
though, that all converters do not have such a coil. When converters are
used in large aircraft where the tubing runs are comparatively long, the
evaporator coil is not necessary. The long tubing runs provide the nec-
essary heat-exchanging tubing surface area for evaporation of the liquid
oxygen. Note the converter assembly shown on the right below does not have
an evaporating coil. In the complete oxygen system, the regulators are
connected to ths'other end of the evaporating coil.

O-S22

Check the following statements that are tit's.

1. The liquid changes to a gas in the evaporating coil.

2. The evaporation coil can be part of the converter assembly.

3. The oxygen regulator is part of the converter assembly.

4. The evaporation tubing allows the gaseous oxygen to heat up.

_5. In large aircraft, an evaporator coil is not always necessary.

a

10
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Answers to Frame 8. 1. I 2. 3. 5.

Frame 9

The filler valve (shown balow) is prolrided for the purpose of filling
the system with liquid oxygen. The filler valve is basically a spring
loaded check valve aasembly with a protective (dust) cap. This valve is
also designed for a quick-disconnect coupling with the recharging hose
nozzle. When the dust cap is removed from the supply inlet, the supply
source (recharging hose) is connected by pushing the nozzle on the valve
and making a halfturn. The nozzle on the servicing hose pushes in the
stud on the filler valve and unseats the spring loaded check valve and
liquid flows in. When the servicing hose is removed, the spring reseats
the valve. If an aircraft has more than one converter, each converter
will have its own filler valve.

ALITE__SIAT

TO SYSTEM STUD

UPPLT
INLET

cm/OK VALVE
LS,

MID OXYGEN FILLER VALVE
I123

Check the following statements that are true.

1. The dust cap prevents the filler valve from leaking.

2. One filler valve is needed for each converter.

3. The filler valve is basically a spring loaded check valve.

4. The filler valve is designed for a quick-disconnect with
the servicing hose nozzle.

5. When filling the system, the servicing hoze nozzle :eseats
the check valve.

11
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Answers to Frame 9. 1. 7. 3. 4. 5.

Frame 10

The build-up and vent valve (shown below) is a manually operated, two-

way rc.ary valve. When the handle is turned to the "VENT" positiop, the top
of the converter is vented to the atmosphere. In this position, de%gas port
(from the top of the converter) is now open to the vent port and the build-up

port is closed. When the handle is rotated to the "BUILD-UP" position, the
gas port is open to the build-up port and the overboard vent port is closed.
As with the filler valve, the name of this valve states its purpose; it allows
the converter head pressure to "build-up" or be "vented" overboard.

BUILD-UP AND VENT VALVE

HANDLE

\ek,

VENT PORT

SHOWN IN
VENT POSITION

GAS PORT

SUILD-UP PORT

Check the following statements that are true.

1. The build-up and vent valve is a manually operated valve.

2. In "vent," the system will not contain any pressure.

3. In "build-up," converter head pressure is trapped and

system pressure will rise.

12
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Answers to Frame 10. 1. 2. 3.

.2M3

Frame 11

On the aircraft, the filler valve and build-up and vent-valve are
located side by side as shown below. When the build-up and vent valve is
in "BUILD -UP," the control handle covers the filler valve dust cap and it
caonot be removed. This insures that tileservicing hose will not,be con-
tacted with pressure in the system. When servicing the converter, the
valve must be in "VENT" as shown on the right. On the other hand, the
valve must be in "BUILD -UP" for the pilot to receive oxygen. To insure
the valve is in build-up before the aircraft takes-off, the/access door
(filler well door) is designed so it cannot be closed when the valve
handle is in "VENT."

FILLER VALVE

MHO
UP

WARNING
LIQUID OXYGEN IS DANGEROUS. OSSERVE ALL
SAFETY PRECAUTIONS WHILE FILLING SYSTEM.

SURD UP & VENT VALVE

CONTROL
HANDLE

TILLER VALVE

Check the following statements that are true.

1. In order to connect the servicing hose, the valve must be in
'"VENT."

2. When the aircraft is flying, the valve must be in "VENT."

.3. When the valve is,in build-cp* the filler valve dust cap cannot
be removed.

4. With the valve in the "vent" position, the access door cannot
be closed.

13
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A to Frain* 11. 1. 2. 3. 4.

Frame 12

The tubing (plumbing) used in the liquid oxygen system is aluminum

eloy. Also, all of this aluminum tubing will be No. 5 (5/16) except in

the following places: 1. The line from the filler valve (H) to the liquid

container (A) is No. 6 (3/8). This is the filler line (see below). 2.

The line from the build-up and.vent valve (F) to the overboard drain is

No. 8 (1/2). This is the veht drain line, 3... The size and length of

the evaporating coil tubing (J) dep) endo upon the size and type of con-

verter assembly, (B) that is being used.

oxY;r11_00. G
RIG.

laMMIN

A.
R.

C.

D.
E.

CONTAINER
CONVOY!, ASSEMBLY
PRESSURUCLOSIFIG VALVE
110$1 OR 31SPSI RELIEF VALVE
CONTENTS GAGE
SUILDUP AND YENT VALVE

NO.4

0. OXYGEN REGULATOR
H. FILLER VALVE
I. .HECK VALVE
I. EVAPORATING COIL
K. 110.1ISI OR 34134S1 RELIEF VALVE

It-32

Check the_following statements that are true.

1. The filler valve is connected to the container with No. 6 tubing.

2. Aluminum tubing is used in the liquid oxygen sytem.

3. The vent, drain lineis No. 8 tubing.

4. Most of the liquid oxygen tubing is No. 5.

5. The evaporating coil is always No. 5 tubing;

14
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Answers to Frame 12. .1.

2;45'

2. 3. 4. 4 5.

Frame 13

Shown below is a typical converter assembly installation. Th/a
assembly has the'same single function valves we have been discussing. Keep

in mind the build-up and vent valve and filler valve are not shown because
in this system they nre not part of the :nverter assembly.

LIQUID CONTAINER 411

PRESSURE CLOSING VALVE

TO OVERBOARD VENT

\,\

TO SUILD UP'
AND VENT VALVE

90PSI
RELIEF VALVE

LIQUID TUBE TO
LIQUID QUANTITY
GAGE ON COCKPIT)

TO OXYGEN REGULATOR
ON COCKPIT)

to

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Qatsort.r1

LIQUID
CHICK
VALVE

CONVERTER ASSEMILY

\\

TO BUILD UP
AND VENT VALVE
AND TO LIQUID
QUANTITY GAGE

EVAPORATING COIL

110-1111...RELMF VALVE

\\\
TO FILLER VALVE
\N

ie..... CANVAS COVER (REMOVED)

4-327

Review the illustration above and recall previously taught meteri
write in the components described in each statement.

This valve acts as the system pressure regulator.

This valve separates the liquid and gaseous phase'of operation.

s

The liquid changes to a gas in this tubing.

This relief valve pvotects the build-up side of-the system psi.

This unit is vacuum insulated and holis the liquid.

The servicing trailer, hose is connected to this valve.

This valve allows system pressure to build -tip or be vented overboard.

8. This relief valve protects the evaporation side of the system psi.

9. In the illustration, the pressure closing valve would be set at psi.

15
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Answers to Frame 13. 1. Pressure closing valve.
2. Liquid check valve.
3. EvaporatiOn coil.
4. 90 psi.

5. Liquid container.
6. Filler valve.
7. 1.1ild-up & vent valve.

8. 110 psi
9. 70 psi

Frame 14

Refer to the illustration on the next page as you read the material

in this frame. In the illustration, we show the flow of liquid and gaseous
oxygen with bubbles and slashes in the lines while the system is being filled.
Remember the build-up and vent valve has to be in "vent" to remove the filler

valve dust cap. Note that with the build-up and vent valve in "vent," the

top of the liquid container is vented overboard. Note also the pressure

closing valve.is "open" and the agates contains leproseure. When the system
is in "vent," the pressure closing valve is isolated from the top of the

container. The pressure loss causes the bellows'in the pressure closing
valve to expand and-open the valve.. When the- recharging-trailer hoes is
connected to the filler valve, the operator allows 20 to 30 psi head pres-
sure to build-u0 on'top of the liquid in the recharging trailer. This

,pressure forces liquid into the converter container from the bottom. The

container is full when a steady flow of liquid comes out the overboard
vent.

Check the following statements that are true.

1. When the system is in "vent," tlik, top of the container is

vented overboard.

2. The pressure closing valve will open when pressure drops

around the bellows.,

3. The converter container is full when liquid comes out the

overboard vent.'

4. The system,still contains 70 psi when placed in "vent."

5. Pressure in the recharging trailer forces liquid into the

converter container.

6. When placed in "vent," any pressure in the system is vented

overboard.

16
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Answers to Frame 14. 1.

22 4,
3. 4. 5. 6.

Build - Up

Frame 15

MEIN GASEOUS OXY00

655=1.101WOMMWM NOTES STSTEK IS SHOWN IN THE VENT(FILL)POSITION.

No Response Required.

17
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Frame 16

4

Refer to the illustration on the next page when you read the material

in this frame. When the liquid container is full, the build-up and vent

valve is no ed back to the "build-up" position as shown in the illustration.
With the system closed, pressure will now start to rise. If you recall, we

said previously that the liquid check va4ve opens to let liquid into the
evaporating coil and closes 'to prevent reverse flow. Also remember the
pressure closing valve is open until its bellows senses a 70 psi head pres-

sure (in the low pressure system) on top of the liquid in the container.
Note in the illustration that the pressure closing valve is again "'Connected
to the top of the container through the build-up and vent valve. Now, when

the liquid changes to a gas iu the evapOrating coil, it goes up through the
man pressure closing valve and builds up head pressure on top of the liquid.

When 70 psi is reached, the pressure closing valve closes. When this happens,
tike liquid left in the evaporating coil is still changing to a gas and

building pressure in this side of the system. This pressure will soon close

the liquid check valve (5 psi differential is required) and the system will

stabilize. As gaseous oxygen is used through the regulator, a pressure
drop allows the liquid chock valve to open and more liquid enters the

evaporating coil. As the liquid level decreases in the container, the

head pressure decreases also. This will cause the pressure closing valve
to open again and allow the evaporation side to build up head pressure.
There is little or no lag in maintaining the required head pressure; and
for all practical purposes, oxygen is delivered to the regulator at a,
constent pressure of 70 or 300 psi depending upon the pressure closing

valve setting.

Check the following statements that are true.

1. The bellows in the pressure closing valve senses the container

head pressure.

2. In a 70 psi system, the pressure 0.osing valve remains open
until 70 psi is reached.

3. 'ti excessive pressure builds up in the evaporator coils, the

90 psi R. V. will open.

4. The liquid check valve prevents reverse flaw between the gaseous

and liquid phase of the system.

5. When pressure in the evaporation side is lower than the head

pressure on the contalhez,;the liquid check valve will open.

18



Answers to Tram, 16. 1. 2. 3. 4. 3.

P9i 10

AINI......11.

Frame 17

GASEOUS OXYGEN

LigulomffuN

No Response Required

19
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Frame 18

Naar to the illustration on the next page when you read this
material. In this illustration we have a separate build-up coil in our
basic oxygen system. This is a short coil of cubing that changes the
liquid to a gas for the sole purpose of maintaining a head pressure on
top of the liquid 411 the container. Note that this coil of tubing runs
directly from the bottom of the container to the bottom of the pressure
closing valve. When a separate buildup coil is used, the evaporator
:oil no longer has to supply gaseous oxygen for a head pressure and.more
oxygen is available et the oxygen regulator for breathing. This additional
circuit in no way affects the operation of the pressure closing valve. The
bellows in top of the pressure closing valve still senses the head pressure
through the build-up and vent valve. If the head pressure drops below
70 psi (or .$00 in the high-pressure system), the pressure closing valve
bellows and expands and unseats the valve. The buildup coil will not
rebuild the head pressure. The build-up coil is usually around the liquid
container and becomes part of the cnnverter assembly.

Check the following statements th t are true

The build-up coil provides gaseous oxygen for maintaining
a head press-re.

2. The build-up coil provides gaseous oxygen for the oxygen
regulator.

3. The build-up coil is part of the converter assembly.

4. When a build-up coil is used, the evaporator coils supply
gaseous oxygen fo 'breathing purposes only.

5. The pressure clos-.4 valve operates the same way when a _build-
up coil is used.

20
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Answers to Frame 18. 1. 2. 1. 4. 5.
0 7/

maw.

. . f
Milli VP !

VENT

Frame 19

. .

OXYGIN

FLU, AWE

C2:I °As

emu LIQUID

COPNERTVI
AMAMI

BASIC OXYGEN SYSTEHLWITH A SEPARATE BUILDUP CIRCUIT.

No Response Required

21
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Frame 20

INSTRUCTIONS

Identify the units in the oxygen by matching the letters

with the unit's name below.

r

OXYGEN

1110.

A

\_

GAS

LIQUID

1. liquid container.

2. converter assembly.

3. pressure closing valve.

C

7. oxygen regulator.

8. oxygen filler valve.

9. liquid check valve.

4. 110 or 395 psi relief valve. 10. evaporator coils.

5. contents gage, 11. 90 or 3. ,i

relief valve.

6. build-up and vault valve.

22



Answers to Frame 20

1. C 5. E 9. I

2. B 6. J 10. F

3. G 7. A 11. D

4. B 8. It

Frame 21

This completes our discussion on the basic liquid oxygen system.
Iryou have any questions about the operation or components in this

system, let your instructor know.

Remember Your Liquid Oxygen Safety.

23
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2795
FOREWORD

This programmed text was prepared for use in the 3ABR42331 instructional
system. The material contained herein has been validated using 3G students
enrolled in the 3ABR42331 course. Ninety percent of the students taking
this text surpassed the crt.erion called for in the approved lesson
objective. The average student required (58) minutes to complete the text.

OBJECTIVES

After completing this programmed text, you will be able to:

1. Relate four (4) of five (5) advance liquid oxygen system components
with their purpose.

LNSTRUCTIONS

As you read and study each frame in this programmed text, locate the
individual component or system being discussed in the classroom -or lab. A
better understanding of the system will result if you look at and inspect
these units as you read about them. Check with your instructor if these
components are not available.

tfre7 each frame in the programmed ttxt, you will find a number of
statements and you are asked to select the true statement or statements from
this list. Read the material carefully before making a selection. If you
select the correct answer(s) continue to the next frame. If you are wrong
or in doubt, read the material again and correct yourself before continuing.
Check with your instructor if you have any problems.

Supersedes 3ABR42231-PT-314B, 18 February 1970.
OPR: 3370 TCHT3
DISTRIBUTION: X

3370 TCHTG/T-GU-P - 600; TTVSA - 1

2
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Frame 1 4

In this text we will discuss a typical liquid oxygen system that has
dual function valvV. Shown below is a converter assembly used in the F-4
fighter aircraft. "There are several converters that can be used in the
F-4 and two of these will be discussed. Since you are already familiar with
the components in the basic oxygen system, weiwill be concerned only with
the units that are different in this system and the system operation. We
will be concerned mainly with the fill, build-up, and vent valve.(1), and
the pressure opening-pressure closing valve which is not visible in the
illustration below. This converter assembly is equipped with quick
disconnects to allow for quick installation and removal. Review the
components shown and locate the actual converter assembly in the classroom.

1. Fill, Build-up, and
Vent Valve.

2. Converter Vent Quick
Disconnect.

3. Liquid Contatrer.

4. Carrying Handle.,

5. Converter Supply Quick
Disconnect.

6. Container Relief Valve.

7. Probe Lead Connectors.

No Response Required.

3
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Answers to Frame 1: No Response Required

Frame 2 .

The combination fill, build-up, and vent valve is shown below. Here we
have the filler valve as part of the build-up and vent valve instead of two
separate valves. As shown in the schematic on the left, the normal position
of this valve is in build-up. In this position, the gas port (from the top of
the container) is open to the build-up port. The build-up port is connected
to the pressure opening-pressure closing valve. The "fill out" port on the
valve is connected to the bottom of the container. The ball check valve in
this port prevents a reverse flow of liquid out through the valve. A
protective dust cap attached to a chain is used on the filler, port of this
valve the same as on the separate filler valve.

BUILD-UP

Shown in Build -'3p. Filler, Build-up, and Vent Valve

Select the following statements) that is/are true.

1. The normal position of the fill, build-up, and vent valve is
"build-up."

2. The ball check valve in the "fill out" port prevents a reverse _-
flow of liquid oxygen out of the valve.

3. The as port is connected to the bottom of the container.

4. A duct cap is used on the filler port of the combination fill,
buill-up, and vent valve.

4
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Answers to Frame 2: 1. T 2. T 3. 4. T

Frame 3

27711

When the filler nozzle from the liquid oxygen servicing trailer is
connected to the fill, build-up, and vent valve, it wily be in the position
shown below. A pin in the filler nozzle pushes the valve shaft forward and
closes the build-up port. At the same time, the gas port is opened to the
overboard vent and system pressure iedischarged overboard. When the
liquid flows in under pressure, it unseats the ball check valve in the
"fill out" port and goes into the container. When the filler nozzle is
removed, the bail check valve reseats, the valve shaft moves out and
automatically returns the system to "build-up."

RUILO-UP

VENT

FILLER VALVE

FILL

OUT

Shown in Fill& Vent.
Combin= ion Fill, Build-up, and Vent Valve.

Sele t the following statement(s) that is/are true.

1. When the filler nozzle is connected, system pressure is vend
erboard.

2. The normal pcsition of the fill, build-up, and vent valve is
"vent."

r

3. When the filler, nozzle is removed, thi valve returns to "build-up."

4. When servicing the system, the incoming liquid unseats the ball
check valve in the "fill out" port.

5. When th' filler nozzle is connected, the valve automatically
moves f m build-up to vent.

1 c;
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Answers to Frame 3. 1. T 2.

Frame 4

3. T 4. T 5. T

You already know the pressure closing, v24.7) valve regulates system
pressure by controlling the container "head pressure." In this particular
F-4 system we have a combination pressure opening pressure closing valve.
The primary purpose of the nressura opening (FO) valve is to conserve
gaseous oxygen that is normealy vented overboard by the relief valve. The
pressure opefiing valve is used only in low pressure (70 psi) liquid systems.
As shown below, both of these valves are bellows operated pressure regulating
valves contained in one housing. The pressure closing (PC) portion of this
valve is normally open and closes at 72 211. The pressure opening (P0)
portion of this valve is normally closed and opens at 82 AL. When the
pressure opening valve opens at 82 aseoue%oxygen-is drawn directly from
the top of the container for breathing. This valve is part of the converter
assembly.

AD' ADJ

PO OUTLET
12 PSI

PC INLET

PC OUTU

72 51 PC OUTLET

Combination Pressure Opening -
Pressure Closing Valve

\Pc INLE1

Select the following statement(s) that is/are true.

1. The pressure opening-pressure closing valves are bellows operated.

2. The pressure closing valve regulates system pressure at 72 psi.

3. The pressure opening valve opens at 82 psi.
4. The pressure opening valve is noroily open.
5. When the pressure opening valve opens, gaseous oxygen is taken

from the top of the container
6. The pressure opening-pressure closing valve is part of the

converter assembly.
7. The purpose of the pressure opening valve is to conserve gaseous

oxygen.
8. A pressure opening valve is used only on low pressure liquid

systems.

6



Answers to Frame 4: 1. T 2. T 3. T 4.

5. T 6. T 7. T 8. T

Frame 5

The liquid check valve separates the_Aiouid and gaseous phase of
operation and, prevents a reverseflow. This valve allows liquid to be
drawn into the 'main supply line during normal operating conditions.
When operating pressures are excessive, and the pressure opening valve
is open, the spring in this check valve creates a 5 psi differential
between the gaseous and liquid phase as gaseous oxygen is being drawn
off the top of the container. This will close the check valye when
the pressure opening valve is open. When we discuss overall system
operation, the function,of this valve will become clear.

Liquid check valve.

Select the rollowing statement(s) that is/are true.

1. The liquid check valve prevents reverse flow.

2. This valve separates the liquid and gaseous phase of operatidn.

3. During normal operating conditions, liquid flows through the
check valve into the main supply line.

4. When the pressure opening valve is open,-the liquid check valve
is clos.A.

162
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Answers to Frame 5: 1. T 2. T 3. T 4. 7'

Frame 6

# Let's take a look at a schematic of the complete converter-assembly.

Locate the fill, build-up, and vent valve, pressure opening-pressure closing

valve, and liquid check solve that we discussed individually. The other units

such as the liquid container, build-up coil, and relief valve, are already

familiar to you. The capacitance probe inside the container is pare of the

quantity indicating system which will be covered later. In the schematic,

the system is shown ein251 and the valves in their normal position. Note

the converter assembly has only one relief valve which is set at 110 psi.

110s Is the container relief valve.

r_ - WIN=

SILL

lIOU/0 CONTAIN!'

011./ CNICS VAIN'

A

fur

I

P111,WW:4OMO
4,01014,4

vow

PAO* UAO

CONNICIOTIS I

wow ow.

CATACITANC!
MO"

SU11.0-40

COIL

-2)

LICKAO

CIIKS VAIN'

PRESSURE OMNI*
PlESISURE CLOSINII
VALVE

CONTAINER Mu
VALVE

I CONTAINER
YPLr.

10 NI u
CONVERTER
SIIIT

1

MAWUNS
LY LINE

Com TAMER

NC Liquid Oxygen Converter Assembly (Dual Function Valves).

Select the following statement(s) that is/are true.

1. The normal position of the fill, build-up, and vent valve is

"build-up."
2. The pressure opening valve is normally closed and the pressure

closing valve is open as shown,

3. The container relief valve is set at 110 psi.

4. The supply line and vent line are connected to the converter
assembly with quick disconnects.

5. The Epring in the liquid check valve is holding it open.

6. The luild-up coil is connected to the inlet port of the pressure

closing valve.

8
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Answers to Frame 6: 1. T 2. T 3. T 4. T 5.

6. T

Frame 7

So far we have discussed the converter assembly and its.omponents.,
Now let's look at the components of the oxygen system that are fixed to
aircraft. The supply line relief valve is act at 130 tai and relieves
excessive pressure in the supply line and warm-up coil (or warm-up plate).
When the converter assembly is removed at the quick discoi.nects, Oxygen
is trapped in the supply line and warm -up coil and pressures may become.
excessive if, the temperature changes.' The supply line relief valve. takes
care of this. Also, if the container relief valve fails, the supply line
relief valve will take over.

The purpose of the warm:up coil or plate is to raise the temperature
of the gaseous oxygen to where it is suitable for breathing. The coil is
usually in the cockpit or electronics compartment. Heat in the area
surrounding the coil is transferred to the gaseous oxygen as it passes
through the coil on its way to the regulators.

,o'oxrcu% uevtama
MN II aill a/MO IMM

Supply Line Relief Valve and Warr-Up Coil. VENT

Supply Line

Rene( Valve
130psi

Select the following statement(s) that is/are true.

1. The supply line relief valve is fixed to the aircraft and set
at 130 psi.

2. As gaseous oxygen passes through the warm-up coil, its
temperature rises.

3. If the container relief valve fails, the supply relief valve takes
over.

9
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A.... to Frame 7: 1. T 2. T 3. T

Frame 8

Now let's take a look at the complete liquid oxygen system we have been

discussing in parts. Remember that the supply lint relief valve and
warm-up coil remain in the aircraft when the converter assembly is removed
at the vent line and sutyly line quick disconnects. The container relief
v Ive stays with the converter assembly.

191.1N-D-U CdLJJ

e's

WARM -U COL

VENT UNE QUICK DIS-
CONNECT COUPLING

Liquid Oxygen System Schematic

SUPPLY LINE
QUICK DISCONNECT

SUPPLY LINE RELIEF VALVE

.4a

Select the following statement(s) that is/are true.

1. The container relief valve is part of the converter assembly.

2. The supply line relief valve is part of the converter assembly.

3, One end of the build-up coil goes to the pressure closing valve.
4. The supply line relief valve has a higher setting than the container

relief valve.
5. The rormtl position of the fill, build-up, and vent valve is

"build-up."

10
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Answers to Frame 8: 1. T 2. 3. T 4. T 5. T

Frame 9 (Review Framo.)

Circle the letter that: is in front of what you believe to be the
correct response. Check your answers on the top of the next page.

1. What prevents a reverse, flow of liquid oxygen out of the fill, build-up
and vent valves when the filler nozzle is removed?

a. Supply line relief valve.
b. The fill check valve.
c. Container relief valve.
d. The liquid check valve.

2. When system pressure becomes excessive, which valve will open and
allow gaseous oxygen to be drawn off the top of the container?

a. Fill, build-up and vent valve.
b. Pressure closing valve.
c. Container relief valve.
d. Pressure opening valve.

3. On th- F-4C converter assembly, the pressure opening alve forma a
combination with the

a. filler valve.
b. liquid check valve.
c. pressure closing valve.
d. build-up valve.

4. The F-4C converter assembly contains only the CONTAINER relief valve.

a. True
b. False

5. The pressure opening-pressure closing valve is ONLY used

a. on low pressure (70 psi) liquid oxygen systems.
b. wlien a build-up coil is used.
c. on high pressure (300 psi) liquid oxygen systems.
d. when no head pressure is required.

6. On the F-4C aircraft, the Warm-up coil 07 plate is part of the
converter assembly.

a. True
b. False

11
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Answers to Frame 9: 1. b 2. d 3 c 4. a 5. a 6. b

Frame 10

Now that you are familiar with the dual function valves used in this
type of system, let's discuss the operation of this system. In order to
fully understand what is taking place within the system, it is necessary to
look at the system in four (4) different phases of operation. The first
phase is FI:LING and this is shown below. When the nozzle from the
servicing trailer is connected to the fill, build-up and yen.; valve, the
plunger in the valve is pushed in as shown. This closes the build-up line
and provides an open line to the overboard vent. Any pressure in the
system is now vented overboard. When the liquid oxygen enters the valve, it
unseats the fill check valve and goes into the container through the
bottom. When the container is full, id flows out the top of the
container, back through the valve and out the overboard vent. At this time,
the nozzle from the servicing trailer is removed and this automatically
places the system in the build-up phase.

LIQUID CONTAINER LEGEND
an SAS OXYIEN
MS mum OXYSEN

' 66644462442,66426-44.'

FILL BUILD-UP AND VENT
VALVE

OVERBOARD
VENT

2626,26 646 66422,466 64222/64,"";;;?: 664266wW462246622,4262426"6

Select the following statement(s) that is/are true.

1. The fill check valve is unseated when filling the system.

2. The liquid check valve is closed when filling.

3. When filling, the pressure closing valve is open (normal position).

4. When filling, liquid oxygen enters the Wle-rm up coil.

5. Systea pressure is vented overboard when the filling nozzle is
connected.

12



Answers to Frame 13: 1. T 2. T 3. T 4. 5. Trit6
Frame 11

Once the transfer hose nozzle is removed, pressure begins to build up
in the system. This pressure build-up continues until system pressure
reaches 72 psi. The schematic below illustrates this pressure build-up
phase.. Note that liquid is boiling off in the build-up coil and returning to
the top of the container through the pressure closing valve (which is open)
and the fill, build-up and vent valve. The container is building up "head"
pressure. During this phase, breathing oxygen is obtained from liquid
oxygen drawn through the liquid check valve (shown open). This'liquid will
vaporize as it passes through the supply line and warm up coil on its way
to the oxygen regulator.

BUILD -UP COIL
MNFTEGENDse OAS OXYftN

LIQUID OXYGEN

LJ CHECK
VALVE

PRESSURE CLOSING
SULDUP MC SUPPLY VALVE

!SYSTEM PRESSURE
IBELOW 72 1231

Selc_t the following statement(s) that is/are true.

1. When system pressvr- is below 72 psi the pressure closing valve
is closed.

2. When the transfer hose nozzle is removed, the system returns to
build-up.

3. During the build-up phase, the build-up coil is supplying gaseous
oxygen which is returned to the to of the container.

4. During this phase, liquid oxygen s drawn through the liquid check
valve and vaporized in the supply line and warm up coil.

5. During this phase, the container relief valve is open.

13
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Answers to Frame 11: 1. 2. T 3. T 4. T 5.

Frame 12

In this phase of operation, breathing oxygen is obtainer' from gaseous
oxygen drawn through the liquid check valve. In this condition the pressure
closing valve is closed (closed at 72 psi) and the pressure opening valve is
still closed (opens at 82 psi). With the pressure closing valve closed,
pressure build-up in the system is stopped because the return path to the
top of the container is blocked. The liquid trapped in the build-up coil
now evaporates (shown evaporated) and Latium a back flow of liquid to the
container. This action is what enables gaseous oxygen to be drawn through
the liquid check valve (see schematic). As the pressure is lowered by the
Lxvgen being used, the pressure closing valve will open and pressure will
again build up.

SLOWLY (SYSTEM PRESUME
BETWE- M 72 AND 62 Pm!

LEGEND
smi OKYIKN

1.10111D CICYUN

Select the following statement(s) that is/are true.

WARM UP
0011.

4P-

1. When system pressure is between 72 and 82 psi, tee pressure closing
and pressure opening valves are closed.

2. When the pr,osure closing valve closes, pressure build-up is halted.

3. The pressure closing valve is set to close at 52 psi.

4. When the pressure closing valve closes, liquid oxygen trapped in
the build-up coil will evaporate and cause a back flow.

5. In &is phase, gaseous oxygen for breathing is drawn through the
liquid check valve.

14/69
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AnOders to Frame 12: 1. T 2. T 3. 4. T 5. T

Fn. se 13

In cases whert the use of gaseous oxygen is below normal at the regulator
(low demand), and repeated cycling of the system causes excessive pressure
build-up, the pressure opening valve will open. The pressure opening valve
will open at 82 zssi as shown below. When this valve opens, gaseous oxygen
for breathing is drawn from the top of the container through this valve and
out to the warm up coil. The pressure opening valve remains open as long as
normal evaporation in the-container :Is adequate to maintain system pressure
above 82 psi. With this valve open, a back pressure will close the liquid
cheek. valve as shown. This ,phase of operation continues until system
pressure drops below 82 psi again. When the oxygen system is not being used
at all, normal evaporation in the container will cause pressure to build up
until it reaches the setting of the container relief valve (110 psi). This
will vent excess pressure owerboard.

LEGEND
an SAS OXYIU

LIQUID OMEN

CONTAINER RELIEF VALVE

Select the following statement(s) that is/are true.

1. The pressure opening valve opens at 82 psi

2. A low demand on the system causes pressure to build up.

3. When the pressure opening valve is open, breathing oxygen is drawn
from the top of the container.

In this phase, the liquid check valve is open.

5. 1i no o. en is being used, pressure will rise to the relief
valve sot ting.

15
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Answers to Frame 13: 1. T 2. T 3. T 4. 5. T

Frame 14

Let's take a look at another type of converter assembly found on the
F-4C aircraft. As shown in the schematic, this assembly has a single unit
pressure closing valve only. The fill, build-up, and vent valve used in this
system has another component built in; this is the containe,.. relief valve.
So now we have a combination fill, build-up, vent, and relief valve. Note

also that this converter assembly does not have a liquid cheek valve. In

operation, liquid oxygen will gravity feed into the build-up coil and change
to a gas. This gas goes through the pressure closing valve and up to the

top of the container. This pressure build-up continues until the pressure
closing valve "closes" at 72 psi. As the "head pressure" on the top of the
liquid increases, more liqu:14 is forced out the bottom of the container and
evaporates in the supply line and warm up coil on the aircraft. This
converter assembly can be placed in the aircraft and connected at the Fame
quick disconnects as the previous converter assembly we have discussed.

VIDITLIME QUICK
DISCONNECT COUPLINI

LEGEND
GES GAS OXYGEN
UM LIQUID OXYGEN

SUILO7UP COIL

VENT, AND
RELIEF VALVE

lnr

BULD-UP

OISOONNECT

COUPLING

F-4C. Liquid Oxygen System Schematic (Without Pressure Opening Valve/

Select the following statement(s) that is/are true.

1. In this type of converter assembly the container relief valve
is part of the fill, build-up, and vent valve.

2. This unit does not have a liquid check valve.

3. Only a pressure closing valve is used in this converter

assembly.

16
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Answers to Frame 14: 1. T 2. T 3. T

Frame 15

Instructions: The facing page has a schematic of the liquid oxygen

system we have been discussing. Use this page to

do the following:

Part 1. Identify the components in the system by placing the
letters from the arrowed circles by the correct name
of that component in the given list. Check your

answers on the next page.

Part 2. Draw the necessary valves open or closed (with a black
pencil) to indicate the position they would take if the

system pressure was above 82 itsji. Now use a red

pencil and trace in the liquid flow and a blue pencil

to show gaseous oxygen flow. Check your tracing against
the schematic for this phase of operation in the text.
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1 --Vent Quick Disconnect.

2.-11111,Bui ld-Upend Vent Valve.

3.fill Check Valve.
4..-.-Liquid Container.

5.--.3ui/d-Up Coil.

6...-LiquiA Check Valve.

7 Pressure Opening-Pressure Closing Valve.

8.-......Container Relief Valve.

9.......-Suppiy Quick Disconnect.

10. Wars-Up Coil.

11. Supply Lino(system)Relief Valve.

r.

Liquid Oxygen Converter Schematic (Dual Function Valise).

VENT

aware to Frame 15: (Part 1) 1. E 2. G 3. D 4. J 5. C 6. A
7. II 8. F 9. I 10. B 11. K
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FOREWORD

This programmed text was designed for use to.Course 3ABR42331.
The material herein has been validated with 30 students from the
subject course. All students achieved the objectives as stated.
Average time for completion of the text was 35 minutes.

OBJECTIVES

After completion of this programmed text you will be able to:

1. Relate four (4) of five (5) liquid oxylien quantity indicating
Components with their purpose.

INSTRUCTIONS

Throughout this programmed text you will be required to respond
to the information given. After making your response, check the correct
answer at the top of the following page. If your response was incorrect:
review the frame to determine your error before proceeding to the next
frame.

Supersedes 3ABR42731-PT-314C, 16 December 1970.
OPR: 3370 TCHTG
DISTRIBUTION: X

3370 TCHTG/TTGU-P - 600; TTVSA - 1.
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Frame 1
2,",

A11 liquid oxygen systems have some types of quantity indicating
system to let the pilot, or whoever is us!ng the oxygen, know how much
he has remaining in the liquid container. There arc three (3) types of
indicating systems used with liquid oxygen converto,:s: 1. The direct
reading, differential-pressure contents gage (shown on right below).
2. The electrical-differential pressure contents gaging system. 3. The
capacitance contents gaging system (shown on left). Regardless of the
types of indicating system used, all the gages are read in liters of
liquid oxygen. The total number of liters which the gage indicates
(5-25-75, etc.) depends upon the size of the liquid container on the
convertor assembly being used. The three indicating systems mentioned
above will be discussed in this text.

LIQUID OXYGEN QUANTITY
INDICATOR PANEL

LIQUID OXYGEN CONTENTS GAGE
Mark the following statements with a T for True or an F for False.

1. Quantity gages indicate in liters of liquid oxygen.

2. The three types of indicating systems used are the direct
reading, electrical-differential pressure, and capacitance
type system.

3. If the convertor assembly has a 5 liter container, the quantity
indicator would read a total of 5 liters.

4. All liquid oxygen systems have a quantity indicating system of
some type.

3
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Answers to Frame 1: 1. T' 2. T 3. T 4. T

Frame 2

The first quantity indicating system we will discuss is the direct
reading type shown below. It is referred to as "direct reading" be:-.4use
it is connected to the container with tubing and no electrical connections
are required. As shown in the illustration, we have one line coming off
the bottom of the container going to the liquid connection on the back of
the unit. The line coming off the top of the container goes to the gas
connection on the back of the unit. Note also the gas line to the build-up
and vent valve is tapped off this line. This quantity gage is located in
the cockpit usually next to the oxygen regulator.

Direct Reading, Differential-Pressure Contents Gage Installation.

Mark the following statements with a T for True or an F for False.

1. The direct reading quantity gage is connected directly to the
liquid container with tubing.

2. This gage has two connections; gas and liquid.

3. The direct reading contents gage operates by electricity.

4. The quantity gage is located in the cockpit.
4
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Answers to Frame 2: 1. T 2. T 3. F 4. T

Frame 3

270

The direct reading contents gage has two chambers separated by a
diaphragm. Notice below that gas pressure from the top of the container is
applied to one side of the diaphragm. On the opposite side of the diaphragu,

we have the pressure on top of the liquid PLUS the weight of the liquid

applied. The weight of the liquid then sets up the differential pressure.
This differential pressure positions the diaphragm and through mechanical
linkage, positions the indicator pointer. Note the connection on the back'

of the gage is labeled "liquid." However, oxygen in a liquid state does not
reach the gage. Liquid leaves the container but changes to a gas as it

travels through the tubing. The direct reading, differential pressure
quantity indicating system is the most simple of the systems we will discuss.
However, it's not often used because of the disadvantage of the long tubing
runs from the container to tr indicator.

Direct Reading Contents Gage Schematic.

Mark the following statements with a T for True or an F for False.

1. The weight of the liquid determines the amount of differential

pressure.

di
2. Oxygen in a liquid state is ,..pplied to one side of the diaphragm.

3. This type of system is not often used because of the long tubing

runs.

4. The pointer.on the gage is positioned through mechanical linkage.

5. The direct reading contents gage has two chambers separated by a
diaphragm.

5
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Answers to Frame 3: 1. T 2.

Prase 4

3. T 4. T 5. T

The next system we will discuss is.,She electrical - differential pressure
contents gaging system. This system is composed of two hasic units, the
transducer assembly and 1 quantity iadicator. The transducer used in
this system is shown below. Generally speaking, a transducer is any device
that changes one type of pal to another. In our case, we want to convert
the pressure differential (as discussed in the direct reading system) to an
electrical signal. The transducer shown will do this job. When the
transducer converts the pressure signal to an electrical signal, it sends it
tolhe indi.::2tor which provides a readc:.t in liters on its dial. The
transducer is located on or near the convertor assembly and connects to the
container with at the GAS and 1,..M11 ports.

GAS PORT

RESISTANCE
STRIP

DIAPHRAGM

MOVABLE SHOT

iOTENTIONET ER
CONTACT ARM

ELECTRICAL
CONNECTOR

'transducer Assembly Schematic.

Mark the foil-wing statements with a T for True or an F for False.

I. A transducer changes one type of signal to another.

2. In this system, the transducer changes the differential nressure
signal to an electrical signal.

1 Tht. indicator reads out the_electrical signal in liirs of oxygen.

. The transducer is lccat ,d on the isi'.ot's instrument panel.

The two major units in the electrical-pressure differential
contents gaging system are toe transducer and indicator.

6
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Anowers to Frame 4: 1. T 2. T 3. T 4. F 5. F4i74'

Frame 5

Let's take a look at a simplified schematic of the transducer and
determine how the mechanical portion of this unit operates. The transducer

(B) operates on the differential pressure created in the liquid container

(A). Here we have gas pressure from the top of the _ontainer acting on one
side of the diaphragm (E), and gas pressure PLUS the weight of the liquid
acting on the other (bottom) side of the 'diaphragm. The movement of the
diaphragm (E) positions the contact arm (D) on the resistance strip (C).
Note the contact arm (or wiper arm) 13 connected to the movable shaft which
in turn is connected to the diaphragm. As the liquid level changes in the
container, t.te differential pressure will change and J diaphragm varies

the contact arm accordingly. The indicator, which is electrically connected
to the resista ze strip, will pick up thib varying signal and move its

indicating pointer.

A. Liquid Container.
B. Transducer Assy.
C. Resistance Strip. E. Diaphragm.

D. Contact Arm. F. Tubing.

GAS

t

LIQUID I

1

Mark the following statements with a T f^ True or an F for False.

1. As the liquid level changes, the differential pressure will change.

2. The indicator is connected electrical".y to the resistance strip.

3. The covcact arm varies the resistance sent to the indicator.

4. The weight of the liquid determines the differential pressure.

5. The contact arm can move up or dcwn the resistance strip.

7
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Ans wers to Frame 5: I. T 2. T 3. T 4. T 5. T

Frame 6

Let's discuss the electrical circuit of the indicator and transducer as
shown below. This type of liquid indicating system is sometimes referred to
as a "Selsyn' system in technical publications. Selsyn is a trade name used
by a particular manufacturer that makes this type of "three wire" liquid
gaging circuit and simply means the system has self-synchronous instruments
and they are DC operated. In operation, the wiper contact arts (A) in the
transducer is positioned on the curved resistance strip (E) by movement of
the transducer diaphragm. The current'flow in each of the three coils
(B-C-D) is determined by the position of the wiper contact arm and Lhe applied
voltage. The position of the rot,3r. (G) depends upon the proportion of current
flowing in each coil. Note that with -he wiper contact arm positioned as it
is, a strong magnetic field exists around coil (B) in comparison to the other
two coils. Therefore, the permanent magnet rotor (G) is pulled around to
align itself with coil (B). The indicator pointer now gives a read-out in
liters of liquid oxygen.

INDICATOR TRAtiSDUCER

=NM

A. Wiper Contact Arm.
B. Differential Coil.
C. Differential Coil.
D. Differential Coil.

E. Resistance Strip.
Coil Connecri Wire.

G. Permanent ,r1-2t Rotor.

the fcllowing statements with a T for True or an F for False.

1. When the wiper cc ,.ct arm moves, the current is varied in the
differential coils.

DC voltage moves the wiper contact arm in the transducer.

3. The rotor (G) is positioned by the proportio' -f cut-f±nt `)own,
in each coil.

Selsyn is a trade name for this type of three wire licrIc rw,to
system.

This system contains self- svn,:hrenn, operated in;tr
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Answers to Frame 6: 1. T 2. F 3. T 4. T S. T

Frame 7

In order to obtain al accurate indication of the number of liters in
the container at each end of the scale (full-empty), it's usually necessary
that the transducer and indicator be a "matched set." That is, the
transducer should be calibrated while connected -I) the indicator with which
it is to be installed in the aircraft. The adjustments for the FULL and
EMPTY arrows are accomplished by turning the adjustment screw on the
transducer assembly as indicated below. When this screw is turned in one
direction, resistance will be varied at R - or the EMPTY end of the
resistance strip. When turned in the opposite direction, resistance is
.varied at R+ or the FUI end of the resistance strip. In other words, if
you know the liquid container is completely 2211111, the resistance can be
varied to make the indicator read empty.

8V

1.10U1D

INDICATOR

4 iPAPY'r AND

0 / Di

)
SCREW

1

P4(--)7371

TRAYL.DUCER

Mark the following statements with a for True or an F for false.

1. The indicator and transducer should be calibrated together for
accuracy.

2. When the adjustment screws are turned, resistance is varied at
R- or R+.

3. If the liquid container is full, !:ie indicator should read empty.

4. All adjusim-Its .re made on the transducer assembly.

5. These units an be calibrated in the shop or nn the aircraft.

6. The transducer is connected to the liquid contni! -r with tubing.

9
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Answers to Frame 7: 1. T 2. T 3. F 4. T 5. T 6. T

Frame 8

The last quantity indicating system we will discuss is the
capacitance type contents gaging system. This systew is probably
used more than both the other two systems we have discussed. This
indicating system does not require tubing or diaphragms which add weight
and cause maintenance problems. Simply stated, the capacitance probe

side the liquid container (see below) acts as a variable capacitor
as the liquid level changes. This varying signal is picked up by the
capacitance gage (shown) which contains the indicating circuit.

EMERGENCY RELIEF

CAPACITANCE
C; &:.;11

Capacitance Type Contents Gaging System.

Mark the following statements with a T for True or an F for False.

1. The capacitance probe acts as a variable capacitor.

The probe is installed inside the liquid container.

This indicating system does not contain tubing or diaphragms.

4. As the liquid level change , the capAtitance signal changes.

5. The indicating circuit is inside the capacitance probe.
10
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Answers to Frame 8: 1. T 2. T 3. T 4. T 5. F

'Frame 9

If you recall from previous instruction, a capacitor consists of tso
conducting plates with an insulating material separating them. This
insulating material is called the Biel-ctric. Materials such as glass,
air, mica, wax paper, and oiLare commonly used as dielectrics. In this
particular case, we are usineliquid oxygen as the dielectric between the
two plates of the probe as shown below. The amount of capacitance stored
in the plates depends upon the plate area, distance between the plates,
and the type of dielectric used. As the liquid level changes, we have a
variable dielectric between plates of the probe. This generates a
varying capacitance signal which is passe on to the indicating circuit

A. Container B. Plates C. Probe
CAPACITANCE PROBE

Mark the following statements with a T for True or an F for False.

1. The capacitance probe consists of two conducting plates.

2. The liquid oxygen is used as a dielectric.

3. The capacitance probe is installed in the container.

4. The insulating material used for all capacitors is oil.

5. As the liquid level changes, a varying capacitance signal is
generated.

11
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Answers to Frame 9: .. T 2. T 3. T 4. F 5. T

Frame 10

The capacitance indicating circuit is shown below. Keep in mind these
components are miniaturized and contained inside the indicator or capacitance
gage. The indicating circuit is primarily a capacitance bridge circuit in
which the probe (L) in the container makes up one leg. In operation, the
capacitance bridge measures probe (L) capacitance by comparing it to a known
reference capacitor (B). When the bridge becomes unbalanced due to a liquid
level change in the container, the induction motor (E) receives power and
corrects the indicator pointer (C) by mechanical linkage (dotted lines).
At the same time, the motor (E) corrects the balancing potentiometer (D).
It will also close the low-level switch (G) am' send power to the low-level
light (F) if the pointer moves to the empty e.gd of the scale. Identify all
the components listed below the schematic.

r---
F___

Z

TIANSiSTOMZEO
Am PLO*,

1

Low

CONTAsNE4

INDICATOR

A. Full Adj. Potentiometer G. Low-level Switcl-
B. Reference Capacitor H. Push -to -rest Switch
C. Indicator Pointer I. Empty Adj. Potentiometer
D. Balancing Potentiometer J. Coaxial Cable
E. Induction Motor K. Shielded Electrical Lead
F. Low-level Light L. Capacitance Probe

CAPAtATANCE INDICATING CIRCUIT

Mark the following statements with a T for True or an F for False.

1. The capacitance indicating circuit id primarily a bridge circuit.

2. The bridge circuit compares probe capacitance with a reference
capacitor.

3. The indicator poll is moved by mechanical linkage.

4. The prob. makes up one leg of the capacitance bridge.

12
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Answers tc Frame 10: 1. T 2. T 3. T 4. T

Frame 11

fo

Two of the items we did not discuss in the schematic in Frame 10 are
the two adjustments that can be made on the indicator. The full adjustment
potentiometer ("A" in the schematic) and the empty adjustment potentiometer
("I" in the schematic).. These two potentiometers are connecteu at opposite
ends of the transformer secondary winding shown in the schematic. They

provide a means of adjusting the bridge voltages to balance over the empty-to-
fdll capacitance range of the system. The adjustment screws are accessible
at the back of the indicator as shown on the right below. The low-level
warning light on the face of the indicator warns against complete exhaustion
of the oxygen supply. The particular indicator shown below has a power
failure "flag" in the lower center of the dial. The oxygen quantity push-to-
test switch shown below (located on the indicator panel) is used to check
system operation. When the switch is pushed, the bridge is unbalanced and
the ootor drives the indicator pointer to "empty." When the switch is
released, bridge balance is restored and the pointer returns to its
original position. This response by the indicator proves that the system
is operating normally.

,_071 L EVEL
vARNING LIGHT

11.1.132

ADJUSTMENT SCREW

LIQUID OXYGEN CAPACITANCE INDICATOR

Mark the following statements with a T for True or an F for False.

1. Adjustments to the quantity indicating system are made on the
indicator.

2. Adjustments to the system are made on the capacitance probe.

3. The push-to-test switch is used to check slis4:em operation.

4. The low-level warning light warns against complete exhaustion
of the oxygen supply.

13
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Answers to Frame 11: 1. T 2. F 3. A 4. T

Frame 12

In the capacitance indicating circuit in Frame 10 we have two wires
connecting the capacitance probe to the indicator. On the "low" side of the

probe we are using a coaxial cable for this connection. This type of cable

is illustrated on the right belcw. Coaxial cable is used on this side of the
probe to prevent picking up stray signals which would upset the bridge
circuit in the indicator. The wire connecting the "high" side of the probe
to the indicates is a shielded electrical lead as shown on the left below.
This is the 400 cycle power supply to the probe. This wire does not transmit
a signal, so coaxial cable is not required. The wiring diagram symbol for
these two wires are shown above each illustration.

DIAGRAM SYMBOL

Nk\Nlit

A. SHIELDED BRAID C. WIRE
R. INSULATION

DIAGRAM SYMBOL 1

A. OUTER INSULATION C INSULATION
S. COPPER MESH D SIGNAL WE

Shielded Electrical Lead Coaxial Cable

Mark the following statements with a T for True or an F for False.

1. Coaxial cable will transmit a true signal.

2. Coaxial cable is used on the "low" side of the capacitance probe.

3. The wiring diagram symbol is the same for both cables shown.

4. The shielded electrical lead is used on the "high" side of the
capacitance probe.

5. The shielded lead is used to carry power to the capacitance probe.

14
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Answers to Frame 12: 1. T 2. T 3. F 4. T 5. T

Frame 13

As we mentioned previously, the capicitance indicating system is more
accurate and reliable than the direct reading or transeucer operated

indicating systems. The most frequent trouble with 'the capacitance indicating

system is water (moisture) in the container. Moisture can cause a short

between the probe plates or cause an erroneous read-out on the indicator.
This is because water (moisture) has a different dielectric effect than
liquid oxygen on the capacitance probe.

Mark the following statements with a T for True or an F for False.

1. The capacitance indicating system is more reliable than the
other two systems we discussed.

2. Water (moisture) has a different dielectric effect than liquid

oxygen on the capacitance probe.

3. Moisture on the probe plates can cause an erroneous read-out
on the indicator.

REMEMBER YOUR OXYGEN SAFETY

Answers to Frame 13: 1. T 2. T 3. T

15
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FOREWORD

Thin programmed text was prepared for use in the 3ABR42331 instruc-
tional system.

OBJECTIVES

After completing this programmed text, you will be able to:

1. Relate four (4) of five (5) oxygen system servicing equipment
components with their purpose.

INSTRUCTIONS

This programmed tc..T.t. presents material in small steps called "frames."

After each frame you will find a number of statements and you are asked
to select the statement's that are true or mark true and false. Read

the material in each frame before making a selection. The answers to
each frame can be found at the top of the next page. If you select the
correct answers, continue to the next frame. If you are wrong or in
doubt, read the material again and correct yourself before continuing.

Note: Upon completion of this programmed text you will use the
equipment covered in this text while doing your oxygen lab projects
workbook.

Supersedes 3ABR42231-PT-315, 16 July 1971.

OPP: 3370 TCHTG
DISTRIBUTION: X

3370TCHTG/TTGU-P - 600; TTVSA - 1
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Frame 1

The TTU-28/E master oxygen test gage is used when performing pressure
leak teats on a liquid oxygen system. The unit,consists of a 0 -400 psi test
gage, a gaseous oxygen filler valve, and a liquid oxygen filler valve adapter.
When attached to the filler valve of a liquid oxygen system, it opens the
system so that you can fill the system with gaseous oxygen. The gaseous
oxygen filler valve is of the quick disconnect type and the servicing hose
is released from it by moving the handle clockwise.

LIQUID OXYGEN
P:LLER VALVE ADAPTER

TEST

GASEOUS OXYGEN
FILLER VALVE

111-344

Figure 1. Master Oxygen Test Gage TTU 28/E.

Mark the following statements with a T for True or an F for False.

1. The TTU-28/E is attached to the filler valve of a liquid oxygen
system.

2. The servicing hose is released from the gaseous oxygen filler
valve by pulling it out.

191
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Answers to frame 1: 1. T 2. F

Frame 2

The ultrasonic leak detector is also known as an ultrasonic translator.
It is a completely transistorized, battery operated instrument that detects
sounds within the ultrasonic frequency range and converts them into sounds
audible to the human ear. Audible sounds within the normal hearing.range

are not picked up by this instrument. Other than normal background hiss,

the only sounds hat are heard from the loudspeaker are ultrasonic sounds
that have been %.onverted to audible sounds. The unit is portable and has

a shoulder carrying strap. The major components are two probes, a lead
assembly for attaching probes to the detector, a rubber adapter that reduces
the area of coverage of the probe, and a headset. The headset provides a

means of listening when plugged in by cutting out the loudspeaker. On the

front panel of the unit are three plug-in jacks, a volume control, an OFF-ON

toggle switch, and a meter. The meter indicates the level of sound output

in decibles.

Figure 2. Ultrasonic Leak Detector.

Check the following statement/a that are true.

1. The ultrasonic leak detector is a completely transistorized unit.

2. It requires an external power source of 28 voits DC.

3. Audible sounds within the normal hearing range are picked up by the

unit.
#

4. Sounds of ultrasonic frequency are cL_v_rted to human hearing range.

5. The loudspeaker can still be heard with the headset plugged in.

192
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Answers to frame 2: 1.

5.

2. 3. 4.

Frame 3

The MU -2 oxygen regulator tester accurately checks the regulatcri: demand
diaphragm, the air inlet check valve, and the mask-to-regulator hose for
leaks. The pressure being applied and the degree of leakage occurring can
also be correctly determined with this tester. Another use of this tester
is to determine the amount of oxygen flow from the regulator in the EMERGENCY
and TEST MASK positions. The tester has a pressure gage, flowmeter gage,
rubber squeeze bulb, rubber bladder, and two adapters. The pressure gage
indicates the pressure in inches of water applied to the regulator. The
flowmeter indicates any regulator leakage in liters per-minute. One
connector is made of metal, and is used when attaching the tester to the .

mask -co Tregulator hose. The rubberAtop adapter is used when connecting into
the outlet port of the regulator.

Figure 3.

Mark the following statements with a T for True or an F for False.

1. The MH-2 tester is used to check the air inlet check valve,
mask-to-regulator hose, end demand diaphragm for leaks.

2. The pressure gage indicates in inches of water.

3. The flowmeter indicates in poi.

4. The tester is connected to the mask-'o-regulator hose by using
the rubber stop adapter.



Answers. to frame 3: 1. 2. T 3. F 4.

Frame 4

There are different types of liquid oxygen servicing trailera in use
throughout the Lir Force. The example shown below is a type TMU-27/M.

c.

Figure 4. Type TMU -27/M Cervicing Trailer.

r

Although the trailers may look completely different, they must adhere
to certain basics. All carts consist of,aq inner and outer stank, and have
an insulating material` between ;he tanks. Also, the-area-bakween.the tanks
is evacuated of air, like a thermos bottle. All units haves capacity gage

' and a pressure gage. Safety features include taWklend hose relief valves.
These valves are of the automatic- manual pr completely autountic type. The
tank relief valve prevents an excessive buildup of pressure when the tank is
pressurized. Excessive pressure may be caused by the operator failing to
close the build-up valve at the desired pressure. The automatic - manual valve

can'be hind operated to relieve the pressure. The hose relief valve prevents
rupture of the servicing hose. When the trailer servicing valve is cloned,
and the hose disconnected from 'a,converter f3iller valve, trapped liquidin
the hose turns to gat with an increase in pressure. Again, if the valve is
the automatic-manual type, the operator can relieve the hose pressure. If

the unit develops a leak in the inner tank, a,means of pressure relief is
'provided to prevent rupture of the outer tank.

Check the following statement/s that are true.

Certain basics must be Llhered to in the construction of trailers.

2. All have an inner and outer tank. k

:3. Air is pumped int:1 the area between the tanks.

4. A means of pressue reliefNis provided if the inner tank leaks.

6
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Answers to frame 4: 1. 2. 3. 4. r-/

Frame 5

The control section for operation of all mobile units is at the rcar
end of thp unit. The control section shown below is from the Type TH11-27/M
liquid oxygen servicing unit.

.

fib

Figure 5. .THU-27/M Liquid Oxygen Servicing Trailer Control Section

All trailers have three basic valves. The first is a lent valve. It

is normallyopen and is closed only ben the tank is to be piessurized to
force the liquid out of the tank. The second is a buildup valve. It is
normally closed and is opened when you desire to build up presiure in the
tank. The third valve is referred to as a fill-drain valve on some tanks
and a transfer valve on others. It is used to transfer liquid from the
tack, through the transfer hqse, and into the converter to be filled. If
the valve is referred to as a fill-drain valve the tank is also filled
through this valve. This is 4c,ne by removing the servicing hose and
attaching a larger hose that is connected to a storage tank of 500 gallons
or more. If it is referred to as a transfer valve the tank has a separate
fill point and an additional valve is installed. -%

The transfer hose is constructed of an inner and outer hose which have
insulation betWeen them. Hoses are steel wire,wrapped, have an aluminum
-scuff guard, and a standardized servicing nozzle.

Mark 'the following statements with a T for True or an Ffor False.

T

1. Three basic valves ararr uired on all units.

2. The vent valve is normal y closed.

3. The buildup and fill-drain or transfer valves.are normally closed.

4. All transfer hoses are steel wire wrapped.

5. The servicing nozzles are standardized.

7
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Answers to frame 1: 1. ,T 2. F

Frame 6

3. T 4. T 5. T

'The type TTU-162/E liquid oxygen converter tester, shown below, is used

the shop for bench checking liquid oxygen converters. The vacuum space,

.iild -up time, operation of the pressure closing valve, design flow, and the

system relief valve opening pressure and reseating leakage can all be

checked to determine operational Suitability. Although Air Force type

TTUr162/E converter testes may look different, they al) have the same

basic components.

Figures. TypeType TTU -162/E Converter Tester.

No response required.

I96
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Frame 7

Shawn below is a typical TTU-162/E control panel. On the panel are
three valves; the supply, buildup, and vent valveteAt the right of the
panel-are the supply pressure and buildup prture gages which indicate
from.D to 600 psi. Three,flowmeters are provided. The evaporation loss
no/meter is used when checking, the corkerter vacuum.. The leakage flowmeter
checks the system relief valve, tor' proper reseating after opening. Tbe large
flowmeter with the temperature indicator above it is in use when checking
a converter assembly for design,flow. When the supply valve is 'nen, gaseous
oxygen flois through this unit and passes the temperature indicator as it
flows overboard; Three connectors are provided for attaching the tester
to the converter under test and the necessary evaporator coils. These connections
may be standard or of the quicedisconnect type. An exhaust vent, which
Is an outletcfor liquid to spill from when filling the converter, is used
as a test poit when checking converter vacuum.

Jr

1'

Figure 7. Liquid Oxygen Converter System Tester Type MU-162/E.

Mark the following statements with a T for True or an ' for False.

1. The three valves'are titled supply, buildup, and vent.

2. To check the converter vacuum space the evaporation loss flow-
meter is used.

3. Liquid oxygen flows rough the supply flowmeter.

4. Liquid oxygen f ows from the exhaust vent when a converter is filled.

9
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Answers to frame 7: 1. 1 1. T 3. F 4. T

Frame 8

The gaseous oxygen servicing cart, shown below, is the Air Force Type.
02 unit which can hand'e two gaseous oxygen rtorage cylinders. It consists
of a two wheeled hand cart, pressiire regulator, oxygen purifier, and a servicing
hose. At the end the hose it a haid *eel type charging valve. The valve
has a standard adapter that will connect to a gaseous oxygen filler valve.'
Two oxygen storage cylinders, which contain approximately_2200 psi when full,
are connected by a common manifold to the pressure,regaator.

4

a

V
I No response required:

A

REDUCED
PRESSURE

GAUGE
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ReDUCER
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Figure 8.
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Fraile 9

,"The first szep irk operation of the unit is to determine which cylinder
has enough iressure'for your immediate ndeds. the cylindet.with the
1'6est usuable pressure is alwa7s used first. This is known as cascading,
This is done by opentng a storage cylinder valve. Oxygen enters the manifold
at cylinder pressure up to the inlet-side of the pressure regulator. The
storage cylinder pressure is indicated on the cylinder pressure gage at this
time. A pressure reading is taken and the valve is clfsed. : The pressure
reduces hanA/e i,s tufted in until about 10'esi is indicated on tla reduced
pressure gage.' At this time the operator \must open the charging valve until
-both presdure gages drop torzero to bleed the manifold and servicing hose.
The Sperator must neverpoitt thecharging'valve at himself, other persons,
tealls 6r equivient because f the hazards iOltolved in the use of compressed
gases °rein The aharging,valveis reclosSW and the pressure reducer handle,
backed out. The second cylinder is opened and a reading is takeh of its pressure.
Thq cylinder with the lowest usuab e pressure is used first. The same procedUre'

'mdst ge tise4whetherUsing, the 02 t or larger units that have six or twelve
mounted storage cylinders. No more than one cylinder shot4d.be open at any
time because the gases oxygen will flowfrom"the cylinder of higher pressure
into the one-of lower pressure until the pressures equalize. ;

4

REDUCED
PRESSURE

okhbe

PRESSURE

REDUCE*
"I:HANDLE

Fi

CYLINDER
pkestune
GAUGE

Mark the following statements with a T for True or an F for ALA.

1. Therfirst cylinder to be usei must have the lowest usable pressure.

2. Only one cylinder must be opened at a time.

/3. Pressures will :tax equalize if More than one 'cylinder is open.

1 n
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Answers to frame 9: 1. 2. T 3. F

Frame 10

**,

To reducereduce cylinder pressure, the pressure reducer'handle is turned out

slowly (counterclockwise). The pressure is indicated on the reduced pressu

gage. Gaseous oxygen flows'into the servicing hose at this reduced pressu
When the dhargIng valve is opened, oxygen will flow into the unfi being serviced.
The flow continues untAl the reduced pressure set by the regulator, is reached.

At this point,' the ;eg'ulator automatically stops the'flow. If the unit being

\ serviced is open to as overboard vent, oxygen will flow continuously At the

reduced pressure.

REDUCED
PRESSURE

GAUGE

PRESSURE
REDUCER
HANDLE

Figure 10.

CYLINDER
PRESSURE
GAUGE A

Check the following statement/s that are true.

1. The pressure reducer handle is backed out to reduce pressure.

2. When the preset reduced pressure is reached the flow stops'

automatically.
*
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'AO0wers to fiame 10: 1. , V- .2.

Frame

Capacitance, Type Liquid Quantity Systems Test,Set Model TF7201
is &compact portable instrument which is used for testing and caibrating
aircraft liquid oxygen converter probes, indicators and complete gauging
systems. Tests can_be performed with the gauging system installed in th
dircraft,'or;with system components removed/from the aircraft for bench
tests inyth&laboraitory, shop or .field.'

$

4

Figure 11. Capacitance Type Liquid Quantity Systems Tester Model TF-Z0-1.

No response. sAquired.

.
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Frame 12

The test set includes a waterproof case, adapter cables, and special
adapter harness assemblies for different aircraft. Circuitry is provided n

for measuring capacitance, d-c electrical resistance, and for,simulating
the capacitance of compensated and uncompensated type tank probes. This it
:ester operates from a power source of 115 volte0at 400 cps. The front
panel contains a cepacitence indicator, megohmmeter, adapter cable connection
points, and all operating controls. You will use the TF-20-1 Tester when
doing Project No. 11 Ifyour Lab workbook.

.

Figure 12.

Mark the following statements with a T for True or an F foir False.

1. Ouly one type aircraft can be checked with the TF -20 -1.*

2. The test set operates on 115 volts 400 cps.

# 3. Al]. controls for operation are on the front panel.

Answers to frame 12: 1. F 2. T 3. T

202
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Environmental Pneudraulic Branch 3ABR42331-H0-402
Chanute AFB Illinois 6180 30 June 19A

FOREIGN OBJECT DAMAGE PREVENTION AND.COMFOSITE'TOOL KITS (CTK)

Dollars out of your pocket!! Sounds drastic, doesn't it? Everycay
throughout the military, thousands of dollars are wasted through foreign
object damage (POD). These initials - FOD - are probably new to you, but
during your rtay in the Air Force they will become familiar to'you.

4

Foreign Object Damage is caused by a variety of things, mostly man-made.
A pechanic installs a new engine bleed valve. During his installation he
drops a i° bolt (sounds pretty small, right?). In his haste to complete
the job he fails to check the area for FOD items. This small e bolt is

4 eaten by the engine. Engines, you will find,' have a big appetiteo.ihey
will eai anything that can pass thei7" inlet: bolts; nuts; safety wire,
tools, rockp, even par defenders and hats. The bolt, while being digested
by the engine, nicks two compressors and three turbine blades% This damage
does not become known until the pilot advances the throttles on takeoff.
The turbine blades crack, causing the engine to be out of balaiice. The
engine disintegrates, rupturing the fuel cells. Scratch one aircraft,

ghwil:
eight people (four members and a family of four) as the aircraft
crashes on a hi o miles from the end of the runway. Although this

is ficititious, inc dents such as this have happened and will -1ntinue,
unless we all practice good FOD prevention.

S.. In dollars alone, we spend millions that need not be spent- from dakage
caused by foreign objects. In 1976, SAC alone spent over a million dollars

duecto POD. -This includes damaged engines, tires, equipment and persOnal
injuries.

We all complain about spending our money, especially when we have
nothing to show for it. POD is a major drain on your pocket, Being in

the Air 7broe(you tend `to lose twice. How? First, your tax dollars must
be ffsed to remedy POD, they must pay to replace or repair items damaged
by POD. Secondly, since the Defense budget is fiied (you get a tat amount
to operate on forone year), the more you spend which you do not-need to,
the less you have to operate on a deily basis. As an example of this: if

, a B-52 tireis damaged by POD, !glom° is spent out of the Air Force,hudget.

This is $280.00 less you'll, have to spend on new equipment to make your job
a little easier. It is really a needless expense, eo practice' good FOD

. prevention, it makes good :lenge!

While doing yourprojects, you will 'be required to practice rop, preven-
tion. This wane you will use care ixot to allow nuts, bolts, safety wire,
etc. to be left in'your work area,whOn you complete your assigned job. -Use

the magnet provided to remove allitraces of POD.

OPR: 3370 TCHTG
DISTRIBUTION: X

3370 TCBTG - 600; TTVSA - 1

DESIGNED FOR ATeCOURSE USE

' DO NOT USE ON TEM JOB



eb
Clean up your projectarea. If your instructor finds POD items

during his inspection,of your project, you will be required to reaccom-
pligh the project. This is treated the same as a technical error and
a failure will t.. entered inyaur progress record, Get used to it now
since it will become a. part of your everyday life during you Air Force
career.,

6

While you are d&ng your projects, you will also use a Consolidated
Toni Kit (referrba to as a CTK). The CTK program is one of many integral
parts of the.F0D progiam, This kit is a quick means. of identifying lost

-7 or misplaced too/p. They are made in many forms, such as bags, shadow
boards, metal and wooden boxes. Some-are even designed to fit into brief7

cases.

A CTK .s one ofthese containers mentioned and is usually filled with
.strips of etyrofoam or some type of epOngy material. A silhouette of
that tool is cut out and usually painted a specific color. she tools re,

quired to do the job are thin placed in the container, This is done so ,

that any shortage cen'inetantly be identified. !

If any shortage does ocout,you oan eerily the tool since you

have not lett the job. You must backtrack until you find the tool. This

will prevent FOB and perhaps pave thousands of dollars in POD damage.

2
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Environmental Pneudraulic Brinch
Chanute AFB, Illinois

,OBJECTIVES

OXYGEN SYSTEMS OXYGEN

,..

' The ob ectives for each project is given,in the heading of the

nl
individual rojects. Read the objectives to determine the task that is
to ke do And the equipment you will 1_,d.

EQUIPMENT

MP*
42fOr

3ABR42331 -WB -401

RATORY PROJECTS

Oxygen System Trainer Number 3281
No Go Gage

Yes Gage, TTU;28/E
Leak Tester, 1H-2
Sonic Leak Detector.

Liquid Oxygen System Tester, TF-20-1
Type TTU-162/E

Hot Purge Kit, Heating Assembly
Oxygen System Trainer Number 1762

Tester Type MH-1
LOX Trailer, TMEE-27/M
LOX Trailer, A-1
Prei3sure Demand Regulator, D2-A
Demand Regulator
TO 15X-1-1

INFOKLATION

Basis of Issue
1/student
1/student
1/student
1/student
1/student
1/student
1/student
1/student
1/student
1/student
1/student
1/student
1/student
1/student
1/student

J'

If you cannot find the equipment that is used with iaft, project, call

an instructor. Any test equipment used will be put back in the
same manner that it was found.

One of the most important things the instructor will check you on
is safety while you work in the oxygen laboratory. Do not take any
chances with liquid oxygen (LOX). or with, the electrical equipment.
WORK SAFELY.

Read all instructions carefully. If in dOubt, ask your instructor
for help. Your instructor will move you to the work area for each
prole/a...You will use the list of equipment as directed by the various
laboratory projects. Each project has a list of specific procedures.

SPECIAL SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

There will be no danger with any of the projects, if you follow
instructions4-41n instructor will be available At all times to help ycu.

You will work with liquid oxygen (LOX). You must locate and observe
all safety points that must be followed when handling LOX. To help you
we have made a list of the safety points.

3
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Hazkrds of handling liquid and gaseous oxygen.

a. Liquid oxygen in contact with the skin will cause frost-
bite and burns.

b. Aber) liquid oxygen is mixed with fuels it will cause a
dangerous explosive hazard.

Frozen fueliliquid oxygen mixtures are "shock sensitive."

d. When gaseous oxygen is absorbed in clothing it will stay
for some time.

2. First aid p_ocedures.

a. If liquid oxygen gets in the eyes, immediately flood
the eyes with water. (See the instructor for the water location.)

lb. If liquid oxygen cats on the bare skin, thaw the area
by flooding with water. .

c. Get medJcal treatment immediately if liquid oxygen gets
on the skin or in the eyes.

time.

3. Safety precautions.

a. Renuave all your jewelry now.

b. There w-1.11 be NO SMOKING in the oxygen laboratory at any

c. Personnel must wear the proper face shield, apron, and
gloves when handling liquid oxygen. This equipment is provided in the
laboratory'cor your use.

d. You must ad sections in TO 15X-1-1 that give point 'on
oxygen safety and oxypon servicing equipment. Ask your instructor for
the page numbers ani :agraphs you are to read. \

PROJECT NUMBER 1: INSPECTS OXYGEN SYSTEM

OBJECTIVES

After completing this project, you will be able to:

1. Follow inspection work card instructions (AFTO Form 26) to
inspect the condition of an oxygen system.

2. Use a GO-NO GO gage and trainers to check the condition
of the mask -to- regulator hose connectors.

Standard of Performance:

Your ability to reach the unjectives of this project will he
evaluated by an instructor, using a criterion reference checklist.

4
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PROCEDURES

1. Check all the items on tine inspection work card. When you

reach step 9, obtain the GO-NO-GO gage fiom locker (1.

SECTIONA--G0 GAGF -DIAM 76'51

SECTIONVNO GO GAGE -DIAM /68

Figure 1. GO-NO -(0'Gage.

2. Use the GO-N0-40 gage to chtck,the inside diameter of the
female connector on the mask-to-regulator hose on trainers in the
lab. Have t uct6r check your work. Identify worn' connectors
to the-i ruelOr.

ra

fEMALE CONNECTOR

MASK-TO-REGULATOR NOSE

Figure 2. Using the GO-NO-GO Gage.

5
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Note: As shown in figures 1 and 2, "A' of the gage is the "GO"
(small diameter) part and "B" is the "NO-GO" (large diameter)
part.

3. t the gage in the female connector of the mask-to-regulator
hose, assh in figure Z. Push the gage straight in, but do not force
it. A sli rocking or twisting motion may be used.

4. The "GO" part of the gage (A) is small and should slip tough
the smallest internal diameter of the.connector. The "NO-GO" part (B)
should not go through the small part of the connector. If it does, the
connector has too much wearG and must be replaced.

PROJECT NUMBER 2: PURGING LIQUID OXYGEN SYSTEM (COLD PURGE)

OBJECTIVES r

At ar completing this project, you will be able to:

1. Use the master oxygen test gage TTU-28/E to purge (clean) 'a
liquid oxygen system.

2. Transfer gaseous oxygen from a gaseous oxygen storage cylinder,
through a liquid oxygen system trainer to a liquid oxyge system.

3. Use the liquid oxygef system trainer to purge a liquid
oxygen system.

- 4. Ch(pck the pressurj of a gaseous oxygen storage cylinder.

Standard of Performance:

YoAr ability to reach the objectives of LAU project will be
evaluated by an instructor.

PROCEDURES

1. Prepare the trainer.

a. Check the liquid quantity gage. The system must be empty.
If the system is not empty, the liquid oxygen converter will have to be
drained. When yoa-work on an aircraft, check the,technical order for
the proper procedures.

b. Place the oxygen regulator supply switch to ON and the
emergency switch to EMERGENCY. This is for the D-2A regulatcr.

Note: To purge a system on the flight line, first vent the mask-
to-regulator hose or hoses to the outside of the aircraft. This
can be done through an open canopy, hatch, or entrance way. This
will stop the buildup of an oxygen rich atmosphere. AA oxygen rich
atmosphere is very dangerous.

c. Place the buildup and vent valve to the vent position.
Take the handle from the clip and the dust cap from the oxygen filler
valve.

6
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1

TEST

GASE016 OXYGEN

LIQUID OXYGEN
FILLER VAtvE

FILLER VALve ADAPJEti

cesoisi,
ti

Figure 3. Master Oxygen Tgat Gage TTU-28/E.

a. Connect the TTU -28/E master testi-gins:the trainer.
Screw the liqdid oxygen filler valve adapter of the gage (figure 3) on
the th'readed part of the liquid oxygen filler valve.

Note: On some aircraft, the buildup and gent valve handle would-
-have to be removed to place the system in the buM.dup position,
with the master gage connected. However, on the trainer it is
not necesskry.

2. Prepare the Gadeous Oxygen Servicing Unit (see figure 4).

Check to be sure thaethe pressure reduter'handle is backed
- out (turn counterclockwise (CCW) and is free to turn (figure 4)).

b. Slowly open the oxygen cylinder valve and watch the oxygen
high pressure (figure 4). If you have an oxygen cylinder with a
pressure of less han 400 psi, as} your'instructor for more instructions
before continuing.

Note: Do not drain cylinders below 50 psi. A charga of 50 psi-,
or more in the cylinders will stop the accumulation of moisture
in the cylinders.

c. Slowly turn (c'ockwise (CW) the pressure 'reducer handle
( figure 4)) until t!e reduced pressurevgage reads 50 psi.

d. Open (CCU) the charging valve handle (figure 4) on the
apply hose. Purge the hose for ten (10) seconds. Close (CW) 'he

charging -valve. BE SURE TO POINT THE NOZZLE AWAY FROM YOURSELF, OTHERS,
AND WALLS.

Note: Purging removes any contaminants (dirt or moisture) that
my be inside the hose.
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-/
PRESSURE
REDUCER
HANDLE

REDUCED
PRESSURE
GAUGE

STORAGE CYLINDER
NIGH PRESSU E
GAUGE

OXYGEN
CYLINDER
VALVE

CHARGING VALVE
HANDLE

CHARGING
VALVE

IS 11-:3411

Figure 4. Giseous Oxygen Servicing Unit.

e. Connect the charging vallie to the gaseous oxygen filler
valve (figure 3) on the master test gage. The gaseous oxygen filler
valve is a quick disconnect unit. The adapter on the charging valve will
10,:k automatically.

3. Purging the system.

a. Place the oxygen regulator supply switch ON.

b. Open the charging valve on the supply hose.

c. Readjust the pressure reducer handle to keep a flew of
oxygen to the TTU-28/E test gag, ,* 50 psi.

d. Allow oxygen to flow through.the system 5 minutes.

Note: In the field use the purge time and steps that are in the
technical order for the aircraft on which'you are working.

8
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e. cioh the charging valve on the supply hose.

f. PlacOhe oxygen regulator supply twitch OFF.

g. Place the regulator emergency switch 06 the NORMAL position.
/

h. Back out the pressure reducer handle on the serlcing unit.

Note: The system is now purged. 7.n the field the aircraft should
be serviced with LOX within two hours' after -it has been purged.

r--

i. Thisends the project on cold purging. Leave the trainer
and servicing-unit as is and start on the next project.

PROJECTNWER 3: LIQUID OXYGEN SYSTEM PRESSURE LEAK TEST

116JECTIVES : 4
0

After completing this project, you will be able to:

1. Use the master oxygen test gage TTU-28/E to make a pressure
leakage test.

2. Transfer gaseous oxygen from a gaseous oxygen storage cylinder
to a liquid oxygen system ;Feiner.

3. Make a pressure leakage teilt on a liquid oxygen system
. trainer.

6
4. Check the pressure of an oxygen storage cylinder.

Sta4dard of Performance:

Y r ability to reach the objectiv of this project will be
eval liked by an instructor, using a cri rion reference checklist.

IL .

p. 114' 11
..])

1. a ure that the TTU-28/E W/ gage and'servicing hose are still
connectedly e trainer.

2. Place the buildup and rent valve handle to the BUILDUP position.

3. -Turn the oxygen regulator supply switch to the OFF position.

4. Openthe charging valve on the supply hose.

5. Slowly turn IN the pressure reducing handle-on the servicing

unit. Charge the system to 300 psi. Use the TTU-28/E- st gage to,
Check the pressure.

6:) Clbse the charging valve on the gaseous oxygen supply hose.
Discontict-theCharging valve from the test gage.

9
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7. The pressure shown on the TTU-28/E test gage is

8. Close the oxygen cylinder
reducing handle. Open the charging
the manifold and charging hose. Be
yoursel?, others and walls.

psi.

valve and back OUT the pressure
valve and bleed the pressure from
sure to point the nozzle awar from

9. Let theiystem stand for 15 minutes. (30 minutes is normal time
for an aircraft system.)

10. The pressure in the system now is

reading from the first reading.'" The difference is

psi. Subtract this

psi.'

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE PRESSURE LOSS FOR THE 15 MINUTE TEST

5, liter converters
8 liter converters

10 liter converters
20 liter converters
25 liter converters
75 liter converters

J,1. If leakage is more than the listed value, the leaks will have

to be found, and identfried to your instructor.,

6.0 psi drop
3.5 psi drop
2.5 psi drop
2.0 psi drop
1.5 psi dFop
none is allowed

$. This ends this project. Leave the trainer as is and start
the next project.

PROJECT NUMpER 4:-ILOCATING OXYGEN SYSTEM LEAKS

OBJECTIVES

After you have done this project, you will be able to:

1. Use an ultrasonid leak detector,to check for oxygen system leaks.

2. Use the LEAK TEC solution to check folrj oxygen system leaks.

3. Explain the operation of the ultrasonic leak detector.

4. Explain the use of the LEAK TEC solution to check for oxygen
system leaks.

Standard of Performance:

Your ability to reach the objectives of this project will be
evaluated by an instructor, using a criterion reference checklist.

PROCEDURES

1. Use of the Ultrasonic Leak Detector.

Note: Refer to figtiN 5 as you get the detector ready for use.

10
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a. Take the probe assembly from the top of the carry Ng

case and the lead assembly from ithide the cover of the case.

b. Plug the lead into the probe assembly.
4&

c. Plug the other end of the lead into the jack marke PROBE.

d. Place the switch to the ON position.

e. TUro the volume control to the right to get more volume.

f. Blow into the PROBE to check for sound output. Readjust
the volum0 control if neceasary. , .

N`

3 , N

'lg. Slowly move the probe over the tubing and all fittings
to check forbleaks. A leak will cause the unit to make a sound. As

-.th# probe is moved clOseto a leak the sound will get louder.

h. /Have an instructor check your work.

i. Turn the tester switch to the OFF position.

j..:4. If no leaks are fbund, put the lead assembly back
in the carrying case cover, put the probe on top of the case.

2. Use of LEAK TEC rSoap) Solution.

k « N
. a. Shake the bottle ,of LEAK TEC solution well, to form small

bubbles. r
.1N

b.' Put the solution on the fittings co20ering the plumbing
and components of the oxygen system trainer.

c. if there is a leak, the LEAK fEC solution will fcrm more
buhbldb.

d. Be sure to-wipe off any excess LEAK TEC solutir from

the trainer.

e. This ends this project on locating oxygen system leaks.
Leave the trainer and servicing unit as is and start on the next
project.

A
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Figull 5. Ultrasonic Translator Detector.

PROJECT NUMBER 5: PERFORMING A REGULATOR DEMAND VALVE LEAK TEST WITH THE
Iii -1 TESTER

OBJECTIVES

After completing this project you will be able to use the MH-1 demand
valve leak tester, a soap solution and an oxygen trainer to make a'regu-

--lator demand vale, leak test.

'Standard gf Performance:

Your ability to reach the objective of this project will be evaluated
by an instructor,eusing a criterion refeience checklist.

216
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pROCEDURES

1.* (Plug end "A" of the MU-1 tester (figure 6) into the female.
connector of the mask-to-regulator hose.

Figure 6. MH -1 Demand Valve Leak Tester.

2. Place the regulator emergency switch to the NORMAL position.

3. Place the supply.switch to the OFF positioe.

4. Shake the biiitle of soap solution well.

5. Squeeze some of the solUtion onto your finger.

6. Arply the solution across end "B" of the MH-1 tester (figure 6)
to form a film of soap.

7. If a bubble forms from the "B" port and breaks on the pointed
ho4k in less than 8 seconds, the demand valve leaks too much. If the
buhble stays under the pointed hook for mo.re than 8 seconds, the leakage
is within tolerance. The regulator must be changed if it leaks,too much.

8. This ends the demand valve leak test. Stari the next project'''.

PROJECT NUMBER 6: OPERATIONAL CHECK OF

'OBJECTIVE

N REGULATOR

After completing this project, you will be- able to .use an oxygen
maq and an oxygen system trainer to make an operational check of an

f oxygen system.

Standard ofPerformance:

Yoh= ability to reach the objective of this project will be

evaluated by an instructor, using a criterion reference checklist.

PROCEDURES 4\

1. Connect the oxygen mask to the mask to regulator hose.

2. Place the oxygen regulator supply switch to the ON position,
the diluter switch to the NORMAL position and the emergency switch 4
to the NORMAL position.

4
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3. Breathe norially through the mask and watch the flow indicator

on the oxygen regulator for operation. Now place the diluter dwitch to
the 1002 position and repeat this step,

p

At.

4. Place the emergency switch to the EMERGENCY position. More
oxygen sbouli flaw.

.

5. -Pufthe emergency switch to the TEST MASK position. Much
more oxygen:should flow. Notice that by firmly holding the mask against
your face, you will.cause the flow blinker to go out.

.6. Thlsiends the operational check. Return the difuter switch to
the NORMAL position, the supply switch to the OPFposition and the
emergency switch to the'NORMAL position. Take the oxygen mask oU the-
hose-find put the mask back in the locker.

7. Secure the gaseous oxygen servicing unit.

a. Close toe valve on the oxygen storage cylinder.

b. Open the charging valve on the supply hose, until both
of the pressure gages on the servicing unit read zero (0).

c. Baqa,,out (CCW) the pressure reducing handle.

d. Close the charging valve.

e. Recheck the gages to be sure they both read zero (0).

f. If the gages are not at zero (0), repeat steis a through d.

8. Secure the oxygen system trainer.

a. , SLOWLY rove the buildup and vent valve handle AO the VENT

position.

'Note: After the system has been drained, pressure will be trapped
in the system and will show on the pressure gage. This is normal.
DO NOT bleed off'this pressure.

b. Disconnect the TTU-28/E mastertest gage.

c.

test \gage.

Put the dust cap on the filler valve,, and on the master

d. Place the handle in the clip.

e. Reposition the build-up and vent handle to "built-up."

9. This ends the project, start on the next project.

PROJECT NUMBER 7: USING THE OXYGEN REGULATOR LEAKAGE TESTER MH-2

OBJECTIVE 0

After completing this project, you will be able to use the oxygen
regulator leakage tester (type MR-2) and a trainer to check an oxygen
regulator demand diaphragm and the mask-to-regulator hose for leaks.

14
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Standard of Perfo ce:

"3?

Your'ability to ach the objective of this project will be eval-
uated by, ap inattuttor lag a criterion reference checklist.

Note: Before testing the Ye ator for leakage, the tester .

has to be checked for eaks. a tester, with a leak is used,

ke
the regulator leakage eading w 1 be wi-ong. To check the tester,

put your finger over th end of t_ adapter hose. Pump up 17
inches of water pressure with the pressure bulb. Check for
leakage on the flowmeter. NO leakage is allowed. Drop pressure
by removing yyur finger f the end of the adapter hose.

1. Mask-to-Regulator Rose and Oxygen Regulator Leakage Test.

a. Check the oxygen regulator to be sure that each switch
is positioned for the test.

(1) Supply "OFF"

(2) Diluter "NORMAL"

(3) Emergency "NORMAL"

b. Attach the metal adapter to the hose of the tester and
put the adapter into the open end of the mask-to-regulator hose.

c, Close the bleed screw (some units do not have a bleed
screw) that is between the bag and pressure bulb.

d. Squeeze the presiure bulb several times untiL1 a fester
pressure gage shows 17 inches of water pressure.

e. Hold this pressure by squeezing the bag.

f. Leakage should not be more than 1.0 liter per minute.

g. Prace the diluter switch to the 100% position.

h. Squeeze the pressure bulb several times until the pressure
gage shows 17 inches of water pressure.

hose.

i. Leakage should not be more than 0.5 liter per minute.

Note: If 17 inches of water pressure can not be reached in
either the NORMAL or 100% plsitions, there is a leak. The
leak could be in either the mask-to-regulator hose or the
regulator demand diaphragm. To find which unit has the leak,
do steps (1) through (5).

(1) Tak_ the metal adapter from the mask-to-regulator

(2) Take the mask-to-regulator hose from the regulator.

(3) Take the metal adapter f, m the tester hose.
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(4) Put the rubber adapter on the tester hose and plug
the tester hose into the regulate outlet port.

(5) Do steps c through i again.

k. If there are no leaks, the oxygen regulator demand
diaphragm is good. The leak is in the mask-to-regulator hose.

Note: After the leakage test is done the MK-2 tester could
be connected to the units in one of two ways.

(1) If there is no leak\in the mask-to-regulator hose,
the METAL ADAPTER should still be attached to the hose. Check to make
sure the adapter is still attached.

(2) If there was a leak in the mask -to regulator hose,
the RUBBER ADAPTER should be attached to the oxygen regulator outlet.
Check to make sure it is installed.

The regulator pressUre outlet test can be made with the MH-2
tester connected in either of the two positions.

2. Regulator Pressure Output Test.

4

Note: For this check, tha D2-A oxygen regulator should show a
midimum of 80 isi.

a. Crack the bleed screw on the tester to cause a slight
leak. If there is no bleed screw, move the adapter on the hose to -

cause a slight leak.

b. Place the supply switch to the k,a

c. Place the emergency switch to the EMERGENCY position.

d. The pressure gage on the tester should now show a pressure
of at least 2.75 inches of water. This is the correct output pressure.

e. Place the emergency switch to the TEST OR TEST MASK
position and hold the switch in that position.

f. The pressure gaer should show a pressure of from 6 to
17 lea of water for the test or test mask position to be good.

g. Place the supply switch to the OFF position.

h. Place the test or test mask switch to the NORMAL position.

i. Take the tester from the oxygen system trainer and store
all parts in the tester box.

j. This ends the MH-2 test project.

1.6
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PROJECT NUMBER, .
18 PURGING THE LIQUID OXYGEN SYSTEM (HOT PURGE)

OBJECTIVES
%

)
/ After completing this project, you will be able 07

2f3f

1. Use the hot purge kit to purge an oxygen system.

2'. Transfer gaseous oxygen from a gaseous oxygen storage cylinder
to the liquid oxygen system trainer.

3. Use the liquid oxygen system trainer to purge a liquid oxygen
system.

4. Check the pressure of an oxygen storage cylinder.

Sti.dard of Performance:
p

Your ability to reach the objectives of this project will be
evaluated by an instructor, using a ctiterion reference checklist.

PROCEDURES

Note: The hot purge kit can be used to purge any liqu d oxygen
system. The kit can Je used to remove moisture from e capaci-
tance proi.:,-d used with some liquid oxygen converters. Moisture on
a probe can cause a wrong signal to be sent to the uantitpf
_adicator,_

1. Prepare the trainer.

a. The hot purge kit is in locker #2:

b. Move the regulator supply switch to the ON position and
the emergency switch"to the EMERGENCY position.

c. 'Vent the mask-to-regulator hose to the side of the
trainer. This will drain the remaining system pressure that was left
from project #6.

d. Place the buildup and vent valve to the BUILDUP position.

e. Take the dust cap from the filler valve.

f. Take the dust cap from the filler nozzle end of the hot
purge kit.

g. Alig..1 the three studs (in the open end of the nozzle)
with'the three grooves on the filler valve on the trainer. (On some
aircraft the buildup and vent valve handle will have to be removed for
this test.)

h. Push on the nozzle and twist it to the right to lock on
the filler valve. Be sure the nozzle is fixed to the valve. Have an
instructor check your work before proceeding.

17
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2. Prepare the Gaseous Oxygen Servicing Unit.

a. Chenk to see that the pressure reducer handle is backed
out (CCW) and is free to turn.

b. Slowly turn IN the pressure reducer handle until the
reduced pressure gage reads 50 psi.

c. Open the charging valve on the supply hose and purge
the hose for 10 seconds, then close the valve.

d. Plug the charging valve into the gaseous oxyRen filler
valve, on the aide of the hot purge kit.

e. Connect the electrical lead from the hot purge kit Into
a 110V AC, 60 Hz outlet.

3. Purging the System.

a. Open the charging valve on the gaseous oxygen supply
hose.

b. Check the reduced pressure gage to be sure that oxygen
under 50 psi is flowing into the hot purge kit. If not, turn the
pressure reducer handle to adjust the pressure to 50 psi. (Oxygen
should flow out the distribution hose from the regulator.)

c. Place the electrical switch on the end of the hot purge
kit, to the ON position. A red light should come ON. This shows that
the kit is heating the gaseous oxygen that flows to the system. This
light will cycle ON and OFF as the correct temperature is maintained.

d. Oxygen should flow through th., system for 5 minutes.
Aircraft purging time is listed in the aircraft TOs.

4. Disconnecting the Hot Purge Kit.

a, Place the electrical switch to the OFF position.

b. Close the charging valve on the oxygen supply hose.

c. Place the oxygen regulator supply switch to the OFF position.

d. Place the emergency switch to the NORMAL position.

e. Take the electrical lead from the wall outlet.

Caution: When disconnecting the charging valve from the hot purge
kit, lift the kit only by the carrying handle and the insulated
portion of the nozzle. This method will prevent burning your
hands.

18
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f. Take the charging valve from the hot purge kit.

g. Take the hot purge kit from the trainer filler valve
and place it back in the carrying case.

h. Put the dust cap on the tester connection.

i. Put the dust cap on the trainer filler valve and place
the buildup and vent valve to the vent position.

5. Secure the Gaseous Oxygen Servicing Unit.

a. Close the valve on the gaseous oxygen st9rage cylinder.

b. Open the charging valve onthe supply hose until both
pressure gages read zero (0).

c. Close the charging valve.

d. Recheck the gages to be sure they both read zero (0).

e. If pressure still shows on the gages, do s hrough c.

f. The system has been purged with the hot purge t and
should be serviced with liquid oxygen within 2 hours to prevent
recontamination.

g. This ends this project.

Note: Check with you,: instructor before continuing.

PROJECT NUMBER 9: LIQUID OXYGEN SERVICING TRAILER

OBJECTIVES

After completing this project, you will be able to:

1. Connect a liquid oxygen converter to a liquid oxygen servicing
cart (trailer).

2. Transfer liquid oxygen from the trailer into the converter.

3. Use safety precautions while handling liquid oxygen.

Standard of Performance:

Your ability to reach the objectives will be evaluated by an
instructor.

PROCEDURES

) Note: This project is to familiarize you with tIA: operation of a
liquid oxygen servicing trailer. In the field you will service
converters with oxygen. You can then use the TTU -162/E converter
tester (figure 7) to bench check a converter in the shop.

19
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Figure 7. Converter and Test Equipment Hookup.

1. The converter (figure 7) you will be servicing is connected to
a piece of test equipment_and a coil of tubing. Thim is the TTU-'.1.62/E

converter tester you will use in the next project.,

2. The valves on the tester must be in the following positions
before servicing the converter with LOX.

a. Supply valve CLOSED

b. Buildup valve CLOSED

c. Vent valve - OPEN

13. Place a clean container under the piece of tubing a tached
to the tester exhaust vent. When the converter is full, liquid will
come gut of this vent.

Caution: Put on safety equipment.-- gloves, face shield, and apron.

4. The instructor will give you the information you need to operate
the servicing trailer. Read through the servicing checklist to find all the
valves and parts before you start to service the converter. Follow the TO
checklist as you do the servicing operation. If ,you have any problems,
immediately call for an instructor to help you. -Alter the converter is
filled, go back to this workbook for further instructions.

5. After the converter is full, leave the trainer and,tester in
the positions they are in. Wait at least 15 minutes for the system to
stabilize, then do the next project.

20
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PROJECT 10: USING THE TTU-162/E LIQUID OXYGEN CONVERTER TESTER ,tY3

OBJECTIVES

After completing this project, you will be able to:

1. Use :the TTU-162/E converter tester to test a liquid oxygen
converter.

2. Operate a TTU -162/E converter tester.

Standard of Performance:

Your ability to reach the ablectives ce.11 be evaluated by an
instructor, using a criterion reference checklist.

1. TEST NUMBER 1 - The vacuum space of the liquid oxygen converter
tinder test needs to be checked for the loss of vacuum. A loss of
vacuum will cause a high evaporation rate, of the liquid.

a. Cheat to see that the vent valve is still OPEN.

b. Take the metal tubing and hose from vhe exhaust vent'
of the tester and place them on the bench.

c. Connect one end of the hose to the EVAPORATION LOSS
FLOWMETER and the loose end of Ete hose to the EXHAUST VENT of the
tester.

d. Watch the ball in the flowmeter. If the ball rises
from zero (0), the amount of leakage is as shown on the markings

of the glass tube. The leakage is liters par minute.

e. Use the infaimation in table 1 to choosesthe leakage
that is allowed for the converter under test.

MAXIMUM LOSS SHALL NOT EXCEED

Converter Size

(Liters)
Allowable Leakage

(Liters ter Minute)

5 0.60

8 0.69

10 0.75

20 0.92

25 1.0

75 2.1

Table 1. Allowable Converter Leakage.
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f. Compare.the leakage listed in step d with the leakage-
allowed for the'converter under test. The converter vacuum is

(goo /bad)

g. Take the hose from the flowmeter and exhaust vent and
p ace the hose on the bench. Do test number 2.

TEST NUMBER 2 - This teat is made to find out how much time
it takes the converter under test to buildup to operating pressure.
Operation of the pressure closing valve will also be checked.

a. Close the vent velie on the tester.

b. Open the buildup valve.

c. Maximum buildup time to operating pressure (70 or 300 psi) 4

is 10 minutes. Record the start time

d. Watch the buildup and supply pressure gages. Both gages
should rise at about the same rate.

e. At the end of 10 minutes look at the build4 gage.
The pressure should be either 70 or 300 psi. Record the pressure.

Note: If the converter does not reach operating pressure in
10 minutes, the pressure setting is out of 'tolerance (above or .

below 70 to300 spi)', the pressure closing valve must be
adjusted or replaced.

f. The pressure closing valve is (govd/bad)

3. TEST NUMBER 3 - The converter under test will be decked for
maximum and minimum pressures and flew rates. Liquid oxygen converters
are made to give a set amount of gasmtous oxygen per minute. The amount
will change with the type of converter. During this test, the liquid
oxygen that flows into the evaporator coils is changed to a gas that
flows overboard through the supply flowmeter.

a. List the temperature that is shown on the temperature
gage at the top of the supply flowmeter on the tester. The tempera-

ture is

b. For the converter under test, find the design flow
rate in table 2.

c. Watch the float in the supply flowmeter.

22
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CCNVERTER SPECIFICATION
NO. OF

RELIEF VALVES OPPRESS (PSI) SIZE (L)
bESIGN

FLOW (L/M)

A-2 MIL -C -6650 2 300 T 80
.

A-3 NUL-C-7407 2 (INDIVIDUAL) 70 5 20

MA-1 MIL -C -25021 2 300 20 120

ME -3. N1L-C-25674 2 300 25 150

GCU -2 /A MIL -C -25777 6 1 70 10 72

GC13-3/A MIL -C -25781 70 10
,

72

GCU -10 /A MIL -C -25974 2 (INDIVIDUAL) 300 10 80

GCU -11 /A MIL-C-25972 2 300 10 100

GCU-12/A MIL -C- 25973 1 70 5 72

GCU-144A MIL-C-26358 1 70 5 72

GC0-17/A MIL -C -27336 2 300 25 150

GC1U-20/A MIL -C -27652 2 300 75 400

Table 2. Converter Data.

d. - After the supply valve is opened, stabilize the top of the
float at t e design flow rate for the converter under test. This is
done by opening and closing the supply valve and checking table 2.

e. Let oxygen flow for 15 minutes.kl,

Caution: The evaporator coils and connecting plumbing will ice
up during this test. Practice all safety precautions.

f. Watch the pressure gages. The pressure for the converter
being tested is listed on the data plate for the converter. If pressure
is not in the range set for the converter, the pressure' closing valve
is not working.

g. The minimum pressure is psi. The maximum presiure

is psi.

h. Check the temperature gage.. The temperature should be
ahout the same as in step a.

Note: During the 15 minute oxygen flow test, read TEST NUMBER 4.

23
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4. TEST NUMBER 4 - This test is to check the system relief valve

for proper opening and closing. During the flaw test, liquid goes in
the coils of the evaporator. A sudden stop in the flow of gaseous
oxygen overboard, will cause the trapped liquid to turn to a gas.

cause a high supply pressure, To protect the system the
pressure relief val-re must open at a set pressure.

Caution: During this test, stand clear of the converter relief -
valve vent.

a. Suddenly close the supply valve.

b. Watch the supply pressure gage and list the pressure
at which the relief valve opens. The relief valves opens at

CONVERTER OPERATING PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE SETTING

.LowAPressure System 100 - 120 psi

High- Pressure System 380-430 psi .

Table 3. Converter-to-Relief Valve Relation.

c. From Table 3 find the setting of the relief valvelused
with the converter under test.

d. Compare the reading listed in step b with the relief
valve setting listed in Table 3. The relief valve is (good/bad)

tester.

e. Put the rubber test hose on the leakage flowmeter of the

f. Place the other end of the nose on the converter vent port.

g. If the ball in the flowmeter does rise from the zero mark,

list the amount of leakage shown. The leakage is' LPM.

Number of Relief Valves Installed Leakage Permitted

1 0.01 LPM

2 0.02 LPM

Table 4. Permitted Relief ValveLeakage.
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h. From Table 4 find the amount of permissible leakage.

, Compare this setting with' the leakage listed in step g. The reseating4
of the relief valve is (good/bad)

i. Tske the hose from the floWmeter and donverter vent and
place the hose on the bench.

j. Open the vent valve on th(t tester and vent t-ehe converter
head pressure.

# o
k. Open the supply valve and bleed off the supply pressure.

.

t r

)F
1. Close the supp valve. This leaves the,testec in the

..., . ,

vent position.

'Note: At this time 'you would have a serviceable converter or
one on which work would have to be done to make it serviceable.

PROJECT NUMBER 11: TF-20-1 CAn'CITANCS TYPE LIQUID QUANTITY SYSTEM

OBJECTIVES

TRAINER

After completing this project, you will be able to:

;7
1. Sat up the TF-20-1 tester for an empty converter capacitance

check.
1,e" J

2. Take readings from the capacitance indicator on the tester.

3. Find the condition of a liquid oxygen converter probe

mf Standard of Performance:

Your ability to reach the objectives'of this project will be
evaluated by an instructor, wank, a cAterion referenced checkli't.

PROCEDURES

Note: All test leads that will be used are in the cover of'the
tester. The leads have numbers or letter-number combinations
on them for identification. These leads are used with the tester.
When you are given a numbered connection point, control switch or
indicator in this project, look at the front panel diagram, inside
the cover, for the location of the item.

1. Connect adapter lead #100034from point 5 to a suitable ground.

2. Connect power, cable #100033 and adapter cable #100034 together.

3. Connect the combined cable from point 4 to the power source.

4. Place power switch #1 to the ON position. The red light near
the switch should come ON. Allow st least 5 minutes warm-up time.
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5. Connect the lead from point 11 to the HI-2 connector of the

converter under test.

4. Connect the lead from point 12 to the LO-2 connector of the
converter.

7.

position.
function selector switch #24 to TANK UNIT TEST-UNSH

,8. Set CAP-RES CHECK switch #13 to CAP position.

9. Set the capacitance RANGE SELECTOR #6 to the lowest range that
will give stable reading (the indicator does not rotate continuously)
on capac ante indicator #7. If the inner needle does cross above 100,
place the range selector to the next higher multiplier.

Note: Study the capacitance meter dial (figure 8). With the
capacitance range selector in the xl position, a reading of
43.25 MMF is obtained as shown in f..gure 8. The last decimal
place is estimated by eye. In the x3 position this reading is
43.25 X 3 i29.75 MMF. For the x10 and x50 positions the
values are 432.50 MMF and 2162.50 MMF. Now apply what you have
to reed to interpret your reading on the converter you are

4 checking.

Figure 8. Capacitance Meter Dial.

12. Complete the statements.

a. The capacitance indicator reading is

range selector is in the x position.

26
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b. The NW reading multiplied by the range selector

position is MMF.

c. Select the required reading from Table 5 for the size
converter you are testing.

CONVERTER SIZE REQUIRED READING

10 Liter 123.5 ± 1.0

25 Liter 303.5 ± 2.5

75 Liter 910.0 ± 7.5

Table 5. Converter Size-Capacitance Relation.

d.
/

The required reading is MMF and the number in

step b (is/is not) in the toleraf!,2e of the required reading.

The converter capacitance probe is (good/bad)

e. Have an instractor check your readings.
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PROJECT 12: REPAIR AND/OR REPLACEMENT OF A LIQUID OXYGEN CONVERTER,

PRESSURE CLOSING VALVE OR RELIEF VALVE

OBJECTIVES

rl. Repair and/or replace liquid oxygen converter part.

2. Apply anti-sieze tape to fittings of liquid oxygen systems.

3. Select comMon handtools necessary for LOX converter
maintenance.

4. Observe all safety precautions involved during LOX converter
maintenance.

Standard of Performance:

Your ability to reach the objectives will beevaluated by the

instructor.

PROCEDURE

Note: In the field you will be required to remove and replace
minor parts of LOX converters. This project will --miliarize
you with the handtools, equilikent, procedures` and .safety
precautions necessary to accomplish that task.

1. On a given converter, remove lines and tubing connected
to the part, being careful not to twist any lines.

2. Remove common hardware securing the part to the converter
assembly, and remove the part.

3. Place the part in a bench vise and remove all old fittings
and tape, retape fittings. Have the instructor check your work
at this time. INSTRUCTOR'S INITIALS

Install the fittings in the new valve exactly the way they
came out of the old valve. (During taping, follow the instructions
on the role of anti-sieze tape.)

4
4. Mount the new part on the converter assembly, reinstall

common hardware and tighten.

5. Reinstall and/or connect tubing and lines disconnected
during removal, and tighten tubing and lines.

Note: In the field, your converte: would now be serviced with
a few liters of liquid or gaseous oxygen, for the purpose of
leak.checking all the fittings. All lines found to be leaking
would be tightened to stop the leak.

28
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FOREWORD

This programmed text was prepared for use in the 3ABR42331
instructional system. The materials contained herein have been
validated using 30 students enrolled in the 3ABR42331 couAlla. Eighty
percent of the students taking this text surpassed the criterion called
for in the approved lesson objectives. The average student required
4.8 hours to cr'mplete the text.

OBJECTIVES

1.. Match 8 of 10 components of the cryrtainer with the.: unction/
operation.

2. Identi'y without error, the safety precautions relative to

cryotainers.

INSTRUCTIONS

This text is presented in small steps called "FRAMES." After each
frame you will select correct statements, match names, and/or numbers to
Atems. Compare your answer y.th the correct one found at the beginning
of ..:a,next frame. If your answer is correct,. go to the next frame. If

your answer is wrong, read the frame again and see how the correct response
was derived.

READ CAREFULLY AND DO NOT WNW!!!
0

Note: Upon Completion of this programmed text you will use the
equipment covered in this text while doing your oxygen lab
projects.

Supersedes 3ABR63130-PT-208, 31 March 1977.
OPR: 3370 TCHTG
IISMBUTION: X

3370 TCHTG/TTGU-P - 400; TTVSA - 1
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Frame 1

The storage of dayogenic fluids for many years has caused a problem.
No refrigeration system was able to keep this liquid at a temperature low
enough to keep it in a liquid state. Now liquid oxygen and liquid
nitrogen can be stored successfully. They are stored in the same manner.
Since our first concern is the storage of liquid oxygen, this Programmed
Text refers to liquid oxygen.

Liquid oxygen mu,st be kept at an extremely cold-temperature (below
-297 F) to keep it in a liquid state. Any heat causes it to boil and gas
off. You can see the gassing off process taking place in water. Water
gill boil and gas off to a water vapor, when its temperature is raised
above the boiling-point* The more heat added to any liquid, the more it
boils and evaporates.

There is no low cost way of refrigerating liquid Oxygen to keep it in
a liquid state; therefore, the only practical way to store it is to try
to keep heat from getting to it. This is done by use of a cryotainer.

It was said earlier in the text that LOX must be kept in insulated
tanks to stop it.from boiling and thus changing from a liquid to a pas.
To slow this boiling action down, one tank is placed inside another. The
inner tank holds the liquid. The outer tank aids in insulating the inner
tank. The space between the two tanks (annular space) is filled with an
insulating material., A vacuum pulp is attached to the line at the top
of the tank. The vacuum valve is then opened and the ai is pumped out.
The valve is then safety wired shut to stop accidental opening. This
valve will be color coded yellow and may be letter coded "A". These two
items, the insulating material and vacuum in the annular space, provide
the insulation for the inner tank. (See figure below)

2
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Irmo 1 (Cont' d)

Circle the correct answer.

1. The Spate between the two tanks is called

a. annular space.

b. pressure.

c. LOX.

d. rupture.

2. The vacuum valve must be letter coded "A". TRUE or FALSE

3. The vacuum valve must be color coded

a. blue.

b. red.

c. white.

d. yellow.

4. Insulating material provide the only insulation for the inner
tank. TRUE or FALSE

3. Air in the annular ape id a good insulator. TRUE or FALSE

4
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Answers to Frame 1: 1. a 2. FALSE 3. d 4. FALSE
5. FALSE

Frame 2

47153"

There are 3 main control valves. All are the globe type with
extended stems. The extended stem prevents the packing from freezing
and reduces heat transfer from the hand-wheel to the valve body. The
valve body is at the temperature of the liquid oxygen while the hand-
wheel is cool tc, the operator.

/ There are two pipes that come from the inner tank. The top line
from the inner tank is the vent pipe and has the vent valve attached.
This valve .s only closed when transferring (dispensing) liquid. At
all other times, this valve will be open to let the liquid that is
vaporizing, out of the tank. The valve is color coded red and may be
letter coded "E". (See figure below). The line from the bottom inner
tank is the fill and drain line with the fill and drain valve attached.
The valve will be color coded blue and may be letter coded "C". This
valve will onlybe opened wren issuing or receiving LOX.

VACUUM

VALVE

TASK VENT VALVE E"

- LIQUID OXYGEN

Circle the correct answer.

1. When you are not transferring liquid, the vent valve will be
left in the

a. closed position.

b. middle position.

c. open position.

d. annular position.

ANNULAR
FACE
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Tram' 2 (Coned)

2. TM vent valve is color coded red.

TRUE or FALSE

3. The fill and drain valve is color coded

a. blue.

b. red.

c. ,white.

d. yellow.

6
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Answer, to Frame 2: 1. c 2. TRUE 3. a

Prime 3

Located on the pressure line that connects the yent pipe and the

transfer pipe is a capacity gage. As the name states, this gage shows

the amount of liquid oxygen within the inner tank. This gage is

_sensitive to ptessure and it can be damaged by pressure surges.
Therefore, the gage is offset from the pressure line and is protected
by a capacity gage bypass valve located in the pressure line.

The valve located in the pressure line is a safety device that
protects the capacity gage. This valve is normally open, allowing
pressure to "bypass" (go around) the capacity gage. The bypass valve

Should be closed only, when yod need to obtain the amount of LOX in the

tank. As soon ac you have obtained the amount of LOX within tae tank,
the bypass valve should be opened again. This valve will be color

coded black and may be letter coded "B". (See figure below)

VACUUM

VALVE

TAIRA VENT VALVE

CAPACITY GAGE IllYPASS VALVE
111

CAPACITY SAGE

FILL DRAIN VALVE

LIQUID OXYGEN

7
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Frame 3 (Toned)

Circle the correct answer.

1._ What valve is installed in the system to protect the capacity gage?

a. Tank vent

b. Capacity gage bypass

c. Capacity gage

d. Fill and drain valve

2. The capacity gage bypass valve is normally in the

a. open position.

b. closed position.

c. up position.

/ d. side position.

A

3. The capacity gage bypass valve is color coded red. TRUE or FALSE

8
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Answers to Frame 3: 1. b 2. a 3. FALSE

I
Frame 4

Earlier in this text we said that pressure buil within the
LOX tank can (under the right conditions) present a haza to personnel
and equipment. For example, if the shell of the inner tank'should
rupture and leak liquid oxygen into the annular space between the inner
and outer tanks, there could be a dangerous buildup of pressure between
the two tank shells. To prevent the outer tank from being damaged.or
blown up from excessive pressures, a safety device is installed in,the
shell of. the outer tank. This safety device is a rupture disc. The
rupture disc is set to blow out at a pressure low enough to prevent damage
to the outer tank shell. Since LOX tanks are made by severalAdifferent
companies and since each company has different pressure settings on the
tanks' safety devices, we will not discuss the pressure settings of these
safety devices in this text. (See figure below). A complete description
of the rupture disc and its blowout pressure is in TO 37C2-8-1-101.

VACUUM
VALK

TANK VENT VALVE

AO'

CAPACITY GAGE SYPASS VALVE

:APACITY GAGE ---°'^'""----""an'
some__

FILL S DR /:N VALVE

Circle the correct answer.

:4;3,`,WRIZ4
-1,.;;J:1 GASEOUS OXYGEN

LIQUID OXYGEN

1. What is the name of the auto pressure buildup device on the outer
tank?

a. Vacuum valve

b. Rupture disc

c. Tank vent

d. Capacity gage

2. All outer tank rupture discs are set at the same pressure.

TRUE or FALSE

9
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Answers ..o Frame 4: 1. b 2. FALSE

. Fie 1'5

L4X tanks do not have pumps to aid'in the rapid transfer of LOX.
So sane other way must be used t6 ewe the liquid. The other way is

,pressure. As you already know, if the tank vent is closed, pressure
will stain to build in the tank. But this is a slow process. To speed
this process, a pressure buildup valve and coil are attached to the
fill and drain line. When the presc.ure buildup valve is opened (see'
figure) LOX will flow through the pressure buildup coil (heat exchanger)
where .t is changed to agas. From the heat exchanger, the gas follows
the pipe which joins the tank vent pipe (remember the tank vent is
closed). The gas will then flow back into the gaseous portion of the
tank andyill apply added pressure to the liquid' which allows a more
rapid transfer of LOX. This valve will remain closed except when
building up pressure in the tank. The pressure buildup valve will be
colored coded white and may be letter coded "D".

VACUUM

VALVE

I

TAM VENT VALVE

CAPACITY GAGE SYNSS VALVE

CAPACITY GAGE
..4D

FILL 011101 VALVE

GASEOUS OXYGEN 4--
VA9Wrrlii"'

LIQUID OXYGEN

PRESSURE GUILD-UP COIL (HEAT EXCHANGERS

m
PRESSURE W

tl
ILD-UP VALVE Li

Circle the correct answer.

1. The pressure buildup coil changes gas to liquid? TRUE or FALSE

2. The pressure buildup valve will ue open at all times except during
transfer? TRUE or FALSE

3. The pressure buildup valve fs color coded white. TRUE or FALSE

.10
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. Asswers to Frame 5: 1. FALSE 2. FALSE 3. TRUE

' Frame 6

Just above the point that the pressure buildup coil joins the
tank vent line is a direct reading gage !pressure Gage). This, is

used to tell how much pressure is built up within the vapor portion
of the inner tank.

Located just above the pressure gage in the pressure build up
line is a protective device, the Tank Pressure Relief Valve. This

valve will relieve pressure in the inner tani7(Depending
on the type of tank-the valve will operate either manually or

automatically.). See figure below. &

VACUUM
VASA

TANK VENT VALVE

CAPACITY GAGE

let:suet
OAfiE TANK PRESSURE REAP VALV{

PILL I DR AM OVA

LIQUID OXYGEN =

X861

(NEAT EXCHANGER)

RUPTURE
DISC

PRESSURE BUILDUP VALVE

11.
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Fr 6 (Coned)

Circle the correct answer.

1. What valve is installed to relieve excessive pressure in the
inner teak?

a. Tank vent

b. Pressure build up

c. , Rupture disc

d. Tank pressure relief

What is used to tell how much pressure has been built up in the
inner tank?

a. opacity gage

b. Pressure gags

c. Vacuum' gage

d. Annular space

12



r6.3Answers to Frame 6: 1. d 2. b

Frame 7

Another relief valve is located in the fill and drain line. This
is the Hose Pressure Relief Valve. This relieves excessive pressure
in the transfer hose and, depending on the type of tank, will be
manually or automatically operated. There are two more safety devices,
one located in the pressure buildup line and one in the fill and drain
line. These'are safety discs. If for example, the hose pressure relief
valve or tank pressure relief valve were frozen iu the closed position,
t .se discs (Hose Safety Disc and 'Auk Safety Disc) are designed to blow
out if the pressure in the hose or tank continued to rise.

The last itemja-of the Filter located in the fill and drain line.
The filter is the metal porous type. This unit, as the name implies,
filters LOX.

VACUUM

VALVE

TANK VENT VALVE

CAPACITY OAK SYPASS VALVE

CAPfINTY SARI

a-

PRESSURE
TANK PRESSURE RELIEF VALVESASE

yr ....*).%>-AI
.7,41Mktious OXYGEN

41011111
VENNI. OWN.

LIQUID OXYGEN

NOSE iAPITY MSc
NOSE PRESSURE
-1001,-YMea

FILL 111 DRAIN %%LYE

4Na
Weis

TANK SAFETY DISC

. Circle the correct answer.

(NEAT MCC/IA/MR)

PRESSURE SUILD-UP VALVE

1. The purpose of the hose oressure relief valve is to relieve normal
-- pressure.

TRUE or FALSE

2. The safety disc will blow out automatically if the relief valves
are frozen closed an' pressure in the inner tank continues to rise.

TRUE or FALSE.

13
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Answers to Frame 7:

!rase 8

1. FALSE 2. TRUE

Using the diagram, enter tLe number that correctly identifies the

components that maks up.a liquid oxygen facility. If you are not sure

of the answers go back and review the information.

13

6

2

II
.

12

a. Vacuum valve h. Tank vent valve

b. Pressure buildup valve i. Tank pressure relief valve

c. Tank safety disc j. Fill and drain valve

d. Annular space k. Pressure gage

e. Hose pressure relief 1. Capacity gage

f.

valve

Rupture disc

m. Capacity gage bypass valve

n. Filter

g. Hose safety disc

14



Answers co Frame 0 a. 2 b. 8 c. d. 1 e. 11 f. 7

a. 13 h. 3 i. 10 j. 4 k. 9 1. 5

a. 6 n. 14

Frame 9

Before any LOX transfer or receiving operations are done, the
valves must be properly positioned. Valves should not he tightened-
down more than hand tight (using gloved -hand only). The use of
additional levers, breaker bars, etc will squeeze out the teflon seat.
This will cause premature failure of the valves.

The following chart will show the correct valve positions for
transferring, receiving, and storing LOX.

Valves FUNCTIONS

Color 4Name Filling

Pressure
Buildup Transfer

Liquid
Storage

Black
Capacity
Gage Open Open Open e--n

Blue

Fill and
Drain 0?en Closed

-III--
Open

Open Closed

White
Pressure
Buildup Closed Closed Closed

Red Vent Open Closed Closed Open

If the LOX tank is empty and not used, the vent valve should be closed.

Match the lettered items to their corresponding nwlbered items.
More than one lettered item may be used.

1. Open for transfers a. Black colored

2. Closed when filling b. Tightening valves

3. Open when storing LOX c. Pressure buildup valve

_4. Using gloved hand d. Vent valve

Open for all operations e. Blue valve

15
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Answers to Frame 9: 1. a 2. c 3. gad 4. b 5. a

Tram 10

The most common method oI filling LOX tanks is through the fill
and drain system. Before starting a LOX transfer operation, determine
the amount of liquid in each rank to be used in the operation, to
Lamm tha tank isn't empty. This is done by closing the Capacity
Gage Bypass Valve on each LOX tank. After getting the reading,
remember to open the Capacity rage Bypass Valve. This valve must be
opened to prevent damage to the Capacity Gage.

Caution: Always leave the Capacity Gage Bypass Valve open when not
taking a reading. If the valVe is closed luring a filling operation,
there is a possibility of damage to the gage as a result of surging
pressure against the gage mechanism.

Circle the correct answer for each of the following questions.

1. Why is the Capacity Gage Bypass Valve cloned on the LOX tank from which
you will transfer?

a. To prevent damage to Capacity Gage.

b. To make sure the tank is not empty.

c, To use as ready reference for inventory purposes.

d. To prevent surging of pressure.

2. What is the most common rethod of filling a LOX tank?

a. Through the Capacity Gage Bypass

b. Through the valve cc r coded black.

c. Through the valve color coded white.

d. Through the fill and drain system.

3. When would there be a possibility of Capacity Gage damage during a
filling operation?

a. Capacity Gage Bypass Valve left open.

b. Fill and drain system clogged.

.. Rupture in fill and drain system.

0
d. Capacity Gage Bye -ass Valve left closed.

16
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Answers to Frame 10: 1. b 2. d 3.

Frame 11

Before liquid can be transferred, enough pressure must be built
up in the LOX tank.

067

Caution: Check tank pressure and hose pressure relief valves for
free operation before building up tank pressure.

To build up pressure in a tank for transferring LOX, the valves must
be properly positioned. The following chart is the portion of the chart
in Frame 18 that covc 3 the pressure buildup operation.

Valves Function

Color Name
Pressure
Buildup

Black Capacity Gage Open

Blue Fill and Drain lased
White Pressure Buildup Open

Red Vent ,Closed

When doing a pressure buildup op ration, first make sure the Capacity
Gage Bypass Valve is open. Then che the fill and Drain Valve to make sure
that it is closed hand tight. Now, c ose the led color coded-Vent Valve. ./7

After the Vent Valve has been closed, SLOWLY open the Pressure Buildup
Valve. While opening the Pressure Buildup Valve, watch the pressure
increase on the pressure gage. Before the desired pressure is reached,
close the Pressure Buildup Valve. The valve is closed before the desired
pressure is reached because of the excess liquid in the pressure buildup
coil. The expanding of this excess liquid will cause the pressure to be
more than what is needed for transferring. For most transfers, 30 psi will
in the desired pressure. Do not pressurize the LOX tank over 50 psi. Now,
open the Vent Valve. You do not want to confine LOX.

17
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Praise 11 (Coned)

Circle the correct answer for each of the following questions.

1. Which valve should be checked first for a transfer operation/

a. Fill and Drain Valve.

b. White color coded valve.

c. Capacity Gage Bypass Valve.

d. Red color coded valve.

2. Opening which valve actually allows the build up of a pressure in a
LOX tank?

a. Capacity Gage Bypass Valve.

3.

4.

b. Vent Valve.

c. Fill and Drain Valvre.

d. Pressure Buildup Valve.

Transferring of LOX can be started at what desired pressure?

a. 50 psi.

b. After the pressure buildup coil is empty.

c. 30 psi.

d. Before the pressure buildup valve is closed.

What would cause pressure in s LOX tank to exceed the desired
transfer pressure?

a. Closing pressure buildup valve too early.

b. Liquid in pressure buildup coil.

c. Leaving vent valve open.

d. Not operating hose and tank pressure relief,valves.

18
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Answers/to Frame 11: 1. c 2. d 3. c 4. b
RAW

Frame 12

So far you have made sure that the LOX tank from which you will
transfer (source tank) has enough LOX for the transfer operation and
you have built up enough pressure in the source tank for transferring

LOX. Now, you will Rave to connect the transfer hose to both the LOX
storage tank and the 50 gallon LOX cart that you, will be filling.
First of all, remove the dust cover from the fill and drain line on the
storage tank./ Now, remove the dust, cover from one end of the transfer

hose. Connect the open end of the transfer hose to the storage tank
fill and drain line. Remove the dust cover from the uncoupled end of

the transfer hose. Place this open end of the transfer hose into a drip

pan. Slightly open the Fill and Drain Valve on the source tank. Allow

a small amount of liquid ftto the hose. When the liquid starts coming
from the open end of the transfer hose, close the Fill and Drain Valve
on the storage tank. The liquid in the transfer hoge will evaporate.
This evaporation action will clean (purge) the hose. Now you can remove
the dust cover from the fill and drain line on the receiving tank. Then

connect the transfer hose to the receiving tank.

Circle the correct answer for each of the following questions.

1. The transfer hose is connected to which tanx first?

a. Receiving tank

b. Transport tank

c. 50 gallon tank

d. Source tank

2. What is done with the open end of the transfer hose before it is
purged?

a. Connected to receiving tank.

b. Placed in drip pan.

c. Remains closed when purging.

d. Placed on concrete pad.

3. Why is the transfer hose purged?

a. To cool the hose.

b. To cool the hose coupling.

c. To zle,.n the hose.

d. To chck for obstructions

19
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Answers to Frame 12: 1. d 2. b 3. c

Freon 13

If the LOX tank is empty at the time it is to be filled, you will
first have to cool it down. To cool down a receiving tank, slowly open
the Fill and Drain Valve on the source tank. Open it only enough to
permit a partial flow of liquid. Maintain this reduced flow rate until
the receiving tank will be cooled down. This process will require several
minutes. A receiving tank will be considered to be cooled enough when the
gas escaping from the vent slows down.

Once the receiving tank is cooled down enough, or if the tank is
already cool, fully open the Fill and Drain Valve on the source tank.
Leave the valve open until liquid LOX starts spurting from the vent on
the receiving tank. This spurting of,liquid LOX from the vent will
indicate the receiving tank is full. At this point, close the Fill and
Drain Valve on the source tank,,and open the Vent Valve. Then close the
Fill and Drain Valve on the receiving tank.

Circle the correct answer for each of the following questions.

1. What flow rate is used when cooling down a LOX tank?

a. Reduced flow rate until gas coming from the ver. Iti1Ows down.

b. Full flow rate until gas escapes from the vent.

c. Reduced rate until liqUid escapes from the vent.

d. Full flow rate until liquid escapes from the vent.

2. What is indicated by liquid LOX coming from the receiving tank's
vent?

a. Tank is cooled down enough to increase flow.

b. Leak in tank piping.

c. Tank is full.

d. Leak at transfer hose coupling.

3
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Answers to Frame 13: 1. a 2. c
2117i

Frame 14

After the receiving tank is full, the transfer hose must be
disconnected and stored. Also, a quantity reading will be taken.
After the receiving tank is full, do not immediately disconnect the
transfer hose. The LOX that is still in the transfer hose will cause
pressure tO'be exerted on the hose. This pressure is relieved by
pulling the control knob for the Hose Pressure Relief Valve. Hold this
valve open until the pressure in the hose ceases to escape. Then
disconnect the transfer.hose from the receiving tank. Replace the dust
covers on the hose and the fill and drain line on the receiving tank.
Now, remove the hose from the source tank. Again, replace the dust
covers on the other end of the transfer hose and the' fill and drain line
on the source tank. The transfer hose will be placed in the hose trough
or other protective rlceptacle after the dust caps have been replaced.

Warning: Some liquid may remain in the hose even after the pressure
has been releLsed. Use caution at all times when disconnecting the
transfer hose. Keep hose pointed away from 'personnel.

Circle the correct answer for each of the following questions.

1. Before the transfer hose is disconnected from the receiving tank,
what must be done?

a. Open Vent Valve.

b. Pull Hose Pressure Relief Valve.

c. Close Vent Valve.

d. Push Hose Pressure Relief Valve.

2. What causes pressure to remain in the transfer hose after the Fill
and Drain Valves are closed?

a. Sudden stopping of the flow of LOX.

b. Liquid LOX remaining in the transfer hose.

c. Back flow of liquid LOX.

d. Liquid LOX escaping from the vent.

21
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Answers to Frame 14: 1. b 2. b

Frame 15

The final step of a LOX transfer is to obtain a quantity reading.
This may be done by determining the amount of LOX in either the source
or receiving tank. However, the quantity reading will not he taken
until the liquid has stabilized in the tank. The time required for
the liquid to stabilize is usually 1.0 minutes. The reading is obtained
by fully closing the Capacity Gage Valve. Do not forget to reopen,the
Capacity Gage Valve. The quantity of liquid transferred will be
recorded on an AFTO Form 134.

Circle the correct answer for each of the following questions.

1. What must occur before a quantity reading is taken for a LOX
transfer?

a. The receiving tank must be warmed up.

b. The liquid must be out of the transfer line.

c. The source tank must be warmed up.

d. The liquid must not be moving.

2. How long will the Capacity Gage. Valve be left closed when getting
a quantity reading?

a. 10 minutes.

b. Until the reading is taken.

c. Until the liquid has stabilized.

d. It is open at all times.

22
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Answers to Frame 15: 1. d 2. b

Review Exercise

4703

Frame 16

For the first set of questions, indicate whether the statement is
true or false.

1. On LOX tanks, the Capacity Gage is color coded black.

True

False

2. The Vent Valve and the Pressure Buildup Valve are the only valves
open to buildup pressure for a transfer operation.

True

False

3. The valve that is color coded blue on LOX tanks is the all and Drain
Valve.

True

False
1

4. The.Tank Pressure Relief Valve is used to relieve pressure after a
LOX transfer is completed.

True

False,

5. The Vent Valve on LOX tanks is color coded red.

True

False

6. Valves rn LOX tanks should be closed hand tight using a gloved hand
only.

True

False

7. The blue color coded valve on LOX tanks is the Pressure Buildup Valve.

True

False

23
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Irani 16 (Cond)

8. After a LOX transfer is finished, the pressu4e in the transfer hose
is relieved by pulling the Hose Pressure Relief Valve open.

True

False

For the rest of the questions, circle the correct answer for each
of the questions.

9. 'How can you tell when the receiving tank is full during a transfer
operation?

a. Gas escaping from the vent.

b. Transfer hose will frost over.

c. Gas escaping from the bypass line.

d. Liquid escaping from the vent.

10. Why is a small amount of liquefied LOX allowed into the transfer hose
before it is connected to the receiving tank?

a. Make sure the sourca tank's Fill and Drain Valve opens freely.

b. Cool the attached coupling for a tighter fit.

c. Check for leaks in the transfer hose.

d. Purge the transfer hose.

11. What two valves are open when storing LOX?

a. Capacity Gage Valire and Fill and Drain Valve.

b. Capacity Gage Valve and Pressure Buildup Valve.

c. Capacity Gage Valve and Vent Valve.

d. Fill and Drain Valve and Vent Valve.

12. After a LOX transfer operation is finished, what is done after a 10
minute wait?

a. Reopen the Vent Valve.

b. Close the Vent Valve.

c. Close the Capacity Gage Valve.

d. geopen the Pressure Buildup Valve.

24



Frame 16 (Coned)

13. What is the maximum pressure that should not be exceeded in LOX tank?

a. 30 psi.

b. Until gas starts escaping from the Vent Valve.

c. 50 psi.

d. Until the fill and drain line is full.

14. Before an empty receiving tank is filled, what must be done to the tank?

a. Cooled down

b. Purged

c. 'Vacuum checked

d. Tank cleanea

15. Why should caution be used when disconnecting the transfer hose?

a. Prevent contamination from entering the transfer hose.

b. Prevent introduction of hydrocarbons.

c. Liquid may remain in the hose afqer pressure is telease4.

d. Liquid may leak from the bypass line.

16. Why should the Pressure Buildup Valve be closed before the desired
transfer pressure is reached?

a. Prevent pressure from exceeding 50 psi.

b. Because cf liquid in the pressure buildup coil.

c. So LOX will not be confined.

d. Prevent damage to the Capacity Gage Byraes valve.

17. The quantity of LOX transferred will be recorded on what form?

a. AF Form 134

b. AP Form 371

c. AFTO Form 134

d. AFTO Form 371

18. What two valves are checked for free operation before building up
pressure in a LOX tank?

a. Capacity Gage Valve and Fill and Drain Valve.

b. Tank Pressure Relief Valve and Vent Valve.

c. Capacity Cage Valve and Vent Valve.

d. Hose Pressure Relief Valve and Tank Pressure Relief Valve.
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ADSVOTS to levies Exercises. Prase 16

1.

2.

°fru

se

4
3. TrUe -

4. .True

3. 'True

6. True

7. False

8. True
a.

9. d

10. d

11.

12. c

13.

14. a
I

15. c

16. b

17. c

18. d
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Frame 17Ac.

.7117

A general inspection is to be perfOrmed on all LOX equipment. The
following chart lists the items to be inspected, what the items are to
be inspected for, and how often each item is to be inspected.

ITEM INSPECTED FOR FREQUENCY

Insaunents Cracked or broken gage faces.

Damaged mountings and connections.

Daily

Daily

Hose Excessive scuff guard wear.'

Frayed wire in braid.

Daily

Daily

Fil4 and Drain Valve Physical damage and worn or damaged parts. Daily

Cabinet Cleanliness and absence of foreign objects.

Missing or_damaged valve handles.
..--

Daily

Daily

L Valves Ease, of operation.

Leaks in bonnet or packing.

Daily

Daily

Brake Proper and easy operation. Daily

Tank General physical condition and'loose or
missing hardware.

Daily

Tires Cracks, underinflation, deterioration, or
other damage (30 psi pressure).

Monthly

Painted Surface Corrosion, Rust, Damage, Peeling (Spot
paint if deterioration constitutes
less than 25 percent of the entire
surface to be refinished; if 25
percent or more, refinish entire
surface.).

Monthly

'47
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Trees 17 (Cont'd)

In the following matching exercise, the lettired items are brief
descriptions of what a specific item on the LOX equipment must be
inspected for. Match the lettered items to their corresponding numbered
items..

1. Brake a. Daily cracks and deterioration

2. Valves b. Monthly for corrosion and
peeling

3. Cabinet
Daily for loose or missiTig

4. Painted Surfaces 'hardware

5. Fill and Drain Valve d. Monthly fot ease of operation

6. Tires e. Daily for proper and easy
operation

7. Instruments

Tank
f. Monthly for cracks,

underinflation and
deterioration

8.

9. Hose

8.

h.

i.

j.

k.

Daily for cleanliness and
absence of foreign objects

Monthly for loose or missing
parts

Daily for physical damage
and worn or damaged parts

Daily for ease of operation

Daily for frayed wire in
braid

1. Daily for damaged mountings
and connections



Anwers to Frame 17: e 1. j 2. g 3. b 4. i 5.

--f--6. 1 7. c 8. k 9._

Frame 18

Riview Exercise

Indicate whether each of the following statements are true or
false.

1. Brakes on mobile LOX trailers will be inspected monthly for easy
operation.

True

False

2. The Fill and Drain Valve is insper_ted daily fin physical damage and
worn or damaged parts.

True

False

3. The instruments on LOX equipment will be checked for damaged mountings
and connections monthly.

True

False

4. If less than 30 perce- , of thc painted surface of LOX equipment to be
refinished has dt.ertrated, the equipment will only be *pot painted.

True

False

5. Each day the tank of LOX equipment is inspected for loose or missing
parts.

True

False

6. Instruments on LOX equipment will be inspected for cracked or broken
gage faces daily.

True

False

26i
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!raw: 1$ (Coned)

7. Valves on LOX equipment are inspected daily for leaks in bonnet or
packing.

True

False

8. Excessive wear of the hose scuff guard is checked daily.

True

False

9. Tires on mobile LOX trailers are inspected daily to make sure they
have 30 psi pressure.

True

False

10. LUX equipment. cabinets are inspected daily for missing or damaged
valve hanc;-_es.

True

False



nil
Review Exere+ Answers* Frame 18: 1. False 2. True 3. False

4. False 5. True 6. True
7. True 8. True 9. False

10. True

Frame 19

We spoke of the construction of LOX storage tanks in the previous
frames. In the next, frames we are to talk about HEAT LOSS IN LOX STORAG2
TANKS. Heat can be moved in three ways; conduction, convection, and
radiation. The transfer of heat can be reduced or sieved down but Lt
cannotbe stopped. Heat transfer can be reduced to the point where it is
pract,cal to keep liquid oxygen. By reducing the amoLnt of heat to the
liquid oxygen in a LOX tank, the loss through vAporization is less. Note
in the sketch below how the tank is built.

L ATMOSPHERIC AiR AT

70°F TO I00°F

ANNULAR SPACE ---

STAINLESS STEEL
SUPPCR1S

Cryotaiiier Construction to reduce heat transfer.

NO RESPONSE REQUIRED

31
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Answers to Frame 19: NO RESPONSE REQUIRED

Frame 20

CONDUCTION

Heat is moved by conduction through some solid material such as
metal, wood, or glass. Each type of material will move heat at a
different degree or speed. To lower heat transfer by conduction, the
aluminum inner tank is fastened to the aluminum outer tank by stainless
steel supports, which are poor conductors of heat when compared with
aluminum. Thus, the transfer of heat to the inner tank by conduction is
slowed down. took at the sketch in Frame 19, page 31.

`OPNIMMO

Select the following statement(s) that is/are true.

1. Heat conduction is through a solid material.

2. , Stainless steel is a good conductor of heat.

32
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Answers to Frame 20: T 1. F 2.

Frame 21

CONVECTION

Neat moved with a fluid as a carrier or conveyer, is convection. All
gas and liquids are fluids, thus, air which is a flu...I is a good conveyor.
One example is the heat given off by an old-fashioned heating stove or a
camp heater. As the air near the stove gets heated, it expands and
becomes lighter. This will.cause the air to rise. Cool air from the
floor then moves toward the stove and is heated. This continuous movement
of air heats the whole room. heat transfer by convection is reduced in
an oxygon container by removing most of the air in the annular space with
a vacuum pump. The annular space is the space between the inner and outer
tanks am,you saw in the sketch in Frame 19.

AS

Circle the letter in front of the correct answer.

1. wluids are

a. water and oil.

b. water and air.

c. liquids and mercury.

d. liquids and gases

2. Heat given off by a stove is called

a. conduction.

b. convection.

c. radiation.

d. conduction and convection.

33
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Answers to Prase 21: 1. d 2. b

Frans 22

RADIATION

Heat that trav3ls through space by waves or rays in place of aircurrents is known as beat transfer by radiation. The air is not heatedas in the case of convection. A good example of this heat transfer is theradiant heat received from the sun. We know the earth receive.; most ofits hen from the sun. An object on the earth absorbs the heat from thesun. The only known way to control radiant heat is to reflect the raysaway from the abject. Since the heat rays can travel through a vacuum,the annular spate of the storage tanks is filled with a white powderyinsulation. This reflects most of the heat rays away from the innertank and the liquid oxygen, sketch in Pram. 19.

Of the three types of heat transfer acting on the liquid oxygen tank,aft can only change the transfer of heat by convection. The degree ofvacuum in the annular space is what he controls.

Complete the following
statements by writing in the correct word orwords.

1. Heat received from the sun is called

2. Radiant heat may be controlled by reflecting the rays
the object.

3. Heat rays travel through a vacuum.



GRAPH ILLUSTRATION OF WHAT CAUSES ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE ON EARTH
Reference Frame 23
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Answers to Frame 22: 1. radiation 2. away from 3. can

Frame 23

VACUUM

A perfect -yacuum, related to liquid oxygen storage tanks, is the
absence of all atmospheric air pressure. Air is all around the earth
and ettends out into space. The weight of all this air puts a pressure
on the earth of 14.7 po6nds per square inch at sea level. Look at the
graph illustration (page 35) of what causes atmospheric pressure. This
pressure (atmospheric) is in all cavities and tanks. The atmospheric
pressure becomes less above sea level. For each 1000 feet above sea
level, the pressure drops one-half pound per square inch (psi). Any
pressure less than atmospheric pressure ie a partial vacuum. Note the
sketch on page shows atmospheric pressure pushing a mercury column up
the sealed (vacuum) end of the tube. The pressure of 14.7 psi (at
sea level) will push the mercury to a height of 29.9 inches. Less pressure
will raise the mercury in a less amount. The ratio is 1 pound of pre-sure
for every 2 inches rise in a column of mercury. At an elevation of 6000
feet the atmospheric pressure of 11.7 psi will push the mercury column
to 26.9 inches. See illustration on page 37.

Select the following statement(s) that is/are true.

1. Atmospheric y:essure becomes higher above sea level.

2. Pressure less than atmospheric pressure is a partial vaculm.

3. A mercury barometer is used tc measure a partial vacuum.

36
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Answers to Frame 23: 1. 2. T 3.

MEASUREMENT OF VACUUMS

2t17

Frame 24

One method used to show the degree of vacuum isibased on the

measurement of inches of mercury. A manometer can be used for this.

The difference in the operation of a barometer is that a manometer will

use atmospheric pressure as a known pressure and a partial vacuum as

the unknown, illustration on page 38. Note in Example "A" that the mercury

-level will be equal in each side of the U tube (manometer) when both

ends of the tube are open to atmospheric pressure. By connecting one

side of the manometer tube.,:o a vacuum space (the annular space of the

tank) and then pump a vacuum in that space, the mercury level in the

manometer will change, Example "B". Atmospheric pressure on the open

end of the manometer tube will force the mercury up the tube connected

to the partial vacuum. The mercury will rise in the direction proportional

to the degree of vacuum that has been created by the pump. 'Examples

B and C.

ESPONSE REQUIRED.
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Anewsto Frame 24: NO RESPONSE REQUIRED

Prase 25

',vacuum of 28.9 inches of mercury is a high vacuum. But, in the
annular space of a LOX tank, such a vacuum is still not high enough for
storing liquid oxygen. The vacuum in the annular space should be as
close as possible to a perfect vacuum (the absence of all pressure). The
manometer is a good instrument for measuring a vacuum to a tenth of an
inch. But for measuring the vacuum in a LOX storage tank this is not
good enough. To split vacuum readings in small increments less than tent,
the metric system is used. This unit of measurement is the micron. In
C of the figure shown on page 38 the vacuum pump has pumped a low pressure
or vacuum, equal to nearly 30 inches of mercury. As shown, the exact
measdrellient is hard to determine. This is why a micron scale is used for
measuring the vacuum in a LOX tank. One inch of mercury is equal to
25,400 microns; thus, the distance between 28.9 and 29.9 inches of mercury
is equal to 25,400 microns. The micron scale shows the increments so the
exact degree of vacuum can be seen. Instead of a manometer, the degree of
vacuum in a LOX tank is determined by a vacuum gage with a micron scale.

Select the following statement(s) that is /are true.

1. A manometer uses partial.vacuum as a known pressure.

2. Vacuum readings need to be diiided into smaller readings than
tenths.
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Answers to Frame 25: 1. T 2.

Frame 26

*MICRON 'AGES

The micron gage (vacuum gage) on LOX Storage Tank indicates the
vacuum in the a.aular space. Its scale is from 0 to 1000 microns. On
the micron scale the less the reading, the greater the vacuum. As we
said before, th greater the vacuum in the annular space the more
difficult it is for heat to move by convection. So the greater the
vacuum in the annular space of a LOX TANK the mare efficient it is for
storing LOX.

NO RESPONSE REQUIRED
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16

II

6

10

I. Pressure Relief Valve I
2. Purging Device
3. Button

4. Button or Switch
5. Knob

6. Pressure Relit Valve 6

7. Transfer Hose
B. Thermocouple Vacuum Gage
9. Vacuum Valve A

10. Capacity Gage
II. Pressure Gage
12. Vont Valve E

Micron Gage.
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13. Pressure Build-Up Valve D
14. Fill-Dru.n Valve C
15. Capacity Gage Valve B

,6 Transfer Hose
17 Vacuum Gage Assembly



Answer w to Frame 26: NO RESPONSE REQUIRED
Alt/

Frame 27

When a 50 or 500 gallon tank is cooled down (hat LOX in the inner

tank) the vacuum in the annular space must be less than 250 microns.

2,000 or 5,000 gallon tanks must have a vacuum of 100 microns or less.

Anytime the vac4um reading is more than that specified for storing LOX,

the tank should be taken out of service. Check for leaks and recheck

the vacuum holding capabilities. If there is not a vacuum in the

annular space loss of LOX will result by evaporation. The micron gage

(vacuum gage) is easy to use. It is a thermocouple tube and is on the

panel of the tank control hood. To take a reading, place the toggle

switch (4 on page 42) in the "on" position. While the suitch is in the

"on" position the needle of the gage 8 on page 42 should read zero. If

tho needle does not return zero, adjust the black knob (5 on page 42

while pressing the contact button (switch 3 on page 42). Adjusting the

potentiometer should make the gage needle return to zero. After the

needle has been Zeroed, release the contact button. The gage should now

show the degree of vacuum.

Complete the following statements by filling in the blanks.

1. After a 50 gallon tank has cooled down, the vacuum should be

less than microns.

2. Without a vacuum in the annular space, loss of LOX will result by

3. The micron gage is a tube.



glIN i
Answers to Frame 27: 1. 250 2. evaporation 3. thermocouple

Frame 28

REVIEW OF LOX STORAGE TANKS

Tanks for the storage and handling of LOX are made in many sizes.
They range in size from small Dewar flasks (thermos bottles) for lab use
to tanks with a capacity of many thousands of gallons for missile support.
There are several different types of tanks used for storage and handling
of LOX. A 50 gallon tank, mounted on a four-wheel trailer, is used to
service aircraft. Other tanks have capacities of 500-, 2000-, and 5000
gallons. These are skid mounted and used for storage and transfer. All of
these LOX Storage Tanks are cons nicted of two concentric cylinders,
separated by the annular space. This space is filled with insulation,
note page 45.

The tennerature of liquii oxygen within tank is -297°F. Even so,
there is a s_!ght boiling at all times due to some heat transfer. This
slight boiling governs the evaporation rate or liquid loss. The evaporation
rate, by volume for every 24 hours with a full tank should not exceed:

Type MA1 (50 gal) 3.0%
Type C-J (500 gal) 1.0%

No specified boiloff rates are given for the 2000 or 5000 gallon LOX storage
tanks.

The tanks have piping, valves and gages used in operation. All of
this equipment is accessible in the tank control hood as shown on page 45.
A fill-drain line and a vent line connect the external piping to the
inner tank, (items 17 and 19). The fill-drain lines contain porous
filters which take out foreign particles from the final product. The vent
line vents the inner tank to the atmosphere during normal storage. A
pressure buildup coil (item 2) is connected between the ;ent and fill-drain
lines. This coil acts as a heat exchanger and picks up Laat ,o evaporate
some liquid to pressurize the inner tank for liquid -ransfer. A vacuum
line is connected to the annular space near the top of the stora,e tank.
This line is used to evacuate the air in tl annular space (item 7)
page 45.

Select the following statement(s) that is/are true:

1. 50-gallon tanks are used to service aircraft.

2. All LOX storage tanks are made with two concentric cylinders.

3. Temperature of liquid oxygen within a tank is -297°F.

4. The fill-drain line is used to fill or drain the inner tank.

5. The pressure buildup coil is connected between the vent and
fill-drain lines.

6. The vacuum line evacuates air in the annular space.
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INSULATED

GASEOUS OXYGEN

....

LIQUID OXYGEN

SPACE
16

10 15 13 18 17

1. Pressure Relief Valve 1 11. Pressure Gaga
2. Pressure Buildup Coil 12. Vent Valve E
3. Rupture Disc 13. Pressure Buildup valve D
4. Safety Disc 14. FillDrain Valve C
5. Safety Disc 15. Capacity Gage Valve B
6. Relief Valve b 16. Filter
7. Vacuum Line 17. FillDrain Line
8. Thermocouple Vacuum Gage IS. Dampener Tank
9. Vacuum Valve A 19. kicut Line

10. Capacity Cage

Liquid Oxygen Cryotainer.
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Answers to Frame 28: 1. T 2. T 3. T 4. T 5. T 6. T

Frame 29

GAGES

Conveniently located on Lae LOX Storage Tank control hood are thret

gages: The inner tank pressure gage, a capacity gage, and the vacuum

gage, page 45. The purpose of the vacuum gage (micron) indicates the

vacuum in the annular space. The pressure gage indicates the pressure

inside tLe inner tank when it is built up for the purpose of transferring

liquid. it gives a reading in pounds per square inch. The capacity gage

indicates the amount of liquid in a LOX Storage Tank.

NO RESPONSE REQUIRED



Answers to Frame 29: NO RESPONSE REQUIRED

Frame 30

SAFETY

.7897

Carelessness in handling cryogenic fluids can result is bodily injury
or damage to equipment. The extremely low temperatures can cause severe
frostbite (burns) if allowed to contact human skin. High-purity oxygen
greatly increases the potential for supporting combustion. Oxygen vapors
mixed with such fuels as .esel fuel, tar, rags, or clothing can cause an
explosion if ignited. There are many sources of ignition which can result
in an explosion. A few of these sources are an open flame, lighted
cigarettes, matches, static electricity, or scraping shoe nails against a
concrete floor. Always wear tightly wov A cotton clothing whenever working
with liquid oxygen. Do not wear woolen or nylon clothing because there is
danger of static sparks caused by this material. Wear high-top shoes with
sewn soles (no nails). Wear your trouser legs outside shoe tops to prevent
spilling liquid into your shoes. Note in the sketch what we are talking
about. In addition, wear a face shield, loose fitting heavy degreased
gauntlet gloves, and a long rubberized or asbestos apron.

These protective devices are mandatory when handling liquid oxyfzen.
Smoking or any other source of ignition must not be allowed within 50 feet
of the area where liquid oxygen is handled or stored. Also do not smoke
for at least 30 minutes after handling liquid oxygen. Clothing saturated
with oxygen vapor could explode with a flash while lignting a cigarette.
Provide adequate ventilation in areas cohere liquid oxygen is handled and
stored. It is necessary to ground oxygen tanks during transfer and .torage.
Keep oil and grease, and any hydrocarbons away from an area where liquid
oxygen is stored or trrnsferred. Do not allow equipment to become
contaminated. Cleanli. ess of person, clothing, and equipment is a necessity.

Mace shield ;um cover the entire face.

The cuffs of the asbestos gloves gag be tucked

inside the sleeves of your uniform to prevent spills

from running down inside the gloves.

The apron gum cover the body at least down to

the knees. It ran be longer..

Shoes must Le, laced tightly and ruNber boots Easy
It worn as additional foot protection. Trouser

must cover the tops of the shoes or boots.
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JIM
Frame 30 (Cont'd)

Complete the following statements by filling in the word or words
needed to finish the statement.

1. The protective devices which are mandatory when handling liquid

oxygen are a long , loose fitting

and a

2. Oxygen vapors mixed with or can cause an
explosion if ignited.

3. Always wear tightly woven clothing whenever working with
liquid oxygen.

4. It is ne,...essary to oxygen tanks during transfer and storage.
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2119,
Answers to Frame 30: 1. rubberized apron, sauatlet gloves, face shield

2. diesel fuel, tar 3. cotton 4. ground

Frame 31

Review Exercise

The following questions are to help summarize the material which has
been presented in the preceding text. If you cannot answer the questions
refer to the frame numbers at the end of tLe questions.

1. What are three ways in which heat can be transferred? (Frames 20, 21, 22)

2. Where is the annular space located in liquid oxygen storage tanks?
(Frame 19)

3. What gages are located on the cryotainer hood? (Frame 29)

4. Define a perfect vacuum and explain how a vacuum is used to prevent
vaporization. (Frame 23)

5. What type of gage is used to measure the vacuum in the annular space?
(Frame 24)

6. When the tank is cool, how many microns are allowed in the annular
space? (Frame 25)

7. What are the four types and sizes of storage tanks used with
oxygen/nitrogen plants? (Frame 28)

8. Describe the capacity gage anc its use. (Frame 29)

9. What itfety devices are installed in the storage tanks to prevent
excessive pressure? (Frames 6 and 7)

10. Why do the three main control valves have extended stems? (Frame 2)
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Frame 32

From the following list of cryotainer components, match the
function/operation to the numbered component.

1. Pressure gage a. For moving liquid from one tank
to another.

2. Filler valve

b. Used to buildup pressure in the
3. Transfer hose tank when needed to transfer.

4. Rupture disc c. Measures pressure buildup within
the tank caused by vaporizing

5. Pressure buildup valve LOX.

6. Capacity gage d. Shows the amount of liquid
oxygen in the tank.

7. Fill/drain valve

e. To release pressure in the inner
8. Vent valve

f.

g.

h.

i.

tank and hose.

Opened by 30 psi pressure from
the LOX tank.

To fill or drain liquid from
the tank.

Lets pressure out of the tank.

Breaks when pressure in the
annular space reaches 30 psig.

Breaks if the pop-safety valve
fails to open.



Answers io'Frane 32: c 1. f 2. a 3. i 4. 110/

b 5. d 6. g 7. h 8.

INSPECTION, MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES OF LOX EQUIPMENT

INTRODUCTION

:n the first 32 frames we learned how the cryotainers were built. In

these next frames we will learn haw to maintain the parts which make up the

cryotainer system. Methods of purging a contaminated storage tank will be

explained. Operation of the vacuum pumps will be discussed and opeiator

maintenance which will be required as well as a troubleshooting chart. All

of these are necessary if we are to keep the equipment in the best possible

condition for a long period of time.

Frame 33

Cleaning and Degreasing Liquid Oxygen Tanks

After the inner tank or inner lines of a storage tank have been

repaired they may have a residue of flux, dirt, or oxidation, Cleaning, if

required, is usually done by depot or contractor personnel. Normally, an

organization does not have the equipment to degrease and clean the tank.

Even though you may only help clean a tank you should know how it is done.

Procedures for Cleaning and Degreasing

Note: Before cleaning and degreasing the inner tank and lines of a

storage tank, the tank must be drained, purged and warmed. Refer to

TO 37Al2-1-101 for specific procedures.

Complete the following statement.

1. The tank must be
cleaniug and degreasing.
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20
Answers to Frame 33: drained, purged, and warmed

Frame 34

The inner tank is cleaned with a degreasing solvent and
trichloroethylene,. A degreasing machine is connected to the vent
line of the tank. The tank fill/-1Lain valve is closed and its vent
valve is open. The degreaser pumps a degreasing solvent into the inner
tank. The vapors from the degreasing solvent forms on the inner surface
of the tank, washing any contaminants to the bottom. The pumping
continues until the vapor pressure 'Attar' the tank reaches 30 psig. The

degreasing machine is then disconnected from the tank and the vent valve
on the tank remains open. Then trichloroethylene is pumped into the tank
through the fill/&ain line. With the cleaning solvent in tho tank, the
tank wst be agitated. Slings are placed on the tank and it is lifted with
a crane. The crane operator shakes the tank from end to end and side to
side. then lowers it so the oleaning solvent can be removed. The tank is

pressurized through the vent line with 30 psig of gaseous nitrogen. Then

the fill/drain valve is rapidly opened to remove the solvent and residue.
The above cleaning procedures are repeated to insure the inner tank is
clean. The tank is then purged with the GSU-62/M purging unit to remove
all traces of the vaporous degreasing solvent and cleaning solvent.

Select the following statement(s) that is/are true.

1. The tank is pressurized with 30 psig of gaseous nitrogen.

2. Trichloroethylene is pumped into the tank through the buildup
valve.

3. The tank is agitated once the cleaning solvent is inside.



Answers to Frame 34: 1. T 2. T 3. T
.g9o3

Frame 35

INSPECTION OF STORAGE TANKS

Storage tanks operate under field conditions for long periods of
time without major overhaul unless they are damaged ,through carelessness
or accidents. The correct operation of the storage tank is the most
important factor concerning safety and the storage of liquids. To
maintain the tank in the best possible operational condition at all times,
the following are checked as often as indicated:

1. Vacuum assembly. (Monthly)

2. Batteries (power supply for vacuum gage assembly). (Wec%ly)
(Check for corrosion.)

3. Pressure relief valves. (Check as necesary by building up
pressure in the cryotainer as specified in the TO.)

4. Outer shell rupture disc. (Weekly)

5. Filter container. (Before use.) (Monthly, remove and clean
with trichloroethylene.)

6. Hose transfer. (Before use; visually inspect.) (Also, once a
month, pressurize with nitrogen or oxygen and leave overnight.)

7. Vacuum gage. (As necessary.) (At least weekly check the
operation and microns of vacuum.)

8. Capacity gage. (As necessary.) (At least weekly check the
reading and operation.)

9. Lines and valves. (Check daily for leaks.) (Visually inspect
while under pressure.)

10. Pressure buildup gage. (Each time used or at least weekly.)
(Check the operation.)

11. Valves (PBU, vent, fill/drain). (Daily). (Visually inspect and
pressure test for leaks.)

12. Pressure buildup coil. (Weekly) (Visually inspect and
pressure test for leaks.)

13. Container. (Monthly) (Visually check for damage.)

14. Safety disc (vent and PBU). (Monthly) (Check for an
accumulation of moisture and dirt.)
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Frame 35 (Coned)

Select,the following statement(s) that is/are true.

1. Correct operation of storage tanks is an important factor
concerning safety and storage of liquid oxygen.

2. Major overhauls must be accomplished veryfrequgntly.

3. The pressure relief valves are checked by building up.pressure
according to the TO.

s



Answers to Frame 3p: T 1. 2. T 3. etr

Frame 36

Most of the above checks are made without disassembling the
storage.tank, but occasionally the hood assembly has to be removed.
When disassembling the hoo0 assembly.make sure all the liquid oxygen
has been removed from the tank. Removing the liquid oxygen and allowing
the inner tank to warm up provides for safe working conditions. Use,

the proper tools to perform all maintenance. Always handle component
parts and assemblies with extreme'care to prevent creating new troubles.
After disassembling, all parts that contact the liquid oxygen must be
cleaned with trichloroethylene before they are replaced. DO NOT touch
them with your hands; use clean gloves because the, human Skin contains
oils whiCh rub off on What you touch. When assembling component ?arts,
use Teflon tape to seal each connection. Teflo tape does not react with
liquid oxygen. All valve gaskets that have been removed must be rep/aced
with new Teflon gaskets.

Select the following-statement(s) that is/are true.

1. Clean gloves must be used when handling parts that contact LOX.

2. The hood assembly may be disassembled with LOX in the tank.

3. During maintenance Teflon tape is used to seal each connection.

4. Gaskets maybe reused depending upon their condition.

4
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Answers-10 Frame 36: T 1.

\

Frame 37

2. T 3.. i 4.

TESTING STORAGE TANKS FOR LEAKS

To test for leaks, pressurize the warm eank with dry oil-free air
or N

2
gas. Never exceed the maximum pressufe specified in the applicable

TO for the tank. With the tank pressurized, use a brush to completely
coat all seams and connections with an approved oxygen leak test jiquid
soap. If there is a leak, hubbies will appear wherever the soap solution
has been k.plied. To repair a leak, lirst reldase the presdure and then
eliminate the leak by tightening, repairing; or replacing the faulty
fittings.. Repressurize the tank and then apply another coat of the
'leak test solution to make certain that the leak has been eliminated. If

an approved oxygen leak test liquid soap is not available, a liquid
solution made with water and ivory or castile soap can be used. These
soaps are oil-free and safe for oxygen equipment. This type of
solution is used in the same way as the preferred oxygen leak test
solution.- After the .testing has been completed, use trichloroethylene
to remove all traces Wthe testing solution from the equipment, While
repairing any leak make sure that the equipment-does not become-contaminated
with oil or grease.

Select the following statement(s) that is/aretrue.

1. Nitrogen is used to test tanks for leaks.

2. Any type leak test solution may be used.

3. To repair a leak all pressure must be released.
vv.

4. After testing,the tank must be cleaned with trichloroethylene,

I

ti

r 4

J
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'Answers to Frame 37; T 1. 2. T 3. T 4.

Frame 38

SERVICING THE PRESSURE GAGE

The pressure gage, shown in figure on bottom of page 74,

measures the pressure buildup within the tank which is caused by the
"vaporizing" of the liquid oxygen in the pressure buildup coil. Th4

gage is located in the vent line which prevents liquid okygen from
reaching the gage. It measures the gas r e$sure in pounds per square

inch and will not measure liquid pressure. This gage is one of the

most important instruments to the operator, especially when transferring
liquid. Air Force specifications require a pressure of approximately 30

'psi for most transfers. Thetank pressure should never be allowed to

build up higher than 30 psi.

, Note: If for some_reason the gage does not work and the pop-
safety valve and the safety disc are not working properly becaLse
of frozen moisture or dirt, the tank could build up sufficient

pressure to rupture itself. Such a rupture would cause,a great

deal of equipment damage, severe injury, or fatalities.

...Complete the following statements by filling in..the blanks.

1. Pressure buildup within the container caused by vaporizing liquid

oxygen is measured by the

2. To prevent liquid oxygen from reaching the pressure gage, the gage is

located in the

t

3. When transferring liquid oxygen, the tank pressure should never

exceed

ty,

r

17-
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Answers to Frame 38: 1. pressure gage 2. vent 1! le 3. 30 psi

Frame 39

defective pressure gage can measure either low or high. If the
gage measures high; there will be insufficient pressure to transfer theliquid. In case the gage measures low, the ptessure can exceed thenormal transfer pressure of 30 psi, causing the pop- safety valve to
operate or the fety disc tO rupture. Under no circumstance should thepressure ie tank exceed 45 ± 5 psi, the pressure needed to operate thepop-safety et You can detect a faulty gage while making a transfer
or by the operation of the safety valve. If you determine that the
pressure gage is defective, replace the complete gage .ssembly
immediately.

Select the following statement(s) that is/are true.

1. A defective pressure gaie can measure either high or low.

2. The tank pi.essure shouldneverexceed 45 ± 5 psi.

3. If the gage is determined to'be
defective, replace the complete

gage assembly.
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-*newer. to Frame 39: T \ 1. T 2. T 3.

x".1

)
I

ERVICING THE CAPACITY ;;AGE
I

6 The capacity gage, shown in figure -n bottom of page 74, opertles

the same as the bellows used by a blacksmith. Af the pressure goes up

a on ehe bellows, the needle of the gage moves ,toward maximum. The

operation of the gage Is all mechanical, Wising the pressure caused by
the, weight Of the LOX in the tank to expand' the bellows of the gage.

'Movement of the bellows moves the'needle, in referenceto the pressure
on the second bellows, to show th# amount of LOX in the tank.

0

A defective Capacity gage will show no measurement, or indicate '4
a smaller quantity than is stored in the tank. To replace a defective

gage, remove the complete gage,assembly. The letters P ,(liqUid side)

and S (gas side) on the 1141,4Fk of. the gage indicats how the gage assembly
/ is to be thstalled, Shown in figure on bottom of page 74. Ifthe gage'
,is not correctly installed, it will become damaged or give a wrong

readingfrf th liquid oxygen in 'the tank.'

MI,
Frame 40

.
Fill in the blanks to complete the following statements.

1. As the pressure goes up on the , the of the gage
(

moves toward

2. To replace a defective capacity*gage,the complete assembly must

be

. If the gage is 4hstalledAncorrectly, it will"giva a

of the liquid oxygen in the tank.
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29/0
Answers fel. Frame 40: 1 bellows, needle, maximum 2. reroved

3. wrort reading
/ -

Frame 41

The capacity gage is a sensitive differential pressure gage. It is
protected by the surge tank which reduces the surging of gas or liquids
within the gage lines. An added feaIure that protects the gage from
high-pressure surges are the .013 inch orifices which reduce the high
pressure entering tLe gage.

When transferring liquid oxygen the capacity gage bypais valve is
always open. This is to protect the capacity gage frop,high pressure
and sudden surges during the.transferrimig operations. When trhnsfetring,
the liquid oxygen is boiling, thus it induces a great disturbance within
the tank. If the dapacity gage bypass valve were closed, this' disturbance
would damage the gage.

Select the following statement(s) that is /are true.

1. The capacity gage bypass. valve is closed when transferring liquid.
"AI

2. The surge tank protects the,buildup system from sdden pressure
changes.

3.. The capacity gage is a sensitive differential pressure gage.

4e, Orifice siz_ has a definite bearing on the gage's operation.

S

I
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'Answers to Frame 41:

4

2. T 3. T 4.
AN

Frame 42

:ADJUSTING.THE flP -SAFETY VALVE
, -

. The pop-safety valve is set to
,
open at 45 ± 5 psi and protects the

2/.... equipment ana Operator.- This type of valve can be adjusted to operate
at the correct pressure if .necessary. If an adjustdent is 'required,
the valve is installed in a Best stancr. If a test stand is not
available,'.the pressure_testcan be performed by connecting the salve
to a compressed SIT source a 45 ± 5 psi.

: I.
AN i

`4'' Cantion:" Use a calibrated air pre ssure gage to determine the
pressure of air source. ,

. r
;

I.

1.

2.

Cover - valve '
Washer - valve spring

10. Screw -`lock adjusting ring
Screw - pressure adjusting

3. Spring 12. Nut - lock pressure adjusting
4.7 Stem 13. Nut -valve stem (somoi cases 2
5. Pin each instead of pin
6. Nut - star cutter #14)
7. Star disk - 14. Pin - Cotter `.

8. Ring volume adjusting 15. Cap
9. Base assembly and set 16. 'Screw - cap holding

17. Lever - mar(ual release
18. Pin - lever to cap

Pop- Safety Valve.

Select Ihe following statement(s) that is/are true.

1. The pop-safety valve protects the equipment and the operator.

2. TO Ojust the valve; it is inStallipd in a test stand or connected
to i'co5pressed air source of 45 ± 5 psi.
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Ans9ers to Frame en:

% 4.4t

Frame 43
.

T 1: T 2.

, To adjust the valve, remove the cap and lever (15 ana 17, Frame 42)
from (the valve to expose'the pressure adjusting screw (11,Frame 41).
Slowly turn this screw to increase the pressure on the valve tothe
popping pressure of 45 ± 5 psi. Adjupt the pressure adjusting, screw
(11, Frame 42) until the air pressure on the lower part of the disc is
slightly mOrd than the spring tension which holds,c, disc on its seat. )

4 When thisipOinc is reached,'the air pressure will foice the disc. off
of its seat. This will calve the valve to pop. Check the valveto
make certain that it piops at the correct pressure. Tighten the nut and
replace the cap and,lo)er. Be sure to clean the valve assembly in
trichloroc(hylene and replace it as a complete assembly. After replacing
the pop safety valve, test the tank for leaks with' compressed air and
an approvgd liquid soap solution.

. elect the following statement(s) that. is /are true. m
.1

4

1. When air pressure forces_the divot off its seat the valve will
pop.

2. The popping pressure of the pop-safety valve is 45 .-e'5 psi.

3. The valve must be cleaned with soap solution prior to e

.reinsthllation.

-4. An cperational check of the valve is required after adjustment.

5. After installation on the tank a leak check is required using
an approved soap soluticn.

../
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Answers to Frame-43i T 1. T 2. 3. T 4. T 5.

There *are two foil discs on most cryotainers. Thes
safety discs,, and are inthe'lines in parallel with the
valves. 1f the pop-safety valves fail to open or cannot
the pressure fast enough, the discs will break and help
pressure.

4."

Most tanks hl-re a third disc, called a rupture diic
at 30 psig. If a leak Should develop ill,the inner tank,
escape ipto-the annular spate, gassing/off and building
the spiCe betwqen the tanks.

'Filf in the blanks to make-a complete statement.

1. The safety device'which is in the line in parallel

pop-OPsafety valve is the - -

2. The rupture disc will break at psig.

Frame' 44/

e are called
pp- safety
get rid of

to ,vent tffe

, which breaks
liquid will 4**

pressure in

with'the

3. The safety disc will break if the -safety valve fails to

I

N

9
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Answereto Frame 44: 1. afety disc 2. 30 operi

Frame 45

SERVIdIN6 THE FILLER VALVE'

The filler. valve is located on the hose assembly that is used tO
transfer-liquid oxygen from the LOX tanie,toithe aircraft. Before liqvid
oxygen can be transferred t6 an aircraft the hose Is connectedto the,. A

LOX tank. Then the hose assembly-fs purged by opening.the LOX 6nki
fill /drain valve. When the female, connector is plugged in the aircraft;
the liquid oxygen begins to flow f; the LOX tank. The-pressure (30 psi)
in the LOX tank will cause the oxygen to flow VI exerting
sufficient pressure on the filler valve to open it,. 'often the flller
valve will leak or freeze. This valve-Ast be very closely checked to see
if it functions properly. A filler valve that leaks will cause a ldss of
ltiquid oxygen; which is,a safety hazard to operators. Do not use force
to disconnect a frozen,valve from the aircraft. this can cause damage to
the filler valve. Inbcase the valve is frozen, it tan ke thawed with

e water or by the ambient air, Aoviding the flow, of liquid oxygen is
stopped for a short time: lo stop the flow of liquid oxygen the operator
mist close the fill/drain valve and relieve the pressure-fiom he nose,-

- by operatipg;.tile hose pressure relief valve. Refer to illusteatibn on
paa4 65 figure 5, for anrillustratton'of a filler valve.

Select the following statement(s) that is/are true.

1. The transfer hose must be purged prior to aircraft servicing. '

The'setvicing valves seldom leak.

3. Servicing valves should never be forced onto filler valved.

4. Pressure must be relieved from the-hose after servicing
operations are complete.

. 64 29s
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Answers to Frame 45: T 1. 2, T 3. T 4.
29/f

Frame. 46

The s d common trouble is leaks betweep the disc and seat.
When this id#cnown install a-new valve. A valve that has a damaged
disc or seat is detected by a'leak in the lines, thus the lines will
frost. Liquid loss in the LOX storage tanks should be limited to
evaporation, some spillage, and gas out through the vent line.

\ 1

Filler Valve.

Complete the/following statements by filling in the Blanks.

11.4 Another common trouble with the filler valve is between

the and ,

2. A leak in a lipe is detected by on the line.

3. , Liquid' loss in the storage tank should be limited to

some , and gas out the line.
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Answera-,to Frame 46: 1. Leaks, disz,/aeat 2. Stoat
2. evaporation, spinals, vent

Frame 47

SERVICING -THE HOSE ASSEMIELY

The tank and servicing hose couplings are made to hold the pressure and
temperat;gf, add slow down the loss of liquid oxygen through transfer and''
handling. Check the ends of the hose for foreign material before each
transfer. Do not drag the hose assembly or run over it with any vehjcld.
Both of these will break or damage the hese. This will cause it to
leak. Leaks can be found by frost spots on the outside of the hose.
The transfer hoseis for moving livid ftom one tank to another.

" S
imaxma

cfyworwaors-:

Om.

13

Tapk and Servicing Hose Couplings.

Select the following statement(s) that is/are true.

1. Frost spots on the outside of:the hoe indicates a leak.

2. The hose must not be dragged or run over with a vehicle.

3. The hoses are fairly durable and uu not require special handling.

4. Hbses should be checked fop. FOD pridt to use.

66
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Answers to Frame 47e T 1. T 2. 3. T 4.

SERVICING THE VENT, PRESSURE BUILD-UP, AND FILL/DRAIN VALVES

"PO

Frame 48

These valves are all similar in design and are globe valves. Two

troubles are common to globe valves; stem leakage and leakage between
their discs' and seats. The most likely trouble is the leakage between
the stem'and packing, which is easy to fix. Stem leakage occurs only
while the valve is 'open because all globe valves are installed so that
the pressure is against the seat and disc when the valve is closed. An

ariow is often stamped on the valve body which shows the correct
installation according to the ditection of flow. Visually insect the
valve through its two openings before installation, this will also show
you its correct installation according to the direction of flow. To

-stop the packing from leaking, torque the packing nut. If a valve is

frozen frommeistUre, pour water over it to thaw it out.

1. Bonnet 8. Ring - Packing
2. Stem 9. Packing

3. Nut - Disc 10. Glare - Packing
4. Disc - Valve 11. Nut - Packing.
5. Gasket 12. Handwheel
6. Seat - Valve 13. Disc - Identification
7.4' Body - Valve --I* Nut - Handwheel

Globe Valve.

Caution: Do not torque the packing nut too much. If the le
does not atop under normal tension on the nut, remove the pcessure
from the system and remove the packing nut. H:glace the 04
packing with a new teflon packing ring.

These valves are used for just what their names imply. The vent valve
lets pressure out of the tank when it is no longer needed rr., transfer. The

pressure buildup valve is used to build up pressure in the tank when needed
f6r liquid transfer. Thr fill/drain valve is used to ;ill or drain liquid
from the tank.
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Frame 48 (Coned)

Select the following statement(s) that is/are true.

1 The most likely leaks on globe valves is between the stem end
seats.

O

An arrow on the valve Cody indicates the direction of flow.

3. If the packing is leaking it must be replaced.

4. If-the valve freezes, water may be used to thaw it out.

J
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Answers t4PFrame 48:

TROUBLESHOOTING

T 1. 2. IT 3. T 4.
#

Frame 49

A9/r

The method used to find the variouk,troubles associated with

ft

liquid oxygen storage tanks i a systematic procedure -of eliiination.
In order to use this method, t is important to know fully the
operation pf these tanks. Since troubles which occur with tanks are
numerous, it is ncessary to refer to a troubleshooting ch4rt, Table 1,
pages 70 end 71. Study the various troubles, their probable cause,
and redediez.

There are other malfunctions that spay occur; but they are of a
minor nature and will not affect the transfer, storage, or safety in --

handling of liquid:oxygen. A Small amount of mechanical ability and
a little common sense will generally suffice to make necessary repairs,
since the malfunction and th& solution are generally quite obvious.
For information abqut the procedures used 1« making the repairs or
replacements indicated in the troubleshooting chart, refer to TO
37Al2-1-101 which contains

PO

Select the following statement(s) that is/are true.

1. Troubleshooting storage tanks is a systematic process of
t elimination.

2. Troubleshooting charts are used to help yota troubleshoot
the system.

3. In order to troubleshoot,a thorough knawledge,of the tank
operation is required.

4. Repair instructions will be found in the applicable TO.
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Answers to Frame 49: T 1, r 2. T 3.

11OUBLt PROBABLE.CAUSE

T 4.

REMEDY

Safety disac Defective pop safety vale
blows out below Defective or kinked disc 4

pressure setting Defective gage
Disc not centered

Replace
Replace

Replace

Replace

-Malfunctioning Valve stem leaks
of capacity gage

Unstable lig4.ji condition

Leak in gag
Clogged livie

Defective gags
Lines frozen Jr plugged

lin

Pressure gage
does not show
any pressure

Leaky transfer
hose.

No pressure

Empty container

Defective gage
Plugged lines
Loose or leaky fittings
Needle valve' loose

'Tighten or replace,
packing

Wait

Tighten connection
Replace

Replace
Thaw or clean

CIosei,jent

and buildup valves
Fill
Replace
Unplug
Tighten connection
aepair of replace

Damaged

*it

Replace hose

TC gage not Ba_teries dead Replace

reading (but you Loose electr'cal connections Tighten

have a vacuum) Tube burned t Replace

Defective ga-sl, Replace

Safety disc
does no blow
at pres%.:ribed

pressure
setting

Wrong size disc Replace

Pressure relief Frozen

valve (does not Leak

open at prescribed
pressure setting

Warm, work open
Replace, adjust

Table 1. Troubleshooting Chart.
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44°2/

TROUBLE ' PROBABLE CAUSE REMEDY

maw
Flow of liquid Porsagn matter inhose Purge, clean filters
restricted Defective fill/drain valve Repair or replace

No pressure Vent valve open
buildup Defective pteseure gage '

7rosted coil 1

Insufficient LOX
Safety disc ruptured
Plugged linec
Leaks in lineseand valves

Close valve
Replace gage
Warm tip

Refill
Replace
Unplug
Check fittings

Losing vacuum Rupture disc blown
' Leak in weld

Defective gage
Dirt in "0" ring grooves

Vacuum tube leaks
Opeued(vacuum valve
Defective diapioragm on
the-vacuum valve'-

Leak through rough edges of
rupture disc

Gasket leak

Replace
Reweld outer shell
Replace

can and replace
ngs

Re ace

Chick safety wire

Replace

Cut foil, replace
Replace

A

Table 1. Troubleshooting Chart (continued).
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Frame 30

POTENTIOMETER
NECAUNRATION

aDJUSTMENT

Thermocouple Gage and Tube.

SERVICING THE VACUIN GAGE ASSEMBLE.
1

0

Turn on the toggle switch, figure Aboye, push the momentary on switch

and the gage should give a readIng of zero. If thegage needle does not,

go to zero, adjust the potentiometer knob while preising the momentary

contact switch. Turn the potentiometer knob until the gage needle goes

to zero. Then release the momentary ntact switch and the gage should

give the correct micron readipg. 15 t adjuqtment does not cause the

gage needle to return to the zero position, ..lhe_katteries are probably dead.

If the batteries are replaced or it is determined -thamhey are in good
condition, the TC (thermocouple) tube is probably defective. Replace the

thermocouple tube .0'unplupging it from the female coruiector (the electrical

cable connection to the gage). Now close the small diaphragm valve (vacuum

r:41t
vale o prevent the loss of vacuum. With the valve closed, the

the )ple tube can be removed and replaced. Place teflon tape on the

threaded connections, to prevent leakage, and replace the thermocouple tube

to the female cable connecter and gage cable. The gage should now operate

properly. If not, the wiring within the cable may be defective. Diagram

shown on top of page 73 is a complete wiring diagram and should be used

to check for defective circuits.

T. C. RASE

MOMENTARY_
PIO Svitrto±,_

.4--p-POTENTIOMETER
KNOB

I
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;fa
Frame 50 (Cont'd)

Select the following statement(s) that is/are true.

1. If the gage needle will not zero it 'must te replace.

2. The vacuum Valve must be closed to change ehe thermocouple.

3; The g c ,,nnot be adjusted unless the momentdry-contact
push switChvis depressed.

4. Teflon tape is required when replacing the thermocouple.

/
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Answers to Frame 50:

L

1. T 2. T 3. T 4.

TOGGLE SWITCH

FOR
EXTERNAL

LS V..'" 1.5 If BATTERY

X

oumagmT KEOUIRED

17 MILLIAMPERES

Thermocouple Wiring Diagram.

VENT LINE

f

THERMOCOUPLE METER

4

PRESSURE GAGE

00.3CREEN
ORIFICE .013

OXYGEN '

CAPACITY

0031

SURGE

TANK 1

FILL DRAIN LINE

Differential Gage System.

74
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CAPACITY
* GAGE BYPASS

VALVE

ORIFICE .013

SCREEN
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Frame 51

PRINCIPLES OF OPEICATION OF A VACUUM 'AMP /

)4(

The model KS-13 vacuum pump, illustration 41107, is en air-cooled,
single stage, mechanical' pump. The ptimp is designed op:Inv.:lap air out, of the

annular space of a LOX tank.
,

-\

When pumping a vacuum the molecules of gas (air) in the annular space
-of the LOX tank must be remuved. The air is pumped cit by a high-v#cuum
pump. The term "high vacuum" is used rather loosely f.ar pressure: /below

lmm (mercury). It can be said that high vacuum Is the molecules of gas
colliding more,often with thewall of the tank than with each other. Pumps
that ye effective at ordinary pressures become inoperative with high .

vacuums. In a previous study guide, you should recall that a partial vacuum

can be measured in inches of mercury by abarometer or mairmeter. To

measure the small degree of preisure (vacuum) tha is required for storing
liquid oxygen a micron is used as the of me urement: (25,400 icrons

are 1 inch of mercury press/re.)

I'

NEEDLE VG4vE
SLIDE PIN,

3CI) NOID VALVE DRAIN VALVE) , <

GAS BALLAST
VALVE ASSEMBLY

GLOBE VALVE
(VAIN LUBRICANT

LINE VALVE)

Model KS-13 High Vacuum Simplex Pumping Assembly Operating Valves.

Select the following statement(s) that is/are true.

1. The KS-13 vacuum pump is used to evacuate the annular space
between the inner and outer walls of the LOX tank.

NEEDLE VALVES

BEARINGS

2. Vacuum is measured in m "crons.
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Answers to Frame 51:

Frame 52

T 1.

Tke effectiveness of a high- vacuum pump depends on the oil Beal
that is formed between the piston an the inside of the pump chamber,
illustration below. A source of er is applied to the pqmp shaft, causing
the circular movement'of stmt. As the piston moves .14, its

circular motion, a suction or low pressure is forked iti the pump. The
low pressure ismadveloped with each turn of the shaft and piston. The
intensity of the low pressure, formed in the puma, depends on the
quality of thy pil seal. Thus, the low pressure will cause the
molecules of air to flow in the.Jnlet of the pulp. The movement of
the.air molecules in the pumpvis indicated by the arrows show in the
pump inlet, illustratien-be 1pw:

yWMP INLET

PISTON

EXTENSION

PORT

Cycle of Operations.

The low pressure the pump pulls the molecules of air from the
LOX tank being pumped. The air ig drawn through the iaet (vacuum)
hose into the cylinder when the piston is in the down stroke. On the
up stroke of the piston, the air molecules removed from the LOX tank,
are forced out the the outlet valve and discharged through the oil
separator, page 77, to the.atmosphere. Repetition of this operation for
a period of time continues to improve the vacuum in the tank.

76
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C=D kNis
DISCHARGE

NOZZLE

Akr,
Frame (Cont'd)

Model KS-13 fildigh Va;SumPump AssSA41001.1 Separator.

/1 dr

tk,

Select the following statement(s) tilat is/are true.

1. The effectiveness Of,thevacuum pump depends on the teflon seal
S between the piston and outside chamber.

A

Air is pumped from the LOX tank, thru the pump and dvischarged
to atmosphere.

3. As the piston moves in its circular motion, a suction or low
press is formed in 'the pump.

I
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Answers to Frame 53:' 4. T 2. T 3.

Frame 53
I

/
.

The model KTC.-41:wacuum pump, below, is athree oylinder air-
two-stag,e, mechanical pump." The pump is designed to evacuate

h annular space of a cryotairer.

SUCTION
FILTER

4

PUMP
ASSEMBLY

''
-.i, --2=2Mani GAUGE

1.,,a,,se..... ="F.7.
AI

A,.t

CONNECTIONS

ELECTRICAL.
BOX

1;r11111.47711111"11:°''''

AMO/11104008.01/11111011104,011.6.

NO RESPONSE REQUIRED

CAR T

Power Driven Rotary Vacuum Pump.

78
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Answers to Frame 53: NO RESPONSE REQUIRED
0

Frame 54

VACUUM AIMPING OF LIQUID STORAPE TANKS

When the vacuum of i tank, with liquid in the inner tank, is greater
than the micron reading specified by the applicable TO, a pump-down is
requi ed. Prior to- pump-down of the vacuum in the annularspace of a LOX
tan be sure the inner tank is empty and warm. After the inter tank has

drained, a hot purge kit is used to warmthe inner tank before puWpirkg
the vacuum. The lower the vacuum reading, the more effective the tank
is for storing LOX.

When vacuum pumping has been completed, the vacuum valve on the tank is
closed tightly before the pump is stopped. This valve is then rewired-in
the clPrz..,1 position. Removing the pump and then filling the tank with
liquid oxygeh Is the way to determine if the vacuum in the insulated annular
space is sufficient to store liquid oxygen. The procedures for vacuum
pumping the insulated annular space of'a LOX storageetank are listed in
TO 37Al2-1 -101. These TO procedures and checklist must be followed during
operation.

Note: Many more hours of pumping will be required to pump down the
vacuum if the inner tank has liquid oxygen ip it.

I

Select the following statements that is/are true.

I. The tank must be warm and empty prior to pump'down.

2. The higher the vacuum reading the more 'efficient the tank is
for storing LpX. )

3. After pump down is completed the vacuum valire is safety wired
in.Ole closed positiOn.

4. Vacuum pump d9wn may be accomplished quicker if LOX.is in the
tank during pump down.

4
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Answers to Frame 54:

Frame 55

VACUUM PUMP OIL

T 1. 2. T 3. 4.

The oil used in the vacuum pump is MIL-L-83767, Tape I

Tricresylphosphate is a special grade of oil used in oil-seated
vacuum pumps. It has the two characteristics that are required for
best operation at high vacuum. .

-.

/
.1. A.Very low vapor preiture which does not .rise mAterially at

temperatures.up to 122°F.

2. A degreeoof viscosity which do s not .become too great at
temekatures of 60 F and which stays th -C same at temperatures of up to'
122 F. .0

:The low'vapor pressure is of extreme importance for use in all
vacuum pumps. _Because of the high vacuums involIed, any fraction with
appreciable vapor pressure, even in minute quantities, remaining in the
oil reduces the speed of evacuation. This oil must always ')oe used to
achieve the guaranteed performance of all oil-seated vacuum pumps.

Select the fpitlowing statement(s) th4t is/are true.

1. Tricresylphosphate is a special bil used in.vaduum pumps.
b

'. Oil is used to achieve the "seal" in all oil seated vacuum
pumps.

80
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Answers to Frame 55: T 1. T 2.

Frame 56

Tricresylphosphate is a toxic oil. While you are opezatineor
servicing the vacuum pump, the lubricant may come in contact with your

skin. If-thio happens, wash the affected area thoroughly with soap

and wator. Any time the pump is to be operated make sure it is iu a

well ventilated,prea. Avoid breathing\the-vaporrfrom the pump exhaust.

The oil in the vacuum pump should he changed when it becomes dirty

or contaminated. Anytime the oil becomes discolored it is an indication

of contamination. This oil normally is clear. In case of an emergency,

oil can be poured through a strainer and dry nitrogen blown through

it to take out any trace of moisture.

Select the correct statement(s) that is/are true.

1. Tricresylphosphate is toxic and should not be allowed to coms

in contact with the skin.

2. The pump may be operated indoors in a closed area.

3. The oil must be changed after 200 hours of pump operation.
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Answers to Frame 56: T 1. 2. 3.

PERIODIC INSPECTION OF VACUUM PUMP

2911

Frame 57

To keep the vacuum pump in a safe operational condition the

following items should be inspected as indicated:

1'. Lubricant: When applicable, drain a small amount of oil

through the drain valve on the oil separator into a glass container.
Let it set for 1 hour, then examine for solid particles, sludge, and

water.

2. Check oil level daily for first week of operation and weekly

thereafter. Oil level should be midway on the sight glass when operating

at low inlet pressures.
p

3. Inspect suction filter each 250 hours.

4. Inspect oil mist eliminator each 250 hours.

5. Check cart casters (apply correct grease) each 100 hours.

6. Check all attach-rig hardware for security, damage, and

wear each 250 hours.

NO RESPONSE REQUIPED
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Answers to Frame 57: NO RESPONSE REQUIRED

Frame 58.

The air purging unit, type GSU-62/M, is intended primarily for
use in purging liquid oxygen storage tanks, two illustrations shown on
next page.

PURGE UNIT

The motor is a 5 - horse power, 3-phase, 60 -cycle unit operating at
3600 rpm. The motor is designed to operate on 220 or 440 volts AC.

The blower is a rotary, positive displacement, 3-lobe rotor designed
unit. It is capable of delivering oil -re air to the heater at 6 pounds
per minute. The blower end plates have oil passages to allow free flow
of lubricant between the bearings and seals without contaminating the
air being delivered.

The heater assembly consists of.six electrical heating elements
mounted in an insulated cylindrical chamber. Its purpose is to heat the
incoming air from the blower that is therm8statically controlled. The
air at the outlet of the purge unit is 35(' F.

The air intake opening of the blower is protected by a permanent type
washable filter. The air filter can be disassembled and cleaned by
washing it in water and a household detergent. Wipe the filter and blow
it dry after cleaning.

From the list of statements below, match the component to its stated
purpose/function.

1. Used to heat the incoming air
from the blower

a. motor

b. blower
2. Can be disassembled and cleaned

by washing it in water and a c. heatOr assembly
detergent.

d. air filter
3. Capable of deliverirg oil-frie

air to the heater at 6 lbs per

'mipute.

4. A 5 hp.3 ph. 60 cycle unit which
operates at 3600 rpm.

t

A
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POP SAPS

stow..
ef77.7.7

MATER ASSiMillY

CONTROL PANEL

1114,
,

.

.1. -.,...,. -

i 4 IA...
°SR TO CITOTAINEf. '

,.; /..

.011r;
411'..; %S.. . c.

t. ?":7. .". -.. '''. 1. .

' &: Ir' 41
., .. ...

..., .
1 t

...

Air Purging Unit, Type GSU-6/2/M - Left Side.

1. Heater assembly.
2. Motor.
3. Blower.

4. Filter.

5. Electrical power ca'ae.

Air Purge Unit, Type CSU-62/M - Right Side.
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AnsWers to Frame 58: 1. c 2. d 3. b 4. ,a

Frame 59

HEATER MAGNETIC CONTACTOR

This control receives power from the heater circuit breaker and is

controlled by a thermoswitch located lin the heater outlet line. If the

heater outlet temperature exceeds 350 F, the magnetic contactor will
cycle automatically and interrupt power to the heater.

IIIERMOSWITCH

This switch is factor adjUsted at 350°F. In the field, you can

adjust the switch with. a screwdriver. Rotate the adjustment clockwise
to increase the temperature setting and counterclockwise to decrease it.

Cautt5g: Do not attempt to change the temperature setting more
than a few degrees at a time.

OVERHEAT THERMOSTAT
IND

This is a protective device located inside the control panel, but
its sensing element 18 in the heater chamber. The overheat thermostat
is factory set at,400 F, but it can be readjusted by rotating the control

knob. If this thermostat opens,-the entire 110 volt 1control will be
disconnecvd and the blower and heater will not operate.

Select the following statement(s) that is/are true.

1. In the field, the thermoswitch can be adjusted with a screwdriver.

2. If the heater outlet temperature exceeds 350°F, the magnetic )

contactor must be cycled manually.

3. If the overheat thermostat opens, the 110 volt control is

disconnected.
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Answers to Frame 59: T 2. T 3.
.7$0.37

4, Frame 60

PRItSSURE SWITCH

The pressure switeo is activated by air through a connection on the
blower outlet. Its purpose is to check for positive air pressure and
must remain closed for blower operation.

TIM DELAY

The time 'delay relay is a thermal relay that provides thl initial
method of starting the motor. However. 45 seconds after the motor is
started the relay will open and the pressure switch will maintain motor
operation.

OPERATING CONTROLS

HouTER

The hourmeter is a time totalizer which Indicates the n %ber of
hours the equipment has been in operation. It serves as a gLIde for
determining whenothe unit is to be inspected.

NO RESPONSE REQU;i4D

L

1
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Answers to Frame 60: NO RESPONSE REQUIRED

Frame 61

THERMOMETER

There are two dial gages. One, Which is located on the outlet line
the heater, indicates the outlet air temperature of the heater. The

her is a clamp-on device, which indicates the temperature out of the
being purged.

48 VOLT POWER (GRID SYSTEM)

This is a switch with a red indicating light (1) to show when power
is available to the unit for operation, page 89. The indicating light
is mounted above the phase reversal switch.

MOTOR CIRCUIT BREAKER

This circuit breaker, page 89 (3), controls energizing power to the
motor and permits the motor to be started by 'pressing the motor START-STOP
switch. In the event of an overload the circuit breaker will trip to the
OFF position, stopping the motor.

HEATER CIRCUIT - BREAKER

This circuit breaker (4) controls the electridal power to the six
heater elements. If the healer overloads for any reason the circuit
breaker will trip, interrupting the power to the heater elements.

,PHAS17 REVERSAL SWITCHr
The purpose'of this switcn (1) is to prevent damage to the blower by

driving it in the wrong direction. Always wait for the blower Lc come
to a dead stop before attempting to reverse its direction.

Select the following statement(s) that is/are true.

1. The thermometer on the outlet line of the heater indicates outlet
air temperature.

2. The unit which permits themotor to be started by pressing the
.

Start/Stop switch is the heater circuit breaker.
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Answers to Frame 61: T 1. 2.
293?

1. Power on 48 volt grid system.
2. Start/Stop Blower/Motor.
3. Circuit breaker blower.

4. Circuit breaker heater.

5. Hourmeter.

Air Purging UnJ,t Control Panel.

4
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Frame 62 1/

From the list of functions/operations below, associate 8 of 10 to

the components of the air purging unit and control pa-tl. Match, by

number, the function/operation to the component.

.01e...

1. Indicates the outlet air
tempe--qture_out of the

system being purged.

a. . Hec.er magnetic contactor

b. Thermbswitch

2. A red indicating light to show c. Overheat thermostat

that power is available for

operation. d. Pressuriswitch

3. Controls energizing power to e. Time delay'

the motor and permits the motor
to be started by pressing the f. Hourmeter

START/STOP switch.
g. Phase reversing switch

Prevents damage to the blower

by its being driven in the h. Motor circuit breaker

wrong direction.
i. 48 volt power (grid system),

jy Thermometer.
5. Indicates the number of hours

the equipment has been in

operation.

6. Provides the initial of
starting and opens 45 seconds
after motor is started.

7. Checks for positi\re air pressure
and maintains motor operation.

8. When open, disconnectethe
entire 110 volt control and
the heater will not operate.

9. May be adjusted in the field

with screwdriver.

10. Cycles automatically at 350°F

and interrupts power to the

heater.
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Answers to Frame 62: 1. a_ 2. i 3. h 4. 5. fl"V
6. e 7. d 8. c 9. b

10. a

IS

The hollowing are questions for you ti use in ummarizlng pages

50 thru 90. Try to answer the questions on your o but if y8u are
uable to do so, turn to the top of the next page 40a yOu will find
the frame number where each question may be located.

QUESTIONS

1. How are LOX storage tanks cleaned and'de ssed?

2. What approved cleaning solvent is used for leaning parts of the

LOX.storage tank plumbing?
.

3. Whatis the required pressure when transferring liquid oxygen?

4. What is used to pressurize a LOX storage tank when chedking for leaks? ,

5. What conditions affect the performance of the vacuum plump?

6. When should the lubricant in the vacuum pump be chan§V

7. What type of lubricant is used in vacuum pumps?

8. The effectiveness of a *high vacuum pump depends upon?

9. The controlled outlet temperature of the air leaving the, purge

unit heater is?

10. What is the function of the phase reversal switch on the purgai

unit? 611
A .

11. What type of sealing Compound is used on connections on LOX storage
tanks?

12. What is the indication that the transfer hose has developed a leak?

91
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Ammer* to questions on page 91.

1. Frame 32

2, Frame 32

V 3. Frame 36

4. Frame 35

57 Frame 50

6. Frane 55

7. Fr e 54

8. Frame 51

9. Frames 58.and 59

10. Frame 61

11. Frames 34 ands35

12y Frame 45

14

4.

.\\

4
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Environmental/Pnaudraulic Branch
Chanute AFB, Illinois 61868

OBJECTIVES

Service Test-

3ABR42331-WB-464

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE OF CRYOTAINERS

1. Using a cryotainer, tools, inspection, workcard, inspect

cryotainer and components, locatingithiee discrepancies and

record on AFTO. Forms 349. One instructor assist perform is

permissible.

2. Using a 27M LOX cart, GSU-6241 purging unit, and

workbook, purge c tainer. Four instructor assists are permissible.

3. Using a K -15 vacuum pump, vacuum microngage and 50-

gallon cryotainer, vacuate cryotainer. Three instructor assists

are permissible.

4. Using assigned cryotainer and proper tools, remove irtr.

reinstall three of the eleven selected components. One instructor

assist is permissible.

EQUIPMENT
Basis of Issue

3ABR42331-WR-404 1/student

Cryotainer 1/4 students

TO 37Al2-1-101 1/4 students

TO 36F2-3-1 1/4 students

Vacuum pump 1/4 students

Purge unit 1/4 students CI

Microngage 1/4 students

Tools As required (kit)

TO 00-25-06-2-2 1/student

AFTO Form 26 As required

AFTO Form 349 As required

INSTRUCTIONS

This workbook contains information to guide you in performing

the inspection and maintenance of cryotainers. Use the technical

orders while you work and to complete the AFTO Forms 349. The

technical orders provide specific instructions to follow and the

OPR: 3370 TCHTG

DISTRIBUTION: X
3370 TCHTG/TTGU-P - 400, TTVS
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necessary procedures which may prevent injury Lo you or others and
damage to valuable equipment. As ra complete each phase, have your
instructor check.your work and initial in the space provided. Work
carefully and observe all safety precautions. DO NOT HURRY!

PART I - INSPECTION

MO'

Using the AFTO Form 26, inspection Workcatd, inspect the assigned
LOX cart. Locate and document three discrepancies. Using the TO 00-25 -
06 -24, complete the three. discrepancies on *PTO Forms 349 with one
instructor assist permitted per form.

PART II - VACUUM CHECK

A microngage and thermocouple is used to check for the amount of
vacuum present in the annular space of a cryotainer.

1. Read TO, 37C11 -3 -1, Section II, pore 2-1 and 2-2 and study
Figure 1-2.

f2. Perform a vacuum check on the MA-1, TMU- 7K cryotainer
assigned by the instructor and determine if it is good or bad.

Instructor'l Initials

PART III - VACUUM PROCEDURES

Vacum the annular space of the LOX cart with KTC-21 vacuum pump.
Before using the vacuum pump, refer to Figure 2 it TO 37Al2-2-101 and
become familiar with the various components of tb. unit. Follow the
stepwbv-step procedures listed below for vacuuming the LOL cart. DO HOT
DEVIATIE MK THESE. STEPS. if there is bomething that does not work or
is broken or demasedi tell your instructor 1MMED/ATELY.

check it.

1. Close the vacuum valve tightly. Have your instructor

Instructor's Initials

2. Remove the bolts, nuts, and flat washers (Figure 3, Items
1, 2, 1) _hat secure the coupl'rg cap (Item 4) to the coupling plate
(Item 7) on the vacuum line.

3. Remove the coupling cap (Item 4) and seal (Item 6) from
the coupling body (Item 7). Discard the old seal but save the blank
plate (Item 4) for reinstallation after pump down.

4. Lightly coat a new seal with vacuum grease H-90. Kart,
install the seal into the coupling bad? and install the vacuum pump nose
fitting (Item 8) on the coupling plate (Item 7). Reinstall the two
bolts, flat washers, and nuts. Tighten the nuts until tnere is metal to
metal czntact betwefln the hose fitting and coupling plate.

3 329



attn.

5. Lightly coat the hose coupling of theSacuum pump hose
fitting %Item 8) with vacuum 'grease. Install the servicing hose from
the vacuum pump over the male end of the vacuum pump hose fitting (Item
8). Secure the hose to the fitting with a hose clamp. ;:oat the joint

between the hose and fitting with vacuum grease.

6. Remove the safety wire from the vacuum valve but DO NOT
OPEN the valve.

Instructor's Initials

7. Start the vacuum pump to evacuate the air from the vacuum
hose. With the vacuum pump running, SLOWLY open the vacuum pump not
more than ONE - QUARTER TURN. This is necessary to prevent a sudden in-
rush of a &r into the vacuum filter within the tank annulus, which could
cause racking of insulation against the filter. Wait's few minutes and
SLOWLY open the vacuum valve to the omlly open position.

Instructor's Initials

8. The tank can be considered to have adequate vacuum when
the micron reading is less than 100 microns with the tank at purging
temperature. Pumping should be continued, however, to the tweet possible
micr4n.reading, preferably below 100 microns. If the tank cannot be
pumped downto 300 microns measured on the thermocouple gage after 3 to
31/2 hours of continuous pumping, there is a leak in the vacuum system.
For leak detection and repair beyond base capability, request depot
assistance in accordeice with TO 00-23 -107.

9. With the vacuum pump running, close and safety wire the
vacuum valve to prevent accidental opining of the valve.

Instructor's Initials

10. Stop the vacuum pump ant! attonnect it from the vacuum
pump hose fitting (Item 8). Remove Cie two bolts, four flat washers,
and two nuts that secure the vacuum Jump hose fitting to the coupling
plate (Item 7), remove the hose fitting end seal. Discard the seal.

11. Coat the new seal with vacuum grease and install the seal
in the coupling body--(ZI!,6). Poiition the coupling cap (Item 4) on
the coupling plate (Item and coupli g body. Secure with two bolts,
four flat washers, and two nuts.

Instructor's Initials

The next part of this workbook will direct you in performing mainte-
nance ln selected components. This is to prepare you for maintaining
the elo.'pment you will be working with. The technical order containing
the in-ermstion you need to repair the units listed beside each item.
Work carefully and do not hurry.

4



PART IV - PURGING PROCEDURES

Cryotaincrs are not purged on a periodic (time) basis, but
rather when the revbentages of conuasinants reaches an undesirable
level as determined by (1) laboratory tests, (2) odor of particulate
testing. In this event, the storage tank must be drained and
purged. Purging is the process of forcing heated air cr nitrogen
through the drained tank causing, residual liquid oxygen (L02) and

any contaminants which ediered the tank to be converted to a
',meow state and dispelled froi the tank.

NOTE: The contaminants primarily consist of acetylene
(CIRO, carbon dioXide (CO,), nitrous oxide (N,0), and other
!,%1E of hydrocarbons which tend to settle to the bottom of the
tank as solids at the cold liquid oxygen temperature.

PURGING FREQUENCY'

(1) No periodic schedule for purging of tanks or carts.

(2) Requirements for draining and purging are established
in Technical Order 4216-1-1.

(3) Evidence of contamination of a storage-tank will require
all servicing carts used to transport liquid oxygen from the
source to be purged along with the tank to assure complete disposal
of the contaminated L02.

Instructor's Initials

SAFETY: Before you begin to work with liquid oxygen, you
must first be aware of some of the hazards in working with oxygen.
Observe all safety precautions outlined in technical orders,
including the wearing of protective devices to prevent bodily
contact with liquid oxygen. Make certain the ground areas onto-
which tha LO, will be disiharged are free of all hydrocarbons
(oil, grease': lumber or wood, macadam, grass, etc). These are
not compatible with liquid oxygen and spontaneous fire or explosion
may result.

STEP 1

1. Remove the filter from the fill and drain line. On
units which have separate fill and drain filters, remove both
filters.

2. Before starting the purging procedures, make sure that
the,40X cart has no liquid or pressure in it.

5
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3. Position the air purging ,Anii typeGSU-62/M within 10
feet of the tank vent line. (If purging unit is not available,
heated nitrogen gas may be used.) Connect the puring unit to a
'source of 220/440 -volt, 3-phase, 60-hertz AC power. Connect the
servicing hose of the purging unit to the tank vent line. Vent
line adapters are available with them unit. Attach the temperature
gage furnished with the purging unit to the male fitting of the
fili and drain line.

4. Before operating the purging unit, read TO 36G2-3-I,
Section 2, page 3-9.

Instructor's Initials

5. Start the purging unit an/ et it run for 20 minutes
with the heater switch "OM"

6. After running the unit for 20 minutes with the heater
switch "OFF,' turn the heater rr..tch "ON" and let the unit run
until the drain line fitting 1. approximately 104% or 220°F.

7. After the unit hat been stopped, open the pressure
buildup valve and close the fill and drain valve.

8. Disconnect all tubing at the liquid level gage, presebre
gage, hose pressure relief valve, and rupture disc. Remove the
tl...rmometer from the hafts quick disconnect fitting and replace
with a dust cap.

Instructor's Initials

9. Start the purging unit. Crack the fill and drain valve
enough to get a moderate fln at the hose relief valve and rupture
,disc opening. Continue the purging distil all circuits have been
purged for at least one hour of until all solvent vapors or fumes
have been removed. Reassemble all iustruments and safety device
tubing.

10. Disconnect tile purging unit servicing hose and remove
the temperature gage from, the tank. Store them in thelurging

11. Reconnect the pressure buildup line to the vent line.
When making the connection, use anti-seize tape on the pipe
threads before assembling the pipes. Start the appticttion of
the tape at the third thread to prevent contamination of the
system.

12. Cl.s.,$be fill end drain valve and the vent valve and
leave them closed until Um tank is filled with liquid oxygen.
This will prevent moist air or other contaminants from entering
the tank.



Instructor's Initials

13. Clean the filters and flush the hose with-trichloroethylene
and then dry them with the purging unit.

14. Install the dry filters in the fill and drain lines.

$

15. Install the transfer hose.

Instructor's Initials

PART V - MAINTENANCE

The instructor will select and give to you three out of the
11 componentslisted below. These components with TO number,
page, and paragraph number listed along aide of it, refer to
that reference and follow the step-oy-step procedures you will
find there. Those its without the TO reference listed follow
the Ltep-by -step procedures listed in this workbook.

NOTE: Before performing any maintenance on the LOX cart,
make sure that the cart is empty and e is no press ire in the
lines.

1) Pressure rupture disc/MA -1 /TO 37Al2-1-10 page 4 -5, para 4-
18, fig 4-7.

2) Quantity gage/MA-1TO 37Al2-1-101, pages 4-8 & 9, pare 4-35.

3) Pressure gage/MA -1 /TO 37Al2-1-101, page 4-8, pare 4-34.

4) Transfer hose/MA-1

a. Using a spanner wrench, loosen the end of the hose that
connects the hose to the cart.

b. After the hose is loose, use your hands to remove the
ose completely.

To reinstall the hose, reverse the steps.

4e) Transfer hose/THU-27M

a. Using a ford wrench, unscrew the hose from the cart.

b. After the hose has'been removed, clean both ends thoroughly.

c. After both ends have been thoroughly cleaned, apply new
anti-seize tape to the male part of the cart.

d. After the anti-seize t. 1 has been installed, screw the

hose back in to the cart and vse a ford wrench to tighten.

7
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S) Transfer hose filler valve/KA4/7MU-27N/TO 37Al2-1-101. fig
4-11, page 4-13.

a. Using a 7/8" and a 9/16" wrench, unscrew the filler
valve from the transfer hose.

4N

b. Remove the old anti -seize tape from the valve and clean
the hose and the valve thoroughly.

c. After the hose and valve have been cleaned thoroughly,
apply new anti-seize tape to the valve.

4. To install the new part, reverse step (a).

6) Transfer hose shutoff.valveKA-1/TMU-27M

a. Using a fold wrench, turn the bas' of the valve counter-
clockwise and then remove the valve.

b. After the valve has been removed, clean the male portion
of the manifold. Then clean the female portion of the valve,
making sure both parts are free from dirt, dust, oil. etc.

c. After both parts have been thoroughly cleaned, apply
anti -seize tape to the male portion of the manifold.

d. Now you are ready to install the par,t onto the cart.
Place the valve z4uarely on the male part of the manifold and
screw the valVe clockwise (making sure the valve is not crossthreaded).
Nov tighten the valve using the ford wrench.

7) TubingtRA-1/TMU-27M

a. Using the appropriate size wrench, depending upon the
size of the tubing and "B" nuts. turn the "B" nuts counterclockwise
and then remove.

b. To install the tubing, reverse step (a) (making sure
that the "B" nuti are not croesthreaded).

8) Cart filler valve/MU-27H

a. Using a ford wrench, turn the base of the valve counter-
clockwise and then remove the valve.

v. After the valve has been removed, clean. the male portion
of the manifold. Then clean the female portion of the valve,
making sure both parts are free from dirt, oil, dust, etc.

c. After both parts are thoroughly cleaned, apply anti-
seise tape to the sal uortion of the manifold.

8
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d. Now you are ready to reinstall tne cart back onto the
cart. Place the valve squarely on the male part of the manifold
and screw the valve clockwise (making sure the valve is not
croesthreaded). Nov tighten the valve using the ford wrench.

9) Vent valve/HA-1

a. Use the mop steps as for the shutoff valve.

9a) Vent valve/THU47M

a. Using a 12" crescent wrench, turn the base of the valve
counterclockwise and then remove the valve.

b. After the valve has been removed clean the male portion
Gf the valve and the female portion of the manifold, making-sure--
both parts are free of dirt, oil, dust, etc.

c. After both parts are thoroughly cleaned, apply anti-
seise tape to the male part of the valve.

d. Nov you are ready to reinstall the part back onto the
cart. Place the valve squarely in the female part of the manifold
and K.rew the valve clockwise (making sure the valve is not
crossthreaded). Noir tighten the valve using the crescent wrench.

.oak_ 10) Buildup valve/THU -27M/MA-1

a. Use the same steps as for the shutoff valve.

11) Pressure relief valve/MA-1 `.---/

a. Using a 5/8" open end wrench, remove the tubing attached
to the rear end of the valve, turning the "IS" nut counterclockwise.

b. Nov remove the cotter pin connecting the pull handle to
the valve and remove the handle.

c. Using a common screwdriver and 3/8", wrench, remove the
two screws and bracket holding the relief valve to the side of
the cart.

d. For installation, reverse the steps for removal.

Instructor's Initizas

PART VI - OPERATIONAL AND LEAK CHECK

Upon completion of Parts I -V, it will be necessary to perform
a leakage. and operational check on the cryotainer.

9
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PROCEDURE

I

Obt4in a servicing checklist from your instructor and folloW
all safety and general instructions. Pay strict attention to all
procedures, espacia1,1y safety. If you have any questions, ask
your instructor. Ydu will ba working with liquid nitrogent
therefore, it is imperative that you be sure of what you are
doing before you do it.

10
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FOREWQRD

'his programmed text la prepared for use in the 3ABR42131, Aircraft
.Environmental Systems Mechanic Course. It was validated using students

enrolled in the 3A5142331 Course. At least 90Z of the students achieved

the oblecti:as as stated. The Evora!' time required to complete this

text is 55 minutes.

OBJECTIVE

Relate three (3) of five (5) components of life raft inflation

equipment to their operation.

INSTRIJUIONS
A

This programmed text consists of tw sections. The-material

contained in section "A" is on the construction of life raft infl.ation

cylinders.

Section "3" information is on the operation of the life raft

inflation cylinders.

The information in this text is presented in small steps called

"frames." After reading the information in eacb fate, you are asked

to select answers or respond, in some manner, to show that you under-

stand the information in that frame. As you pvIress through the

lesson you will be instructed to either write your answer in the

booklet or on a ',wets response sheet. The answers to each frame

can be found on top. of the following page. If vou select the correct

answers, continue to the next frame. If yot' are wrong or in doubt,

read the material again and correct yourself before proceeding. Work

carefully and DO NOl' DURUM

Supersedes 3ABR42231-PT-316, 19 February 1971.

OPE: 3370
DisTulumm: I

3370 TTGTC - 400; TTVS& 7 1.



Frame ,1

Our career field is not responsible for the maintenance of life
rafts, but w do have the responsibility of servicing, inspecting,
overhauling, and recharging all life raft inflation equipment. For

this reason, it is necessary for you to know the means by:which these
life rafts are inflated.

4

NO RESPONSE REQUIRED

3
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Prams 2

-1

High pressure carbon dioxide (CO2) cylinders are used for the-

inflation of all life rafts. The cylinders are built to carrya
madame charge of 2100.pei. Because of the high pressure to which
they are subjected, all life raft cylinders, except thossAmring sn
outside diameter of lees than two inches and a length of los than
two feet, must undergo a hydrostatic test once every five (5) years.
This test is used to find out whether or not corrosion, metal fatigue,-
rough handling,, or other camps say have weakened the cylinders to a
point where they are no longer safe for further use.

Check the following statements that are 1211F

- 1. CO2 cylinders are used for the tuflation of life rafts.

2. Life raft inflation cylinderi are built to carry a maximum
pressure of 2100 psi.

1n the following questions, select the answer which is most correct.

3. Life raft cylinders with a diameter of 1 1/2" would require
a hydrostatic test how often?.

a. 1 year.

b. 3 years.

c. S years.

d. Never.

4. Nydrnetatic test determines if the cylinder is%

a. broken.

b. repairable.

c. safe for use.

d. operating properly.

4
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Answers to Frame 2: 1. 'V 2. 3. d 4. c

Frame 3

All life raft cylinders are of two basic'types, and they are used
with either the one-men or the multiplace (two or more man) life rafts.
(Throughout the remainder of this-text the term one-man life raft
cylinder multiplace life raft cylinder will be deed.) The size
difference in the cylinders and the difference in valve assetb lies are
due mainly to the site of the life raft to which they are attached.
All of the sult4late life raft cylinders ace wound with wire to give
them added-strength and to make them sha r resistant when they are
struck by gunfire. The valve assemblies ar e for rapid,flow and
they always have a safety rupture disc. This di will break and parinit

the whole charge to escape if the pressure -in the 1 e raft cylinder
should rise to a dangerous limit.

Check the following mtate emats that are true.

1. The size of the life raft inflation cylinders varies with the
size of the life rafts to be inflated.

2. Cylinder valve assemblies alvayi include a safety rupture disc.

3. All of the multiplace cylinders are wire wound.

4. The term multiplies means the cylinder inflates a life raft
that holds more than one man.

In the following questions, select the answer which is most correct.

S. All multiplace life raft cylinders are wound with ire to give
them added

t. strength.

b. pressure.

c. resistance.-

d. durability.

6. The valve assemblies of multiplace life raft cylinders are
may

a. slow flow.

b. rapid flow.

c. emergency stoppage.

d. uone of the above.

34 5,1



HSI
Answers to Frame 3: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. a 6. b

Frame 4

All multip.ace life raft cylinders have to be serviced so that they
are able to be used in the temperature range of -65°F to +160'F by
adding a chargevpf dry nitrogen (N2) to the cylinder. The addition of

N
2

to the cylinder provides additional pressure which helps to force

out the CO
2
at a such higher rate when the temperature is low, than

f*would the pressure of CO2 alone. -This is because the pressure of N2

doss not go down as such as CO2 when the temperature goes down. A fas;

rate of discharge of the life raft cylinders at any temperature is very
important. The life raft cylinder valve assembly provides a way of
maintaining high pressure CO2 in the cylinder and is designed to permit

an unrestricted flow of gas to the life raft when it is actuated.
Should the mechanic forget to add N2 to a multiplace cylinder, it

could cause under inflation of the life raft. The one man cylinders
do not require an N2 charge.

Check the following statements that are tun..

1. The valve assembly permits a restricted flow of gas to the
raft when actuated.

2. Adding N2 to the CO2 cylinder causes a lower pressure to

allow the CO
2
to be discharged more slowly.

3. N
2
pressure does not drop as such as CO

2
pressurii when the

temperature decreases.

In the following questions, select the answer which is most correct.

4. Multplacs life raft cylinders may be used safely between the
temperature ranges of

a. -50 to +150 F.
b. -65 to +160 F.
c. -80 to +170 F.
d. -95 to +180 F.

5. The component that provides a way of maintaining high pressure
CO

2
in the cylinder is the

a. wire wound cylinder.
b. nitrogen &anti.
c. low temperature.
d. valve assembly.

_ 6
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Answers to Frame 4: 1. 2. 3. 4. b 5. d

Frame 5

There are two type. of one-man life raft cylinders that are
approved for "'e. They are shown below. Both assemblies use the

same valve head, but type FLU 2/P uses a heavy forged steel cylinder
while type FLU 2 -A/P uses a light weight aluminum welded cylinder.
As you can see in figure 1, the light weight cylinder is slightly
longer that the forged cylinder but they bothacontain the same amount
of CO

2
by weight. These cylinders do not require a hydrostatic test.

FLU 2 /P, .AU 2.A/P

Figure 1. One -M4n Cylinders.

ick the following statements that are true.

1. The FLU 2A-P cylinder is slightly longer than the FLU 2/P
cylinder.

2. The FLU 2 -A/P and FLU 2/P cylinders are less than two
in-hes in diameter and less than two feet in length.

In the f lowing question, select the answer which iv most correct.

3. The baslc difference between the two one-man cylinders is the

a. valve head.
b. rate of discharge.
c. rupture disc plate.
d. material that each is made from.

7
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Answers to Frame 5:

Frame 6

3. d

Refer to figure 2 while we discuss the operation of the valve
that is used on the nutman life raft cylinders. A round ball (not
shown) on the inner end of the cable assembly (A) is engaged in a
slot in the rotating cam (0). The ball is engaged in the slot by
raising a small locking spring in the slot 010, then sliding the
locking sleeve (N) down to expose the cam, and then positioning the
cable and ball assembly. When tins cable is pulled, the cam rotates
and pushes down on the check (I) which is normally held against its
seat by the spring (J) and CO2 pressure within the cylinder. The CO2

now floods out the charge/discharge port into tha life raft. If the
pressure in the cylinder should become dangerously high, it will break
the rupture disc (C) and the CO, 4111 pass out through the holes in

the insert (D) and out through the vent holes (7) in the valve body
to the atmosphere. The diffuser plug (K) is inl'alled at all times
except when the assembly is being recharged or L. actually attached
to the life raft. The purpose of the diffuser plug is to prevent a
pinwheel action of the cylinder resulting from the jet effect of the
escaping gas if the cylinder is uischarged.

Check the following statements that are true. (Refer to figure 2

if necessary.)

1. When the cable (A) is pulled, the cam (0) pushes the ;heck
valve (I) to release the CO2 from the cylirier (H).

2. The diffuser plug (K) is r, Ned during recharging of the
assembly.

3. If the rupture disc (C) is Iodising, the assembly can still
be recharged.

In the following questions, select the answer which is most correct.

4. Using figure two as a guide, the purpose of item C is to

a. release the pressure.
b. recharge the cylinder.
c. close the valrs.
d open the valve.

5. Using figure twees a guide, the purpose of item K is to
prevent

a. rupturing.
b. discharging.
c. pin wheeling.
d. overcharging.

8



A - Cable 6 Ball Aasy.
B - Cylinder Adapter.
C - Rupture Disc.
D - insert.
E - Plug.

F - Ruptuer Gas Vent.
G - Valve Assy.
H - Cylinder.

I - Check (Poppet Valve).
J - Spring.

K - Diffuser Plug.
L - Charge/Discharge Port.
M - Slot.

N - Locking Sleeve.
O - Can.

Figure 2. One-Man Assembly.

345
9
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Answers to Frame 6: 1. 2. 3. 4. a 5. c

Frame 7

Refer to figure 3 while we discuss the operation of the valve

that is used on the eultiplace life raft cylinders. When he pull

cable 00 is pulled to discharge the cylinder, it rotates sheave

(0). A hole in the sheave.fits over a pin that is located on a cam

'hat is below the sheave. The rotation of the cam depresses a lever

arm which contacts the end of the poppet valve (I) and pushes it

down. With the poppe valve unseated, the gas rushes out through

the charge/discharge port (C) and inflates the life raft. When the

cylinder is charged,'the spring CJY and gas pfessure hold the poppet

valve (I) closed. Notice that this cylinder has a syphon tube (K)

to insure that'the liquid CO2 is discheitted.aa well as the gas.

Check the following statements that are true. (Refer to figure 3

if necessary.)

1. A syphon tube CO is used to insure that gas escapes from

the cylinder before the liquid escapes.

2. The charge/discharte port (C) has a safety disc installed.

For the following quetiaas, fill in the blanks with the most

correct answer.

3. When rotated, the will cause the

to open, and discharge the cylinder.

4. When the cylinder is charged, the
pressure hold the //0

10
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2963.

A - Plug.
B - Deflector.

C - ,Charge /Discharge Port.
D - Sheave.
E - Cover Plate.
F - Screw.

G - Sealing Wire Seal.
H - Sealing Wire.
I - Poppet Valve.
J - Poppet Spring.
K - Syphon Ube.
L - Cylinder.
M - Cable Assy.
N - Cable Housing.
O - Safety Disc.
P - Insert.

Q - Plug.
R - Body.

Figure 3. Multiplace Assembly.

34
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Answers to Frame 7:

-,vo 8

1. 2. 3. cam, poppet valve

4. spring, gas, poppet valve

The release cable can be rigged in either the DOWN PULL position
as shown in figure 4, or in the UP PULL position by reversing the
positions of the cable housing (N) and the plug assembly (A) as shown
in ilgure 3. .The ball on the end of the cable suet be engaged in the
proper recess on the sheave marked DOWN PULL or UP PULL. As long as

the control cable has not been pulled to discharge the cylinder, a
greet dot on the Sheave.shows through the window in the sheave cover
plate, as indicated in figure 4. When the cylinder is charged and
rigged for use, a lead seal is placed on the safety wire which passes
through two toles in the sheave cover plate and is twisted around a
cover hold-down screw-(figure 4). Once the cable has been pulled
and the sheave rotated to discharge the cylinder, it cannot be reset
without breaking the seal and removing the cover plate. Items 0, P,

and Q in figure,3 are the rupture disc, insert, and plug which allows
escape of the gas if the cylinder pressure Should become dangeroupl-
higb.

Check the following statements that are true. (Refer to figures 3

and 4 if necessary.)

1. If the control cable has'not been pulled, the green dot
normally indicates a charged cylinder.

2. The Sheave cannot be reset unlesi the safety wire, seal, and
cover plate are removed.

12
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A

B

GAREN DOT

SHEAvE

WINDOW

_PULL CABLE

MUTT Witt TWI3110
teem -me -ii/ouilo-

COVER PLATE

,CABLE HOUSING

423X1.II

42AMP-1W

Figure 4. Multiplace Control Head.

Answers to Frans 8: 1. V 2.
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FOREWORD

This programmed text was prepared for use in the 3A3R42331

instructional system. The material contained herein has been validated

using 30 42010 students enrolled in the 3A3R42331 course. The average

student required 54 minutes to complete the text.

OBJECTIVES

After completing the programmed text, you will be able to:

Relate four (4) of five (5) life ref nflation equipment components

to their purpose.

INSTRUCTIONS

This programmed text presents matimmi41 in small steps called frames.

After each frame you will find questions. Read the information given and

respond by entering the correct response on your response sheet.* The

answers to each frame are at the top of the nest page. Anytime you
respond incorrectly, reread the frame to get the information straight
in your mind. Some frames do not require a response. When you have

finished reading a frame that does not require a response, go directly
to the next from,.

LU

2
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Frans 1

Figure 1 shows a typical equipment setup for charging one-man and
sultiplace life raft inflation cylinders. It cowl/ate of a motor

driven pump, a scale, one COI cylinder, one N cyAnd.A. (both cylinders

are placed on the same'standl, dehydrator filters, a gage, shut-off valves,

assorted metal hoses and adaptors. This is just a basic setup. Other

variations may be used, but all will have much the same equipment as

shown in figure 1.

NO RESPONSE REQUIRED

3
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A - II, Cylinder- N - Valve
II - Valve 0 =- Valve
C - OD Cylinder P - Cap (0-,J00 PSI)
D - SuOply Noses Q - Scales
E - Dehydrator Filter, R - Cylinder and Valve Ailey
P - Solt sed Csar COWL' S - Adapter
C - Pump Inlet P - abstains Nose
N - Piston Sod U - Pump COkSchceee
I - Pump Cylinder V - Motor
J '- Cylinder Mead V - Start/Stop Sutton.
K - Pomp Outlet X - Power Cord
L - Valve V - Fromm
N - Valve E - Valve

353
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Answers to Frame 1: NO RESPONSE REQUIRED

70

Frame 2

The pump drive ,motor may be a three phase, 220 VAC unit or a single
phase, 115 VAC unit of sufficient horsepower to drive the charging pump.
Power is transferred from the motor to the pump by a drive belt. The

is arme type unit that will pump only liquid, it will not pump gas
any kind. Since the pump will pump only liquid, it is important to

keep the CO, as cool as possible in order that more liquid will be
available far cylinder charging. The. pumping equipment is protected from
damage by L rupture disc or by a spring-loaded relief valve that vill
relieve the system if the pressure becomes excessively high. The maximum
pressure for a specific pumping unit may be found in the applicable
tichnical order.

Complete-theollowing statements by writing in the words from the
frame above.

e. One requirement for the pump drive motor, regardless of its

power requirement, is that it have sufficient to

drive the

b. CO
2'

in theitorage cylinder, must be kept as

as possible because the pump will not transfer of any kind.

c. If charging pressure should become excessively high, the

pumping equipment is protected from damage by a disc

OT a spring-loaded valve.
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Answers to Frame 2: a. horsepower, pump b. cool, gas
c. rupture, relief

Frame 3

' Four shutoff valve, are located on the charging control panel to
control the flow of liquid and gas to she cylinder being charged. Valve
0 controls the flow of cinder;to-the charging hose from the supply inder:
valve L controls else flow of CO from the charging pump; valve pile the
shutoff Valve to the charging lase for both liquid and gas. Valve N Le
a dump valve *lta is used to dump piesoure from the supply hoses after

=the cylinder has been charged and vr'tes L and 0 have been closed.

Mark the following statements with a T for True or an Ffor False.

1. The purpose of the shutoff valves is to control the flow of
liquid and gas that are used to' charge the inflatipn cylinder.

2. The flow of liquid or gas into the charging hose is controlled
by valve M.

3. After the cy er has been charged, pressure is dumped from
the supply hos Iry opening valve Z.

356
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Answers to Frame 3: T 1. 'I' 2. F 3.

Frame 4

297.1

Dehydrator filters E are installed in both the liquid and gas supply
hoses D from the supply cylinders A and C to remove any moisture from these
agents before they are put intr, the cylinder R. One filter E is installed
in the r, supply hose and two are installed in the CO2 supply hose, in series.
Tice hosei, fittings, c laptors and shutoff valves are of the brass, high
pr=essure type. The adaptors S are used to connect the charging hose to the
cylinder R that is to be charged. A gage P is installed in the N2 supply
nor', cn tl! control panel, as a means of determiningishe'quantity of N2
supply. The Retie Q wild to weigh the cylinder assembly and the N2 and
CO

2
charges must be graduated to read in hundredths .).1. a pound.

Complete the following statements by writing in the words from the frame
above.

a. Dehydrator filters are installed in the and

supply bc,,s to remove from these agents before thej are
put into the cylinder.

b. filters are installed in in the

CO
2

su,spv hose and one is installed in the

c. A

supply hose.

is installed it the N
2

supply hose as a means of

determining the quantity of the eupply.

d. The scale used to weigh the cylinder and the and

7
charges must be giaduated to read in

pound.

e, The hoses, fittings, adaptors and

valves are of the brass, pressure type.

of a



Answers to Frame 4: a. N
2

, CO
2'

moisture b. Two, series, N
2

c. gags, N2 d. N2, CO2, hundredths

e. shutoff, high

Frame 5

The source of supply for the CO, is a standard ICC (Interstate
Commerce Commission) shipping and storage cylinder C (NI comes in a
similar cylinder). Is CO cylinder, when fully charged, contains 50
pounds of CO.,. At 70 F, 12 pounds of this weight will be gas and 38
pounds will Be liquid. The proportion of liquid will be greater at
lower temperatures. Before installing a new cylinder of CO2, determine
if the cylinder has a syphon tube. If the cylinder has a syphon tube,
it must be installed with the valve up so that the liquid may be drawn
off before the gAs. If the cylinder does not have a syphon tube, it '

must be installed with the valve down su that the liquid may be drawn
first. The NI cylinder A is always installed with the valve Both
cylinders must be firmly secures: to keep them from falling over.

Complete the following statements by writing in the words from the
frame abcnte.

a. The shipping and storage CO2 cylinder contains

pounds of when fully charged.

b. At 70°F, a fully.charged CO2 shipping and storage cylinder

will contain
gas.

pounds of liquid and pounds of

At 0 °F, the weight of the liquid CO
2
in the cylinder will be

at 7007.
(greater, less) then the weight of the liquid C(J2

d. If the CO
2
cylinder as a syphon

installed with the valve

, it must be

e. The N
2

cylinder ts always installed with the valve

3553
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Answers to Frame 5: a. 50, CO2 b. 38, 12 c. greater

d. tube, up e. up

Frame 6

Before the charging hose T is attached to the cylinder, it must be
purged of air to insure that no moisture is\ injected into the cylinder
R along with the liquid or gas. To purge the charging hose, the N2 valve
0, the charging hose shutoff valve M and the N2 cylinder, shutoff
valve B must be opened to allow N, to flow through the charging hose.
After the charging hose has been Ourged, it is immediately attached to
the cylinder R to be charged. Thisrprevents moisture laden air from
reentering the charging hose to be injected into the cylinder. The
cylinder and valve assembly, with the charg_ag hose attached, is placed
on the scale Q to obtain its empty weight reading. This is used as a
reference weight to determine what the full weight indication on the
scale should be when the specified pounds of N, and CO2 are added during
the charging operation. The full weight will Be the empty weight plus
the specified pounds of N2 and CO2 to be added.

Mark the following statement with a 1 for True or an F for False.

1. The charging hose must be filled with air before it is attached
to the cylinder.

2. Purging the charging hose insures that no9xygen is injected
into the cylinder.

3. After the charging hose has been purged, it is immediately
attached to the pump.

4. The cylinder and valve assembly, with the charging hose
attached, is placed on the scale to obtain a reference weight.

359
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Answers to Frame 6:

Frame 7

F 1. F 2. F 3. T 4,

The charging equipment does not require a great amount of

maintenance. Before using it, give it a visual inspection for

obvioue defects and cleanliness. Scheduled inspections, lubrication

intervals and types of lubricants are given in the applicable

technical order. The TO also gives instructions for repair and

overhaul of this equipment. The more common troubles encountered with

this equ ent are also listed in the TO along with the remedimi

for th .

Complete the f,llowing statements by writing in the words from

the frame above.

a. Before operating the charging equipment, give it a

inspection for defects and

b. Requirements for inspections, lubrication intervals and types

of required are given in the applicable

c. Most common and the for than are given

in the TO along with instructions for and overhaul.

361)
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Answers to Frame 7: a. visual, obvious, cleanliness
b. lubricants, TO c. troubles, remedies, repair

Frame 8

All cylinders returned for charging are subjected to a very thorough
inspection to insure that they are free from defects and that they are
protected from exposure to'corrosion. The specific inspection requirements
are given in the applicable technical order. Any cylinder that fails to
meat these inspection requirements is tagged as reparable and set aside
for further inspection and repair. Only those cylinders having no defects
may be recharged.

Mark the following statements with a T for True or an F for False.

a. Before a cylinder is recharged, it is inspected to insure
that it is free from defects and protected from exposure to
corrosion.

b. Cylinders that fail to meet inspection requirements are tagged
as serviceable and sat aside for further u e.

c. Cylinders that have no defects may be r charged.

361
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Antiwar. to Frame T a. F b. T c.

Frame 9

General overhaul of multiplace cylinders includes disassembly,
cleaning, inspection, repair and reassembly directed by the
applicable technical order. The cylinders ar hydrostatically tested
every five (5) years (quinquennial test) at 5 the cylinder working
pressure (Example: 5/3 x 2100 psi op 3500 psi). Cylinders having an
outside diameter of less than two inches and a 1 th of less than
two feet are exempt from the quinquennial test.

Complete the following statements by writing in t words from
the frame above.

a. A hydrostatic or quinquennial test is not required on the

one-man cylinder because it is less than inches in

diameter and than feet in length.

b. The hydrostatic or quinquennial test is performed on cylinders

every years at the cylinder working pressure.

c. General overhaul of the multiplace cylinder includes

disassembly, cleaning, and reassembly.

d. A cylinder having a working pressure of 2400 psi would be

hydrostatically tested using psi.

36:2
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Answers to Frame 9: a. two, less, two b. 5, 5/3
c. inspection, repair d. 4000

Frame 10

The hydrostatic or quinquennial test indicates the permanent
volumetric expansion of the cylinder. The test is conducted by placing
the cylinder in a water jacket and measuring the. amount of water
displaced when the cylinder is pressurized. Water is forced into the
cylinder under pressure to meet the requirements indicated in the formula
given in frame 9 in order to stretch the cylinder. Internal water
pressure must be maintained for not less than 30 seconds. After the
water pressure has been released from the cylinder, the remaining permanent
volumetric expansion of the cylinder must not exceed 10% of the tote
volumetric expansion which occurred during ressurization. The da of
the latest hydrostatic test is stamped on the inder below th revious

'..534aiLEdate mark. Cylinders that fail the hydrostatic t are mad nserviceable
by damaging the threads and tagging the cylinder COND

Mark the following statements with a T for True or an F for False.

a. Permanent volumetric expansion is shown by the hydrostatic test.

b. The permanent volumetric expansion remaining after pressure has
been released from the cylinder must not exceed 15 Percent of the
total vclumetric expansion' which occurred during pressurization.

c. Cylinders that fail the hydrostatic test are made unserviceable by
damaiiing the threads and tagging the cylinder as serviceable.

d. The date of the hydrostatic test is painted on the cylinder
below the previous date.

3
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Answers to Frame 10:

Frame 11

T a. F b. F c. F d.

Before the charging operation is begun, each cylinder must be
weighed individually and the weight checked against the weight stenciled

on the cylinder. These two weights should be the same. If they are

not the same, the cylinder must be restenciled with the weight down on

the scale. Different, information is required on the one-man than on the

multiplace cylinders, so check the applicable TO before you cut the

stencil and start spraying paint. For your information, this information

is also included in frame 19 of this text.

Mark the followin: statements with a T for True or an F for False.

a. After the cylinder has been inspected, it must be weighed and
the date checked against: the date stenciled on the cylinder.

b. If the two weights are not the same, the cylinder must be
restenciled with the weight shown on the scale.

c. The information to be stenciled on the one-man cylinder is
different from the information to be stenciled on the
multiplace cylinder.

3
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Answers to Frame 11: F a. T b. T c.

Frame 12

419,0

Remember from a previous text, that at cold temperatures, CO2 gas

chatges to a liquid. Consequently, at temperatures below 0°F, the CO2

pressure in the cylinder will drop considerablypossibly to the point

where the CO
2
will not discharge fast enough to effectively inflate

the life raft. For this reason, multiplace cylinders are given a charge
of dry nitrogen, N2, to serve as a propellant for the CO2 charge.

Nitrogen pressure will remain high at temperatures as low as -65°F. The

amount of nitrogen to be added to the cylinder, by weight, may be fcund

in the applicable technical order. This information is also included as

a part of frame 13 of this text.

Complete the following statements by writing in the words from the

frame above.

a. At low temperatures, CO2 tends to , therefore,

at 0
o
F, the liquid content of the cylinder would be

(treater, less) than at a temperature of 80°F.

1b. At temperatures below ,0°F, CO
2
pressure in the cylinder will

considerably and may not effectively the

life raft.

c. For cold weather operation, N
2

is added to the

cylinder to act as a for the CO2 charge.

d. The pressure of will remain high at

temperatures as low as F..
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Answers to Frame 12: a. liquefy, greater
c. dry, propellant

Frame 13

b. drop, inflate
d. N2, -65

When charging the multiplaca cylinder, N2 is first injected into

the cylinder as directed in the applicable TO. After the specified
amount of N2, by weight, has been added to the cylinder, the CO2, is

added. The 119 and CO
2
charges have specified weights which must lie

within the weight limit* shown in the technical order. The amount of
N
2
added to the cylinder depends on the capacity of the cylinder in

cubic inches. Charging procedures for the one-man cylinder are the same
as for the multiplace cylinder, except that the N2 charge is left out.
When charging any inflation cylinder, protective clothing consisting of
gloves and a face Rea or goggles must be worn.

Mark the following statements with a T for True or an F for False.

a. The amoun of N
2
added to a cylinder depends on the capacity

inder in cubic inches.of the

. Char g pro edures for the one man cylinder are the same as
for he mult place cylinder, except that the N2 charge is

t out of the one-man cylinder.

c. When charging any cylinder, a face mask or goggles and rubber
apron must be worn.

16
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Answers-to Frame 13: T a. T b. F c.

Frame 14

the CO
2
used to charge all life raft cylinders must conform to Grade

B, Type I or II of Specification BB-C-101. All CO9 used to charge life
raft cylinders is passed through two dehydrator fitters connected into
the supply hose in series before it is injected into the cylinder. The
dehydrator filter cartridges, to insure continued drying action, must be
replaced whenever 250 pounds of CO2 have passed through thum.

Complete the following statements by writing in the words from
the frame above.

a. All CO
2
used f}charge cylinders is passed

through dehydrator filters connected into the supply hose

in before it is injected into the cylinder.

b. The CO
2
used to inflate life raft cylinders is passed through

dehydrator filters to insure that there is no
in the CO

2
when it is injected into the cylinder.

c. To insure the continued effectieness of the

filters, they must be replaced after pounds of 't
have been passed through them.

367
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Answers to Frame 14: a. life raft, two, series b. Imo, moisture

c. dehydrator, 250, CO2

Frame IS

'As mentioned in a previous frame, recharging procedures for the

multiplace and one -man cylinders are generally the 'same. There are some

small differences, one of which was the omission of thNercharge from

the one -man cylinder. Another difference is based upon e construction

of the valve assembly. On the one-man cylinder, you will find it

necessary to open the valve before you can charge the cylinder with CO2.

The multiplace assembly may be charged without rotating the sheave to

open the valve. This is due to the construction of the valve assembly,

which acts as a check valve. Just hook it up and its ready to receive

the charge. .

Complete the following statements by writing in the words from tte

.frame above.

a. When faarging the one-man cylinder the charge is

b. To charge the multiplace cylinder, it is not necessary to

open the because the internal construction of the unit

acts as a valve.

c. The valve assembly cn. the cylinder must

be before it will accept a charge.

18



Answers co 'Frame 15: a. N2, left out

c. one-man, open

b. valve, check

Frame 16

2ptq

It may require some practice on your part before you will be able"
to charge a cylinder and get it within the tolerances specified in the
technical order. The tendency is to overcharge the cylinder. If the

cylinder is overcharged, the excess charge must be removed. Check the

technical order for "bleed off" procedures and don't forget to install
the diffuser plug before you "bleed off" the excess. By installing the
diffuser plug, you are protecting yourself from injury h.= the jet of
high pressure CO2 which will be released from the cylinder when you

open the valve. Don't forget your protective equipment, this is a must
throughout the charging procedure. In case you've forgotten what the
protective equipment is, put on gloves and face mask or goggles during
all charging operations. Remember that CO2 absorbs a great amount of

heat during the evaporation process and can cause severe frostbite to
the unwary or -araless individual.

Complete the following statements by writing in the words from the
frame above.

a. The diffuser plug is installed in the cylinder charge/

discharge port to prevent from the jet of escaping high

pressure

b. Caution must be exercised during the bleed off operation because

CO
2
absoe.: a great amount of and can cause severe

c. If a cylinder is overcharged, the excess must be

off in accordance with procedures outlined in the applicable

d. Protective equipment consisting of and a

or

operations.

must be worn during all charging

369
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Answers to Frame 16: a. injury, CO, b. heat, frostbite

c. bled, technical order d. gloves, face mask,

goggles

Frame 17

After charging the cylinder, t)sp._heVarging hose T must be disconnected
to permit the attachment of another cylinder co the charging equipment.
First, insure that the N2 and CO, control valves are closed. Open valve

N to bleed off or DUMP pressure from the supply hoses. The charging hose

may be cleared at this time by opening valve M and releasing the pressure
through valve N. First, insure that the valve on the inflation cylinders
is in the closed position. O.K., now slowly loosen the adaptors between
the charging hose and the cylinder, just in case there's still some
pressure and liquid left in the charging hose. After all pressure has been

released from the line., and the cylinder disconnected, close all 'nixes
to keep moisture from entering the system.

Complete the following statements by writing in the wokds from the

frame above.

a. After the cylidder has been charged and disconnected from the
-chatging hose, the charging hose must be plugged and all valves must be

valve

to prevent f-om entering the system.

b. The charging unit supply hoses are depressurized by

c. When disconnecting the charging hose from the cylinder. the

adaptor should be loosened as a safety precaution.

d. Before opening valve N, insure that the valve

and the valve have bean

20



Answers to Frame 17: a. closed, moisture b. opening, N
c. slowly d. N

2
, CO

2
, closed

.2986

2rame 18

After the fully charged cylinder has been removed from the cnarging
unit, two leakzae checkr must be performed. The first is a water tank
check performed under reflected light., The cylinder is submerged in a
tank of water for 30 minutes and observed for bubbles rising to the
surfaCe of the water. If there are indications of leakage during this
test, the point of leakage mist be located and corrected. The cylinder
must then be recharged and another leakage test performed. If no leakage
is evident, the cylinder is stored for a period of 24 hours, as specified
in the applicable TO. At the end of the 24 hour storage period the
cylinder is ravished. The allowable weight loss for the one-man cylinder
is 1/100th of the weight of the CC, charge immediately afti... charging.

For the nultiplece cylinder the allowable weight loss is 1/100th of a
pcund in 24 hours. When both of these checks have been satisfied, the
cylinder is considered to he serviceable.

hark the following statements uit% a T for True or an F for Falae.

a. Leakage from a recharged cylinder during the water tank test
is indicated by dye rising to the surface of the water.

b. During the water tank leakage check, the cylinder is submerged
in the dye tank for a period of 30 minutes.

c. It requires 24 hours to perform a valid weight loss check of the
cylinder contents.

d. If, during the water tank leakage check, bubbles are seen
rising to the surface of the water, the point of leakage must
be locate and the leak repaired and the cylinder recharged.

371
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Answers to Frame 18: F a. F b.

Frame 19

T c. T d.

After the cylinder has been charged, leak test&I and reweighed, it

must he stenciled with specific informatiOn to identify the cylinder, its

contents and the date that it was charged. This information is stenciled

on the cylinder using black stencil ink or black lacquer. One-fourth inch

letters Pre used for the one-man cylinder and One-half inch letters for the

multiplace cylinder. Stencilr will be cut to include the information

listed below. Look this information over closely so that you will know

what is to be put on the cylinde-. Always check this in the TO.

ONE-MAN CYL

CYL AND VALVE ASSY

TYPE FLU 2/P

WT EMPTY 1.55 LBS

WT CO
2
0.50 LBS

TOTAL WT 2.05 LBS

DATE RECHARGED 1 S1P 70

2100 PSI 147.63KC/CM2

MULT1PLACE CYLINDER

CYLINDER AND VALVE ASSY

PART NO.

WT EMPTY 'BS (includes complete

WT CO
2

WT N
2
and CO

2

WT TOTAL

DATE CHARGED

valve assy and atchs)

LBS (enter nominal charge)

LBS (enter actual

LBS

weight)

FLEXIBLE SYPHON TUBE

U.S. PROPERTY

Complete the following statements by writing in the words from the

frame above.

a. The multiplace cylinder is stenciled using

and ink or black

b. The one-man cylinder is stenciled using

and ink or black

c. The information stenciled on the cylinder should identify the

inch letters

Ach letters

cylinder, its and the it was charged.

Answers to Frame 19: a. 1/2, black, stencil, lacquer

b. 1/4, black, lacquer c. weight, date

2?i2
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21/41
Environmental Pneudraulic Branch

Chanute AFB, Illinois

3ABR42331-WB-405

INSPECTION, OVERHAUL, AND RECHARGING LIFE RAFT CYLINDERS

OBJECTIVES

1. Using the inflation cylinder recharging equipment, scales,
and tools, prepare and service a life raft cylinder to within 1/100
lbs of its specified weight.

2. Using an assigned life raft cylinder and tools, inspect the
valve head assembly and cylinder. One (1) instructor assist is
permissible.

EQUIPMENT

Recharging Unit, Carbon Dioxide
Scale, Dial and Beam Indicating
One-man Life R2ft tnf latioz Cyli-ader
Multiplace Life Raft Inflation Cylinder
Handtools

PROCEDURE

Basis of Issue
1/student
1/student
1/student
1/student

1/student

Now that you have completed the programmed texts covering the
ooerstion, maintenance, and recharging of life raft cylinders, you
should be familiar enough with the equipment to do the required
tasks. Refer to figure 1 for an illustrated breakdown of the cylinder
assembly. Do the steps given for each section of this workbook.

Section 1. INSPECTION AND OVERHAUL OF ONE-MAN LIFE RAFT

INFLATION CYLINDER ASSEMBLY

1. Using the one-man life raft cylinder provided (type FLU -2A /`'

or FLU-2/P), visually inspect the cylinder for the following conditions:

a. Rust on the cylinder (none allowed).

b. Excessive dents in the cylinder (none allowed).

c. Condition of the paint.

Supersede; 2ABR42231-WB-404, 1 June 1971.
(PR: 3370 TCHTG
DiS'aIBUTIUN: X

3370TCHTG/TTGU-P 600; TTVSA - 1
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1 Cylinder
2 Valve asay

3 Locking Sleeve
4 Cable Rev
5 Cylinder Adapter
6 Adapter

7 Diffuser Plug
8 Screw

9 Plug
10 Diffuser Insert
11 Safety Disc
12 Safety Disc Washer
13 Check (Poppet Valve)
14 Spring

Retainer
16 letaining Ring
17 Gasket



29g1
List any defects discovered:

+040,1.eiNigh...0=1
/100.1.1

Ow%

2. Note figure 2. Insert the end of a small paper clip in the slot
in the side of the locking sleeve (3, figure 1) and raise the spring slip

lock to release t:e locking sleeve.

STY

Figure 2. Releasing Spring on Locking Sleeve.

3. Lower the locking sleeve and remove the cable and ban assembly
(4, figure 1).

4. Inspect the locking sleeve for nicks and for free up and down

movement.

5. Inspect the cable assembly for fraying and a loosened ball on the

end of the cable. List any defects discovered:

6. Note figure 3. Insert the metal rod provided into the cable ball
hole of the cam and operate the cam to open the valve.

4
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Figure 3. Operating Cam with Metal Rod.

Note: A charged cylinder can be discharged in this manner, or it the

cylinder is overcharged during the charging operation, the metal rod

is used to "bleed down" the cylinder to the proper weight in the event

of an overcharge. The cam is also placed in this open position for

charging the cylinder with CO2.

7. Using the metal rod, operate the cam to the reset position.

8. Replace the cable .mad ball assembly and raise the locking sleeve

to the locked position.

Section II

INSPECTION AND OVERHAUL OF MULTIPLACE LIFE RATT INFLATION CYLINDER ASSEMBLY

Refer t. Figure 4 for an lalultrated breakdown of the cylinder assembly.

5
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1 Cylinder
2 Syphon Tube
3 Cable asey

4 Cable Housing
5 Poppet Valve spring
7 Poppet Valve
9 Carer Plate
10 Screw
11 We
12 Se Wire
13 ling Wire Seal
14 5.4eave

15 Sheave Screw
16 Cam awry
17 Cam Follower asey
18 Omm Arm Pivot Screw
19 Omm Follower Spring
20 Safety Outlet Plug
21 Safety Outlet Insert
22 Safety Outlet Disc
24 Plug esgy
26 Deflector(DiffUser Plug)
28 Valve B

Figure 4. Cylinder and Valve Assembly, Part Number 55C3689.

6



1. Using the cylinder assembly provided, remove the cover plate (9)
from the valve assembly by moving the two screws (10) and washers (11).

2. Disengage the pull cable (3) from the sheave (14) and remove the
sheave by removing the screw (15) which holds it in place.

3. Perform the following visual inspections of parts removed:

a. Surfaces of valve parts for scratches, scoring, or dirt.

b. Cover plate for loose rivets or damaged window.

c. Sheave for burrs, cracks, or damage that would cause a mal-
function.

d. Pull cable for fraying and that the ball on the end of the
cable is secure.

List any defects discovered:

4. Install the sheave, engaging the pin CA the cam (16) into the hole
in the sheave.

5. Install the sheave retaining screw.

6. Rotate the sheave to the charged posi,ion (all the way to the
left). charging pressure will automatically open the pilot valve.

Note: Final assembly will be completed after recharging of the
cylinder.

Section III. CYLINDER RECHARGING

Warning: Any charged or partially charged gas cylinder of any size is
potentially dangerous and must always be handled with caution.
Handle all compressed gas cylinders carefully, never drop them or
permit them to strike each other violently. Discharge valves of
cylinders must not be bumped or knocked. Cylinders must be secured
in a chain vise or other approved clamping device when being dis-
charged. Protective gloves and a face mask or goggles must be worn
throughout the cylinder charging process.

During your cylinder recharging procedure, refer to the diagram
(figure 5) of the recharging set-up provided. For training purposes, all valves
on the recharging set-up which are identified by letters on the diagram
have 3een color coded. The instructor will inform you of the type of life
raft that the cylinder you are recharging is used on.

37!)
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1. For what types of life rafts is this cylinder used?
2996

2. Note the empty weight of the cylinder assembly stenciled on
the cylinder. The empty cylinder weight is lbs.

3. Place the cylinder in the holding adapter on the scale.

4. Make sure all valves on the recharging set-up are CLOSED.

5. Slowly open the valve,(B) on the nitrogen supply cylinder by
reaching through the opening in the top of the panel. Note that nitrogen
supply pressure shows on the pressure gage (P). If it does not, corsult
your instructor. Does a reading show on the pressure gage?
(yes or no)

6. Open the ORANGE valve (G) in the nitrogen supply line.

7. Open the RED valve 00 in the cylinder charging line momentarily
to purge air out of the charging hose (T).

8. Close the RED valve (M) and immediately connect the charging hose
(T) to the cylinder to be charged. Use 2 wrenches to tighten the connection.

9. Unlock the scale mechanism by turning the handle below the dial to
the left. Make sure the charging hose is freely suspended and does not rest
on the equipment.

10. Set the scale to read exactly zero by carefully positioning the
weight on the top ba'ance bar of the scale. The zero line on the scale
pointer should be exactly in line with the zero line on the scale dial.

11. Refer to table 1 andnote the weight of N2 to be added to the
cylinder you are recharging. The specified weight of N

2
is lb.

RAFT CYL wigu IN) 03
2
(LBS) N

2
(LBS C MBIN D CHG

MA-1 147 - .02 3. I + .06 - .082.98 - .06 0.12 + .00

E-2/1-1.RU-1P 205 4.32 - .06 0.12 - .02 4.44 - .08

F-28 415 9.00 - .062 0.20 - .01 9.20 - .072

F-2B(C121 ACTT 386 9.00 - 0.62 0.20 - 9.20 1: .072

ONLY)

Table 1.

For the cylinder you are recharging, .1 lb of N2 is within the tolerance
allowed. Each graduation on the scale dial equals .1 of a pound. The scale
may be read in hundredths of a pound by means of the vernier on the scale
pointer. For a reading of .12 lb, the zero line on the pointer would be
just past one graduation on the scale dial and the second line on the
vernier would be in line with a graduation on the scale dial.

a
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12. While watching the pointer on the scale, slightly open the RED
valve (M) and when the pointer has moved one graduation on the scale dial,
CLOSE the valve.

If a cylinder is overcharged with N2 or CO9, it must be bled down to
the proper weight by placing a screwdriver in tfie slot in the sheave and-
carefully rotating the sheave clockwise.

13. Close the valve (B) on the N
2
supply cylinder.

14. Open the WHITE bleed valve (N) to bleed nitrogen pressure from
the line, then close the valve.

15. lose the ORANGE valve (0) in the nitrogen supply line.

16. Again refer to table 1 and determine the weight of CO2 for the
cylinder you are recharging. The specified weight of CO9 is lbs.

Although the specified weight is given in pounds and hundredths of pounds,
a reading to the nearest .1 of a-pound is well within tolerance. For the

MA-1 raft cylinder your CO weight will be 3.0 lbs. For the E-2B-LRU-1P
raft cylinder your CO2 weight will be 4.3 lbs.

17. Reset the scale to read exactly zero by repositioning the weight
on the top balance bar.

18. Slowly open the valve (Z) on the CO2 supply cylinder.

19. Crack open the BLACK bleed valve (A) at the pump inlet until liquid
CO9 is flowing frePly from the supply cylinder, then close the valve. The

dehydrator filters must first fill with liquid CO2.

20. Open the GREEN valve (L) in the pump outlet line.

21. Crack open the WHITE bleed valve (N) which will allow CO2 gas to be

purged from the pump. Close this valve as soon as liquid CO2 appears or gas

no longer flows.

22. Open the RED valve (M) in the cylinder charging line.

23. Insert the plug on the power cable into the electrical power out-

let. Read the following caution and steps 23 and 24, then start the
recharging unit by pressing the START button.

Caution: You must stop the pump before closing the RED or GREEN
valves in the outlet charging line from the pump. Failure to do

so may result in blowing the safety rupture disc at the pump outlet.

24. Carefully watch the scale and when it reads the weight of CO2 to be
added, quickly press the STOP button to stop the recharging unit.

25. As soon as the pump stops, close the GREEN valve (L) in the pump

outlet line.

26. Close tile valve (Z) on the CO
2
supply cylinde-
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27. Open the WHITE bleed valve to bleed CO2 pressure from the line.

28. Lock the scale mechanism by turning the handle below the dial to
the right.

29. Using two wrenches, slowly loosen the. hose adapter connection at
the life raft cylinder and disconnect.the hose from the adapter.

30. Remove the cylinder from the scale.

31. Unplug z power cable from the electrical power outlet and
secure the cable.

Section IV. FINAL CYLINDER ASSEMBLY - Refer to Figure 4

1. Note figure 6. Slide the pull cable through the pull cable housing
and wrap it around the sheave, engaging the ball in the recess of the sheave
for the DOWN PULL position.

WINDOW

Figure 6.

COVER PLATE

CARLE HOUSINS

. Note the small h .e through the top edge of the sheave for inatalling
a piece of copper safety wire. Note figure.7. The two ends of the safety
wire are passed up through the two small holes in the cover plate, wrapped
around a cover plate screw, and sealed with a lea4 steal., This safety
wire is broken when the cable is pulled to disc. 17.,,e the cylinder.

11
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SAFETY Will TWISTED
OHM AND AROUND
SCREW

LEAD SEAL ,

SAFETY WOE Komi)
EC.00-W-343 rrr

sin 24

Figure 7. Multiplace.Control Head.

Caution: Note the under side of the valve cover plate. Modified

cover plates have a leaf spring installed inside the flange on the
cover -plate to ensure that the pull cable remains in place around

the sheave. When installing the modified cover plate, firv,t rotate
it to the right approximately 40 degrees in order for the.projecting
end of the eking to clear the sheave.

2. Assemble the cover plate ( '9) to the valve body (28) with the

washers (11) and screws (10). Make sure the green indicator dot is visible

through t..e window in fhe cover plate.

353-
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,3001 FOREWORD

This programmed text was prepared Ebr use in the 3ABR42331
instructional system. The material contained herein has been validated
using 45 students enrolled in the 3ABR42331 course. Ninety percent of
the students taking this text surpassed the criterion called for in the
approved lesson objective. The average student required (33) minutes to
complete the text.

OBJECTIVES

After completing this programmed text, you will be able to:

1. Associate four .(4) of five (5) components of the five
extinguishing directional syStem with their purpose.

Z. Select the safety precautions,'wirhout error, involved in
7andling fire extinguishing agents.

INSTRUCTIONS

This programmed text presents material in small steps called "frames!"
After epch frame you will find a number of statements and you are asked to
select /the statement or statements that are true. Read the material in
each frame before making a selection. The answers to each frame can be

Dfound on the top of the following page. If you select the correct answers,
continue to the next frame_. If you are wrong or in doubt, read the
material again and correct yourself before proceeding.

Supersedes 3ABR42231-PT-305A, 14 July,1971.
OPR: 3370 TCHTG
DISTRIBUTION: X

3370 TCHTG/TTGU-P (00; TTVSA - 1
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Frame 1

It should be stated here that fires aboard an aircraft are not

too common. Some aircraft have'no fire extinguishing system at all.
The B-5:, for example, ha a fire detection system or fire warning
system, but no extinguishing stem. Aircraft that 4o have a fire
extinguishing system use it only in case of an emergency, after every
attempt has been made*to extinguish the fire.

Model F-Eleventeen Fire Extinguishing System.

odel F-Elevennen Fire Extinguishing System.

Select the following statement(s) that is/are true.

1. The fire extinguishing system is used only wten all other
attempts to puttout the fire have failed.

2. All aircraft have fire extinguishing systems.

335 5



306
Answers to Fsarie 1: 1. T 2.

Frame 2 .

In the pait, the Air Force has experimented with several fire
extinguishing agents. For years, cabon'diuxide (CC.,), was the
chemical they depended upon. But CO2 cylinders ace heavy and hold
surpriiingly little gas-for the space they occupy. Also, many pilots
saw the flames continue after they had used the whole load of COI So

.the engineers looked for an easily vaporized. extinguishing liquid that
would alloy)the aircraft to carry more potential as in the small space
available. In experimenting with chemical compounds, they came up
with the following liquid agents. Chlopro-bromo-methane (CB),
BroMo-tri-fldoro-methane (BT), and Di-bromo di-fluoro-methane (DB).
Like CO

2'
these agente exclude oxygen from the burning area.

Select the following statements) that is/are true.

1. CO
2

MS been the main fire extinguishing agent for years.
1/

2. CO
2

is not to effective for aircraft use.

3. Chlorobromomethane is a liquid agent.

4. Like CO
2'

tree liquid agents remove the oxygen from the
burning area.

5. CO2 is a liquid fire extinguishing agent.

4
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Answers to Frame 2: 1. T 2. T 3. T 4. T 5.

Frame 3

Of the three liquid. agents listed in thq previous frame, the'.one

most used is Chlorobromomethane, or more commonly known as "CB." It

will,be referred to as CB in this. text. CB is a heavy, colorless
liquid that will evaporate from an open container faster than alcohol,
but slower than...ether. It produces a gas,dense enough to displace most
of the oxygen'in the area.' CB is effecti;ton all types of fires.. It
will do just as much as a large cxlinder of CO2 or soda acid.

Select the following statement(s) that is/are true.

1. Chlorobramomethane is (ammonly called ','CB."

2. CB is a heavy, colorless liquid.

3. CB will 'evaporate faster that alcohol.

4. When CB evaporates, it produces a very dense gas

5. CB is effective on all types of fires.

6. Wh n CB is released, it displqcei most of the oxygen in
:.th area. : s

*Or
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. Answers to Frame 3: 1. 2. T 3. T- 4. T 5. T 6.

Frame 4 '

CB begine-to boil at 154° F and produces the dense gas previously

described: This 1.3 a vary low boiling point for a liquid considering

that water boils at 212 F. .CB will freeze and become a solid at

-123 F. Although CB evaporates readily, it has very little
compressibility'whea,stored in a.container. Thet'efore, CB fails to

produce enough gas pressure to expel the liquid from the container

when An °petting is provided.. To produce the reqUired gas pressure to

discharge clA CB, a nitrogen gas.(N2) is added.* Nitrogen was chosen'

as the expellant because it is not gteatly affeted by temperature

changes. The.effective diicharg pressure for &\CB system is 400 to

440 PSI which is obtAined by usilig the.nttrogen. \Also, by using

nitrogen, tge CB coltaigers will operate satisfaqtOrily anywhere

between -67 ,and +160 'F.,

Select the following statement(s) that is/are trite.

1. Nitrogen is added to expel the c- from the container.

2. CB will-bograt a very low'teiPerature (154° F).

3. CB produces enough gas pressure by itself for expelling,purposes.

4. The effective pressure required to expel CB is 400 to 440 psi.

5. c,With'the addition of nitrogen, the p containers will operate

satisfattorily.anyFhere between .4,7 F an,' -C160° F.
.

6. CB will begin toAboil at a very high temperature.

7. CB has very little,compressibility when stored in the container.

J

a
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Answers to Frame 1. T 2. T 3. 4. T

05. T 6. 7. -7-

lop&

Frame,5

The CB used in a fire extinguishing system is a ..wally a Inixtbre.,

of several chemicals. Only 82% of this mixture is pure c'hlorobromomethane.
Poi technical reasons, there is also 9% methylene bromide and 9% methylene
chloriae'added to complete the mixture. These are also clear, heavy
liqui4s:with properties. much like CB. However, they are hiMily corrosive

chemicals and wher mixed with water or water vapor, form hydrochloric

acid. Hydrochloric acid is highly corrosive; in faCt, contractors use

it to clean bricks. Since the fire extinguishing system discharge
nozzles at the engines are open to the atmosphere; it is almost .impossible
to keep water out of the system. An inhibitor (preventive) is added to
the Cit to reduce corrosion and prevent damage to the aluminum tublpg.

Select the following.statement(s), that is/are true.

1. The CB mixture used contains 82% pure CB.

-2. Meth ene bromide and methylene chloride are high corrosive

chew

3. Hy ochldric acid is not corrosive.)

4. An inhibitor is add &d to the CB mixture-to.reduce corrosion.

1.

5. CB is actually 82% pure CB, 9% methylene bromide and 9%
methylene chloride. \'

6. Without an inhibitor, CB and water will form hydrochloric acid.

*V.

I
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Inswers to Frame 5: 1.

Frame 6

T 3. 4. T 5. T_ 6. T

Am_pteviously stated, CB is effectiVe on all types of fires and;
sin.Wit has an inhibitor) it.will not ruinthe very materials you are

',trying to save from the fire. The.main advantage that CB has over fire
extinguishing agents that were previously used, is that it takes less
CB to extinguish the same fire. In other wards the covolume (agent
versus oxygen by volume) of CB is 15%. The covolume of CO2 is 45
percent, and water is 67 percent. Simply stated, on-a given fire,
you would have to cover 67% of-tht area with water, 45% with CO2
and only 15% with CB to extinguish thq fire by removing tlIe oxygen.

Select the followingstatement(s) that is/are.trUe.

The covolume of CB is 15 percent:

2. It takes :Live CRS put out a given fire than water.

3. .Covnlume reiars' to the amount of agent required to displace.a
'given amount of oxygen by volume.

. CB w ill not ruin:ab-items you are trying to save from the
fire.

5. CB is effective .on all types of fires.

4
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Answers to Frame 6: 1. T. 2. 3. T 4. T 5. T

Frame 7

CB is the liquid eget most commonly used, the other two liquids
should be mentioned. Bromo-tri-fluoro-methane morc commonly a

known as "BT,".and Di-di-fluoro-metbane, which is known ,

as "DB," are hea0y,-Colorless liquids like CyB and for all practical
purposes, 'have the properties and characteristics of CB. However,

de the vapors produced by BT and DB are more toxic (poisonous) than those.
of CB. The same aircraft containers, system components, and recharging
.set-up is used wirh'all -three liquid agents. The only requirement is
that all components.have to be thoroughly cleaned when changing from
one agent to another.

i

F

,

Select the followinestatement(s) that is/are true.

1. The characteristics of CB, BT, and TB are mucbsthe same.
.;"

2. The vapors produced by BT and DB are more. toxic than those
of CB.

,/

3. Differept containers'are used for all three agents.

-4. . Dibnomodifluoromethane is commonly called DB.

it

$
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Answers to Frame 7: 1. T 2. T 3. 4. T

Frame 8

The'Containers used to store CB on the aircraft are generally

spherical (round), but can be cylindrical. (See illustration below).

The size of the containers will vary with the needs of a particular

aircraft. At the present tithe, containers are made that hold anywhere

between 8 and 33 pounds of CB. They are filled by weight. The

containers are made.of steel and painted brown to indicate that it

contains aliquid fire extinguishing agent. Remember, each container

is charged with 400 to 440 psi of nitrogen in addition to the specific

weight of CB.

SPHERICAL COOIMINERS

`.3

CYONDRICAL CONTAINER

PAINTED
BROWN

CI CONTAINERS

,

Select the following statement(s) that is/are true.

1. CB containers are filled by weight.

2. Ai aircraft containers are cylindrical.

, 3. CB containers are made that hold anywhere between 8 and 33
- r.

pounds.
.

.

Each container is.eharged with 400 to 440 Psi of nitrogen.

S.' CE,6ontainefs,are painted brawn.

.O. CB containers are made of aluminum.

10
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,Answers to Frame 8: 1. T 2. 3. T_ 4. T 5. T 6.

Frame 9

CBoontainers or spheyes are manufactured by two different companies,

Walter Kidde and American-LaFrance. The containers made 'by Walter Kidde"

have no siphon tube and/must be mounted valve end down. American-LaFranCe

containers have a siphon Pnbe and arc mounted valve end a in the aircraft:

Proper positions cf the two types.o6containers are.shown below. Unlike

CO
2

cylinders, CB containers do not require a hydrostatic test every five

years. However,eif an aircraft container ip to be shipped fully cargeit
through interstate commerce channels, it mst,be tested or have been tested

within the past 5 years. he list' hydrostatic test date (if performed)

can be found on the valve ead cf the container. It will be stamped n

the metal. The last test date is shown in the following manner, 1-65

or 2-65.. This indicates the test was performed in the first half or

second half of 1965.

WAL77.1C.KIDDE

AmtRICAN-LAORANCE
4-.

Select the following statement(s) that is/are true.

1. The containers made by Walter Kidde are mounted d down.

2. CB containers are removed from the aircraft for a hydrostatic

test every five years.

3. American-LaFrance- containers have a siphon tube.

4. CB containers require a hydrostatic test only if they are

shipped fully' charged,'

5. Walter Kidde containershave no siphon tube.

6. If the figure 1-L0 is stamped on the'valve end of a CB
container, it was tested the first half of 1960.

11
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Answers to Frame 9: 1. T 2. 3. T 4. T 5. 1 T

Frame 10

rn the illustration we havE
a CB container and bonnet assembly.

The brunet assembly includes tne
bonnet body, gasket, contact,
strainer and cartridge assembly.
The explosiVe cartridge (or squib)
is firdd by 28 VDC and ruptures
the frangible disc. The frangible
disc, lead washer and 07..ring

packing is held in place in the
con iner outlet by the retainer
nut. The frangible disc is .

undercut into pie-shaped segments
-so it will break c/ean, when hit
by the slug from the cartridge.
The strainer in the bonnet will
catch the segments from the
frangible disc to prevent them
from going out into the system
with the agent and obstructing
flow. The fusible plug in the
safety outlei; will blow if

thermal expansion causes too
much pressure tc build up in
the container. The pressure
gage is provided to indicate
internal pressure.

BONNET BODY

GASKET

CONTACT

STRAINER

CARTRIDGE gi
RETAINER NUT .01,
FRANGIBLE DISC

LEAD WASHER st)
0-RING PACKING

PRESSURE GAGE

CONTAINER (8 AND 14 1.13)

GAGE GUARD

WASHER, OUTLET t _0
PUSI;tE SAFETY PLUG ei

CB ev..tainer and bonnet assembly.

Select he following statement(s) that is/are true.

1. Ak cartridge is part of the bonnet assembly.

2. The rangible disc holds the agent in the container.

3. The sible safety plug takes care of thermal expansion.

4. The carge is fired by 110 VAC current.

5. A slug from the cartridge Neaks the frangible disc.

12
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Answers co Frame i0: 1. 2. T 3. T 4. 5. T

Frame 11

The Walter Kidde double-check tee valve, ilX6etrated below nects
two supply lines or inlet ports to a common distribution lin,...4or tlet
port. The double-check tee valve operates when Cn 'pressure pushe the
flapper (or check)mto one side, closing off either inlet port depending
on which CB container is discharged. When the flow of CB is completed,
a spring returns the flapper to its original (center), position. The
purpose of theAouble-check tee valve, is to prevent A full CB container /
from enteringAne that has alieady been discharged. For example, suppose
the No. 2 container in the Illustration below had to be discharge' after
the No. 1 container was empty. Without the double-chtck tee valve, the
No. 2 container would discharge into the empty No 1 container.

1

INLET PORT

WALTER KiDDE
Ns..\,.. \

ZIP,

1 i

/
/ //

SPRING

INLET PORT

J

OUTLET PORT

CHECK

DOUBLE-CHECK
TEE VALVE

DOUBLE-CHECK TEE VALVE

TO WING
SELECTOR

VALVE

4100.
Select the following statement(s) that is /are true.

1. CB pressure positions the double-check tee valve.

2,
\

The double-check tee valve is solenoid operateW.

3. The double-check tee valve prevents the agents from flowing
into an empty container. ,

i

,4. The flapper or check is spring loaded to the center position.

13.

398
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Answers to Frame 11: 1. T 2. 3: Ta 4. T_

Frame 12
itg

Two-way directional valves or.selector valves used in the fire

extinguishing system are solenoid operated as shown in.thi illustration.

In most cases the select* valves are con,trolled by fire!switches on the

flight engineer's panel or pilot's panel. When afire warning light

comes on, the directional valves are positioned by switches in such a

way a= to direct the agent to the engine nacelle which_has tfie fire.

In t normal position, the engine selector valves close the l'ae

go 'g o each engine. %Note that ENG-2 selector valve is closed and ENG-I

elector valve is energized open and agent is flawing to thit engine, In

the schematic on the left below, when solenoid (G) is energized, the valve

s 1"(A) is pivoted on the rotor (F) to close outlet port (H) as shown. The

hOlding spring (E) normally holds the valve seal (A) mer outlet port (D).

MAIN LINE

DIRECTIONAL
LINE

A. VALVE SEAL E. HOLDING SPRING

I. INLET PORT P. ROTOR

C. VALVE SOOT 0. SOLENOID
D. OUTLET PORT H. OUTLET PORT

VALVE $ AL

_31._ DOUBLE CHECK.
TEE VALVE

ENGINE
SELECTOR

VALVE

/0/ NAk
WING
SELECTOR
VALVE

's\
VALVE SEALTO

ENG-1

TO
ENG-2

TWO-WAY DIRECTIONAL VALVE

Select the following statement(s) that is/are true.

1. Directional valves are also called selector valves.

2. Directional valves are solenoid operated.

3. Directional valves direct the flow of the extinguishing

agent.

4. Directional valves are held in one position by a spring.

5. The double-check tee valve and directional valve operate

the same.

14
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Answers to Frame 12: 1. T 2. T 3. T. 4. T 5.

30/9

Frame 13 J
Shown below is a typical CB fire extinguisher system. This is a

two-shot system, in that BANK NO. 1 or BANK NO. 2 can be discharged to
the same engine as selected by the discharge selector switch (B). As
illustrated below, CB is being discharged into ENG-1 nacelle. Let's
follow the sequence of events that led up to this action. When the
engine NO. 1 fire ligat came on, the engineer first shuts off fuel,
bleed air, and hydraulic fluid to that engine. If the fire still exists.
he positions the discharge selector switch (B) to BANK NO. 2 and places
the ENG 1 selector switch (1) ""on". (A selector switch Is provided for
each engine.) The cartridge in the bonnet assembly (D) on both containers
of RANK NO. 2 now receive current. The ENG-1 selector switch (A)
poiitions the wing directional valve (G) and engibe selector valve (F)
for ENG-1. The time delay relay (C) will delay current to the cartridge
in either bank for snout two seconds to give thedirectional valves time
to position. If the fire is still not out, BANK NO. 1 can be discharged
to the same engine by moving the discharge selector switch to BANK NO. 1
position. DISCHARGE

BANK NO.2 SELECTOR

Or

A BANK NO.1
s SWITCH 49u t

EXTINGUISHING AGEN"
SHOWN FOR ENGINE
NO.1

EXTINGUISHING
AGENT

TO

ENG4

TO TO TO
ENG-2 ENG3 ENG-4

Typical CB Fir:. Extinguisher System.

Select the following statement(s) that is/are true.
1. The above system is referred to as a two-shot system.
2. The engine selector switch positions the wing and engine

selector valves.
3. The discharge selector switch determines which bank is to be used.
4. The time delay relay allows the directional valves to position

before releasing the agent.

15
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Answers to Frame 13: 1. T 2.--, 3. T 4.

Frame 14

Let's d.scuss the fire extinguishing system that is used on the

aircraft shown below. This system uses Di-bromo-di-fluoro-methane or

DB as the extinguishing agent. The DB containers (or bottle's) are

installed in the NO. 1 and NO. 4 engine pyl:ons. NO. 1 pylon has a
two containers which are used for engf11000I and 2. NO. 4 pylon has
two containers folr engines 3 and 4. Operation of this sygtem differs
from the typical CB system previously discussed (Frame 12). In a .

typical system, the emergency shutdown system must be used before

the fire extinguishing system is olerjted. On this aircraft, the fire
extinguishing system 7nd engine emergency shutdown system are combined.
In other words, provisk.ms for isolating each engine from fuel, bleed
air and hydraulic fluid is combined with the fine extinguishing system.

A

NO. 1 PYLON

Select the following statement(s) that is/are true.

1. The fire extinguishing system on the aircraft shown above uses DB.

2. The DB containers are installed in NO. 1 and NO. 4 engine pylons.

3. On this aircraft the engine emergency, shutdown system is
combined with the fire extinguishing system.

A
16
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Answers to Frame 14: 1. T 2. T 3. T

30/1

Frame 15

Shown below are the components of the engine fire extinguishing.

system on the aircraft. Number 4 engine pylon has identical components
for engines 3 and 4. Note that each agent container (1) has two discharge

heads (3). The discharge head is similar to the bonnet assembly previously

discussed. Pressure gages (7), discharge squib (4), and two-way check
vaves (5) have also been discussed. When bottle pressure drops below 225
psi or when a bottle is discharged, a low pressure`warning switch (6) on
each bottle turns on a light on the pilots instrument panel.

NOTE

ENGINES 1 & 2 SYSTEM SHOWN

ENGINES 3 IL 4 SYSTEM IS
IDENTICAL

1-FIRE EXTINGUISHING AGENT CONTAINERS
2-PRESSURE GAGES
3-DISCHARGE HEAD
4- DISCHARGE SOWS

3-TWO-WAY CHECK VALVES
6-LOW PRESSURE WARNING SWITCH

ENGINE FIRE EXTINGUISHING
SYSTEM COMPONENTS LOCATIONS

Select the following statement(s) that is/are true.

1. The DB bottles in the system_ have two discharge heads.
2. The engine fire extinguishing-components are in NO. 2 and NO. 3

pylons.

3. Each DB bottle in this system has a low pressuracwarning switch.
4. The discharge squib is an explosive device like a cartridge.

17
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Antswers to Frame 15: 1. T 2.

Frame 16

Let's take a look at
the components in NO. 1
pylon and the controls for
these components. ,Note
that this system does not
have directiohal valves as
we discussed in the typical
CB syttem. The agent is
directed by the NORMAL or
ALTERNATE discharge head
oil each bottle. Look at
aWent #1 bottle (top
bottle) in the schematic.
Note that squib #1 is
installed in the normal
discharge head on ,tbis
bottle. If squib #1 is
fired, the agent will go
out the normal discharge
head and through the tubing
to engine NO. 1. If equib
#2 in the alternate

discharge head of this
bottle is fired, the agent
will go down to the #2 tee
check valve and out to.'the
NO. 2 engine. Note that
both bpttles are connected
with a crossover manifold.
In bottle NO. 2 (agent #2)
the normal discharge head
sends the agent to engine
NO. 2 and the alternate
discharge head sends the
agent up to the 11,1 tee check
valve to NO. 1 engine. The
components in NO. 4 pylon
are identical to these.

Select the following statement(s)

3. T 4. T

N45.1 PYLON
rONO ,MID .100 mow owl. aum mow ea. Nom. alwa

NORMAL

soul'

ALTERNATE

SOW111

2 1

Iw3A111

2W3A111

.:2W101111

ALTERNATE

'64

.\
11.6.ATO ENGINE

TEE CHECKCHECK

I\\

%C.--"nisi /
.sw.i /

\\
Of/ CROSSOVER

/ MANIFOLD

Ve
i/PRESS\ \j SW. \\-/is

/ /
/ v

AGE IT K2

TEt CHECK

kt-$2TO ENGINE

SOUM
2

NORMAL

INV ema am. re. amp ow J

that is/are true.

ir
1. In agent #11bottle, the normal discharge head sends agent to

NO. 1 eng e.

R-195

2. . In ag= t #2 bottle, the alternate dischargehead sends agent to
NO. engine.

3. A c ossover manifold connects both DB bottles.

4. Only one tee check valve and one pressure switch is used.

18
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Answers to Frame 16: 1. T ?, T 3. T 4.

Frame 17

Shown below is'tbe complete system fbr engines 1 and 2. On the

emergency engine shutdown panel, we show ENG NO. 1 and ENG NO. 2 agent
discharge switches and ENG NO. 1 and 2 bottle selector switch. Note the

bottle,selector.switch is NORM position. Assume the fire is in N3. 2

engine and you 4umt pushed the ENO NO. 2 agent discharge switch or button.
Now follow power etom the ENG NO. 2 isolated bus and main but over and
down to squib 2 in the normal discharge head of the agent #2 bottle. Whea_,

this squib fires, the agent is ro(ted out to NO. 2 engine. Note that the

squib receives power from two different circuits for positive fiiing. The

rehtson two circuits are provided for the sqUib is to insyre its firing if

one of the two circuits were to fail. A back-up circuit is provided for

both the normal and the alternate squib in each agent bottle. Locate the

pressure switch on each bottle. When pressure drops below 225 psi or when
a bottle is discharged, a/round is made which lights the fire bottle #1
or fire bottle #2 light on the annunciator panel (shown). .The flight
engineer checks the condition of the bottles by these two lights.

30/S .

SINSINIE,i.S WINN SHUTDOWN PANIt
rigrio 17,orrii -- -- .1

NU MINOVISIONI 1 IINICJIA1011 Won.* sfraltOt L. I,et Ne . (i. r.P. 20 # vi il

OAOI DC
,,,,..,

I ..__,...

MN 00 2 I I
i I W20144-1

I IHil SITNONISNE I I

, lairENO NO I issims41 A.---IVIISIII,lip,,_____._ .17..._._
I

iWICIII

I ire
IIIISCSIASOI SWICss
(IMO NO 2 Mara

1

I

1

I

I" Nnilwtsossi A...- swssis --srIg----"- lwri...''''
10221121 DC 111651.

,....---$_,_,____........
I

1
I

MO 1 PYLON

1N2Siss
SOWS/ \

I\ A\ I

eNc,me

P n
I so 721 CNICK

1W2A111

2v4AIS

2w1DIS

a4LN0 . 111124011,
sw,sos 0/10112

RAIN .0C
V1 NO 2 I ALTO

4.4
1201 ID I f.

SUS 2 vCo

L

NNYNC,ATOt
nowim

ago

ME SOME so
LIr4

Pill SOME 1121.-4

ANNUNCIATOR TANI( i

r
1

////
I

lw //,/ I

V4/=M7,711

/1:°22X
/ ,

0
AM CH/CR

TO INGIN/

NAL

L _

Select the following 6tatement(s) that is/are true.
1. With the bottle selector switch in "normal" the normal, slibs will

fire. .

2. The alternate discharge head on agent V2 container sends agent to
engine NO. 1.

3. Each squib has two circuits or positive firing.

4. The pressure switch on each bottle is connected to a light on
the annunciator panel.
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Answers to Frame 17: 1. T I 2. T 3. T 4. T

Frame 18

.Now that you are familiar with the fire extinguishing system and
components, let's discuss the engine emergency shutdown ox'isolar4on
system for each engine. On the engine fire emergency control panel shown
below we have four fire emergency control handles. Note that each handle
is marked for the engine which it controls. When a fire exists:the pilot
first position§ the bottle selector switch to normal or alternate. He then
pulls the fire,handle for the effected engine and depresses the agent
discharge button behind the handle. When a handle is pulled; it shuts '6ff
fuel, bleed air and hydraulic fluid to that engine. Each handle is
_connected by cable to the fuel shutoff valve for that engine. When the
fuel valve is manually closed, contacts are closed to energize two relays
which shutdown the other sigtems.

ENGINE FIRE EMERGENCY CONTROL PANEL

Select the following statwent(s) that is/are true.

1. When a fire handle s pulled, that particular engine will shut down.

2. When the fire candle is pulled, the agent is automatically released.

3. The fire handles are cable connected to the engine fuel shutoff
valves.

4. The agent discharge is uncovered when the fire handle is
pulled.

5. When a fire handle is pulled, fuel, bleed air and hydraulic fluid
is shut off.

20



'Answers to Frame 18: 1. T 2. .-- 3. .T 4. T 5. T
3020

Frame 19

The engine emergency shutdown circuit is shown below. Notice when

the engine #1 fire handle is pulle;)emergency shutdown relays NO. I. and

NO. 2,are energized. Relay NO. 1 completes a circuit to clos the bleed

air shutoff valve and also allows the fuel shutoff actuator te--close.

Relay NO. 2 complites circuits'to close the hydraulic shutoff valves (both

pressure and supply) and also closes the zone 2 cooling ejector duct valve.

When the zone 2 cooling ejector duct valve closes, the pressure decreases

on'a pressure switch which complet a circuit to close the zone 2 cooling,-

elector valve and stops the flog cooling air. You can now'see that

hydraulic fluid, Lleed airy nd cooling air are isolated fvom the engine

to prevent feeding the fire a ding it to other areas.

WID. SO.V.
/WM

MONT DIOTIMIDIS MO 3
MOAT INRAVAIS PAPII1
1501AM
DC WS 28 .041$

eb

MO NO I C
AM VATVIS

MO NO I SI

ISLAY

1./31120

INC 1W54430

.41

1

nv37020

Pm WOO
SHUTDOWN
P. vetWN iw33A70

cr%

INC NO I mrb ussooms
MM. C0.1110(

(NO NO I
FM Imito
HAP1031-

,

MO NO I NIL S 0 v 1 4C17.20

t.10 NO 11%30.20
AM 10 V

Engine Fire Isolation Circuit.

Select the following statement(s) that is/are true.

I. The fire isolation system prevents feeding fuel, hydraulic fluid,

and cooling air to an engine.fire.
2. When the hydraulic shutoff valve (pressure) closes, a light

illuminates to indicate a loss in pressure.
3. The zone 2 cooling ejector duct valve will close before the zone

2 cooling ejector valve does.
4. The fire extingdlzhing agent is dischsrvd before the pilot pulls

the fire emergency handle.
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Answers to Frame 19:21.

Frame 20

?

AO,

T 3. sT 4.

The engine fire isolation components are located as shown below for
engines 1 and 2. Keep in mind we have the,, same fire extinguishing and
isolation components for engines 3 and 4. , t

1. ENGINE FUEL SHUTOFF VALVE

N.2. BLEED AIR SHUTOFF VALVE

3. HYDRAULIC SUPPLY SHUTOFF VALVE

4. HYDRAULIC PRESSURE SHUTOFF VALVE

4

Engine Fire Isolation Components for-Vgiftes 1 and 2.

Circle the correct answer, to the following queNons.

1. The,agent used in the fire extinguishing system shown above is

a. AB.

b. MB.

c.

tt. CB.

401

2. In order to discharge the agent to andengine, the pilot must first

a. select the bottle to be used and pull all four fire handles.
b. select the bottle to be used and pull, the fire handle for

that engine.
c. dump all the aircrdft fuel lverboard.
d. pull an four handles to see if the fire goes out.

22
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Answers to Frame 20: 17, 2. b

I

Frame 21

.Let's discuss some of the hazards and safety precautions that apply
to working with and handling liquid fire extinguishing agerts. We will
discuss GB asp the commln agent but the same conditions apply to DB and BT
or aiy other liquid gent. CB is a volatile (evaporates rapidly) liquid,
and its vapors are toxic. It should.be used with adequate ventilation
whenever possible. Avoid exposure to high concentrations of CB for
staggering, dizziness, lack of coordina5pn, stuport: confusion, headache,
nausea, Ar, unconsciousness pay result. If Overexposure is noted, leave
the:srei at once. If this is impossible, -taxi oxygen or air supplying
mas . After overexposure, 'report to firs aid immediately.* Personnel *,

regu arly exposed to CB will be gil4n a medical examination at intorvals
set up by the bast hospital. 1SZ

Select the following statement(s) that is/are true.

1. CB prniuces a vapor that is toxic.

2. Overexposure to CB vapors can cause unconsciousness.
4

3.'ThIf you notice the symptoms of overexposure, you should report
to first aid immediately.

.

4. Personnel who handle CB and are regularly exposed to the
vapors will have a periodic medical examination.

5. CB should be used in a yell

(
ventilated area.

wY

se

'a
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Answers to Frame 21:d 1. T 2. T 3. T 5.

Frame 22 !
A full face type shield will be worn when handling liquid agents,

recharging or weight checking containers. Neoprene gloves and aprons will

also be worn. A skin rash may result from prolonged or repeated contact

with CB. If CBis spilled on the skin, it must be washed off with soap

and water. Contaminated clothing must be removed immediately and

thoroughly dried prior to reuse. Clean water must always be available

in a CB area for washing the eyes. Although liquid agents ate irritating

to the eyes, no permanent injury will result if the eyes are thoroughly _

washed out immediately following the accident.

Select the following statement(s) that is/are true.
4

1. An eye shield, neoprene gloves and apron will be worn when

recharging liquid agent containers.

ft

2.
4

CB will be washed off the skin with soap, and water.

3. If CB gets into the eyes, they will be flushed out with clean water.

4. If CB is spilled on you: clothing, the clothing will be removed

immediately.

5: A skin rash will result from prolonged ot repeated contact with.C8.

6. Clean water will always be available in a CB area.

7. No special clothing is required wren handling liquid agents.

8. No permanent damage will result if CB is washed out of the eyes

immediately.

AP
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Answers to Frame 22: 1. T 2. T 3. T 4. T

5. T 6. T 7. 8. T

Frame 23

3oay

Besides producing toxic vapors, CB is also dangerous In another
respect. Sine^ it is designed to exclude oxygen from a fire,-it will
exclude the oxygen from any enclosed area. This is the reason for
havii,g.awellVentilated room when handling CB. It your CB work area
becomes contaminated with a high concentration of CB, a."Bale Test"
will be performed before reentering the area. This test IAD peiformed
by the bap medical office. For leak testing a fully charged CB container,
e "Halide" leak detector i3. used. This detectbr is atorch affair that
burns alcohol and produces a blue flame. When the detector tube is
passed over a-1eak.on a CB container, the nate turns green.

fi

Halide Leak Detector Torch.

Select the following statement(s) that is/are true.

1. CB will'be used in a well ventilated area.

2. A Rale Test will/be performed in an area contaminated with CB.

3. A high concentration of CB will remove the oxygen from an
enclosed area.

4. A Halide leak detector is used to leak check a fully charged
CB container.

5. A green flame from a Halide leak detector indicates a CB leak.

6. A high concentration of CB vapors in an enclosed area will not
harm you.

7. The Halide leak detector is a torch that produces a blue flame.

25
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Answers to Frame 23: 1. T 2.

5. 6. T

Prime 24

3. T 4. T

Another safety hazard you will come in contact with is the cartridge
or squib used to release the agent from the container or bottle. Never
attempt to check cartridge continuity unless the cartridge is properly
installed in the discharge bonnet. Be sure the bonnet is secure on the
bottle, and the bdttle is bolted to the installation brackets.

When checking cartridge continuity, use an ohmmeter which produces
a currrent of 35 milliamperes or less. A larger cur-ent might detonate
the cartridge. In other.words, a PSM-37 multimeter might fire the
cartridge. A cartridge or squib is a highly sensitive device.

a. ..artridge f. Crimped shoulder
b. Slug g. Ground terminal
c. Positive terminal h. Gun cotton (explosiv41)
d.

e.

Washer
Nut

i. Fusilwirig

Cartridge Assembly.

Select the following s.atement(s) that is/are true.

1. Not more than 35 milliamperes should be applied to the cartridge.

2. A PSM-37 is used to check cartridge continuity.

3. The cartridge or squib must be in the bonnet when checking
continuity.

4. The cartridge is a highly sensitive evice.

Ansuers to Frame 24: 1. T- 2. 3.

26

T 4. T
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Frame 1

In previous lessons we discussed aircraft liquid agent bottles

or containers. We said that the bottles or cylinders are filled by

weight and contain pressure. We also mentioned that dry nitrogen

(N2 ) is added to the agent to assist in expelling it from the container

of low temperatures.

At various intervals as prescribed by aircraft inspection TOs, these
bottles or cylinders are removed from the aircraft and a weight check

is performed. If recharging is required, this task will most likely 'all

on the Environmental Systems Shot

In this,text we will discuss the equipment used to recharge liquid

agent containers.

Select the following statement(s) that is/are true.

1. Aircraft fire bottles are filled by weight.

2. Dry nitrogen is added to all aircraft fire bottles.

_3. A weight check is performed with the bottle installed in the

aircraft.

4. Your shop may be responsible for recharging aircraft fire

bottles.

3
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Answers to Frame 1: 1. T 2. T 3. 4. T

Frame 2

Shown below is a typical recharge setup for recharging aircraft CB

spheres. The two agents most widely used are chlorobromomethane (CB)

and ditromodifluoromethane (DB). Note in the illustration that the CB
storage cylinder (F), has a syphon tube (J) and stands fish the valve

and up. The CB storage cylinder is pressurized with nitrogen (G)
which pushes the CB out the syphon tube (J) and into the sphere (L).

On the other side of the setup, we have the nitrogen supply cylinder

(N). Nitrogen is drawn from the supply cylinder, through the pressure
regulator (A) and through the purifier unit (B) to :the aircraft sphere

(L) which is mounted on the scales (K). The purifier assembly is not r

mandatory item on the liquid agent setup.

A. PINNIIIII INSULATOS 0.
L INRINVII ASSEMSLY 14.

C. MANVOLD TAM 3.
(44NAN11100114) K.

0. SOLD YAM L
E. NANIPOLD YAWS (LIQUID M.

F. CY= (LIQUID AGENT) N.

OAS PINZA 04111100110
UOUID
STI14014 11.1S1

MeeSCAL I

unseuismet
MANNOLD VALVE

(TEISSIAN num
1411110004 SUPPLY CYLINDER

CB (ChlorobromomethaneRechargs Setup.

Select the following statement(s) that is/are true.

1. CB and DB are the moat common liquid agents used.

2. The purifier assembly is not mandatory in the CB setup.

3. The fire bottle is mounted on the scales during recharging.

4 4.15
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Answers to Frame 2: 1. T 2. T 3. T

Frame 3

Shown below is the recharging setup for dibromodifluoromethane
(DB). Note the only new component in this setup is the filter (P)
which is the last unit in the manifold before the liquid agent reaches
the fire bottle. Also note the DB cylinder is inverted.

. In a fire extinguisher shop you will find only one liquid agent

recharge setup. This one setup is used for all liquid agent recharging.
The only requirement in doing this is that the setup must be purged with
compressed air when changing from one agent to another.

A. PRESSUIR RSOULATOR
B. NITROGEN SUPPLY

CYLINDE
C. Li VALVE

R

D. LINE VALVE (PRESSURE
RELIEP)

I. LINE YAY) WS (NITI10001'
S

P. LINE
UPPL

VALVE (CP*,
SUPPLY MINNA)

O. Cheri SUPPLY LINE
N. CPAry SUPPLY CYLINDER

J. STAND
K. GNAWING SONNET
L. CHAROINO LINE
M. EXTINGUISHER
N. SCALE
P. FILTER

DB (CF2Br2) Re:harge 441144.1p.

Select the following statement(s) that is/are true.

1. The only difference in the CB and DB setup is the agent.

2. One liquid.agent recharge setup can be used to recharge all

liquid agents. A

3. When changing from one agent to another, the recharge setup must

be completely pLrged.

5
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Answers to Frame 3: 1.

Frame 4

2. T 3. T

One type of liquid agent container charging bonnet (adapter) is
illustrated below. The charging bonnet I. screwed into the thermal
relief port or safety outlet (note fire bottle below). The bonnet

unseats the thermal relief device without actually removing it from
the container. Note the bonnet haw a wrenching head at the top and

flute engaging pins on the bottom. These pinsengage the flutes in the
thermal relief device (safety plug) and th wrenching head is tutted to
back off the safety plug and the agent enters the container. The

charging line is connected to the servicing port.

rr

WRENCHING HEAD

SAFETY OUTLET

SERVICING PORT

MUTE ENGAGING INNS
LJ

Liquid Agent Charging Bonnet.

Select the following statement(s) that is/are true.

Liquid containers are filled through the thermal relief or

safety gliplet.

2. When the charging bonnet is installed, the wrenching head is

turned to unseat the safety plug.

417
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Answers to Frame 4: 1. T 2. T

Frame 5

303,E

Once you have recharged a CB or DB container, it must be leak
tested before being reinstalled on the aircraft. Special, attention

should be given to the thermal relief device (safety plug) !lien leak
testing, as this is where a leak is most likely to occur. In general,
you can make leak tests by timing pressure drops (pressure gage on
container), soap and waver bubble"tosts, or with a halide leak ddtector
(shown below). The 13F series 'technical orders will give specific
leak tests to be performed on a particy.ar container.

The halide leak detector burns methyl alcohol and the flame will,
change color when the open: end of its flexible sniffer tube is held
closd to a liquid agent container that hasa leak~ The normal flame is
bile; a small leak produces a Breen flame,,and a large leak changes
the_color to a bright blue.

Halide Leak Detector Torch.

Select the following statement(s) that is /are true.

1. A leak is most likely to occur around the safety plug.

2. A leak test can be made by timing the pressure drop

3. The halide leak detector burns methyl alcohol.

4. When burning, the normal color of the alcohol flame is red.

_ 5. When a leak is detected, th

i
halide flame will turn green or

a bright olue.

7
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Answers to Frame 5: 1. T 2. T 3. T 4. 5. T

Frame 6

When handling liquid agents, such as recharging or weight checking
containers, A full face type eye shield should be worn. Neoprene gloves
and apron should also be worn whenhonsidered practicable. A skin rash
may result from prolonged or repeated contact with CB.. If CB is spilled
on the skin, it should he washed off with soap and water. Contaminated
clothing should be removed immediately and thoroughly dried prior to
reuse. Clean water should always be available in a CB area for washing
the eyes. Although CB is irritating to the eyes, no permanent injury
should result if the eyes are thoroughly washed out immediately following
'the,accident.

Select the following statement(s) that is/are true.

1. An eye shield, neoprene gloves and apron should be worn when

recharging a CB container.

2. CB should be washed off the skin with soap and water.

3. If CB gets into the eyes, they should be flushed out with
clean water.

4. If CB is spilled on your clothing, they should be removed
immediately.

5. A skin rash may result from prolonged or repeated contact
with CB.

6. Clean water should always be available in a CB area.

7'. No special clothing is required when handling CB.

8. No permanent damage should result if CB is washed out of the
eyes immndiately.

Answers to Frame 6: 1. T 2. T 3. T 4. T

5. T 6. T 7. 8. T

8
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Environmental Pneudraulic Branch 3AIR42331-10-406

Chanute AY% Illinois 6 July 1978

INSPECTION AND OPERATIONAL CHECK OF A FIRE EXTINGUISHING SYSTEM

OBJECTIVES

1. Using a fire extinguishing trainer, inspection,workcard,ane
maintenance data collection forms, inspect the fire extinguishing system,
recording a minimum cf five (5) discrepancies on appropgste forms.
One instructor assist per form is permissible.

2. Using a trainer, do an operational check of the fire
extinguishing system,,with one instructor assist.

EQUIPMENT
Basis of Issue

Fire Extinguishing System Trainer 3180 1/4 students

Note: The list page of this text contains an illustration of
the flire.extinguishing trainer number 3180. This illustration

can he used to locate any part not identified-a-Ehe actual

trainer. Compare it to the trainer as you read through the

procedures the first time.

INSPECTION PROCEDURES

1. Have the instructor set up fire extinguishing film number

AVA C-141.

2. Using the AFTO Form 26, provided by your instructor as a
guide, inspect each item listed, record a minimum of 5 discrepancies

on the AYTO Form 349. One instructor assist per form is permissible.

OPERATING PROCEDURES

Any trainer,malfunction shruld be brought to the instructor's

attention.

1. Remove all jewelry before operating this equipment.

2. Inspect the fire extinguishing trainer for the following:

a. All circuit breakers are pushed_in.
-

b. All fire handles are pushed in.

c. Bottle selector switch for edgines 1 and 2 in NOT
(normal).

d. All trouble switches in the out position (located on

back of trainer).

Suplrsedes 30R4-231-0,406, 4 August 1975.

OPR: 3370 TCHTG
DISTRIBUTION: X

3370 TCBTG /TTGU -P - 600; TTVSA - 1

Designed for ATC Course Use. Do Not Use on the Job.
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3. Connect the trainer to ,8V DC. The power cord is coiled up

behind the trainer. 28V DC outlets are on the walla

4. Place the trainer power master switch "ON." This switch iJ

located directly below the box containing the trouble switches.

5. Now visually check the- following:

ti

a. Squib firing lights (RED) should be ''OFF." 0

b. Annunciator panel lights (RED) for fire bottlis Number 1 -,

and Number 2 should be "OFF."

trs

c. The HYD shutoff valve (hydraulic) should be "OPEN" (amber .
indicating light "OFF").

d. The ETD gm& shutoff valve nould be "OPEN."

e. The ejector valve should be "OPEN" (amber indicating light
"ON"). The pressure twitch holds the ejector valve open.

f. The bleed air shutbff valve ;boat be "OPE!."

g. The manual fuel shutoff valve should be "OPEN." On
the trainer this valve is connected by cable ,to the Number 1 (only)
engine emergency fire handle. In the a;pureft each fire handle is
connected by cable to a manual fuel valve for that'engine.

h. The ejector duct valve actuator (cooling air) should
be "OPIN" or extended. This actuator will open or close a small door
on the engine cowling for cooling-purposes.

i. The fuel shutoff valve actuator should be extended
twelve not shown on trainer).

1
ti j. pnly thm two way check valves are shown since tubing is

not used-on the trainer. Normally these two check valves are in the.
manifold tubing connecting the two fire bottles. The spring loaded
"flappers" in the check valves position.in response to the direction of
aeent.flow.

k. The wiring for the system is routed through the two
tiergency shutdown relays on the lower right corner of the trainer.

6. To energize the engine emergency shutdown system, "pull" the
gins Number 1 fire handle.

a. CheckCheck that all valves "close."

b. Ejector valve amber light should go "off" (indicator valve
osed and pressure dropped).

c. ETD shutoff valve amber light should come "ON" (indicating
lve has closed).

2
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3036
d. We now have fuel, hydraulicfluid, bleed air, and cooling

' air shin off from the Number 1 engine.' '

7. To energise the fireextinguishingsystem, press the "push to
discharge" button which was uncovered when Number 1 handle was pulled.

a. With the bottle selector switch in "NORM," the circuit
will fire the 'NORM" squib in fire bottle Number). (check the red squib
firing lights).

,ss
,

b. The fire bottle Number 1 red light on the annunciator panel
should come "ON" (these two-lights are connected to the pressure switch in
the fire bottles; a pressure drop to 225 psi or below will lurnon these
lights.) The pilot now knows that the agent in fire bottle Number 1 has
been sent toenaine Number 1.

8. If for some reason one bottle did notwtinguish the fire in
engine Number 1, the bottle selector switch would be positioned to "ALT"
(flip this em4t.ch down). Now press the "press to discharge" button for
engine Number 1 again.

a. The circuit will now fire the "alternate" squib in fire
bottle Number 2 (check squib firing lights). The agent in this bottle
will also go to engine Number 1.

b. The fire bottle Number 2 red light on the annunciator panel
should come "ON." (Drop in pressure to 225 psi or laver tilins on-
this light.)

c. If this firing sequence is noi`clear, use the wiring
diagram on the trainer and trace the circuit out with a grease psutil.
(Hiring diagrams are in the upper right hand corner of the traindr.)

9. To reset the trainer for another operation:

a. Place the bottle selector switch back to "NORM."

b. Push fire handle Number 1 back in.

c. Check that all valves return to the "OPEN" position.

d. The ejector valve amber light should be "ON" an4 the HID
shutoff valve amber light "OP)."

e. Place the trainer power master switch "OFF" and then "bN"
again to reset the squib firing and annunciator panel lights. (On the
aircraft these bottles must be recharged to turn "Orr" the annunciator
lights.)

10. For this check, assume the fire is in the Number 2 engine.

a. Pull the fire handle for engine Number 2. Check that all
valves close.

handle.
b. Press the "push to discharge" button behind the Number 2

3
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c. With the bottle selector switch in "NORM," the circuit will

now fire, the "NORM" squib in fire bottle Number 2. (Check squib firing

lights.)

d. The fire bottle Number 2 light on the annunciator panel

should come "ON."

11. If this did not extinguish the fire,bottld Number 1 can be used.

a. Position the bottle selector switch to "ALT."

b. Press the "push to discharge" button again.

c. The circuit will now fire the "alternate" squib in fire
bottle Number 1 and send the agent to engine Number 2. -(Check the squib

firing lights.)

d. The fire bottle Number 1 light on the annunciator panel

will now come "ON."

e. Check the wiring diagram on the trains-, to see how this

happens..

12. Shut' the traiper down as follows:

a. Push engine Number 2 fire handle in.

b. Position the bottle selector switch back to "NORM."

c. Place the trainer power master oritch "OFT."

d. Remove the trainer power cord from the 28V DC outlet and

position it behind the trainer.

13. Additional Information:

a. The complete operational checkout sequence for ihe fire

extinguishing system is outlined in 1C-14:A4-7. Normally, the connector

plugs are removed from the squibs and a test set is used to check the

electrical circuit.

b. The only indicating lights found on the aircraft fire

extinguishing system are the fire bottle lights on the annunciator
panel. The squib firing and 'salve operation lights are on the trainer

only. This completes the operational chalk of the fire extinguishing

system. Chalk with your instructor before continuing.

4
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/ Environmental PneudrPulica 'Wench
Chanute AFP, Tllinois

TROUBLESHOOTING me EXTINGUISHING
AND ENGINE ISOLATION SYSTEMS

OBJECTIVES

After completing this workbook, you will be able to:

303?

3M42331-WB-40fA
14 July 19'8

1. Use a fire extinguishing trainer and multimeter to trouble-
shoot the system for m.A4functions, locati g four (4) of six (6) causus
correctly.

EQUIPMENT

Trainer number 3180
Multimster

IWORMATION

Basis of Issue
1/4 students
1/2 students

By now you should havenspectad an3 operated the fire
s...-inguishing-trainer. You should have a good idea of how the
system operates. In this project, you will troubleshoot the system
by locating defects that are put in the system by trouble xviichus.
These defects will be open or shorted, wires. Troubles ar
placed in the units: Note'that test Jecks have been put .1.
circuit on the trainer. With test jacks there is no need to take
off the AN connector plugs to check a circuit.

When you check the, various circuits, use grease pencil to
trace the circuit on the plastic covered wiring diagram. The
diagraM its on the trainer. This will keep you from checking the
same circuit twice.

Stkeredee 3ABR42331-WB-406A, 3 September 1975,
OPR: 3370 TCH/t
DISTRIBUTION: X

3370TCHTG/TTGU-, - 500; TTVSA - 1

Designed for ATC Course Use. Do Not Use on the Job.
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300
PROCEDURES

1. Set up the trainer for normal operation (power switch ON
and master switch ON). ,

2. Find t.ouble switch number 3. The trouble switches are
on the right side of the trainer.

3. Place this troubie switch to the IN pc ition.

4. Look at Table 1 and read the discrepancy

Trouble
Switch Discrepancy

3 Ties squih,firing light fbr circuit "A" does not coma ON,

when the bottle selector switch is in "NORM' and engine
II die-Charge /Jutton -IS pushed..

4 'Alternate circuit "A" engine 01 will not fire.

7 No response from the electrical circuit when engine 01
fire handle is pulled.

"Thehydraulic supply shutoff valve will not OPEN when
.engine 01 fire handle is pushed.

9 The ejector duct valve will not CLOSE when engine 01
lire handle is pulled.

11 The bleed air shutoff valve will not CLOSE when the engine
01 handle is pulled. The shutoff valve rill not OPEN when
the engine 01 handle is pushed.

Table 1. Troublteshooting.

WARNING: When a fire extinguishing system needs
maintenance, be sure tnat the AN connector plugs

are off the firing squibs before a multimater
is used. The battery in the meter has the current
that would fire a squib. When a squib needs to be
checked, use a meter than CANNOT give more than
35 milliamperes of curra, :. This type of meter will
be taught in the next text. Be sure to check the
technical order for the aircraft on which you are
working.

3. Pull the number 1 fire handy.

6. Press the push to discharge button (located under the
fire handle) for the number 1 engine,

7. Watch the squib firing lights.

2
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8. Since the circuit "A" squib firing light DID NOT come OU,
check the trainer wiring diagram for test points.

9. Check the circuit with the multimeter.

NOTE: You can troubleshoot t e trainer with power ON or OFF.
Make sure you have the meter set correctly when making either
a power ON or a power OFF check.

10: After the circuit is checked, you should have found that
wire number 1W21318 was OPEN. This wire is between the number 1
engine discharge button and the bottle selector switch.

11. Mark the wiring diagram to show the problem. Use an "X"
and the trouble switch number.

12. Place trouble switch number 3 to the OUT position.

13. Work the next five (5) problems listed in Table 1 by
following stepi 1 through 12.

14. Have the instructor check your answers before you start
the next project.

I

3
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Environmental Pneudraulics Brannh

Chanute APB, Illinois

OBJECTIVES

301h2
3ABR42331-WB-4068

14 July 1978

BENCH CHECK FIRE EXTINGUISHING COMPONENTS

After completing this workbook, you will be able to:

1. Using squibs container provided and igniter circuit tester,
bench the a two (2) squibs for proper resistance value, while observing
all lafety precautions pertaining to explosive squibs. One (1) instructc

assist permissible.

EQUIPMENT
Basis of Issue

Igniter Cirucit. Tester, 1/student

Type 101 -5BF,

Agent Container 1/student

Squib 1/student

iNFORKOWN

In this project, yet:, will bench check a fire extinguishing

bottle squib to find (.,A if lt is good. Use the figure ou the last

page of this book 'Ann making this check. The diagram wil', help you

to find some of the components that are not labelled on the tester.
Read all of the steps one time, then start the test.

Caution: The up:lb what .11E01 be placed in the agent con-'

tainer when m continuity check is made. If the meter should
detonate the squib, the rcntainer would discharge the liquid

agent.

PROCEDURE

1. Check che condltion of the squib tester before you use

it.

a. First, 1,-1 sure that the SHORTING BAR is put between

the binding mill, locet'-d st thu top of the tester.

Caution: Never press the OPERATING KEY when the shorting bar

is not in place, or when the SPRING CLIP LADS arm not hooked

to the squib. This could damage parts is the testcr.

Supersedes 3A2R42231-WB-406B, le September 1975.

Oft.: 5370 TCHTG
DISTRIBUTION: X

337OTCRTG /TTGU -P - 600; TTVSA - 1

Designed, for LTC Course Use. 0o Not Use on the Job.
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3 '13
b. Set the OHMS DIGITAL DIAL to read all zeros by

turning the DIGITAL DIAL SNOB counterclockwise (CCW).

c. Set the OHMS ADD SELECTOR SWITCH to zero.

d. Press the operating key and watch the pointer on the

meter. If the pointer does not move, the tester circuit is good. If

the pointer moves, there is an open in the tester circuit. Check

with your instructor if the pointer moves.

2. Using the Squib tester.

a. Remove the shorting bar from between the two binding

Posts.

b. The resistance value will Nary with different squibs.

The resistance value and tolerance of the squibs you will test are

2.30 t 0.50 ohms. Set a resistance value of 2.30 ohms in the

ohms digital dial by turning the digital diel knob clockwise (CW).

c. HOok the spring clip leads to the AN connector plug

located on the top of the tester.

d. Hook a spring clip lead to one of the pins of the AN

connector on the squib under test. Hook the other lead to thg ground

terminal of the squib.

Note: Since you will check both the A and B circuits in each

squib, it is not*too important whether A or B is checked first.

e. Press the operating key and watch the meter pointer.

If the pointer moves, increase or decrease the ohms value you had

set in the ohms digital dial. Neap adjusting until the meter pointer

is centered on the red line of the meter °cals.

if. With the operating key pressed, read the ohms digital

dial. The reading should be 2.30 + 0.50 ohms. If this is the

reading, the squib is good. If the reading is not.in tolerance,

the squib id bad.

g. If the circuit proves to bp good, remove the spring

clip lead from the pin and connect it to the other pin to check

that circuit.'

h. Do steps d, o and f.

i. Let the instructor know the condition of the squib

you are testing (good or bad).

Your instructor gave you a squib that has a resistance value

end tolerance of 2.30 + 0.50 ohms. Hook one lead to a rin of the

squib and the other lead to Lhe r oUnd connection. Set the ohms 1

add selector switch to zero (0). :hen, set 2.30 ± 0.50 ohms in

the digital dial and press the operating key. If you can center

2
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30i1
the meter pointer (red line) by addlng or subtracting not more than

0.50 ohms; the squib is good. Do the above steps with the other

circuit.

Note: The ohms add selector switch settings are in ten ohm

increments. If the squib resistance is between 0 and 10 ohms,

use the zero (0) setting of the switch. If the resistance

is between 10 and 20 ohms, set the switch on 10. If the

resistance is over 20 ohms, set the switch on 20.

4N

3. Securing the squib tester.

Remove the test leads from the squib and tester and store th.tm

in the top of the tester cover. Replace the,shorting bar between the

binding posts and set the OHMS DIGITAL DIAL to read all zeroes.

4. Squib disposal. If the teat shows the squib to be bad,

the squib must be removed and replaced. The old squib is not thrown

into a trash can. Every Air Force base has explosive material

disposal procedures that must be followed.

4.
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Technical Training
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LIQUID COOLANT SYSTEMS

21 Ocpber 1977

3350 TECHNICAL TRAiNINCIdING
3370 Technical Training Group

Chanute Air Force deem, Illinois

Designed for ATC Couise Use.

Do Not Use on the Job.
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FOREWORD

This programmed text was prepared for use in the 3ABR42331 Aircraft
Environmental Systems Mechanic Course. The materials contained herein
were validated with students from the subject course. At least 90% of
the students taking this text achieved or surpassed the criteria established
in the lesson ubjective. The average time for completion of this tLxtrwas
2 hours.

OBJECTIVES
A

Relate eight (8) of ten (10) components of a liquid coolant system to
its operation.

INSTRUCTIONS

This programmed text presents material in small steps called "frames."
After each frame you are asked to select the statement(s) that are true,
match items-, or complete statements. Read the material in each frame before
making your response. The answers to each frame can be found at the top
of the next rage. If you select the correct answers, continue to the next
frame. If you are wrong or in doubt, read the material again and correct
yourself before continuing.

OPR: 3370 TTG
DISTRIBUTION: 7

3370 TTGTC - 250; TTVSR - 1
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Frame 1

In older aircraft, radap cooling was accomplished by a fan mounted

to the radar unit. When the unit was operating the fan would blow air
across it. This was found to be a very poor way to cool a unit that cost
as much as the radar unit does. The ;:lot could not tell if the .fan was

running or not.- A lot of radar units failed because the fan was not
operating and the pilot continued to operate the radar unit. In the new

aircraft a new type of.cooling eyatem.has been made for the radar unit.
It is called the Liquid Coolant System. We will refer to this as the
LCS _throughout this PT. The LCS cycles liquid fluid through the radar

unit. As the fluid flows through the radar unit it picks up heat. The

fluid then flows through a hei..t exchanger whcre the heat it removed by
cold air flowing across the fluid. Afteithe heat axChagger the fluid
is routed back to the radar unit and continues to cycle in this manner.
The LCS operates any time the radar unit .s operating. Now we know What

the LCS is used for, let us take a look at the components and operation of
the system.

Refer to figure A and locate each of the components listed below.
Place the circled number of tae urlit.in the blank space alongside the

unit name.

a. Low pressure switch

b. Filter

c. Bleed/overboard expansion relief valve

d. Pump

e. Solenoid shutoff valve

f. Modulating valve

g. Delta system bypass valve

h, Reservoir

i. Thermal pilot valve

j. Temperature sensor

k. Heat exchanger
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Answers to Frame 1: a. 8, b. 10, c. 11, d. 2, e. 6, f. 3,

g. 9, h. 1, i. 5, j. 7, k. 4

L Frame 2

The aservoir is used to store the liquid. The reservoir holds 100
cubic inches (CI) of fluid and has c iarning light that will come on when
20 CI or more of the fluid is lost. The reservoir is made up of three
main parte-which axe (Wthe housing, (2) ..he reservoir piston, and (3)
the fill/refillpotiatiometer. The housing stores the liquid. The

reservoir piston will keep a constant pressure of liquid supplied to the
pump. This is done by the pressure of the liquid from the pump that is
applied to the back of the reservoir piston. This pressure will allow
only the needed liquid to be supplied to the system. The 1111/refill
potentiometer is connected to the reservoir piston. When the system has
lost 20 CI or more of liquid the piston is moved to the right which will
move the wiper of the potentiometer and turn on a warning light in the
cockpit. This tells the pilot that the LCS is low on coolant.

Check the following statements that are t_ rue.

1. The warning light will come on in the cockpit when 10 or more
cubic inches offluid is lost.

2. The reservoir holds 100 .pubic inches of coolant.

3. The warning light in the cockpit tells the pilot when the pressure
in the reservoir,is low.

437
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.Answers to Frame 2:

Frame 3

1. 2. 3.

The pump is the Apt item in the LCS. The pump is a three phase,

AC motor which operates all the time the radar unit is on. It keeps a

constant pressure and flow through the LCS any frime the system is operating.

The heat exchanger is the next item. This is where the heat is removed

from toe liquid coolant. The LCS.heat exchanger placed in the Avionics

Cooling .air ducting. The cooling air going to the onics Equipment is

what cools the liquid in the LCS. The cooling air fl across the heat

exchenger and LCS is routed through the heat exchanger. on4e.the cooling

air removes the ,heat from the liquid it continuos to the Avionics equipment.
Am small amount of heat that is picked up from the LCS will not affect the
effectiveness of the Avionics cooling system. If the temperature of the
liquid coolant is too cold, the coolant can bypass the heat exchanger. How

the system bypasses the heat xchanger will be explained in the next frame.

Check the following statements that are true.

1. Ram air flowing across the LCS heat exchanger cools the liquid

coolant.

2. The LCS pump is a 3 phase, AC motor, which operates any time the

radar unit is on.

3. The purpose of the pump is to keep a constant pressure and flow

through the LCS.

0
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Answers to Frame 3: 1. 2. i 3.

Frame 4

During normal system operation (see figure B) fluid flows from the
heat exchanger to the pilot valve. The pressure and temperature of the
fluid *nutrias the pilot valve positions the valve. When both the pressure
and temperature are normal, the bellows of the pilot is expanded which
forces the valve closed. With tho pilot wave closed, pressure is trapped
on the hack side of the modulating inlve. When pressure on the inlet sid,
of the modulating valve is the same as tne pressure on the back side, the
valve will close. This is due to a spring installed in the back side of
the modulating valve. It takes both the spring tension and the trapped
pressure to close the valve. This allows the fluid to flow from the heat
exchanger through the pilot valve and on to the radar unit.

Hatch the items in Column B co tie statement

UNIT
OFF VALVE

INL SIDE

FROM
'PUMP

MODULATING
VALVE

C.

NORMAL SYSTEM FLOW )FROM
HEAT

EXCHANOEk

Match the items in Column B to the statement in Column A.

Colman A Column B

1. Fluid flows from heat exchanger to a. Modulating valve

pilot valve.
b. Normal system

2. Pressure and temperature entering operation
this valve positions it.

c. Pilot valve

3. It takes fluid pressure and spring
tension to close this valve. d. Spring tension

439



Answers to Frame 4: 1. b, 2. 1., 3. a

Frame 5

When the temperature and pressure of the system decreases the modulating
valve opens allowing the fluid to flow from the pump through the modulating
pilot valve on to the radar unit. (See figure C.)

TO RADAR UNIT

TIlSOLENOID SHUTOFF VALVE

BACKSIDE INLET SDE

THERMAL
LOT VALVE

ArFROM PUMP

ILA 'OULATING
V. -VE

16ER0M HEAT
WPM HEAT EXCHANGER EXCHANGER

As the temperature and pressure of the fluid entering the pilot valve

decreases, the bellows in the'pilot valve contracts (opens). This pulls

the valve off its seat, allowing the trapped pressure between the modulating
valve and the pilot valve to bleed off. The prerlure on the inlet side of

the modulating valve is higher 0-ln the back side pressure. This inlet

pressure can override the spring a the modulating valve and force the

valve off it3 seat. This allows no fluid to flow from the pump. through
the modulating and pilot valves; to the radar unit, completely bypassing

the heat exchanger.

Check the following statements that are true.

1. If the temperature and pressure of the liquid increased, the bellows
in the pilot valve will expand and close the valve.

2. Closing the pilot valve will trap pressure on the back side of the
modulating valve.

3 With the modulating valve open the fluid must flow through the
heat exchanger.

8
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Answers to Prams 5: '1. 2. 3.

3aq

Frame 6

Match the component in Column B to the atateaent that best describes
it in Colgan A.

Column A Column B

1. Keeps a constant pressure of a. Modulating valve

liquid flowing from the
reservoir to the pump: b. Jump

2, Must be closed by fluid c. Reservoir piston

pressure and spring tension'
to direct the fluid through d. Pilot valve

the heat exchanger.
e. Fill/refill potentiometer

3. 3 phase AC motor operated to
provide a constant pressure
and flow through the LCS.

4. Moved by the reservoir piston
to indicate a loss of 20 CI or
more f fluid from the reservoir.

5. Has bellows that reacts to
erature and pressure changes and
open the modulating valve to

bypass the heat exchanger.

f. Solenoid shutoff valve



Answers to Frame 6: c. 1. a. 2. b. 3. e. 4. d. 5.

Frame 7

The LCS has a two position master switch (normal and test). In the
normal position, the solenoid shutoff valve is deenergized and opened.
With the pilot valve also open, the pressure that is trapped between the
pilot valve and the back sidenf the modulating valve will flow through
the solenoid valve back to the pump return line. This means that the
pilot and modulating valves are controlling the flow of coolant that goes
through or bypasses tie heat exchanger. The test position of the LCS switch
is to let you perform an operational and leak check of the LCS on the ground.
With the switch in the test position, the solenoid shutoff valve is euergized
clpsed. With the pilot valve open and the solenoid valve closed, pressure
is trapped on the back side of the modulatitikvalve. This keeps both the
inlet and back side pressure equal, which kee00 the modulating valve closed
at all times. So no matter what the_temperature of the coolant is, it has
to go through the heat exchanger and cannot in any way bypass it. The

maximum time you can run the LCS in test position is 6.5 minutes.

Check the following statements that are true.

1. The test position if the LCS master switch is used to operational
,and leak check the system on the ground.

2, The solenoid shutoff valve is energized closed.

3. When the LCS master switch is in the test position, the pilot
and modulating valves are always closed.

4. When the LCS master switch is in the normal position, the flow
of the liquid coolant is controlled by the pilot and modulatini
valves.

5. The maximum time the LCS can be operated in the test position
is 6.5 minutes.

lu
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Answers to Frame 7: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

Frame 8
1

The overtemperatuze sensor (7) is installed in the LCS between the

o:i:

thermal pilot val e and the low pressure switch. When the air flowing

across the LCS at exchange is not cold enough to remove the heat from
the coolant fl g through the heat exchanger, the overtemperature sensor
completes,a circuit to the overtemperature watning light in the cockpit.
If the warning light comes on, you have a malfunction in the cooling air
system. The purpose of the sensor is to tell the pilot if the liquid
coolant is too hot to cool the radar unit. If the overtemperature warning

light comes on, the pilot must turn the radar unit off. With the radar

unit off, the pilot must return to his base.

Check the following statements that an. true.

1. The overtcmperature sensor is located between the pump and filter.

2. If the overtemperature warning light camel; on, it tells the pilot
he has a malfunction in the modulating valtve.

3. When the overtemperature warning light is on, the pilot could
operate the radar unit for 6.5 seconds.

4. The pilot must turn the radar unit off and return to his base
if the radar unit cannot be cooled.

314 3
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Answers to Frame 8: 1. 2. 3. J 4.

Frame 9

The low pressure switch in the LCS is used to indicate if the liquid
level is too low to cool the radar unit When you have no pressure or low
pressure, the low pressure switch is collapsed which makes an electrical
circuit that will turn on the low pressure warning light in the cockpit.
(See figure D.)

TO RADAR UNIT

/TO LOW PRESSURE
IMVINIM3 LIGHT

00.-""10W PRESSURE
SWITCH

4- FROM PILOT VALVE

DELTA SYSTEM
ir BYPASS VALVE

To PUMP

Figure D. Low System Pressure

TO RADAR UNIT

TO LOW PRESSURE WARNING UOHT

( LOW PRESSURE
0.0'SWITCH

t

t
t.

FROM PILOT VALVE

DELTA SYSTEM
/BYPASS VALVE

1,

TO PUMP

Figure E. Normal System Pressure

When the system is operating at normal system pressure, fluid enters
an opening in the bottom of the low pressure switch, pushing the top,of the

switch up'breaking the circuit to the warning light in the cockpit. (See
figure E.)

Complete each of the following statements:

1. If the LCS is in the off position, the warning light will

Alb

2. If the LCS is in the on position, the warning light will

444
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Answers to Frame 9: 1. stay on 2. go off

sat

Frame 10

Nov that you know what happens when you do not have enough pressure
in the system, let's see what happens when you have too much pressure.
The system bypass valve is spring-loaded to the closed position. The

coolant flows from the pilotvalve toward the radar unit. If the pressure

is normal, fluid will flow to the ball of the bypass valve but the spring
will hold the valve closed which lets all the fluid in thelosystem flow to
the radar unit. (See figure F.)

TO RADAR UNIT
LOW PRESSURE

.....1000.0 SWITCH

DELTA SYSTEM

BALL SPRING BYPASS VALVE

PROM PILOT VALVE

10 PUMP

70 ?DAR UNIT
LOW PRESSURE
SWITCK

orPF-LTA SYSTEM
BYPASS VALVE

410

k.FROM PILOT VALVE

PUMP

Figure F. Normal Pressure Figure G. Excessive or High Pressure

If the pressure is too high, the pressure of the fluid pushes against
the ball of the bypass valve. (See figure G.) As the pressure builds up,
it overrides the spring tension of the bypass valve which forces the ball
off its seat. This lets the high pressure bypass the radar unit and return
the fluid to the line going to the pump.

Check the following statements that are true.

1. The system bypass valve is spring loaded to the closed position.

2. The bypass valve protects the system from high pressure.

3. The fluid that flaws through the bypass valve is routed back to
the pump,' bypassing the radar unit.

13
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Answers to Frame 10: 1. 2. 3.

?resell

After the coolant leaves the radar unit, it must ilow through some
type of assembly to clean the fluid. This is called a filter and it is
used to remove dirt, ay.:, from the fluid. The filter is made of a wire
mesh element, housed in an aluminum bowl. There are two ways to tell
you that the filter is dirty. One way is a mechanical pop-up indicator
on the filter housing. When the filter is dirty, the pressure increases
until it forces the pop-up indicator out. At the same time, this pressure
is applied to the filter pressure switch which completes the circuit to
the warning light in the cockpit.

The pilot must turn the radar unit off once the warning light has
come on because there is no coolant flowing to the radar unit. You must
remove and replace the filter element before the pop-up indicator or the
warning light can be reset.

Mitch the component in Column B to the statement in Column A that
hest describes its use.

Column A Column B

1. Complete an electrical circuit a. Pop-up button
to a warning light to tell the
pilot the filter is dirty. b. Wire mesh

2. Used to remove dirt from fluid c. Pressure switch
as it leaves the radar unit.

3. Mechanical device that tells
tne filter is dirty.

14
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Answers to Frame 11: ca, 1. b. 2. a. 3.

Frame 12

The bleed/overboard expansion relief valve is located just off the
reservoir. This valve has two functions. The first one is to allow you
to bleed air out of the LCS and drain the LCS completely. The bleed is
a manual opened or closed valve. Turn the handle clockwise to close the
valve and counterclockwise to open it. If air is crapped in the system,
it has to be removed. This is because air will not conduct the heat as
the coolant will. If the coolant gets dirty and you need to change it
you need a place to drain it. The coolant is just like the oil in a
car engine. It has to be drained and new coolant installed at regular
intervals in order to protect the system. The second functpn of the
valve is expansion relief. This'portiogiof the valve will *rotect the
reservoir from high pressure. It consiiis of a ball and spring. During
normal system operation, preisure is applied to the ball of the valve
but cannot off seat it because of the spring tension. When the pressure
increases, it overrides the spring tension forcing the ball off seat and
vents the high pressure overboard. This way the high pressure will be
vented overboard and not damage the reservoir.

Complete each of the following statements.

1. The manual bleed handle must be turned to open the

bleed valve.

2. The bleed portion of the bleed/overboard expansion relief valve is

used to bleed

system coipletely,

out of the system and

3. The expansion relief'' portion of the valve is made up of a

and

4. To force the expansion relief valve open, the coolant pressure must

increase and override the

15
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Answers to Frame 12: 1. counterclockwise 2. air drain

3. ball spring 4. spring tension

Frame 13

Refer to figure A on page 4. Place the number of the component from
figure A in theblank space alongside the statement that best describes
its function or operation in the Liquid Cooling" System.

=.0

1. The temperature and pressure of the liquid entering this valve
will determine What route the liquid will take.

2. When this valve is open, the liquid bypasses the heat exchanger.

3. Picks up a high temperature indicator
light in the cockpit to let the pilot

4. Starts the flow of liquid through the
unit is turned on.

and turns on a warning
know about the condition.

system when the radar

5. Indicates thAt the liquid level is too low to cool the radar

unit.

6. Protects the reservoir from excess pressure.

7. Used to remove dirt, etc., from the liquid as it leaves the
radar unit.

8. A spring loaded bypass valve that will relieve excess system
pressure.

9. Contains a manually operated valve that can be used to bleed
air.out of the system and drain the liquid from the system.

10. A solenoid valve that allows for an operational and leak check
of the Liquid Cooling System while the aircraft is on the ground.

Answers to Frame 13:

If you have missed any of the items, review the frame given for

that item.

1. 5 Frame 4

2. 3 Frame 5
3. 7- Frame 8
4. 2 Frame 3
5. 8 Frame 9
6. 11 Frame 12
7. 10 Pismo 11

8. 9 Frame 10 4 4 S
9. U. 12

10. 6 Frame 7
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FOREWORD

This programmed,text was prepared for'use in the 3ABR42331,
Aircraft Environmental Systems Machaniq Course. -7he materials
contained herein were 'validated ith students from the subject
course. At leait 90Z of the students taking this text achieved
or *wpm's(' the criteria established in the lesson objective.
The average time for completion of this text was two hours

30 minutes.

OBJECTIVES

Relate eight (8) of ten (10) components of ajiquid coolant
and liquidcycle refrigeration system to its operation.

INSTRUCTIONS

This programmed text is divided into small sections called
frames. Each frame contains information that you are required
to kno0 in order to satisfactorily complete the above listed
objective. At the end of each frame there will be a form of
questioning to which you will be required to respond in some
Manner. The correct answer(s) will be found at the end of the
following frame. Due to the length of this programmed text, be
certain you 'understand each frame before proceeding to the next.

Proceed to Friii-ia

OPR: 3370TTG

DISTRIBUTION: X
3370TTGTC - 250; TTVSR - 1
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Frame 1

Tho term air conditioning means "controlling the temperature,
circulation, humidity, and purity of the air." A system which does
only one or tau of these,functions is not considered to be a true
air conditioher. The Air Force equipment which you maintain will
do one, two or. possibly three of these functions: Due to popular
usage, these cooling units are all referred to as "air conditioners."

On the 14ext page you will find a glossary of terms and definitions
wad throughout the text.



GLOSSARY

AMBIENT AIR: The air surrounding an object.

ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE: Pressure at sea level; It is expressed in

14.696 ;minds per wore inch absolute pressure.

BOILING POINT: The temperature at which a liquidvaporizes upon

addition of heat. The boiling point'will depend upon the

pressure exerted upon the surface of th. liquid.

BTU (BRITISH THERMAL UNIT): The amount of heat required to raise

the temperature of one pound of vat.: one degroe Fahrenheit.

BY-PASS: A connection around a coil for the purpose of reducing

the capacity of the coil.

BY-PASS, HOT GAS: A connection from the discharge side, directly

to the suction side' of a compfessor. Sometimes used ae a

mean* of capacity control.

CAPACITY: It is the refrigerating effect produced and generally

measured in BTUs or tons per hoer.

CAPILLARY TUBE: A tube having a very small internal and external

diameter. They are used to connect the thermal bulb to the

upper diaphraga chamber of an expansion valve and remote

temperature controllers.

CHARa OF STATE: A change in the physical characteristic of a

substance. For example, the change from a liquid to a gas.

CONDENSE: To change state from a gas to a liquid.

CONDENSER: An arrangement of pipes or tubing in which the vaporized

,refrigerant is liquified by the removal of heat.

CONDUCTION: Heat transfer by contact of two substances.

CONVECTION: Heat transfer by movement of fluid or air.

CRITICAL TEMPERATURE: Temperature of a gas above which it cannot
be liquified by pressure alone, regardless of the amount

applied.

CUT-IN POINT: The temperature or pressure at which a controller

will function to start the equipment controlled.

CUT-OUT POINT: The temperature or pressure at which a controller

will function to stop the equipment controlled.

CYCLE: Complete course of operation of refrigerant back to a

mirth* point, also used in general for any repeated process

of a system.

DUMP VALVE: A valve used for controlling air flow.

4
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DRIER: A device containing a desiccant for the purpose of removing
moisture from a refrigerant.

DISCHARGE PRESSURE (HIGH SIDE PRESSURE): Operating pressure measured
at the outlet of the compressor.

EQUALIZER, EXTERNAL: A tube connecting the chamber under the
diaphragm of the thermostatic expansion valve to the outlet
of the evaporator. Eliminate the effect of pressure drop
through the evaporator on superheat response.

EQUALIZER, INTERNAL: The port connecting the chamber under the
diaphragm of the thermostatic expansion valve to the suction
side of the valve passage.

EVAPORATION: The process of converting liquid to a ?as.

EVAPORATOR: Any device in which a refrigerant is evaporated for
the purpose of extracting heat rom the surrounding medium.

EXPANSION VALVE: A device designed to meter the flint of liqid
-sfrigerant to an evaporator.

FLASH W. Gas generated whenever pressure is reduced on a liquid
held at boiling temperature.

FLOODEACK: A carry -over of liquid refrigerant from the evaporator
to the suction line.

FUSIBLE PLUG: A safety device havir, an insert of low melting alloy.
At excessive temperature t...3 a: Uy will melt, and release the
refrigerant.

HEAT EXCHANGER: Any device which removes heat from one fluid and
adds it to another, /'

HEAT, LATENT: Haat added or removed which cannot be measured by a
change in temperature but causes a change in state.

HUMIDITY, RELATIVE: The amount of moisture in the air stated in
terms of percentage of total saturation at the existing dry
bulb temperature.

LINE, DISCHARGE: Refrigerant piping or tubing between the compressor
and ...ndenser.

LIY', LIQUID: Refrigerant piping or tubing between the receiver
and expansion valve.

LOAD, HEAT: The amount of heat per unit time imposed on a refrigerant
system or the required rate of heat removed.

LOW SIDE (SUCTION SIDE): Parts of a refrigerant system in which

the refrigerant pressure corresponds to the evaporator pressure.

5
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OIL PRESSURE FAILURE SWITCH: A device which acts to shut off a

compressor when oil pressure falls below a predetermined

point.

PRESSURE: The force exerted upon a liquid or gas in a confined

area.

PRESSURE DROP: The loss of pressure due to friction.

PUMPDOWN: The reduction of pressure within a system.

PURGE: The discharge of impurities, noncondensibles, or gases, or
&a overcharge of refrigerant into the atmosphere.

RECEIVES: A device for storing liquid refrigerant.

REFRIGERATION 3-STEM: A system in which a refrigerant is circulated

for the purpose of extracting heat.

SENSIBLE HEAT: Heat added or removed which can be measured 'y a

change in temperature.

SIGHT GLASS: A glass Xnetalled in the liquid li e permitting visual

inspection of the' liqui^ refrigerant.

SUBCOOLING: The cooling of a liquid below its condensing temperature.

SUCTION LINE: Tubing or piping which connects the evaporator to the

compressor.

SUPER HEAT: Temperature addedtto a substance above its boiling point.

TEMPERATURE AMBIENT: The temperature of slrrounding air.

TON CF REFRIGERATION: A unit of refrigeration capacity. Equal to

12,000 BTUs per hour or 288,000 BTUs per 24 hours.

USEFUL OIL PRESSURE: The difference Jn pressure between suction

pressure and compressor oil pressure.

VACUUM: A reduction in pressure below atmospheric pressure.

VAPOR: A fluid in the gaseous'state following evaporation.

VALVE PURGE: A valve through which noncondensible gases or an
over-charge of refrigerant may *)e purged from a condenser or

receiver.
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Frame 2

To put it in simple language, refrigeration and air conditioning

are ways through which temperatures are reduced. Whatever the sub-

stanc*--solid, liquid, or gas--the process used to reduce its

temperature is called refrigeration. In other words, it may be said

that refrigeration is a way of removing heat from a substance when

this heat is not wanted; than transferring it to another substance

where it is not objectionable. For example, if the air of a room is

too warm and soma of the heat can be removed and transferred to
fnother ;lace, the way it is done would be called refrigeration or

air conditioning.

Couplete the statements in column A by placing the letter from

column B in the space provided.

Column A Column II

1. Refrigeration or air con- a. a reduced temperature.

ditioning is the process
of b. adEng heat.

2. The change in temperature c. refrigeration 3r

by removing the heat is air conditioning.

called
d. removing and transferring

3. The result of air condi- hest.

tioning or refrigeration
is

Answer to Frame 1: No Response Required.
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Frame 3

The law that controls the transfer of heat points out that heat

can'be moved from a hot substance to a cool substance until both

are thi same temperature. Then there will be no transfer of heat.

The rati\AI which heat will move from one substance to another

will rest on the temperature difference of the two substances.

The greater the temperature difference, the faster the rate of heat

transfer. As the temperature difference becomes less, the rate of

transfer will decrease and will stop when there is no temperature

difference.

Heat can be transferred by any one of three methods: conduction,

convection, or radi:.cion. These methods and their principles will

be gone over in the frames that follow.

Answer the questions in column A by placing the letter from

coltsanfr-Vrthe space provided.

Column A

1. Which of the temperature
groups has the most rapid
rate of heat transfer?

a.

b.

2. Which one of the tempera- c.

ture groups has the slowest
rate of heat transfer?

Column B

+32°F and +60°F

0°F and 0°F

-32°F and +32°F

d. +1000°F and +950°F

3. Which two temperature groups e.

has no heat transfer?
f.

Answers to Frame 2: d 1. c 2.

+68°F aid +68 °F

+30°F and +62°F

a 3.

8
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frame 4

When heat is transmitted from one part of a solid substance to
another part of the sate substance (sea illustration below), or in
direct contact from one solid substance to another solid L.latance,
it is referred to as heat transfer by conduction.

Place a T (true) or F (false) in front of the statements below.

1. When one end of an iron bar is heated and the opposite end
becomes warm, the transfer of heat is due to conduction.

2. Warm air from a furnace heat duct is referred to as heat
transfer by conduction.

3. Heat felt over glowing charcoal in a barbecue grill is
referred to as heat transfer by conduction.

4. When a solid substance that has been heated comes into
direct contact with a cool solid object, and the cool
object then becomes warm, the transfer is by conduction.

Answers to Frame 3: c 1. a 2. b & e3.

9457
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Frame 5

One of the methods of heat transfer that most of us ale familiar

with is called convection. Th%s refe'e to any heat transferred by

means of the movementof gas or liquids. When air (1 mixture of

gases) is heated, it expands and becomes lighter, which will cause

it to rise. As the air becomes'cold and heavy, it flows back to
the source of heat where it is again heated. Thus, a circulation

of air is set 1p that will continue as long as heat is provided.
Look at the sketch below.

Place a T (true) or P (false) in front of the appropriate

statements below.

1. t felt in water coming from a hot water faucet is

rilea

heat transfer by convection.

2. Heat felt over glowing charcoal in a barbecue grill is
referred to as heat trans" by convection.

3. Wars air coming from a furnace heat duct i. referred to
as heat transfer by convection.

4. Heat transfer through a solid is referred to as convection.

Answers to Frame 4: T 1. P 2. P 3. T t.

10
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Frame 6

The other mode of haat transfer is referred to ad radiation. This

means that the haat is moved by rays as shown in the following sketch.
In this case, a pertain's hand feels warm, though it is quite a

distance from the source of heat. The rays pass through the air and
heat the hand more than the air between the hand and heater. A
good example of radiation is the rays from the sun heating our
earth.

Place a T (true) or F (falie) in front of the statement below.

1, Transferring heat by means of warm air is a fora of
radiation.

2. The movement of heat through a solid is a form of
radiation.

3. Heat felt in water coming from a hot water faucet is heat
transfer by convection.

4. Heat felt over glowing charcoal in a barbecue grill is heat
transfer by radiation.

Answers to Frans 5: T 1. F 2. T 3. F 4.

449
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Frame 7

Heat intensity, or how warm a substance is, will be checked
through the use of a thermometer, and the unit of measurement is
called the degree. A change in temperature can be found by the
thermometer, &ftd also can be sensed by touch.

Sensible heat is referred to as heat that will cause a tempera-
ture change and can be checked with a thermometer. For example, an
iron rod that is heated to 72/F then cooled to 40°F will show
sensible heat loss of 32° (72°F minus 40°F equals )2°F difference).

Another form of sensible heat is super heat. This is known as
heat added to a substance that is in its gaseous state!. For example,
water will Change to steam at 212°F at sea level pressure, and the
steam can then be heated to 250°F or higher. The sensible heat
temperature difference between 250°F and 212°F is 38°F in the form
of super heat gained while the water is a vapor. Super heat is
extremely important in controlling the conditioned air temperature.

Complete the statements in column A by placing a letter from
column B in the space provided. NOTE: More than one response may
be used_per statement.

Column A Column B

1. Changing the temperature a. latent heat.
of a substance is caused by

-adding b. sensible heat.

2. Degrees--the unit of measure- c. specific heat.
went for

d. super heat.
3. The thermometer will

measure e. an increase in
latent heat.

4. Sensible heat added to a

substance will cause f. a change of state.

g. a temperature change.

h. heat intensity.

ti

Answers to Frame 6: F 1. F 2. T 3. T 4.

12 /Go
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Frame 8

Temperature is defined as heat intensity, or, the heat level
of a substance. Heat intensity is expressed in degrees and
measured with a thermometer. The Fahrenheit scale is used in
this country to measure refrigeration temperatures, so all measure-
ments will be expressed in degrees Fahrenheit.

The term used to express haat quantity (amount) is the British
Thermal Unit (BTU). Specifically, a single BTU is the amount of heat
required to raise one pound of water one degree Fahrenheit. Two BTUs
added to a pound of water will cause an Increase of 2°F. The BTU is
used to express the amount of heat an air conditioner is capable of
removing. A 12,000 BTU air conditioner is capable of removing
12,000 BTUs in one hour.

Place a T (true) or F (false) in front of the statements below.

1. Temperature is a measure of heat into city.

2. Heat intensity is expressed iL degrees.

3. Heat quantity is expressed in BTUs.

4. A BTU is the amount of heat required to raise the temperature
of one pound of water one degree Fahrenheit.

/ Complete the statements in column A by placing the letter from
column B 4n the space provided.

Column A Column B

5. Haat intensity is another a. super heat.
name for

b. degrees.
6. Heat intensity is expressed

in c. temperature.

7. The British Thermal Unit d. sensible heat.
(BTU) is used to express

e. heat quantity.

Indicate the true statements by placing a checkmark in the
spec rovided.

8. Two BTUs will raise 2 pounds of water 1 degree.

S. It %-ould require 6 BTUs to raise 3 pounds of water 9 °F.

10. Five BTUs will raise 1 pound of water 5 °F.

Answers to Frame 7: b 1. b d 2. b,g,d3. g 4.

13
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Frame 9

Water will boil at 212°F at sea level pressure. To bring water

to its boiling point, heat must be applied to raise its temperature.
The water temperature will raise until it reaches 212'F. When water

boils, it gives off.' water vap6r in the form of steam. (Boiling

water is water that undergoes a change of state from a liquid to a

gas.) After reaching its boiling point, the temperature of the water
will not increase, and cannot be measured as a change in temperature
even though the heat is still applied. It will stay at 212°F until

all of the water is changed to steam. This hidden heat io called
LATENT BEAT, and this term refers to heat gained or lost by a
substance when it has a change of state (from solid to liquid, liquid
to gas, gas to liqnid, or liquid to solid).

Complete the stntements in column A by placing the letter from
column B in the space provided. Some responses will be used more

than once.

1.

Column A

a.

b.

When changing from a liquid
to a gas, a substance absorbs

2. When latent heat is added or
removed, there will be no c.

3. The thermometer will not
measure

d.

e.

4. Super hest. is a form of
f.

Column B

sensible heat.

latent heat.

change of state.

change of temperature,

super heat.

conduction.

Answers to Frame 8: T 1. T 2. T 3. T 4. c 5.

b 6. e 7. 8. 9. 10.

14 .46%.?
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Frame 10

SPECIFIC 'HEAT is defined as the amount of heat (in BTUs) that
is used to raise one pound of a substance one degree Fahrenheit.

Water is used as the standard from which all specific heats

ara ranked. If any kind of solid, liquid, or gas takes more or
less heat than water to raise its temperature one degree Fahrenheit, that
percentage or ratio is known as its specific heat. One pound of

water needs the use of 1 BTU (British Thermal Unit) to raise its
temperature one degree. Carbon dioxide, for example, takes the use

of only .6 BTUs to raise its temperature one degree. ThiJ means that

carbon dioxide soaks up heat more readily than water b-aause it needs
less than one BTU to raise its temperature one degree.

Complete the statements in column A by placing the letter from
column B in the space provided.

Column A

1. Specific heat of a substance a.

2. Water is the standard used
when figuring

b,

3. Sensible heat is referred
to as the heat which c.

4. Carbon dioxide boils at
N\7109.3*F. Sit its tempera- d.

Ear. were increased to
-87'F, the temperature
difference would be a torm

e.

of genial(' heat called f.

'Column B

causes a change of state.

the amount of heat
required to raise the sub-
stance one degree Fahrenheit.

causes a change of
temnerature.

specific heat values.

super heat.

sensible heat values.

Answers to Frame 9: b 1. d 2. b 3.

15
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250

212

200

1
IsS
Z 150

g 120

O
32.

0

B.T.U.

A-B to heat ice from 0' to 32' (Sensible Heat)

B-C to melt ice 32' to 32' (Latent Heat)

C-D to heat water from 32' to 212' (Sensible Heat)

D-E to change water to steam 212' to 212° (Latent Heat)

16 BTU

144 BTU

180 BTU

970 BTU

E-F to heat steam to desired temperature in closed
vessel (Super Heat)

The amount of BTUs required to change one pound of 0°F 1310 BTU
ice to 212'? Steam

Chart 1.

16 4 6 4
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Frame 11

All matter can be found in either a solid, liquid, or gaseous
state and most can be changed from one state to another. While
changing from one state to another, the material must gain or lose
heat.

To change a liquid to a gas (boiling), the liquid must take in
a great amount of heat (BTUs). For example, to change one pound of
212°F water to 212°F steam will take 970 BTUs (see chart 1). At
atmospheric pressure, this change (liquid to gas) needs the greatest
amount of BTUs to cause the :hangs. We use this characteristic in
refrigeration to take heat frrm the air. Changing a gas to a liquid
(condensing) is an equally important change of state used in
refrigeration. removing the heat taken in while changing the
refrigerant from liquid to gas, we can convert the gas back to its
liquid state and start the cycle again.

Complete the statements in column A by placing the letter from
column B in the space provided.

Column A

1. To cause a change of state, a
a material must

b.
2. Changing from liquid to gas,

a material must c.

3. Changing from gas to a d.

liquid, a material must

a.
4. The thermometer will not

measure f.

5. How many BTUs are required g.

to change 1 pound of 32°F
ice to 32°F water? Use h.

illustration 2A in HO-601.

Answers to Frame 10: b 1. d 2.

i.

Column B

lase setsible-heat,

gain latent'heat.

gain sensible heat.

lose latent heat.

gain or lose heat.

latent heat.

180 BTUs.

144 BTUs.

16 BTUs.

c 3. e 4.

17
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Frame 12

The boiling point of water at sea level pressure (14.7 psia) is

212°F. Mater can be made to boil at a different temperature by

changing the pressure. See the following chart. A decrease in
pressure will cause the boiling point to be lower (for example, when

the pressure im reduced to 7.5 psia*, water will boil at 180°F, T.;are

it needs less heat to boil). An increase in pressure will cause the

boiling point to raise. If the pressure is raised to 20.7 psia,
water will boil at /30°F (wheeze it needs much more heat to boil).

Any increase in heat when a liquid is boiling will only cause

the boiling rate to increase (boil faster). This rule is true for

all liquids and is used in refrigeration to control the boiling and
condensat on points of the refrigerants.

180 7.51

190 9.34

200 11.53

210 14.12

212 14.70

215 15.79

220 17.19

230 20.78

240 24.97

250 29.82

Temperature-Pressure Relation for Boiling Water.

*psis -- pounds per squre inch absolute.

Place a checkmark () in front of the correct statement(s)
below.

1. Raising the pressure on a liquid will require less heat

for the liquid to boil.

2. Lowering the pressure on a liquid will require more heat
for the liquid to boil.

3. Lowering the pressure on a liquid will cause the liquid

to boil at a lower temperature.

4. Lowering the pressure on a liquid will cause the liquid

to bail at a higher temperature.

Answers to Frame 11: e 1. b 2. d 3.

18 1GG
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Frame 13

The temperature and pressure that will cause a gas to change to
a liquid is called the -nndensing_point. The condensit, point c.n
also be made to take plaza at a different temperature by a change in
pressure.. An Increase 5n pressure will cause a gas to condense at a
higher,temperature. A c.screase in pressure will cause a gas to
condense at a lower temperature. .When a gas does change to a liquid,
it must give out the same amount of heat that was soaked up in the
change to a gai. The rate (speed) that a gas will trn to a liquid
can be controlled by controlling the temperature of the substance used
to carry the heat sway. The most common substances used to remove
heat, to condense a gas, are air and water.

Complete the statements in column
column B in the space provided.

Column A

1. To condense at a latex
temperature

2. Increasing the tam;arature
of the substance carrying
away the heat

3. TO cause .-zondensation

4. Increasing the pressure
will cause a substance in
its gaseous state to

Answers to Frame 12: 1. 2,

A by placing the letter from

Column B

a. will decrease the
condensing rate.

b. the material must give up
lees heat than was
absorbed changing to a gas.

c. will increase the
condensing rate.

d. the pressure must be
reduced.

e. the substance must give
up the same amount of
heat abearbed while
changing to a gas.

f. condense at a higher
temperature.

B condense at c lower
temperature.

3. 4.

19 467
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Frame 14

When selecting an air conditioning unit, the heat load must be

known. The ambient (surrounding) air temperature, the amount of air
to be cooled, and the amount of moisture in the air (humidity) are
conditions which make up the heat load. An increase in any of the
above factors puts an additional load on the unit, and reduces its

efficiency. Heat load and unit cooling capacity are expressed in

BTUs or tons. A unit rated at one tcn means that it has the
capability of removing 12,000 BTUs per hour. (Refer to the chart

below.)

BTU per hour Tons

24,000 2

12,000 1

9,000 3/4

6,000 1/2

Complete the statements in column A by placing the letter from

column 13 in the space provided. Use the chart as necessary.

Column A

1. Reducing the amount of air
to be cooled

2. Any unit will more
efficient if fl

3. A unit =pab3 e of removing

54,000 s is equal to
( uanti )

4. A unit apable of removing
138,000[ BTUs is equal to
(quantity)

Answers to Frame 13: d 1. a 2.

20

Column B

a. any of the heat load
factors is reduced.

b. increases the heat load.

c. decreases the heat load.

d. any of ,.nr heat load

factors is increased.

e. 6 1/4 tons.

f.

g.

h.

12 tons.

4 1/2 tons.

11 1/2 tons.

e 3. f 4.
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Frame 15

In an air conditioning unit, the liquid used for codling is

called the "refrigsrant". A refrigerant is any substance which is
used for the purpose of removing and transferring heat. Materials

with low boiling points are better suited for refrigerants than
ones with high boiling points. The most common refrigerant used in
Air Force air conditioning equipment is Freon 12, which has a boiling
point of -21.7.F at sea level pressure. When this fact is related to
water (boiling point 212'F at sea level pressure), it is plain to see
that Freon 12 can absorb heat at very low temperatures. Freon 12

(R-12) is kept in the liquid state at normal room temperatures by
storing it in steel cylinders under pressure.

Select the true statements by placing a (T) in the space
provided.

1. A refrigerant is any material used to absorb and transfer
heat.

2. A substance with a high boiling point is well suited for
air conditioning.

1, Tn prevent R-12 from boiling at room temperaturA, it must
be kept under pressure.

4. A liquid used for cooling air is referred to as a
refrigerant.

Answers to Frame '4: c 1. g 3. h 4.

21
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Frame 16

A good refrigerant should have as mem' of the follcwing properties

as possible:

1. Low boiling point.

2. Low condensing pressure so that air-cooled condensers can

be used.

3. Non-toxic.

4. Non-flammable.

S. Will not ).1...-ct the lubricating oil.

6. Non-cormme.

-egardless of the type refrigerant used, there are always some

precautions which should be observed. When working with R-12, the

operator must observe the following precautions:

1. Always insure adequate ventilation.

2. Always wear face shields or goggles.

3. Store cylinders in a cool, dry area away from flammable

materials.

4. Refrigerant cylinders should be chained upright in storage
and rave protective caps over the valves.

NO RESPONSE REQUIRED.

Answnrs to Frame 15: T 1. 2. T 3.

22 .1 ,-()
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Frame 17

Complete the statements below by circling the correct response.

1. Refrigeration or air conditioning is the process of

a. adding heat.

b. circulating humidity.

c. purifying air.

d. removing and transferring heat.

2. Which of the following temperature groups has the most
rapid rate of heat transfer?

a. 52°F and 62°F.

b. -32°F and +32°F.

c. 800°F and 850°F.

d. 212°F and 240°F.

3. When a solid object is neatad and the opposite end becomes
warm, the transfer of heat is due to

a. convection.

b. conduction.

c. radiation and convection.

d. conduction and radiation.

4. Warm air coming from a furnace feat duct is referred to
as heat transfer by

a. convection.

b. conduction.

radiation and convection.

d. radietion and conduction.

5. Heat felt from the sun is referred to as heat transfer by

a. convection.

b. radiation.

c. conduction.

d. thermal rays.
23
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Frame 17 (Coned)

6. Changing the temperature of a rabstance is caumed by adding

a. super heat.

b. latent heat.

c. specific heat.

d. sensible heat.

7. When the term "degree" is used, it indicates

a. heat quantity.

b. haat intensity.

c. hest amount.

d. heat values.

8. Three BTUs will raise 3 pounds of water

a. one degree.

b. three degrees.

c. six degrees.

d. nine degrees.

9. heat gained cr lost by a substance during a change of state

is referred -o as

a. super heat.

b. sensible heat.

c. latent heat.

d. specific heat.

10. The percentage of any substance requiring more or less heat

than water to raise its temperature one degree Fahrenheit

is called

a. specific heat.

b. super heat.

c. latent heat.

d. sensible heat.

2k
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Frame 17 (Coned)

11 Changing from a liquid to gas, s material must

a. gain latent heat.

b. gain sensible heat.

c. lose latent haat.

d. lose sensible heat.

12. An increase in pressure will

a. require lass heat for water to boil.

b. require more heat for water to boil.

c. cause the boiling point to be lower.

d. none of the above.

13. Which of the following statements is true?

a. Raising the pressure on a liquid will require less heat
for the liquid to boil.

b. Lowering the pressure on a liquid will require more
heat for t.e liquid t9 boil.

c. Lowering the pressure on a liquid will cause the
liquid to boil at a lower temperature.

d. Lowering the pressure on a liquid will cause the liquid
to boil at a higher temperature.

14. To cause condensation,

a. the pressure must be reduced.

b. the temperature must be increased.

c. the material lust give up less heat than was absorbed
in changing to a gas.

d. the 3ubscence must give up the same amount of heat
absovbed in changing to a gas.

25 '173
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Frame 17 (Coned)

15. The heat load is date nod by

a. ambient air temps tune.

b. amount of air to b cooled.

c. humidity.

d. all of the above.

Answers to Frame 17:

If you answered any of the statements incorrectly, review the

following frames.

QUESTION
.13MBER ANSWERS

REVIEW
FRAME'

1 2

2 3

3 b 4

4 a 5

5 6

6 7

7 8

8 a 8

9 9

10 a 10

11 a 11

12 12

1;'

c 12

13

5 14

26
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Frame 18

The refrigeration system has five basic componentr--receiver,
expansion valve, evaporator, compressor and condenser (look at

figure 1). As the refrigerant flows through these components, it
will go through changes in its pressure and state. All refrigeration
and air conditioning units have a high and low pressure side, each
side having a distinct function. The cooling of ambient air takes
place in the low pressure side (evaporator), where the refrigerant
changes state (low pressure liq Id to a low pressure gas). The
refrigerant boiling at a low temperature under law pressure absorbs
heat from the ambient air.

The high side of the system provides the conditions to condense
and store the liquid refrigerant. The compressor increases the pressure
and temperature of the low pressure gas to a point at which it can be
changed to a liquid. As the high pressure gas flaws through the con-
denser, the heat is released to the ambient air. As heat is given off
by the high pressure gas, it will return to its liquid state. The
five basic components will be explained in detail later.

Complete the statements below by filling in the blanks with the
correct terms.

1. In a refrigeration system, the components where the

refrigerant changes state are 'le and

the

2. The low pressure side of a refrigeration system is where

takes place.

3. The refrigerant is liquified and stored in

4. The refrigerant in the condenser is liquified by

28
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Frame 19

Ahen the refrigeration system is not in operation, the liquid
refrigerant is stored in the receiver. (Look at figure 1, item 1
fot the location of the receiver in the system.) The receiver is a
steel tank and should never be completely filled with liquid.
Eighty (80) percent liquid is the. general rule when filling the
receiver.

The Temperature Pressure Chart was devised from this general
rule (see figure 2). The remaining 202 of the tank is used to allow
the refrigerant to expand and contract when the outside temperature
changes. As the ambient temperature increases, pressure in the tank
also increases. An ambient temperature of 90°F will result in a
pressure of 100 wag in the tank (look at figure 2).

If the outside temperature decreases, some of the gas will
condense and reduce the pressure. An 80°F ambient temperature will
result in 84 psig in the receiver.

Complete the statements in column A by placing the letter from
column B in the space provided. Some responses may be used more than
once.

Column A Column B

1. The pressure in the receiver a. size of tie receiver.
is determined by the

b. ambient air temperature.
2. A rise in ambient temperature

will cause c. condensation in the
receiver.

3. More than 902 liquid in the
receiver will cause d. the pressure to increase

in the receiver.
4. Using figure 2, compute the

pressure for 96°F ambient e. normal pressure.
temperature.

f. 106.5 psig.

g. less pressure in the
receiver.

h. 170 psig.

Answerp to Frame 18: 1. evaporator, condenser 2. cooling
3, the high side 4. removing heat

29
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TEMPO F PSIG

0 9.2
2 10.2
4 11.3
6 12.4
8 13.5
10 14.7
12 15.9

14 17.1

16 18.4

18 19.7
20 21.1
22 22.5
24 23.9
26 25.4
28 27.0
30 28.5
32 30.1
34 31.7

36 33.4

38 35.2
40 37,.0

42 38.8
44 0.7
46 42.7
48 44.7
50 46.7
52 48.8

TEMP
o
F PSIG TEMP° F Ps1G

54 51 108 132.4

56 53.1 110 136.4

58 35.4 112 140.5

60 57.7 114 144.7

62 60.1 116 150.0

64 62.5 118 '.53.2

66 65.0 120 .57.7

68 67.6 122 162.1

70 70.1 124 166.7

72 72.9 126 171.4

74 75.6 128 176.1

76 78.4 130 181.0

78 81.1 132 185.9

80 84.1 134 191.0

82 87.1 136 196.1

84 90.2 138 201.3

86 93.3 140 ,206.6

88 96.5 142 212.0

90 99.8 144 217.5

92 103.1 146 223.1

94 106.5 148 228.9

96 110.0 150 234.0

98 113.5 152 240.5

100 117.1 154 246.5

102 120.9 156 252.6

104 124.6 158 258.8

106 128.5 160 265.1

Pressure and Temperature of Refrigerai.t.12.

Figure 2.

30
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Frame 20

As with any tank, there must be an inlet and outlet. This has

ben provided on the refrigerant receiver. Manual valves are placed

at both points. An inlet valve is put in between the condenser and

the receiver. Generally this is mounted on the receiver itself.
This valve is a common valve, just like a valve used with water,
but may have a back seat position and an access port to the system.
(See figure 3.) The back seat position (full counterclockwise) will

close the access port so 'at gages may be put in to check the pressures

in the system.

The outlet valve always has the back seat position to close the

access port (charging port). This port is used for charging with a

liquid (build up the amount of liquid refrigerant). A tube (dip tube)

is hooked to the outlet valve Pad extends well below the liquid level
of the receiver (see figure 1, item G). This makes sure that only

liquid refrigerant gets into the liquid line. Both valves, when

closed, will isolate the receiver from the remainder of the sys:em

(see figure 1, items G and H).

Fill in the blanks with the correct terms.

1. Manual valves are used to the receiver.

2. The access pbrt on the receiver outlet valve provides e

place to the system with liquid.

3. The ..ack seat position of the valve the

access port.

4. The tube (dip tube) attached to the receiver outlet valve

insures
liquid line.

Answers to Frame 19: b 1. d 2. d 3. h 4.

32
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Frame 21

The refrigeration systeM is under constant pressure with the high
side having the highest pressure,. Arprotective device is placed in
the high side to prevent'overpressurization of the system. The

h)

excessive pressure'can cause leaks, resultin in loss of the refrigerant.
One of the most common protective devices is the fusible plug (see
figure 1). This is a threaded male plus 't t is placed in each end
of the receiver. A lead alloy substance, placed in the center of the
plug, will melt at a set' temperature. If the pressure increases,'
temperature will also increase. When the melting point of the alloy,
is reached, the pressure that is in the tank will blelf out the softened
lead, relieving all pressure,

Complete the statemets lecolumn A by placing the letter from
column B in the space provided.

Note: Some questions may require more than one response.

Column A Column B

1. The fusible plug protects a. the low side of the
system.

2. Excessive system Pressure
can cause b. better cooling.

3. Leaks will result in c. the high side of the
system.

4. When pressure in the
system increases

I

d. leaks at the soldered
joint.

e. increased efficiency.

f. loss of refrigerant.

g. temperature decreasei-

h. temperature increases.

Answers to Frame 20: 1. isolate 2. charge 3. isolates

4. only liquid refrigerant

33 IS 1
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Fraie 22

While the refrigeration system is in operation,"the high pressure 1

liquid refrigerant flows through the liquid line on its, key to the

expansion valve. The expansion valve is most important-to efficient

system operation. For this reason, a filtering device is,placed in

the liquid line. This film). is referred to evithe "dehydrator"

(see figure 1, item I).' It takes out moisture and foreign particles

from the refrigerant. Moisture in the system can cause the following:
sludge in the compressor, freezing at the expansion valve, and

orrosion in the system. Thedrieropart of the filter soaks up any
moisture that may have been left-in the system. The strainer, plaed
in the outlet end of the filter, takes out any foreign particles that

maybe in the refrigerant.

Complete the statements in column A by placing the letter from

column B in the space provided.

Column A

1. If moisture enters the
system it can cause

a.

b.

2. Foreign particlesare
removed by the c.

Good maintenance practices_3.
can prevent d.

4. The drier absorbs e.

Answers to Frame 21: c 1. d&f

34

1

Column

strainer.

efficient operation.

moistures from entering

the system.

sludge.

drier.
6

f. moisture.

f 3. h 4

ti
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Frame 23

The refrigerant will pass by a "sight glass" after leaving-the
dehydrator. The sight glass, is a port placed in the liquid line,
with a glass insert that will let themechanic visually, check the
condition.of,the refrigerant. Look at figure 1. item .1, to find the
eight glass. A normal sight glass pdication is,a completely clear
glass. If bubbles are seen, it cad surd a shortage of refrigerant
or a restriction in t! liquid line. If the refrigerant is dis-
colored, it may mean that oil is circulating.with the refrigerant.

discoloration is noted but, disappears after ales,/ minutes of
operation, this %ould be considered normal. -If the discoloration
continues, aVroblem is indicated which will be explained ithe
troubleshooang seccion4

Complete the statements in column A by placing the letter from
coluan'B in the space provided. i 4

Column A

1. Thd eight glass is installed
in the

2, A clear sight glass is an-
4- indication of

3. A shortage of refrigerant
will be'indiCated by

4. Oil circulating with the
refrigerant may cause

\ 6

Column B

a. discoloration of the
refrigerant.

b. bubbles in the sight
glass.

c. an adequate refrigerant
supply.

d. liquid line.

a. receiver.

Answers to Frame 22: d 1. a 2. c 3. f 4.*
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Figure 5.
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Frame 24

After it goes through the sight glebe, the liquid refrigerant
igerfib in the expansion valid (look at figure 1, item/4). The expansion
valve _is a metering device that lets the liquid refrigerant g. in

A t'he cooling coil (evaporatbr) in the amount fieeded'to cool the heat
load. The liquid refrigtrent goes in the expansion valve as a high
pressure liquid and flows oift as low pressure' liquid. This is pos-
sible because the outlet and the connecting rubing are larger than
the inlet. Look at figures 4 and 5.on the preceding page.

/-

The cut in pressure will cause the refrigerant to boil at a low
temperature in the evaporator. -.For example, the pressure keeping the
refrigerant as a liquid at 96'F must be at 99.8 psig. If, after
passing through the expansion vaJ.ve, the,pressure is cut down to
40 psig, the refrigerant will boil at a lower temperature (44°F).
Look at 'figure 2 on,page 10.

tomplete the statements below by placing 'themissing'wOrds in
the blank!. ;

1. After leaving the receiver, tae liquid refrigerant 0 ters

the on its way-to the

'2. 'The expansion valve is a device.

3. An increase in heat load will cause thlexpansion valve

to allow to enter the evaporator.

_
4. The refrigerant enters the expansion valve as a

5. With the pressure reduced o 35.2 psig, the boiling point

of F-12'is °F. .Refer to illusEration, 2, of H0 -401.

6, The, inleeto the expansion valve is than
the outlet:

c

A
0. 1

.*

Answers to Frame 23: d 1. c 2." b 3. oia 4.
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Framr 25

After it leaves the expansion valve, the reirigerantgaes through

che evaporator, where the teal cooling taken place (see figure 1,

item A) .

An evaporator is a device (usually fin wed copper tubing'when
,

F-12 is used) in, Which the refrigerant is evaporated for the purpose

of taking, heat from the surrounding air.

As the refrigerant goes inthe evaporator, it is a law pressure

liquid. After it soaks up heat from the.surroundingv'air through. the

walls of the evaporator, itchanges fp,m a low Pressure liquid to a

low pressure gep; so, on the inlet side of the evaporator, thire is

mostly liquid. A4 the refiigerant goes through the evaporator coils,

more and more of the liquid is ,vaporizedi (boiled o!f) until a%the

outlet end, there.is nothing but vaPkr. Look at figure 5 on page 36;

Complete the Statements below by placitg the correct terms in

the space provided.

1. The refrigerant changes from a

Y.

to a

. i *the evaporator.' i i

...
.

-..

t2. The refrigerant boils at a low temperature in tilt evaporatorl

* ,

-because is lowered.

3. Cooling the heat load actually takes place in the

4. The refrigerentleaves the evaporator as a (\

4

\

A
%

t

N :

Answers to Frame -24: 1. liquid line, expansion line 2. metering,

1. more refrigerant 4. high pressure liquid ,

5. 38'17 6. #smaller

38
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Frame 26

The refrigerant leaves the evaporator and goes in e suction line
as a lOw pressure gas (vapor). The suction line,hoo e evaporator
to,the suction- service vai$e on the compressor. The sue ion service
valve pr6vides a place to charge the refrigaiant supply on the low
side (gas). The valve has the same positions as,the receiver outlet
valve (forward and back seat position), see !igure a, page 31. The
refrigerant now goes in the compressor (figure 1, item E) where it
is set up for the condensing.process. This takesin the raising of
its piessure and temperature:b. Ambient air is used to take heat from
the refrigerant so the compressor must raise the temperature of the
refrigerant above ambient temperature. The- refrigerant temperature
at leaves Ake compreisor will be approximately 30°F above aMbient

4temperaturS4 If for example,4the 'ambient air is 80°F, the temperature
of this reftigerant .gas will bit raised to approximately 110°F when it
leaves the compressor. As the ambient airsemperature increases, the
tempereturI and pressure of the refrigerai'! that leaves the compressor
also 'incresqes.

Copplete the statements in rolur= A ,by placing the- letter from
coiumn B in the spage provided.

Column A

1. Pressure leaving the com-
pressor is determined by
the

Column B

a. size of the receiver.

b. receiver.

2. `Changing the low pressure c.

gas to high pressure gas f

/- is Oone by the d.

3. The refrigerant leaving
the evaporator must be

4. An increase in ambient
air temperature will.
cause

5. Charging with gas done
at the

'suction service valve.

ambient air temperature.

e. ,compressor.

f. high pressure gas.

A

g compressor di)tharge
pressure to remain
COMM/Mt

h. compressor discharge
prsinsure to increase.

i. low pressure gas.

Answers to Frame 25: 1. low pressure liquid, low pressure gas
2. pressure 3. evaporator
4. 'low pressure Ass.

1
39
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Frame 27 "

The-refrigerant now leaves the compressor through the compressor

discharge valve. The valve is manuel type and, when it is closed;

itIsolates.tke compressor from the'high side. The high pressure'

refrigerant gis then goes in the discharge line and flows into the '

condenser, Lee figOre 1, item B. The condenser is a coil of finned

copper tubing similar in design to,a car radiator. The heat picked

A up by dhe refrigerant -in the-evaporator, and the heat of compression

are passed otrto the air in the condenser. When the heat is taken

from the hot high pressure refrigerant vapor, will'go back to its

liquid state. Gravity now returns the liquid to the receiver where

it is stored until it is needed by the expansion valve. This liquid

will go. in die receiver through the receiver inlet valve, look at

item M.

4 Complete the statements in column? A by'placing the letter falom

co1umn.B in the space provided.

a

Column A

1. The function of the
condenser is to

2, The refrigerant entering the
condenser is a .

Column

a. low pressure gas.

it remains a gas.'

c. change high pressure ga3
to a high 'pressure liquid.

high pressure gas.

e. it changei.to liquid.

3. When heat is removed from the
hot refrigerant gas d.

4. When the expansion valve
meters refrigerant into the
evaporator, it is a f. low 'pressure liquid..

c

b

AnsZers to Frame 26: d 1. e 2. i 3. h 4. c-/ 5.

4
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Frame 28
1

The basic system operation starts with the high Oiessure liquid
refrigerant in the receiver. When the system is start d, the liquid
refrigerant flowePto the expansion valve where its pressure is cut
down. The refrigerant goes in the evaporators a low pressure liquids--
whereit bOili" at a low temperature and soaks up heat_from the
Surrounding air. The refrigerant leaves the evaporato. as. a low pres-
sure gas and flews to the compresior. The compressor gets the refrigerant
ready for the-condensing mode by raising yi pressure and temperature. 4*

When it is 'compressed, the temperature' of the refrigeratit will be,
close to 30°F above the ambient EiMperature. The discharge pressure
can be:found with easeby using figure :. For.example, 70° ambient
temperature plus the 30° from compression is 100°F. Looking at
figure 2, we. find a presitre of 117, psig would be the discharge pres-
sure. To Complete the cycle, the gaseous refrigerant must be returned
to its liatdid state, This is accomplished by the condenser where the

. hotlrefrigerant gas gimesiep itsAheat to theourrounding ambient air.
The refrigerant returns by .gravity to the receiver, Were it is stored
-until needed by the expansion valve.,

Camp
l

the statements in column A by placing the letter from
column B inhe space provided.

1_

Part I

Column -BColumn A

1. The increase in refrigerants a.

pressure is done by the

b.
2. In the evaporaeor, the

refrigerant changes from.

3. Wen the ambient tempera-
: Ore Is 90°F, and the unit

operating, the discharge
pressure will be

4. The refrigirant absorbs
heat in the

5. The refrigerant leaves the
condenser as a

4

41

489

c.

condenser.

expansion valve.

compressor.

evaporatOr.
.

liquid to gas.

gas to liquid.
7,av

psig.

136.4 psig.

high pressure liquid.

j: low pressure liquid.

ow
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Frame 28 (Cont'd).

-MlatchLthe component in column A to

letter (preceding the correct function)

provided.

its function by placing the
from column E in the space

I

Part II

Column A

A

Column B

, 1. Receiver a. Permits charging on the

low side.

2. Receiver charging port
b. Removes moisture' and

3. Drier-Strainer foreign particles.

4. Expansion valve. c. Merv, psfrigetant into
the conaenser.

5. Evaporator
d. Meters refrigerant into-

the evaporato4,.

Answers to Frame 27: c 1. d 2.

!) '42

e. Permits charging on the
' high side.

f. Stores refrigerant.

g-

h.

Where heat is remove
from the air.

. .

Where heat is given up to
the air.

e 3. f 4.

"#,

&am

1
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Diaphragm and switch shown when the
Air Temperature is at or below the

thermostat setting.

SUL

Diaphragm and switch shown when the
Air Templtature is above the
thermostat setting.

HOT

THERMOSTAT.

t.

4

Figure 6.

4.3
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Frame 29

.

The temperature control unit (thermostat) works like the
thermostat used in the.home. It is built to open or close an elec-

.

trical eirduitin line with changes in temperature. The thermostats

used ere referred tries remote bulb thermostats. The remote bulb
is pleced.in the zone where control of the temperature is needed.
The bulb is filled with refrigerant and is hooked to a pressure
operated switco by means of a capillary tube. -When the teupeature
of the air rises above the theriostat setting, some of the refrigerant__
will boil and c.:a.ve a pressure rise in the bat) said capillary. tuba.
The pressure rise *Ill close the electrical switch and start the
system operating.- (Look at figure 6, view 2, on the preceding page.)
The system will continue to work until the air temperature drops to
the thermostat setting. The reduced air temperature will cause some
of the refrigerant to 'oondense in the bulb. when the refrigerant
in the burl.coadenses, pressure will be reduced and the switch will
open (look at.figuie 6, view 1) and stop system operation.

41116,

Complete the statements in column A b, placing the letter from
column B in the space prlvidecl.

1.

Column A
0 -

To conktol the conditioned
air temperature the remote
tulb must be

2. A pressure increase in the
bulb will

b.

c.
3. Air temperature changes

4: The refrigerant in the bulb d.

will condense if

Cc am 3

causes pressure to
increase in the bulb.

causes pressure to change
in the bulb.

start the system
operating.

stop the System operation.

e. the air 4.,-ynnerature drops.

f. the air ature rises.

g. placed where control of
the air temperature is
needed.

"4"

Answers to Frame 28:

Part I c 1. e 2. g

Part II f e 2. b

3. d 4. i

3. d 4.

_5.

g_ 5.

44
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Frame 30

Match the response (component to function) from column B to the
statement in column A by placing the letter preceding the I:esponse in

the space provided,

Column ,A

1. The basic refrigeration
system consists of the

0
a.

b.

2. Cooling of the heat load
takes place in the c.

3. The receiver is filled with

4. The receiver outlet valve
provides a place to e.

The drier-striiner removes

d.

6.

f.

The sight glass is installed

in the

Column B

suction line.

evaporator.

the low pressure cutout
will stip the compressor.

expansion valve.

moisture from the liquid
refrigerant.

thermostat.

g. liquid line.

7. Liquid refrigerant i- metered h.
into the evaporator by the

i.

8. The change from low pressure
liquid to low pressure gas j.

occurs in the
k.

9. The low pressure gas enters
the compressor through the

10. The compressor changes

11. The temperature control unit
is referred to as a m.

Answers to Frame 29: g 1.

80% liquid and 20% gas.

low pressure gas to high.

high side of the system.

receiver, expansion valve,
evaporator, compressor
and condenser.

replenish the refrigerant
-an the high side.

high prkisuta gas to high
pressure liquid.

c 2. b 3. e 4.

45
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Answers to Frame 3n:

Refer to the frame numbeilisted in the right-hand column for
addlAionai information on items missed.

`k 1. F-18

2. F-18

h 3. F-19

1 4. F-20

e 5. F-22 a

R 6. F -23

d 7. F-24

b' 8. F-25
P

a 9. F-26

i 10.

f 11. F-29 '

When you have completed frame 30 and reviewed the items misted,
report to your instructor. You are now ready to take the test.
When successfully completed, the instructor will assign your next
project. ,

494
46
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Frame 31

Because of the tubing and connections used in a refrigeration
system, the porsibilities of a leak of the refrigerant exists. Either

of two methods can be used to detect, leaks.

The most widely used leak detector for refrigeration systems is
the "halide torch." The torch consists of bottled gas,ia chimney
chaaber with a glow plate, and a sampling tu'oe. To use the torch es
a leak Aetector, move the sampling tube slowly around the outside of
any gasketed joint, seal, or fitting. At the same time, watch the
flame for the slightest change ih.color. The color of the flame
changes when a leak is found. A very faint color change indicates a '
small refrigeraht leak. A very bright and'vivid qolor change indicates
a very large leak. The tqi:ch must be used in a well ventilated area.
It only indicates that thd leak is in the general area. 'does not
pin-point the leak.

The safest method for leak detection is the use of a soap and
water solution% This method requires that you use a thick, almost
pasty, mixture of soap and water. The solution is made up of 50%
soap and 50% water. To make sure that the solution bubbles well,
you can add a few drops of glycerine. Apply the mixture to the
poimts where you suspect the leak to be. The leak will cause the
solution to bubble and give you the exact location of the hole.

Place a checkmark (40in front of the correct statement(s) below.

1. When using the halide torch a very bright and vivid color
change in the flame indicates a very large leak.

2. The safest method for leak detection is to use a soap and
water solution.

3. When using a soap and water solution to
very faint color change in the solution
leak.

4. The most widely used refrigeration leak
halide leak detector.

Answers to Frame 31: 1. 2. 3.

495
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detect leaks a
indicates a small

detector is the

4.
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Environmental Pneudwilics Erarth
Chanute APB, Illinois

LIQUID REFRIGEhNT SYSTEM MAIRTENANCE

3ABR42331-WB-407

OBJECTIVES
.

4 , .

1. Using an inspection workcard, maintenance date collection

forms, and a trainer, inspect a liquid refrigeration system recording

a minimum of two disArepancies. One instructor assist, per form, is

permissible..
.

1

2v Using a trainer, perform-an operatiimnal check of a liquid

refrigerant system with one instructor assist.

3. Using a liner and schematic, troubleshoot 'a liquid
refrigerant system with one instructor assist..

4. Using a trainer and the necessary equipment, bench check and
repair system components with once instructor assist.

EQUIPMENT

Inspection Workcard
AFTO Form 349
Toolitit

Freon cylinder
Manifold gage assembly

H-10 leak detector
Leak Tic soap solution
Vacuum pump
Trainer 4369, liquid ref rig

Basis of Issue
1/student
8/student
1/student
1/student
1/student
1/s dent
1/stddent
1/student

' 1/student
pg.

This workbook deals with inspecting, operating, and trouhle-

shooting the refrigerant system. At strategic points throughout the
procedures you will Verequired to have the instructor check your
wink and initial the workbook when the work is satisfactory. At the

end of each section you will be required to have the instructor sign

the completed workbook.

INSPECTION PROCEDURES

Using the AFTO Form 26 provided by your instructor as a guide,
inspect each item listed thereon, recording a minimum of two
discrepancies on the AFTO Form 349. One instructor assist is

permissible on each'diicrepancy.

This' supersedes 3ABR42331 -W469, 15 November 1977.

OPRP 3370 TCHTG
DISTRIBUTION: X ,

31470 TCHTG/TTGU-P - 400; TTVSA - 1

2
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OPERATING PROCEDURES

This workbook is to bs used as the source for procedures to operate
the air conditioner trainer. Duringooperation, remeraber to observe the
gages and indicators so you can determine the serviceability of the unit.
The readings observed must be compared wtth the specifications found in
table 1 to determine the exact status of the unit. Read at leest one
(1) step ahead throughout this workbook,.
;TD

Refer to PT-409A to complete the followin diagram. This is a
basic refrigeration system.

.26""Drs=ctlit

94

KEY

HIGH PRESSURE LIQUID

HIGH PRESSURE SUPER-
HEATED VAPOR

c=3 HIGH PRESSURE SATU-
RATED VAPOR

Q' LOW PRESSURE LIQUID
c:-.3 LOW PRESSURE sATu

RATED VAPOR

- 'DIRECTION OF REFRIG-
ERANT FLOW

2 4114

Color the system according to the key at the right of the diagram
and also show direction flow.

Figure 1.

3
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REFRIGERATION SYSTEM

Before beginning the operational check, view the film Principles

) f Refrigeration.(

OPERATIONAL CHECK
I

'Note: Place your initials in the space provided when you complete

each step in the workbook.
.

. 1. Obtain the manifold gage assembly and toolkit from the

trainer ,

2. Hang the manifold gage assembly,on the back of the trainer.

3. Locate the "refrigeration system diagram" on the trainer.

4. Using a grease pencil, trace on the diagram..to show how the

manifold gage lines should be connected ,o the' system compo-

nents for reading systeM operating pressures. When you are

complete, have your instructor check your work.
V

INSTRUCTOR'S INITIALS . --

5. Remove the two large caps from the discharge and suction

service valv4s on the compressor. BACKSEAT BOTH VALVES

SLOWLY BY TURNING THE STEMS COUNTERCLOCKWISE ALL THE-WAY

BACK. DO NOT'OVERTIGHTEN.

6. Remove the two 9611 caps from the discharge and suctiqp

ports on the compressor.

7. Connedft the lines to the sy tea components as you have drawn

them on the system diagram the low side on the manifold gage

to :he suction service pod and the high side on the manifold

gale to the discharge ner ice port.

INSTRUCTOR'S INITIALS

8. Check the LOW and HIGH side valves on the manifold gaga
assembly to make sure they are-in the closed (clockwise)

position.

9. Take the ratchet wrenchf, 11 the toolkit and position the

suction and discharge service valves on the compressor to

the "GAGE" position. (3'turns-in)

'

INSTRUCTOR'S. INITIALS

10. Put on goggles and purge the HIGH and LOW hoses by loosening

the connections to the manifold assembly'. When the hoses

have been satisfactkily purged (one at a time) tighten the

connection,. 'Place a <Toth around the connections to prevent

Freon from spraying.

11. Both gages (high and loy) on the manifold should indicate

the same amount of pressure. NOTE: This is due to the

compressor not operating. The pressure pushes out of the

receiver and through the system. Read the pressure by

looking at the black scale.

INSTRUCTOR' S INITIALS

4 499 4
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12. Racord the temperature of the evaobrator'coils on Table 1

(space A).

13. Connect the power 'cord-to 110/115V AC wall outlet. The trainer

power light should come "ON.'` I

14. Place the compressor switch' to the "Oiropositpn and notice the

sight glass. The fretin and oil will rise in the sight glass

as they circulate through the system due to the compressor

operating. Notice in the center of the sight glass there is

a green dot. So long as this remains green, this indicates no

mois,ure in the system. If the green turns to yellow, this

means that the system hds excessive moist4re. The sight gliss

should be clegr and full to the top.

INSTRUCTOR'S INITIALS

15. ,
Operate the unit for at least ten (10) minutes before'recording

1( sty unit readings. After at least ton (10) minutes fill in the ,

blaOkr-litable'l. Take your reading from the high and low

gages on the manifold gage assembly (SLACK SCALE). Compare the

readings to the left column.

Normal Unit

Reading Reading SAT. UNSAT.

DISCHARGE PRESSURE,GAGE 90-130 psi.

4

SUCTION PRESSURE GAGE 20-35 psi

SIGHT GLASS clear

TEMPERATURE OF EVAPORATOR a. b. c.

ow Table 1.
A

Note: The reading obtained from your (manifold gage assembly will

vary in psi due to-ambient temperature\eround the evaporator.

16. Record the temperature of the evaporator coils on table 1

(space "b"). Th2 temperature drop will be placed in'space "c."

SHUTDOWN PROCEDURES

1. /Place the compressor switch. to the "OFt position.

2; Unplug the power cord from the wall receptacle.

TROUBLESHOOTING PROCEDURES

f. If an 'Ur-ATISFACTORY" condition was/noted, record is the space

provided.

a. TROUBLE
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b. Refer to table 2 and record theiprobeble cause(s) in

the space provided.

c. Analyze all probable causes carerVly. You willbe
able to eliminate each listed cause as indicated In the "REMEDY"

column as you go through this workbooki, Then when you have completed
the final operational check, you can reverify the system's condition

to see if you eliminaDeak the problem.

TROVBLE PROBABLE CAUSE r REMEDY1

appear in Shortage

sight glass pressure

Moisture

of freon (system
will also b( low)

4

Clogged drier strainer

Compare stigapp pressure
to TP chart. Service

system.

Check moisture indicator
,in sight glass. If

yellow, evacuate the
system.

R&R drier strainer

Low suction!
pressurb

Superheat adjusted too

high

Shortage of freon

Dirty air filter

Oil clogged evaporator

0 Low load

`Adjust expansion valve
(ccw)

Service, system

Purge and evacuate
system

Purge and evacuate
system

1161 drier strainer

High discharge
prre

k

Air in the system

Overcharge of freon

Receiver inlet valve
wit fully open

Evacuate and reservice
system

Partially drain and
reservice

/-

Open valve fully

High ction Oversized expansion valve

presage
Expansion valve seat leak

Low superheat adjustment

6

c561

Replace expansion valve

Replace ellansion valve

Adjust expansion valve
(cw)
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a.

r.

4 DRAINING SYSTEM PRESSURE

**" .?//$

SAFETY: Put o'ggles (located in trainer cabinet) for steps

one through five.

R0443VAI.--"

1. Sockseat the compressor's discharge valve-by backing itout.
Leave the suction valve in the "GAGE" position.

CAUTION: DeNOT OVERTIGHTEN THE VALVE(S) WHEN YOU ARE FRONT

SEATING OR BACK SEATING THEM.
.d.

2. Obtain the drain car. from the trainer cabinet.

3: Connect pne end of the line to the manifold gage assembly
service port (see trainer diagram). Place the other,.nd

of the hose into the drain can.

4. Open the high valve on the manifiold assembly to bided the

pleasure out of the line which connects to the compressor's

fischarge port. Then close after the pressure escapes

completely.

5. Crack open (counter^_lockwise) slowly. (little :by little)'the

v. low valve on the manifold gage assembly until all the pressure
has escaped and the law pressure gage reads "0," NOTE: ,THE

REASON TO op THIS IS THAT THE HIGH SIDE CONTAINS THE RECEIVER
WHICH HOLDS THE FREON, AND SOME,-IF NOT.MOST, or THE OIL. THE

REST OF THEDIL IStEITHER IN THE SYSTEM LINES OR IN THE COM

PRESSOR. SO REMEMBER, THE SLOWER THE PRESSURE COMES OUT, THE'
LESS OR NONOIL THAT WILL COME OUT.OF THE SYSTEM. THEN YOU WILL

NOT HAVE TO SERVICE THE COMPRESSOR.OR SYSTEM,WITH OIL. HAVE
THE INSTRUCTOR ChnicirRIS STEP WHILE YOU DO IT._

INSTRUCTOR'S INITIALS

FVACUA9 THE SYSTEM

Before beginning to evacuate the system, view film Evacuating a

Servicing.

VACUUM TEST PROCEDURES

The vacuum test ,will hejperformed three

VaIum Test #1 (Dooteis 1, 2, 3,

times.

4 5, 6,

6 7, 8,

,6 , 7, 8,

,6a,

9).

9).

7, 8, 9).

Vacuum Test #2 (Do steps 4, 5, 6,

Vacuum Test #3 (Do steps 4, 5.r 6,

1. Obtain the vacuum pump location from the lab instructor.

2. Using a grease pencil, trace on the diagram to show how the
manifold gage lines should be connectdd to the system

5027
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Or .

cdmpdnents ni reading systeM
\am

1.11tm'pressure. When complotv.

have the lab instructor check t ur work.

INSTRUCTOR'S INITIALS (TEST #1)

3. Connect the_manifold-assembly using the lines going to the
system components as you have shofan'them oil your diagram.

INSTRUCTOR'S

INSTRUCTOR'S

'INSTRUCTOR'S

INITIALS (TEST

INITIALS (TEST

INITIALS (TEST

Endure that the discharge valve is back seated and suction

valve Is in _the GAGE" position. (3 turns in)

INSTRUCTOR' .3 INITIALS

5. Plug in t16 vacuum p to.a 110/115V AC wall outlet. -NOTE:
VACUUM PUMP WILL' OPERATE AS SOON AS THE CORD IS CONNECTED TO

THE WALL OUTLET.

6. Opes the low valve on the manifold assembly. NOTE: -REMEMBER

10 OPEN IT SLOWLY SO THAT YOU WILL NOT THROW ANY OIL OUT OF

THE SYSTEM. THE PRESSURE IS ESCAPING AND GOING THROUGH THE

VACUUM PUMP AND INTO THE ,DRAIN CAN.
.

INSTRUCTOR'S 'INITIALS .'

6a. When you have obtained e vacuum of 28" Hg, crack open the high

valVe so that all the pressure can escape completely. This

lets the pressure out of the manifold gage. (LOW GAGE GREEN

SCALE is vacuum).
5,

Operate the pump five minutes more after obtaining a reading
#14 28" Hg--(vactium-.4,s the low gage Green Scale).

7 .1

INSTRUCTOR'S INITIALS

8. Close the low valve on the manifold 'assembly and 'unplug the

vacuum pump. This will stop the air from entering'the
system when you disconnect the vacuum line.

Y. Disconnect the service line from the vacuum pump. Set'aside

the pump on a bench so that it will be out of your way.

NOTE: AFTER THE FIRST VACUUM TES'i, PERFORM THE PURGING PROCEDURES,

THEN PERFORM THE SECOND VACUUM TEST AND PURGE THE SYSTEM AGAIN.
AFTER TRW SECOND PURGE, PERFORM THE THIRD VACUUM TEST THEN

CONTINUE TO THE SERVICING PROCEDURES.
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URGING THE SYSTEM

10. Obtain the location of the t.12 refrigerant from t e instructor.`

2. . Place the refrigerant (R-12) container on.the trainer:

NOTE: PURGING IS TO REMOVE ANY CONTAMINANTS THAT MIGHT BE IN
THE SYSTEM (SUCH AS MOISTURE, DUST, DIRT, ETC). EVEN THOUGH
THIS IS WHAT THE DRIER.STRAINER IS USED FOR, IT CAN SAVE THE
REMOVAL OM REPLACEMENT OF THE DRIER AT SUCH AN EARLY TIDE.'

3. Uaing a grease pencil, trace on the diagraieto sh4W how
the manifold assembly lines should be connected to the
system component(' for purging.

INSTRUCTOR'S INITIALS

4. Connect the lines to the trainer components as you have drawn
them on the diagram.

INSTRUCTOR'S INITDILS

SAFETY: PUT Oi'GOGGLES FOR STEPNOs 5 atAd 6.

5.. Open the refrigerant service valve on the container.
NOTE: 'PAS ALLOWS GASEOUS R-12 REFRIGERANT TO YOUR
MANIFOLD ASSEMBLY.

(--

/

6. Purge the service hod: by looseni9g slightly the connection
* .

' to the manifold assembly. This will allow the air to be
pushed out ant the freon to take its place. Then tighten
the connection'ften you have satisfactorily purged the hose.
If.you do not purge the hoses tha vacuum and
purging will have to be done again.

I r

CAUTION: FREON, IS COLD, SO PLACE A CLOTH AROUND THE CONNECTION
TO PROTECT YOURSELF.

7.- PlUg in the trainer power to a 110/115V AC wail outlet.
Trainer power light should comet%N."

8. Open thee high valve on the manifold assemb'.i. Both
gages should indicate the same amount of pressure. NOTE:
IMMEDIATELY DO STEP 8 and PAY CLOSE ATTENTION TO STEP Nos
9, 10, and 11.

9. Place the cot:pressor switch to the "ON" position.

1_10. OPkrate the system for thirty seconds. Then Ziose the
high valve on the manifold assembly.

11. Turn the, compressor switch "OFF" and unplug the trainer.

12. Close the service valve on the\freon container.
'

AV
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13., Put oq your safety goggles and crackiopen the line at
* (connection to the freon container and let the pressure escape

slowly. NOTE: IF THE GAGES ON THE MANIFOLD ASSEMBLY DECREASE
IN PRESSURE ON THE BLACK SCALE; THIS MEANS THE HIGH AND LOW
VALVES ARE NOT CLOSED ALL THE WAY ON THE MANIFOLD ASSELA.Y.

CAUTION: FREON IS COLD, SO *ACE A CLOTHIAROUND THE CONNECTION

TO PROTECT YOURSELF.

14. Slowly disconnect the service line at connection to the freon

container the rest of the way, making sure that the pressure

has escaped.

15. Cap open connection ca freon container and set it aside.

_416. PERFORM VACUUM TEST AFTER THE FIRST AND.SECOND PURGE. AFTER

THE THIRD VACUUM, PERFORM THE SRRVICING PROCEDURESee

SERVICING-

1. Place refrigerant (R-12) container an trainer.

2. Mang a grease pencil, trace on diagram to show how the
manifold gageiftes should be connected to the system

components for servicing.,

INSTRUCTOR'S INITIALS

3. Connect the lines on the trainer as you have drawn them on

the diagram.:

INSTRUCTOR'S INITIALS

SAPITY: PUT ON GOGGLES FOR STEP 4.

4. Open the service valve on the freon container. Lescre the

container upright so that you service the system with gas.

*Purge the service hose.

5. Plug in the trainer to a 110/115V AC wall outlet.

6. .Open the low valve on the manifold gage assembly. Batt

gages should indicate. pressure.
4

7. Place the trainer switch to the "ON" position and operate
the system until the discharge pressure gage indicates
abou6ALOO psig.

8. Now, carefully watch sight glias on trainer. When the sight

glass is HALF 1 2 FULL OP FREW liquid, notify the lab

instructo When the sight glare is 3/4 full, close the
service va ve on the freon container and this will possibly
allow the gas or liquid freon in the lines to top off the

sight glass and the system.

INSTRUCTOR'S INITIALS *-

5605



9. Leave the system comcted as is and operate for ten more
minutes. Then take the following readings:

SIGHT GLASS SUCTION GAGE DISCHARGE,
GAGE

10: Now compare the, abovesreadings with table 1.

ki. IS the unit operating correctly?

UNSAT. __T SAT.

INSTRUCTOR'S INITIALS

12. Close the low valve on the aanifold assembly.

' P13. BACKSEAT.the suction and discharge service ,valves on

the compressor. NOTE: REMEMBER, DO NOT OVERTORQUE.
NOTIFY THE INSTRUCTOR TO CHECK THE POSITION OF THE
VALVES. .

INSTRUCTOR'S INITIALS

T SAFETY: PUT ON GOGGLES FOR *STEP NO6 14 18.

14. asconnegt the service hose from the freon container.
CAUTION:' USE A CLOTH AROUND THE CONNECTION.

15. Place the service hose in the drain can.
^IMO

16. Open'slowly the low valve on thkmenifold assembly so that
all the pressure ,can escape. -lVOTE: LEAVE THE VALVE OPEN
DUE TO THE LIQUID FREON THAT WILL BE IN THE LINE.

17. Repeat step 16 for, the high side.

18. Disconnect the high and low side hoses:frbilpressor.
Cap the open ports. Torque caps to 90 inch lbs.

19. Connect the hoses as on figure 2 and close the high and
low valves on the manifold assembly.

20. lace the manifold assembly and Otain can in the trainer
abinets properly.

21. Ttrn the suction and discharge service valves a HALF (1/2)
IN. (TO THE "GAGE" POSITION)

NOTE: THIS WILL KEEP THE SERVICE VALVES FROM FREEZING IN THE
BACKSEATED-POSITION.

gat INSTRUCTOR'S INITIALS

22. Cap the service valves.

23. Tur off the compressor switch.

NOTE: NOW YOU ARE READY TO PERFORM THE LEAK TEST.

50611
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Figure 2.

LEAK TEST

Before beginni the leak test, view film Thermostatic Expansion Valve.

UST*. A1E S SOLUTION

1. Obtain the location of the "Leak Tee" solution from the

instructor.

2. Shake the bottle until you have enough bubbles to apply to

each tubing connection which might have a possible leak.

Apply the solution and look for leaks. Remove the Leak Tec

solution (using a cloth) from the area in which you applied

it after verifying that there are no leaks.

3. Troubleshot and found the following leaks:

=
AIIIMM11.111111=1111.....1.11MINNI.
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14. Rave the instructor check your work. DO NOT TIGHTEN THE

LEAKING CONNECTIONS AT THIS TIME, because you will verify
the system using the H-10 leak detector.

INSTRUCTOR'S INITIALS

5. Place the "Leak Tec" solution back where you found it.,/z

6. Now perform another leak test using the H-10 leak detector.

LEAK TEST USING THE H-10 LEAK DETECTOR

1. Obtain the leak detector from your lab instructor.

2. Plug in the power cord of the leak detector into the trainer
outlet which is located next to the temperature control box.

3. 'the leak detector will start to warm up immediately after
the power cord is plugged into a 110/115V AC outlet.

4. Check for sufficient airflow by pointing the probe tip toward
the floor and observing the airflow ball (in the probe). The
height the ball rises is not important as long as it rises.
If the airflow ball DOES NOT RISE, tap the probe lightly to
make sure the ball isn't sticking. If the ball does not rise
at all, inform your instructor.

5. Place the "Sensitivity" switch in either the HIM or LOW
positions.

/
NOTE: THE LOW" RANGE POSITION LS USED TO DETECT LARGE LEAKS

. AND IS USED WHEN THE SENSING ELEMENTS OF THE TESTER ARE NEW.
THE "HIGH" RANGE POSITION IS USED TO DETECT SMALL LEAKS.

CAUTION: IN A HIGHLY CONTAMINATED AREA, THE FLASH RATE WILL
NOT BF STABLE AND IT WILL BE ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE TO "BALANCE"
THE DETECTOR. UNDER THESE CONDITIONS, LEAK CHECKING WOULD
NOT BE POSSIBLE.

6. Adjust the flash rate of the neon lamp in the probe by
rotatin^ iclockwise-or-counterclockwise) the "balance"
control so that the neon lamp just ceases to flash. If

adjusted properly, the light WILL FLASH and continue to
flash when the probe is held at the Leak."

When the probe is removed from the "Reference Leak,"
the flashing rate will slow down and STOP.

INSTRUCTOR'S INITIALS

7. The "Reference Leek" may be used as often as necessary to
assure proper operation of the leak detector, or as a
comparing means to assist you in determiAing the size of
the leak. (R-11 is used in the H-10 detector for adjusting
the reference leak by setting tha flash rate of the probe.)

13
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8. Hold the probe as closely as possible to thitrea being
tested and move the tip at ONE INCH PER SECOND.(cr less)

along the seams or joints suspected of leaking. When the
probe encounters a leak, the flashing rate of the neon lamp
will increase and will continue to flash at the faster rate
as long as the probe is held at the leak.

9. Troubleshot and found the following leaks:

10. Have :Instructor check your work. If there are any leaks, the

instructor will advise you what to do.

INSTRUCTOR'S INITIALS

11. Unplug the trainer,and the tester. Place the tester back

where you found it

12. Notify the instructor of your completion.

4
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